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"ON TARGET"
The 2/3rd Australian
Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment
Successes achieve d by G e r m a n d i v e - b o m b e r s a n d
low-flyin g s t r a f i n g aircraf t early in W.W.II c r e a t e d an
urgent d e m a n d f o r light a n t i - a i r c r a f t a r t i l l e ry to
c o m b a t the menace.
T h e 7th 8th. a n d 9 t h B a t t e r i e s of the 2/3rd Australian Light A n t i - A i r c r a f t R e g i m e n t e s t a b l i s h e d in
1940 were the first such unit in the A.I.P.
T h e R e g i m e n t , in action, rarely f u n c t i o n e d as a
unit but rather in B a t t e r i e s w i t h T r o o p s s c a t t e r e d
and i n d i v i d u a l g u n s o f t e n a l l o t t e d s e p a r a t e roles acting i n d e p e n d e n t l y .
Its m e m b e r s , however, participated in o p e r a t i o n s in the W e s t e r n Desert,
Tobruk, Crete. Syria. Australia, N e w Guinea, the
Islands and North-West Borneo.
In Crete. 7th B a t t e i y c o n t r i b u t e d to the m a s s i v e
losses w h i c h nearly cost th e G e r m a n s their first
defeat on land and c a s u a l t i e s in that c a m p a i g n
e x c e e d i n g in twelve days the total lost in all t h e i r
a c t i o n s in the w a r up to that time.
U s i n g c a p t u r e d Italian e q u i p m e n t , b e c a u s e t h e i r
own p r o m i s e d B o f o r s g u n s w e r e not available, 8 t h
B a t t e i y p a r t i c i p a t e d in the S i e g e of T o b r u k h e l p i n g to
thwart R o m m e l ' s p l a n s a n d e a r n i n g the right to
share the proud title " R a t s of T o b r u k " .
O p e r a t i n g as a m o b i l e force, the 9 t h B a t t e r y
o p e r a t e d in s u p p o r t of British artillery, i n f a n t r y a n d
R.A.F. u n i t s in the W e s t e r n Desert b e f o r e m o v i n g to
Syria. F o l l o w i n g their return to A u s t r a l i a a f t e r J a p a n
e n t e r e d the war, they p r o v i d e d L.A.A. d e f e n c e at
M i l n e B a y Port M o r e s b y a n d Lae. In the s u b s e q u e n t
Island c a m p a i g n , they w e r e p r e s e n t at the s u r r e n d e r
of the J a p a n e s e in Borneo.
For the b e n e f i t of the m e m b e r s of the R e g i m e n t
and the g e n e r a l reader, this b o o k tells of the
e x p e r i e n c e s of these men, o f t e n u s i n g i n a d e q u a t e
e q u i p m e n t , of their r e c o l l e c t i o n s of those years, a n d
a c k n o w l e d g e s the debt so m a n y of t h e m o w e to
the Navy.
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The story of
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and the
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Foreword

When the Regiment was raised, the scourge of the dive-bomber
and the low Hying aircraft was at its height.
Before the recruits, who had been personally selected by the
Battery Commanders during visits to the various recruiting depots,
were finally posted to the Regiment, they were addressed by me and
told in precise terms what the role of the Regiment was:—
"To attack, fight, damage and destroy hostile dive-bombers
and
lo w-fly i i ig a i rc raft''
Every man accepted the challenge. Mow they did this, despite
adverse circumstances, inadequate and unfamiliar equipment — irr
some instances captured from the enemy — restrictions on the use
of ammunition and ever-changing demands on individual guncrew's initiative, is told in the following pages of this book.

V/- ¡/c
(THE BOOMER)

Colonel (Retd.), C.O. 2/3rd Australian Light
Anti-Aircraft Artillery Regiment
2nd A.I.F.

Preface

This book is about young men, some of whom left young families
behind whe$)thejftvolunt|red to give up their freedom for as long
as it would take to restore freedom to those who had been deprived
of it.
It is also about those young men, with inadequate training and
inadequate equipment, given tasks which placed their lives
unnecessarily in jeopardy.
The book is not about the glorification of war, but about the comradeship , the team spirit and the initiative of these young
men.
It is written in memory of those who gave their lives, or who were
maimed physically or mentally, and those who mourned or cared
lor them. This book remembers, too, the wives, the parents, the
families and the sweethearts who were concerned for the men
they loved.

ERRATA - "ON TARGET'
Inside front coven Map, for 'Gala read 'Gaza (Palestine).
p.5, line 2 for 'whey read 'when'; for 'voluntered' read 'volunteered',
p. 15, line 46: for 'was' read 'were'.
p.77: caption to photograph, for 'M. O'Connor (Sgt.)' read 'M. O'Connor,
for 'G Connor read 'G. Connor (Sgt.)'.
p.80 below both photographs, for 'May, 1940' read 'May, 1941'.
p. 105 captions to photographs, for 'May, 1940' read 'May, 1941'.
p. 125, line 32: for 'shall be able to get out' read 'shall be to get out'.
pl47, line 4. caption to photograph, for hurried' read 'buried'
p. 179: heading on top right of page, for 'Toburk' read 'Tobruk'.
p.286, line 4: caption to photograph, for '(no. Strip)' read (No. 3 Strip)'.

Please attach the enclosed label to the spine of the book.
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The Regiment

The order to form a regiment to be known as 2/3rd Australian
Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment came from the Commander Royal
Artillery, 1st Australian Corps, 2nd AI.F.
The Regimental War Diary records on 18th July, 1940:
"Major J. W. Rhoden 2/ic2/2nd Medium Regiment appt to command Regiment Lieutenant A F. Young selected as Adj., Capt A
Michaelis selected as Q.M. H.Q. established at 425 St Kilda Rd;
temporarily prior to going to Geelong where Regiment will be
quartered"
As anti-aircraft guns were to be used for the first time in the Australian Forces, three new regiments were to come into existence;
namely the 2/2nd Australian Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regiment, in the
main recruited in Victoria, already in camp at Puckapunyal, Victoria; the 2/1 st Australian Heavy Anti-Aircraft Regrment recruited
in New South Wales; and the 2/3 rd Australian Light Anti-Aircraft
Regiment to be recrurted in Victoria.
It was understood at the time that the "Heavy" Regiments would
use 3" and 3.7" anti-aircraft guns and the "Light" Regiment 40mm
Swedish Bofors anti-aircraft guns.
The offrcers of the Regiment were then selected:—
Captain A F. Young — Adjutant
Captain A Michaelis — Quartermaster
Captain P. G. Hayes — Regimental Medical Officer
Major J. A Hipworth — Command 7th Battery
Major P. W. Stokes - Command 8th Battery
Major C. L Hughes-Hallett - Command 9th Battery
Captain A Baglin - Battery Captain 7th Battery
Captain F. H. Jorgensen — Battery Captain 8th Battery
Captain A G. Margetts - Battery Captain 9th Battery
The recruitment of men for the Regiment then proceeded from
Recruit Reception Depots, on 22nd July from Geelong Racecourse,
on 23 rd July from Caulfield Racecourse, and on 24th July from
Royal Park, Melbourne.
The War Diaiy records that on 29 th July an inspection was made
of a site at Seymour and on the following day an inspection was
made of a site at Wernbee as an alternative.
The site at Werribee was chosen and Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoden

2/3rd L A A Regiment

parades past saluting

base outside Melbourne

Town Hall prior to embarking

December. 1940.
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was advised that the Werribee Racecourse was to be prepared as a
Training Camp for the Regiment. This venue was selected to facilitate close co-operation with the RAA.F. at Point Cook and Laverton
and to enable members of the Regiment to gain knowledge in
estimating the speed of an aircraft and aircraft identification.
An advance party moved into the Werribee Camp on 20 th August
and, on completion of the work, the selected personnel from Royal
Park Caulfield Racecourse and Geelong Racecourse were marched
into Camp on 2 7 th August.
7 th Battery was accommodated between the seating on the outside of the grandstand and 8 t h Battery located below the grandstand and in tents.
The g r a n d s t a n d was wooden and old. This, with the troops'
bedding of straw, necessitated a strict ban on smoking. Fortunately there were no accidents.
9 th Battery was installed in the stables and in tents. The horses
and their excreta had been moved out prior to the troops moving in.
Most of these men had joined the AI.F. about J u n e or July,
although many had served in school cadets and Militia units prior
to enlisting. The disintegration of France and the evacuation at
Dunkirk had brought home to them the seriousness of the situation in Europe after the quiet of the "phoney war". There was a
strong urge to assist the United Kingdom from whence most
forebears had come, and of course there was peer group pressure
and the sense of adventure.
The ages ranged from 18 years (the required age for enlistment
although there were certainly some below that age), to some well
over 40 years of age.
So these men came to Werribee to be fitted into their positions
within the Regiment, which comprised:
1. Regimental Headquarters, including Regimental Medical
Officer, Chaplain, Quartermaster and staff, Pay Sergeant, Postal
Orderly and others attached from their respective services, but now
part of the Regiment;
2. an attached Signal Section, being members of 1 st Australian
Corps, but known as 2/3 rd Aust. L.A.A. Regiment Signal Section
under command of Captain N. W. Trainor, came mainly from New
South Wales;
3. an attached Light Aid Detachment (L.A.D.) or Workshop Section under command of Captain R Massina, also came mainly from
N.S.W. enlistments. The parent body was later to be known as Australian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers (A.E.M.E.);
4. 7th, 8 t h and 9 t h Batteries consisting each of a Batteiy Headquarters and three Troops with Troop Headquarters. Each Troop
comprised approximately eighty officers and other ranks, making
the approximate total complement of the Battery 250 officers and

O

On Board H.M.T.

"Mauretania
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other ranks.
The Troops were named respectively A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, or
Able, Baker, Charlie, Don, Eddie, Freddie, George, Harry and Ink
Troops.
All troops of this Regiment were to be commanded by LieutenantColonel J. W. Rhoden. Attached personnel would look to their particular service authorities for technical guidance.
Provision was made at the Camp for amenity services such as
officers', sergeants' (in the Totalisator) and other ranks' messes. A
Salvation Army Red Shield Hut was opened on 23rd September.
Brigadier A S. Munro, a senior Salvationist, was brought out of
retirement to administer this amenity and he took great pride in
adopting the Regiment. A man loved by all; his assistance in
matters of welfare and his devotion to his fellow-man caused him to
be held in the highest esteem, and he was certainly a part of the
Regiment. It was a sad time for him when he could not travel overseas with the Regiment because of his age.
Training commenced in earnest, but not on the Bofors antiaircraft guns with which the Regiment was to be equipped. The
troops were shown photographs of the potential equipment. As no
Bofors were available, training was on Vickers machine guns with
anti-aircraft mountings, although much of the training was in its
use as an infantry weapon. The local area became well known to
the troops with innumerable route marches and training in map
reading. Physical exercise and drill made up the training.
Leave to Werribee township was granted reasonably liberally, the
favourite "watering" places being the Racecourse Hotel and the
Bridge Hotel. Good meals were obtainable at these hotels, but
sometimes the drinking went on after closing time, which was 6
p.m. Unfortunately some of the men were caught by the police
drinking after hours in the Racecourse Hotel. Some of the accused
chose to be defended by two of the Regiment's young legal eagles,
but to no avail. Fined £2/-/-.
On another occasion the Battery was on parade, and the morning roll was being called, when on to the parade ground wandered a
gunner fully dressed, but not regimentally dressed so to speak The
attire was completely feminine from the hat to the dress, to the
shoes. The gunner was hurriedly removed from the parade ground
and put to bed to sober up.
Leave to Melbourne was also granted from late Friday afternoon
to 2359 hours on Sunday. Immediately after being dismissed, there
was a cloud of dust from those lucky enough to possess cars. Those
not so fortunate had to travel by train.
Sometimes at night a few gunners would go to the nearby landing field, where the trainee R.A.A.F. pilots practised night take-offs
and landings. If you were lucky and game enough, you were invited

;
|
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to take a flight over Melbourne. The planes were Avro Ansons and
did not provide much comfort for passengers, nevertheless it was
all very exciting, especially if it was a gunner's first flight.
Werribee Racecourse as a camp had its advantages in being close
to the City, but it also had its disadvantages. The Carter Brothers,
who had at that time one of the biggest poultry farms in Victoria,
besides producing eggs also produced a strong smelling poultry
manure, which was quite unpleasant when the wind was in the
wrong direction. The other problem was the Sewerage Farm, which
also produced nauseous odours from time to time.
A few weeks before embarkation orders were received, the Regiment travelled by train to Melbourne in full marching gear. On
arrival at Spencer Street, the Regiment was called to order and
marched through the City The troops wore steel helmets and respirators as part of their dress. It was a grim affair and not many of
the bystanders cheered, as most were made aware that the sight of
these men going to war was not to be regarded lightly. However,
there was one bright incident as one Troop had to change direction,
the command was given loud and clear "
Troop! Right Wheel!
No xxxx it' Left Wheel!"
Rumours abounded that the Regiment would soon be going overseas, and finally two weeks pre-embarkation leave was granted.
This period took in Christmas, which was to eveiyone's delight, but
did not include New Year's Eve, as the A.I.F. had other things
in mind.
Then it was "on", and to quote from a gunner's diary—
"Sunday, 29th December, 1940. Up at 0100 hours emptied our
palliasses of straw and had breakfast at 0300. Entrained at
0600 at Werribee Racecourse Station and arrived at 0645 at
Spencer Street Station where we had two pies and a cup of tea.
We boarded the ship ("Mauretania") at about 0800 and went to
our quarters, bunks in the forward cinema, but some men were in
cabins holding 8 men Some cabins still had luxurious
fittings,
tapestry covered walls, electric fan, hot and cold water, marble
bath and toilet We had to remain on the uppermost deck all day
until we left Port Melbourne at 1700 and anchored off Dromana
for the night All port holes blacked out"
It had been a long day, a day of "Pick up gear", "Put down gear",
"Pick up gear", "Put down gear". The train had taken the troops to
Station Pier right beside H.M.T.K. 307, "Mauretania". At that time
the "Mauretania" was the largest ship to come up the Bay with little
to spare under the keel. The troops packed the upper deck where
they could gaze over Melbourne, while the cars lined alongside the
foreshore and the small craft sailing in the vicinity gave evidence
that this occasion was not on the secret list.
The Regiment's Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. W.
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Rhoden, had been appointed O.C. Troops "Mauretania", and had
the following units under his command:—
67 Light Aid Detachment
1 Corps Petrol Park
2/43rd Infantry Battalion
4 Australian General Hospital
2/6 th Field Ambulance
2/8 th Field Ambulance
Australian Army Nursing Service
Details of 9 th Division Petrol Company and
Royal Australian Navy.
Reinforcements —
2/6 th Infantry Battalion
2/1 st Machine Gun Battalion
2/12th Infantry Battalion
With other small detachments, the total number of service men
and women was about 5,000.
The next morning the "Mauretania" left the anchorage off
Dromana at 0730 hours, all clocks having been put back half an
hour, and cleared the Heads at 0830 to join the rest of the convoy
which comprised the "Queen Mary", "Aquitania" (four funnels),
"Dominion Monarch", "Awatea" and the escorting vessel H.M.A.S.
"Canberra".
Some of the troops became sea sick, but many who did not,
enjoyed the meals provided.
The convoy headed south of the shipping lanes, to arrive in line
ahead off Fremantle on 3rd January.
Fortunately, the "Mauretania", "Dominion Monarch" and
"Awatea" were of shallow enough draught to berth at Fremantle,
while the "Queen Mary" and "Aquitania" had to stand off, which
was unfortunate for the troops on board, as they did not get
leave.
The "Mauretania" berthed at 0930 and the troops were off on
leave by 1230, making a bee-line for the pubs, to visit friends, or to
revel in the flesh pots of Roe Street. Before leaving the ship, the C.O.
issued a stern warning "Don't do it Chaps, it's not worth it", to the
accompaniment of blown up condoms floating in the air.
The people of Fremantle and Perth were very philosophical about
all these thousands of men let loose in their cities; in fact they did
their utmost to give them a good time before they left Australia. It
was a beautiful day of weather and welcome.
The troops who came back in reasonably good condition were
placed on train piquet to assist those not in a good condition to get
off the leave train and back on to the ship. The following day the
ship was still tied up to the wharf, but no leave was granted.
However some of the more adventurous managed to slip off the ship
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and make their way to a nearby pub.
It was not until 1700 that the ship drew away from the wharf, and
from Australia, anchoring just outside the river until 0700 the next
morning, as though reluctant to leave.
Sunday, 5 th J a n u a ry was veiy calm, which was probably just as
well after the excesses of Perth. To brighten the troops' day there
was a church parade and a Comforts Fund issue of chocolate. The
Australian Comforts Fund was a government agency for the collection of fund s and the purchase and distribution of goods to the
troops. The word had passed round that the ship would berth in
Colombo in six days time
The fine weather experienced in Perth continued, allowing the
men to enjoy their meals.
The former British radio announcer who transmitted German
radio propaganda was known as Lord Haw Haw, because of his very
English voice. The radio on the "Mauretania" had received an
announcement by Lord Haw Haw to the people of Australia to the
effect that the "Mauretania" had been sunk by German submarines
and that the relatives of the troops on board would be veiy upset, as
there were no survivors — a message designed to lower morale of the
home front Meanwhile morale on the ship was excellent, some of
the "garbage guts" managing to get into all six meal sittings,
necessitated because of the large number of troops aboard. To
counteract the soft living on the ship physical training, or P.T. as it
was known, was the order of the day. However, the "Mauretania"
was a large ship and there were many places to hide, so the attendances at P.T. classes were not good. One instructor was christened
"Slowly up and quickly down", for his efforts in calling the
exercises.
Another popular exercise was the raising and lowering of the
head, as the pennies rose and fell in the games of "two up" or "swy".
Some of the players who had "exercised" all night had to sleep during the day, to overcome their exhaustion. If only the enemy had
known' One player, hooked on the game was kneeling on a roll of
£1,000 after an exciting winning break. He was urged by his mate
to quit whilst in front, but he refused as he wanted to build his bank
to £1,500. He didn't, and came away losing £700.
Of course it was not all fun; occasionally there was a submarine
piquet (watching the flying fish), latrine fatigue, galley fatigue, mess
orderly and so on. Some men of the Regiment were allotted to
Vickers machine gun crews as anti-aircraft defence.
The convoy made a magnificent sight, with three of the world's
larger ships; "Dominion Monarch" a moderately large ship, and the
"Awatea" a smaller ship b u t known as the "Greyhound of the
Tasman", having held the record for the Australia/New Zealand run.
The speed of these vessels and the protection of the "Canberra" was*«-
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thought to make them reasonably safe from submarine attack.
On Wednesday, 8th January the troops were given a reminder
that there was a war on, when the ships' sirens sounded, the cruiser
"Canberra" swung around the "Mauretania", let her scouting plane
loose, and then made a complete circuit of the convoy. Was it "fair
dinkum" or was it just an exercise 9
Some days out of Fremantle, a "short arm" inspection was made
by the Medical Officer, to find out whether any of the boys had
collected something in Fremantle that they did not want. Pity the
poor M.O. viewing all that "pride and joy". Some were ordered
circumcision.
Life jackets were carried at all times, but they were not to be used
for sitting on, as it was explained that the kapok with which they
were filled would disintegrate and be of no use in the water.
By this time, the troops had learnt a few nautical terms such as
"port" and "starboard", "bow" and "stern", but one sergeant always
referred to the bo'sun as the boat's swain. The ogre of the ship was
the Master-at-Arms, who was responsible for police duties on board
He was held in some awe and was a good man not to know
As the convoy a p p r o a c h e d Ceylon, the days b e c a me m u c h
warmer Some of the troops took to sleeping on deck, a n d no
wonder, as the humidity between decks sometimes registered
94°.
The troops on deck on the morning of Sunday, 12 th J a n u a r y
sighted the land of Ceylon, and shortly afterwards the ship
anchored in Colombo Harbor. The rest of the convoy followed, with
the exception of the "Queen Mary" which had left the convoy the
day before.
The harbor was full of shipping. From the deck of the ship,
Colombo looked fascinating with its huge sign "Ceylon for Tea"
prominently displayed. Ceylon as a colony administered by the
British was still Empire.
The troops eagerly awaited leave, but this was not to be until the
next day. Meanwhile there was much trading between the troops
on the ship and the natives in their boats below. There were cries of
"Senda money" from the natives, when there was no money
forthcoming after the bargaining for pineapples, bananas,
coconuts and elephants (not real ones) had been completed. The
goods in a canvas bag were hauled up by rope to the deck. "Senda
money" went on for some time until the natives decided on the
money first, then the goods. Comforts Fund cigarette issues were
good currency, as well as Australian notes.
The Regiment was given leave at 0900 on Monday. The troops
were taken ashore in motor launches, assembled on the wharf,
marched up to the Galle Face Green near the British Army Barracks,
and dismissed. Then the fun was on: rickshaw rrdes and races, hire
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cars to Mount Lavinia, some even to Kandy, shopping in Colombo,
and for some, dinner at the Galle Face Hotel, a Victorian style building with excellent food and Australian beer.
The troops were accosted by the native population asking them
for money or to purchase veiy poorly made articles.
Dodging the betel n ut spittle on the roads and footpaths, they
managed to get back to the ship without parting with too much of
their money.
On Tuesday afternoon it was "pack up gear", "pick up gear",
assemble on the sun deck wait in limbo until 1600, when the Regiment was transferred by lighter to H.M. Troopship "Devonshire";
and what a comedown that was!.
The "Devonshire" was built for the Bibby Line as a ship to
transport British troops to and from England and India. As the
song so aptly says "There's a troopship leaving Bombay bound for
old Blighty's shore heavily laden with time-expired men
".
Well, this ship was heavily laden, but with Australians, not British,
and the Australians did not think much of British Army
troopships.
The first surprise was that the troops were expected to swing
their hammocks over the mess decks, navy fashion. What! eat and
sleep in the same area? Not on your life, so as many as possible
chose to sleep on the open deck.
The second surprise was the bread which appeared to be made
more of weevils than flour. Although the ship was only eighteen
months old, it was rumoured that it had not been revictualled since
its commissioning. There was a war on and she had not returned to
her home base since that time. The meat had grown old and fruit
was missing from the menu.
The third surprise was the bulkhead doors. The ship was divided
at intervals by bulkheads, so that in the event of a torpedo hitting
the ship, the damaged section could be sealed off. It was your bad
luck if you happened to be in the sealed-off area. The sealing-off
process was practised several times, this being to the accompaniment of the sounding of a klaxon horn and the scurrying of
troops.
There was a very small canteen on board with nothing much to
sell, except for some English sweets and beer. The beer was out of
this world, or out of Australians' world; it had the consistency of
treacle and a taste very unlike that of beer. Only a few hardened
drinkers took the risk, and they voted it was not worth it.
The O.C. 2/3rd Australian Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment was
again appointed O.C. Troops. There were other units on board,
making about 1,600 troops all told.
On leaving Colombo, the convoy included, "Devonshire", "Lancashire", "Ismalia", "Khedive", "Rhona", "Christian Hugeson",
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"Awatea", "Dominion Monarch", "Ranee", "Theuland", "Castle
Indaal", "Dilwarra", "Nieuw Zealandia" and escorts H.M.S. "Cape
Town", H.M.S. "Kelly", H.M.S. "Kimberley", H.M.S. "Kashmir". The
convoy made an impressive sight and a wonderful target, except in
that all ships were continually changing station. It could be bad
enough at times during the day, but at night it was frightening. All
shipping was blacked out at night, so eveiyone was extremely careful not to show a light. Had they done so, their fellow passengers
would not have let it happen again. It was reported that a Japanese
ship had sailed through the convoy the day after the convoy
had left Colombo.
A day for washing clothes was allocated to each Batteiy, there
being very little water to spare. If you were lucky, one of the Lascars
would oblige for a nominal sum The Lascars were members of the
crew recruited in India, and were common on British ships These
members were JOf the Moslem faith, and assembled on the afterdeck
each evening at sunset to pray towards Mecca. How they managed
with the ship zig-zagging cannot be guessed, but no doubt they had
a special dispensation from the Almighty.
Gavah Hayes, the R M.O., recalls"Half way across the Indian Ocean one of the Indian troops on
board required an argent operation on his ruptured gastric ulcer.
The "Devonshire" steered satisfactorily as long as it was held on
course with a severe list to starboard, but when the list was
adjusted it steered badly. As the operation had to be performed
at once, the ships captain was requested to right the ship otherwise the patient's legs would most likely fall off the table. The
captain was greatly relieved when he was told that the operation
was complete and he could revert to the original list"
Captain Hayes recalls another incident on the "Devonshire":
"On this ship I well remember having to condemn a boiling
cauldron of mince meat because of the putrid odour coming from
the galley.
"Colonel Rhoderu who was O.C. Troopship, replaced the galley
staff with cooks from his own unit and we all arrived safely
at Haifa!"
Arabic lessons were attempted, but as there were no competent
instructors, no great advancement was made; this was to come
later.
On the 22nd Januaiy a ship was sighted south of the convoy, and
later in the day three destroyers joined the convoy, which by now
was in the Gulf of Aden, and within range of Italian forces in
Somaliland. The order was given that troops were to carry their
steel helmets, water bottles and life jackets at all times, in case of
attack by submarine or Italian bombers. In fact a plane did fly over
the convoy the following day, but fortunately it was "one of
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ours".
A crew from the Regiment was trained by a naval gunner in the
use of the 3" A.A. gun mounted on the stern of the "Devonshire".
Italian aircraft had attacked previous convoys from Massawa, and
the crew looked forward to some action, but the only plane flew so
high as to be out of range. As consolation, permission was granted
to fire two rounds. The first round so rocked the gun mountings
and scared the Indians below that the second round was not fired;
but the Regiment had fired its first shot.
Two days later the convoy passed by three islands, two of which
were over 1,000 feet high. There was a lighthouse operating on the
smallest island.
The convoy passed on into the Red Sea, where two destroyers and
a light cruiser departed, having safely escorted the convoy through
the danger zone. The land looked veiy forbidding, with some high
barren mountains; in fact all the land appeared devoid of plant life.
The ships entered the h a r b or of Port Suez at a r o u n d 2100 on
Monday, 27 th January, 11 days from Colombo. There was no moon
and it was cold for those sleeping on deck.
The "Devonshire" anchored off Port Suez at 0700 the next morning, amongst a varied a s s o r t m e n t of shipping including many
tankers. Ports viewed from the deck of a ship always look more
glamorous than they actually are on arrival. Suez was no exception;
it looked a veiy modern city, this impression being possibly given by
the Arab style of building. To the left of the city there was a group of
camouflaged oil tanks, then the eye went to the Ataqa Mountains to
the east, rising to 871 metres at the highest point. Rumour had it
that the Regiment was to disembark here, but this was not to be, as
the "Devonshire" weighed anchor just after lunch and entered the
Suez Canal.
On the left b a n k there were quite good-looking houses, but on
the right hand side the land stretched away flat and barren. The
area was called El Shatt!
At dusk and about 15 miles up the Canal, the "Devonshire"
entered the Little Bitter Lake and anchored. A cold night required
three blankets to keep warm.
The next morning the sun shone out of a cloudless sky and the
air was fresh. On the left bank trees had been planted and a good
bitumen road constructed on top of the b a n k
The few cars travelling along the road were greeted with yells
from the men on the ship. There were a few troops stationed along
the sides of the Canal, including some manning Bofors guns, the
first the men of the Regiment had seen.
At intervals there were stations for the direction of shipping. The
ship passed through Lake Timsah, past the War Memorial to the
troops killed in the 1914-18 War, past the town of Ismailia where
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the hospital ship "Manunda" was tied up, and Kantara then on to
Port Said, arriving there at about 1600 hours.
The ship tied up there, and when the majority of the troops
moved to its starboard side to have a look at Port Said, the
"Devonshire" began to list. A submarine was also in port The naval
establishment buildings were camouflaged, and as darkness fell
the city was blacked out with motor vehicles using dim blue
headlights. When it was quite dark the "Devonshire", one other
ship and a destroyer quietly slipped out into the Mediterranean.
"Full speed" was the order, the ship shook and tossed a bit, but after
an uneventful night, arrived in Haifa the next morning, having
travelled about 200 miles. The troops were informed that Port Said
had been heavily bombed that night. Jerusalem had also been
bombed. They were also told that the ship had passed over an
unexploded bomb in the Canal.
Haifa, from the ship, appeared to be a good, clean modern city.
There was a ship in the harbor on her side. Later it was discovered
that the ship was the French-owned S.S. "Patria", which had been in
Haifa harbor when France capitulated to Germany in June 1940. It
had been commandeered by the British military authorities for
future use. The future use was the proposed transfer to Mauritius
of about 1,000 Jewish people who had entered Palestine illegally.
In spite of the best surveillance, there was smuggled aboard a
quantity of explosives. The morning when the ship was due to sail,
an explosion in the ship's hold, in the coal bunkering area, blew a
large hole in the ship's side below water level. The ship heeled over
and settled on its side. Those in the hospital section were drowned,
as were also some of the ship's staff and several Palestine
Policemen.
The Regiment was assembled on deck at 0930 with all gear.
Each man's kit consisted of three blankets, water bottle, haversack,
respirator, steel helmet, hat fur felt, sea kit, universal kit, rifle and
bayonet, and serge uniform of trousers and jacket. In the universal
kit were woollen underwear, long johns and singlets, towels, shirts,
personal gear and odds and ends. Some had more odds and ends
than others.
After waiting on deck for more than two hours, the men were told
that, as they had arrived a day early, they would not be disembarking that day. It was "pick up gear" and return 'tween decks, together
with quite a few nasty words about the "Organisation".
Better luck on Friday, 31 st Januaiy, when the Regiment made its
landing in Palestine. About 1030 the troops were assembled on the
wharf, but as usual nothing happened until 1300, when the Regiment boarded a troop train. In the yards were some other carriages
with "Wagon Lit" painted on their sides, possibly escapees from the
famous Orient Express. Each man received a bun and an orange
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(Jaffa orange), which were greatly appreciated after the "Devonshire
teas".
The train travelled south along the coast with hills on the left.
The soil on the small coastal plain was a dark loam, and the fields
were marked out with stones, not fences. A cereal crop was growing
in some fields.
As the train moved further south, the country gave way to orange
groves, with the trees bearing a beautiful crop. Australian eucalyptus
had been planted in this area and gave a touch of home.
The town of Lydda inland from the sea, was passed through at
1630. There were air raid shelters and camouflaged buildings
everywhere.
Travelling onwards the train arrived at El Majdal at about 1900
where the Regiment was detrained. Into civilian trucks and on to
Khassa Camp, where tents had been erected by the men of the
2/16th Infantry Battalion, who had prepared a splendid army meal
of bully beef stew. Bully beef had never tasted so good, after the
abominable meals on the "Devonshire". Thank you, men of the
2/16th Infantry Battalion, you certainly raised the morale of 2/3rd
Light A.A. Regiment!
The morning light showed that the camp of tents was situated on
undulating former grazing land interspersed with some channelling, known locally as wadis. The beds of cane were on bare earth.
Slit trenches against air raids were quickly dug. These trenches
later were to become a hazard to those who had consumed too
much liquor at the canteen.
The first mail from home was distributed on the day after arrival,
bringing joy to most, but worry to others.
Tuesday, 4th February brought two items of great importance;
one was the visit of the Prime Minister of Australia, the Right
Honourable Robert G. Menzies, K.C., who was making a tour of
inspection of the Australian Imperial Forces camp. There was a
great scurry in the camp to tidy the area and the troops before the
inspection, but R.G. moved so fast that he would not know whether
he was inspecting Australian or British troops. The War Diary
records the second great event; "Warning Order9th Div 1 st Battery
to be placed 12 hours notice to moveforward area Libya man A.A.
guns 8th Battery ordered to get ready".
The weather was perfect the next day. Some of the troops did a
route march through Julis Camp, another larger A.I.F. camp, and
through some of the local countryside. There was a Comforts Fund
issue of tobacco, papers, soap and razor blades which were not an
Army issue and they were in short supply in Australia, so it was
always a scrounge to have sufficient on hand. There was an air raid
warning at 1700 when the troops were messing. The slit trenches
were occupied promptly, but the "all clear" was sounded soon
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after.
On 6 th February, the War Diaiy records: "1800 8 th Battery
moved out 8 officers 208 O.Rs. Destination Libya". So away went
8th Battery, no training and no equipment. The story of 8 th Battery
will be told in a separate chapter.
Things were starting to happen. Again referring to the War Diary
"8th February - 9 Officers, 26 Sergeants, 28 O.Rs. leftfor Egypt 5
L.A.A. Battery Alexandria 6 L.A.A. Battery Pt Said and Suez".
This movement of selected officers and N.C.O.'s and men had been
arranged by H.Q. Middle East to enable training on the 40mm
Bofors guns and predictors of the City of Edinburgh 2nd L.A.A.
Regiment. Typical Scots hospitality and sound training was extended to these men.
Previously, at the first Regimental Parade drawn up m serried
ranks on the side of a hill, "the Boomer" (the C.O.) instructed the
troops on the thieving habits of the local population known as
WOGs. Advice was given to chain rifles to the tent poles and for the
nightly guards to be extremely vigilant. It was all taken very
seriously, until a voice said "Take a look over the hdl Allan, to see if
the enemy listens", Allan being Allan Young the Adjutant. The
situation was in fact serious. The British at that time had a mandate over Palestine, and the Bntish Army and the Palestine Police
were attempting to stop the Arabs and the Jews shooting one
another and also the British.
Jewish refugees from Europe were attempting to illegally enter
Palestine, mainly by ship. Naturally, .303 rifles were at a premium
to assist the fight between the Arabs and the Jews. It was a court
martial for any A.I.F. man who lost his rifle.
Meanwhile, to even things up, the men were thieving all the
oranges they could get from the orange groves. These were often
surrounded with barbed wire to prevent Jewish terrorists from
shooting up the plantation.
Instructions to troops taken from a gunner's notebook:—
1. If an Arab does not stop on calling halt shoot him
2. Any Arab who has any firearms, immediately seize him and
bring him in,
3. Forget standards of sex in Australia (What were they?)
4. Any officer stopped by guard must produce pay book and
identity discs.
5. Poles and Czechs speak perfect English,
6. Country teeming with spies especially in Tel-Aviv and
Jerusalem — girls used
7. When a house was raided there were found 2,000 colour
patches, shirts and shorts. (As a gunner said, "Now we know
where our shirts and shorts had gone").
8. When taking a hot bath on leave, keep an eye on your
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colour patches.
Palestine was very interesting to the troops, as the majority had
never been out of Australia before and a great number not even out
of their own State With leave to Jerusalem, the Dead Sea, Tel-Aviv
and Rehovot, there was a great deal to look at and wonder about.
Coming through the outlying area of Jerusalem and seeing the
walled city of Old Jerusalem was a memorable experience. There
were no cars in the Old City, as all streets were stepped, however
donkeys and mules could manage quite well. There was plenty to
see - the Mosque of Omah, the Wailing Wall, the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, until the "Tourist" was satiated with the viewing of
holy relics.
Tel-Aviv on the coast, was in strong contrast, having been built in
recent years, clean, modern and predominantly Jewish.
It was an order from above that the Other Ranks should not be
allowed spintous liquors, so when on leave the O.R.'s defied the
order and drank whisky, gin, and other spirits from tea cups. The
other joy on leave was to have a hot bath, haircut and face massage.
All "very sweet, very clean, veiy hygiene" as the locals so aptly put it.
Some times the route marches were through Arab villages with
their prickly pear hedges, tumble-down mud-brick houses, the
dung heap in the middle of the village, overladen donkeys, children
in the Arab dress calling "bucksheesh", and the smell.
There were no shower facilities in the camp. A special parade
was held periodically and the troops marched half a mile for the big
clean up. Another diversion was to "go to the pictures" at Julis
Camp. The screen was in a huge hangar-like building, but it was
very difficult to see the screen and what was on it, owing to the
smoke exhaled by the hundreds of smokers.
Tuesday, 18th February, 1941 was the big day when four Bofors
40mm A.A. guns and four Morris six-wheeled gun tractors arrived.
As previously related, the Regiment had no training on Bofors. The
first guns to be seen were a few stationed on the Suez Canal, so it
was indeed a great thrill to see this equipment arrive. At last there
was something to train on. Just to take the gloss off the event, pits
had to be dug for the guns. Orders were read out on parade that
hats fur felt could be worn while digging the pits. A voice from the
rear asked "What about pants short?" The troops had been issued
with shorts, but the order to wear them had been long delayed.
The officers and men who had been sent to the Canal Zone for
training returned to camp on 27 th Februaiy and training the gunners commenced in earnest, but was interrupted by three days
of rain.
The Regiment was busy on 15 th March erecting tents for occupation by 2/2 nd Australian Heavy A.A. Regiment (3.7 guns), the
majority of the members being Victorian. The Regiment moved in
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two days later, the rumour being that the railway at El Kantara had
been blown up. There were the usual cries of "You'll be sorry",
which was the greeting accorded to all newcomers.
Towards the end of March, there was a rumour that 7th Battery
would be static and 9 th Battery mobile, and that 9 th Battery's
equipment would arrive in five days time. In due course on 7 th
April, six Bofors A.A. guns arrived complete with Morris 6-wheeled
tractors. Six Chevrolet 3-ton trucks also arrived. These were
allocated to 9th Battery. Twenty-five men were transferred from
9th Battery to 7 th Battery. The next day the men of the Regiment
were alerted to move out on the week-end of 11th to 13th
April.
The Regiment had been posted to "Lustre Force" to take part in
the defence of Greece, and was ordered to proceed to Amariya, a
staging camp near Alexandria, in Egypt, to await embarkation. The
guns, trucks, and other equipment with personnel were to proceed
by road. The remainder of the Regiment was to travel by train.
Those men with the guns and equipment left Khassa on Good
Friday, 11 th April, 1941. As the convoy moved south the country
became more arid. The night was spent in a disused A.I.F. camp,
moving out at 0330 the following morning, passing through hills
covered with very light scrub.
The convoy crossed the border into Egypt at El Abn Aweigila,
arriving at the Suez Canal at lunch time crossing on a pontoon
bridge, and on to Ismailia, a pleasant town with shady trees
and gardens.
The men enjoyed the restaurants and bars in the town after
travelling across the desert.
The next day was Easter Day and the convoy left early the next
morning, reaching the outskirts of Cairo late in the afternoon. Here
the peasants grew barley and other crops close into the builtup areas.
The people gave the men a wonderful reception and some
attractive girls were noticed in the crowd.
The mighty Nile was crossed and the vehicles came to a halt at
Mena Camp, beside the Pyramids, where the men camped for
the night.
After an early morning start, the convoy travelled on a good
bitumen road through a sandy desert with a severe sandstorm
making visibility extremely difficult.
Amariya Camp, about ten miles from Alexandria, was reached in
the early afternoon.
Gunner Hepburn tells of the train journey from Palestine:—
"One of the train's many stops was at a station where we were
introduced to the popular Egyptian cry 'Eggs a bread —
Spanish Fly'.
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"Further on the train stoppedfor at least half an hour at a point
where the line ran next to a "sweet" water canal and beyond the
canal a dusty earth road ran beside Along the road came a camel
with an embroidered tent on its back, followed by a procession of
local characters in all their finery, followed by a raggle taggle of
less well-to-do folk. Someone with knowledge of these things
said it was a wedding procession and that the happy couple were
in the tent on the camel's back We had enough'dog' biscuits with
us to sink a battleship, and some genius threw a packet into the
procession. There was a scramble for it Then someone threw
some packets into the canal The ragged mob went after them
into the water without hesitation, followed soon after by the
'posh'folk holding their fine clothes shoulder high to keep them
dry. If the bride and groom were on the camel as stated then they
missed out on the bikkies. Perhaps there were more interesting
things to do."
John Brown's diaiy records on 15th April: "Nothing to do again
today and after cleaning up after yesterday's dust spent the rest
of the morning packing up for Greece... have to be ready to move
at any time."
On 18th April: "Have been hearing reports that soldiers have
been returning from Greece because there are now no loading
ports, but we don't know the truth of these reports."
On 21st April: Found out this morning that we (9th Battery)
were destined for the desert"
In fact the last sailing of "Lustre" Force convoys to Greece was
21st April (R.A.N. Official War History), and the evacuation from
Greece commenced on 24th April.
Although leave was not given to Alexandria, a lot was taken provided the M.P.'s (Military Police) were not too vigilant.
Meanwhile, 7th Battery had been ordered by H.Q.M.E. to proceed
to Crete to take over the air defence of British Navy Air Bases on the
island, to await the arrival of the Royal Marine Base Defence
organisation from Great Britain.
7th Battery moved out of Amariya Camp on Tuesday, 22nd April.
The story of 7 th Battery is related elsewhere.
R.H.Q. and 9th Battery, with camouflage nets at the ready and
trucks stripped down ready for embarkation, had been informed
that the move to Greece had been cancelled. H.Q.M.E. then ordered
the Unit to the desert to join Western Desert Force.
The War Diary of 23rd April records: "R.H.Q. 9th Battery,
Signals, Workshops, R.A.S.C., moved out Amariya ordered come
under command Desert Force El Daba".
With a convoy of about fifty trucks, the unit moved out along the
desert road. The road followed close to the Mediterranean Sea, with
the desert stretching away on the other side. Empty petrol tins on
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both sides. R.H.Q. and ancillary troops stopped at Abu Haggag. The
C.O., Lieutenant-Colonel John Rhoden, was given command
of:37 th L.A.A. Battery R.A.
38th L.A.A. Battery R.A.
3rd South African L.A.A. Battery U.D.F.
When R.H.Q. later moved to Mersa Hawala, he was given command of one battery Lord Londonderry's Irrsh Light Anti-Aircraft
Regiment, 23 Hong-Kong, Singapore Heavy Battery (Indian Troops
with 3.7 A. A. guns known as the Honkypores), and unrts of the Royal
Army Service Corps.
R.H.Q. remained with these units until 20th July, 1941 when, as
a result of the formation of the British 8th Army, LieutenantColonel Rhoden handed over to Lreutenant-Colonel Helsby of the
2nd L.A.A. Regrment R.A., and proceeded to Hill 95 m Palestine
where the Regiment was to be rernforced. R.H.Q. arrived there on
26th July after leave in Cairo
9 th Battery had been placed on air defence of aerodromes in the
Desert and had taken part in Operation "Battleaxe", an attempt to
relieve Tobruk. Thrs story wrll be elaborated upon in a separate
chapter.
On 27th July, 7 th Battery was once again under the command of
Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Rhoden. 8 th Battery was still in Tobruk.
On this day, 9th Battery passed through Hill 95 only to stay long
enough to greet old friends, have lunch and be told by LieutenantColonel Rhoden that the Battery would proceed to Berrut.
By the end of September, there were m Palestine:
2/1st Heavy A.A. Regiment without guns or vehicles,
2/2nd Heavy A.A. Regiment without guns or vehicles,
2/3rd Light A.A. Regiment with R.H.Q., remnants of
7th Battery without guns or vehrcles, and
8th Battery without guns or vehicles.
8th Battery had arrived from Tobruk on 29th September. Also on
that day 9th Battery arrived from Beirut and camped the night at
Hill 95, on its way to the Canal Zone in the Suez area.
With the return of 8th Battery from Tobruk, H.Q. 2 A.I.F. had
decided to bring 2/3 rd Aust. L.A.A. Regiment up to strength from
members of 2/1 st H.A.A. Regiment and 2/2nd H.A.A. Regiment.
Chaplain C. K. Daws joined the Regiment on 9 th January, 1942,
replacing Chaplain Inwood, who had been with the Regiment since
Wernbee days. Chaplain Daws was later to become ChaplainGeneral of the Australian Forces
On 15 th January, the personnel to join the newly formed 2/4th
Aust. L.A A. Regiment arrived at R.H.Q. from 9th Batteiy and from
the Artillery Training Regiment. A send-off was given by R.H.Q. for
the officers and sergeants. No doubt the O.R.'s made merry also.
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Towards the end of January, orders were received by R.H.Q. to
proceed, together with 7 th and 8th Batteries, to the Suez Transit
Camp. 9 th Battery was already in the area
The Regiment assembled at Suez for the embarkation of personnel, guns, tractors, trucks, equipment, ammunition and stores. Of
the Regiment's thirty-six guns, thirty-three were to be mounted on
freighters as anti-aircraft defence; one to be non-operational on a
freighter, and two to be mounted on the "Andes", as antiaircraft defence.
Embarkation commenced with two "I" Troop guns at Port Said
on 4 th February, and continued through until March.
The ships involved were:—
Havildar
Ettrickbank
Tai Yin
Clydebank
Shillong
St. Essylt
Empire Pintail
Garmula
Cape Wrath
Orcades
Empire Oriole
Pundit
City of Hankow
Tricolor
Nurmahal
Trevilly
Anna Odland
Industria
Ittersum
Westmoreland
Rajula
Silver Maple
Somerville
Most of the ships on which the men of the Regiment returned
were unescorted, except for a few hours after leaving a port. The
ships dispersed and travelled at their own maximum speed which
in some cases was not very great.
Each ship had its story to tell. Some ships were diverted to
Cochin, on the Malabar coast of India and some to Colombo,
Ceylon, where their captains awaited instructions.
The "Orcades" had arrived at Oasthaven in the south-west of
Sumatra on 15 th February. Singapore had fallen that day.
"Orcades" was recalled to Colombo on 21st February.
Eventually the ships in the ports of Colombo and Cochin left for
a destination then unknown to the troops on board, until a day or
two later they were told the destination was Australia.
As the unescorted ships travelled across the Indian Ocean to
Australia some experienced moments of anxiety. One ship sighted
a cruiser, but this turned away when identification had been made.
A submarine surfaced behind another freighter. As no action was
taken, it must have been friendly.
News was received that Broome and Wyndham had been bombed
by the Japanese on 4 th March.
It was about this time that the faster vessels had reached
Fremantle, much to the delight and relief of those on board. There
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were only a few-more days travel to Adelaide, where the men awaited
the pleasure of the wharf laborers to be unloaded.
Eventually the men were accommodated in private homes where
they were made very welcome.
The main body of the Regiment together with H.Q. 7th Division,
and a British General Hospital bound for Ceylon, on 18th February
embarked at Suez on the 20,000 ton ship H.M.T. "Andes". The
"Andes" was a British passenger ship built just prior to the outbreak of the war, and was still on her maiden voyage. The
Regiment's Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel J. W. Rhoden
was appointed O/C Troops.
One of the men manning a Bofors on the ship tells of life on
board:
"We slept on deck, arising before 6 a.m. to avoid being washed
away by the ship's crew with hoses. After a wash and a shave,
we would go down to the noisy, packed messfor a good breakfast
With the ship being so crowded, life was relaxed with lectures,
reading, sun bathing, games of solo and bridge, aircraft watches
from the gun position, and occasionally the luxury of a sea
water bath"
The "Andes" arrived in Colombo on the morning of 27th February. The harbor was crammed with ships — warships and
shiploads of refugees from the Pacific theatre of war.
The A.I.F. in operation "Stepsister", was destined for the defence
of the Dutch East Indies (Indonesia). When Singapore fell on 15th
February, Wavell regarded the successful defence of Java and Sumatra as being very doubtful and recommended the diversion of the
Australian Forces to Burma. Mr. Churchill, the British Prime
Minister, on 22nd February, sanctioned a diversion of the leading
ships in the "Stepsister" convoy to Burma. On the instance of
General Sturdee, John Curtin the Prime Minister of Australia,
resisted Mr. Churchill's command and insisted that the A.I.F. be
returned to defend Australia.
In the afternoon of 2nd March, the "Andes" left Colombo with
three other ships — "Orcades", "Strathallan" and "Durham Castle",
escorted by the cruiser "Southampton". The events that had previously happened to the "Orcades" are told in the Workshops
story.
The next day the troops heard the news that Wyndham and
Broome had been bombed by the Japanese. On 4th March they
were addressed by Brigadier-General Wilson of the U.S. Army, and
Major-General Herring in charge of 6th Division. The destination of
the ship was given as Australia. The following night the "Andes" left
the convoy and escort.
On 10 th March the troops sighted Australia once again, berthing
at Fremantle wharf at 1900, whereon the W.X.'s received night
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leave.
The "Andes" left Fremantle on the evening of the next day and
headed for Adelaide. Field service uniforms were re-issued, and on
15 th March the "Andes" berthed at Adelaide. The troops were disembarked the next day, were given lunch, and transported by trains
to private billets in the suburb of Paradise.
A very warm welcome was given to the troops by the people of
Adelaide. Regimental H.Q. was positioned at Campbelltown, with
guns, tractors, trucks and equipment assembled on the Oval at
Paradise.
There were many telephone calls to loved ones at home who had
not heard from their men during several weeks of anxiety. Some
ships with troops and equipment had been diverted to the Dutch
East Indies and had fallen into Japanese hands.
On 18th March, R.H.Q. received orders from Brigade that 7th and
8th Batteries with R.H.Q. were to be sent to Western Australia and
that 9th Battery was to be sent to Port Moresby.
On 22nd March, Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoden flew to Perth, to
take command of the air defence at Pearce, Geraldton and
Exmouth Gulf, the American Air Base at Nedlands, and the submarine base at Exmouth Gulf.
On that day also, there was a message from Major Hughes-Hallett
requesting the transfer of personnel to a new regiment to be known
as 112 Light A.A. Regiment A.M.F.; and on the 25th March this
was done.
There were at this time many ships, on which 2/3rd Regiment
troops were travelling which had not yet arrived in Fremantle or
Adelaide. Amongst these ships were the "City of Hankow", "Nurmahal", "Ittersum", "Havildar" and "St. Essylt". Those ships with
7th and 8 th Battery personnel on board were unloaded when they
arrived in Fremantle and awaited the Regiment from Adelaide. One
ship was well and truly stopped in Fremantle, as the War Diaiy
records:— "Apr. 1 Capt Davis and personnel "St Essylt" placed in
quarantine Perth".
Except for those still at sea, the Regiment paraded on 31st
March, with the three Batteries being on parade together for the
first time in over twelve months. It was also the last time the Regiment of three Batteries would be on parade together.
The War Diaiy of 4th April curtly records:— "350 personnel to
proceed on Home Leave and leave on train".
A gunner's diary elaborates:—
"Wednesday April 1 — On the 0930 parade the VX men were
separated from the NX men and leave looks very near. Waited
around in drizzling rain until 1200 when we were told that we
were definitely getting leave, i.e. VX numbers. All very excited,
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we are to report to the Glenroy Oval at 1400. Had a hurried lunch,
Mrs. James packed us some sandwiches, we scrambled our packing and away we went About 1500 we left the Oval in A.S.C.
trucks and went to a suburban station Waited around until 1640
when we boarded a special train Plenty of room Light refreshments at Murray Bridge."
When the train arrived at Spencer Street the next morning, the
troops received a great welcome from their friends and relations.
That glorious leave lasted until the afternoon of Friday, 10 th
April when the men boarded the train at Spencer Street, to return
to Adelaide where they were warned of an impending move. In fact
9th Batteiy moved out on 12 th April for Queensland. On 14th
April, R.H.Q. and 7 th and 8 th Batteries moved to Perth by train, and
joined those who had been disembarked at Fremantle and were
already manning gun sites. 7 th Battery was stationed as A.A.
defence at Pearce, and 8 th Batteiy at Crawley Bay.
Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoden writes:— "After a reconnaissance of
these places 7 th Battery was ordered to be responsible for Pearce
and the 8th Battery for Geraldton, Nedlands and the Exmouth
Gulf with H.Q. at Nedlands
Junction."
The subsequent history of 7 th, 8th and 9th Batteries is told in
the following chapters.
4 th June, 1943 saw the commencement of the breaking up of the
Regiment, when 7 th Batteiy received instructions to transfer to
152 Aust. L.A.A. Batteiy at Geraldton 6 x 40mm Bofors. Movement
Control Instructions dated 25th June ordered the transfer of the
Batteiy from Western Australia Lines of Communication Area to
the Victorian L. of C. Area by rail; and on 2nd July two officers and
110 other ranks departed from Fremantle for Melbourne.
On 3rd July, R.H.Q. received the following instruction:—
"H.Q. R.A.A. 3 AUST. CORPS ADM. INSTN. No. 10. H.Q. 2/3rd
Aust. L.A.A. Regiment (less C.O.) will be transferred to H.Q. 121
Aust. L.A.A. Regiment C.O. to temporary H.Q. R.A.A. 3 Aust. Corps
2/3rdAust. L.A.A. Regiment will select 7 Officers and 137 O.R.'s to
be known as 2/8thAust. L.A.A. Battery (Airborne) Signals Detachment to 109 Aust. L.A.A Regiment
To be completed by 14th Julu,
1943."
Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoden was appointed to command a new
Composite (Heavy Establishment) A.A. Regiment under command 3
Corps in Western Australia. This Regiment comprised two Heavy
A.A. Batteries and 3 Light A.A. Batteries responsible for the air
defence of American Air Bases at Exmouth Gulf, Noonkambah, and
Corunna Downs in the north-west of Western Australia until disbanded at the end of the war.
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COMMANDING OFFICER'S LETTER TO THE REGIMENT MARKING
ITS FIRST ANNIVERSARY.
18 July, 1941.
TO OFFICERS, N.C.O.'s & MEN
OF 3 AUST. LT. A.A. REGT.
On the first anniversary of the formation of the Regiment, wheresoever you be scattered over land and water, I
send you greetings and commendation for the magnificent work and devotion to duty shown by all ranks.
Most of us have lost many good friends during the stress
of battle and I charge each and every one of you to remember them when engaging the enemy. Their loss must be
avenged and the score evened. Our aim must be an enemy
plane for each member of the Regiment dead or
missing.
The record of the Regiment since its formation has been
a very proud one which has been enhanced since it has
been engaged in battles. Its fame and name have been
spread throughout the units of all arms of the British
Commonwealth of Nations with which it has been
serving.
This has been brought about by the discipline and
loyalty and esprit de corps which exists in the Unit. I
charge each newly-joined member of the Regiment to at
once imbibe these attributes and each original member to
continue to uphold these principles.
The Regiment through no fault of its own has been
separated on occasions from some of its Batteries, but all
ranks look forward to the time when it will be together
again.
I desire to thank all Officers N.GO.'s and Men for their
loyalty and magnificent work during the past year and
look forward with hope that our second anniversary may
be held under more peaceful circumstances.
JOHN W. RHODEN,
Lt.-Col.,
GO. 3 Aust. Lt. A.A. Regt.
AWM 52 4/11/2.
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7th Battery
Isle of Sunshine and Shadow
When Regimental Headquarters, 7 th, and 9th Batteries moved to
Amariya staging camp during the Easter week-end in 1941, it was
generally understood that their destination was Greece with
"Lustre Force". In fact, official documents record that "2/7thAust.
L.A.A. Battery embarked for Greece on 22nd April 1941".
Subsequent developments in that campaign brought amended
instructions, from Headquarters Middle East, for 7 th Batteiy to
proceed to Crete to assist in the defence of Navy Air Bases on the
island. The Royal Marine Naval Base Defence Organisation
(M.N.B D.O.), then 'at sea, was intended to eventually take over
those responsibilities.
There were no regrets at the prospect of departing from the
Amariya camp with its spartan accommodation for the steady flow
of units moving to and from war zones, and its sandstorms which
complicated the daily routines, especially at meal times.
Loading of stores, equipment, and ammunition proceeded apace
with native laborers earning recognition, as they cheerfully carried
heavy loads of ammunition on their backs, while soldiers worked
two to a box. When an over-enthusiastic Egyptian workman missed
his footing on the gang-plank and fell with his load into the water,
onlookers cheered.
Movement from the staging camp commenced on 22nd April
and boarding on the troop transport "Ulster Prince" was completed
on the 23 rd April.
That evening, with an escort of two cruisers and two destroyers,
"Ulster Prince" cariying troops, the "Delaney" with stores and
equipment, and one other ship slipped out of Alexandria
harbor.
The decks were crowded with eager, cheerful troops, most of
whom had recently received mail from home. They realised that
they were about to move in waters where similar convoys of Australians had sailed in April 1915 on their way to Gallipoli.
Seas were calm, the voyage uneventful, and morning brought a
magnificent view of approaching land, with rugged mountains
capped with snow forming the backbone of the island of Crete.
As the "Ulster Prince" turned into Suda Bay on the morning of
24th April, a Sunderland flying boat was sighted at rest on the water.
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Although unknown at the time, this was a portent of events to affect
7 th Battery in the immediate future. That morning, the evacuation
of Greece had commenced General Blarney and his senior staff had
taken off before dawn to give the slow Sunderland a chance to stay
ahead of the German fighter planes that were sure to start ranging
the skies at first light One of his senior staff wrote. "We put down
in Suda Bay, Crete for re-fuelling at 0630. There was then considerable and potentially dangerous delay". 111
The cruiser H.M.S "York", with only her superstructure visible
above water, bore testimony to the effectiveness of Italian motor
torpedo boats.
On the night of 26 th March, eight of these secret weapons of the
Italian Navy, each controlled by one man, had edged their way over
the boom protecting the harbor and had succeeded in sinking three
transports and damaging the "York" so seriously, that she had been
beached about a quarter of a mile offshore There she was to remain
as a gun platform throughout the battle for Crete.
Two of her Vickers two-pounder anti-aircraft guns, later removed
and mounted as A A. defence on Heraklion harbor, were manned
there by 7 th Battery gun crews
Troops were hurriedly disembarked and working parties were
given two hours to unload as much equipment and stores as they
could The "Ulster Prince" had been ordered to sail for Greece to
assist in the evacuation of troops who were already moving to
embarkation ports. Unfortunately, that was to be her last voyage as
she ran aground at Navplion beach.'21
The single jetty lacked a crane but unloading proceeded apace,
though admittedly with more enthusiasm than skill.
The arrival of high-flying Italian aircraft brought the heavy antiaircraft guns into action. The new arrivals watched the puffs of
smoke from the exploding shells with interest, but it was the sound
of bursting bombs that brought a hurried response, as those who
had decided on a quick dip in the sea scattered to safer spots.
All then realised that they had caught up with the war at last as
the first Australian unit to land in Crete.
7 th Aust. L.A.A. Battery was allocated an area in an olive grove on
the slopes overlooking Canea. Further strafing and bombing during the day enlivened proceedings but without casualties or
damage, and the troops learned to scatter and take cover.
Fatigue parties continued unloading equipment from the
"Delaney". One member guarding stores recalls the arrival of
British Consular staff from Greece in a small vessel. The men wore
suits and ties and the ladies light summer dresses; with their suitcases and tennis racquets, all seemed strangely incongruous.
Among the first of the evacuees to arrive on 24th April, was a
(I) C a i l v o n N D
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group of war correspondents who camped in the olive grove near
7th Battery while waiting transport to Egypt a few days later. They
included amongst their number such well-known personalities as
Hethenngton, Aldndge, Morrison, Fitchett and Slessor. The troops
listened with keen interest to their accounts of what had happened
in Greece, although there were some questions as to how the information was obtained.
But Anzac Day 1941 will be remembered vividly by those who saw
the thousands of others, who landed at Suda Bay on the night of
24th and throughout the 25 th April and following days.
The steady stream of Australian, British, New Zealand, and Greek
soldiers, airmen and sailors of all ranks, intermingled with civilians
clutching a few belongings, flowed day and night.
Five thousand arrived on the 25th and another twenty thousand
in the following days until the Navy could do no more. Thereafter,
arrivals came in small groups, often after days and weeks of dodging the enemy, using escape routes and improvising means of
transport to cross land and sea.
Many of these weaiy, dejected men supported wounded mates;
some carried their rifles, Bren guns, Boyes anti-tank rifles, and
ammunition, but many had nothing other than what they wore.
Occasionally, a group that had obviously moved as an organised
unit marching in orderly formation, some even singing, provided a
contrast to the general air of hopelessness and disillusionment of
an army in retreat.
7 th Batteiy troops were reminded of the first Dunkirk that had
influenced many of them to enlist almost a year earlier. But these
men, thanks to the British Navy, had successfully crossed 200 miles
of sea from Greece without the protection of friendly fighters to
oppose the swarms of enemy aircraft seeking to destroy them, and
without the prospect at journeys end of arriving in their own
homeland.
7 th Aust. L.A.A. Batteiy was made responsible for rationing the
new arrivals so cooks and all members of the unit not allotted other
duties worked around the clock, carting water to the field kitchens,
handing out tins of bully beef, packets of biscuits, oranges and
cigarettes and pouring countless cups of tea. And how that tea was
enjoyed even if it was drunk from a condensed-milk tin or some
other improvised receptacle'
The wounded were made as comfortable as possible under cover
of the olive trees. The more seriously wounded were moved on to the
R.A.P. set up in a church along the road to Canea. There, the
doctors were assisted by local womenfolk.
While some 7th Batteiy men worked on the wharf, others assisted in erecting tents for the 4th British General Hospital at a pleasant spot on the coast past Canea and about seven miles from
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Suda.
A group of forty nurses from the 2/5 th Australian General Hospital was temporarily accommodated at the new site whilst awaiting
transport back to Egypt. They told of their experiences when
ordered to evacuate ahead of the advancing Germans. Their main
concern was for the welfare of the patients they had left and the
safety of the few of their colleagues who remained behind to tend
the wounded with whom they were to be later evacuated.
As transport became available, nurses, wounded, and many of
the troops who had been landed in Crete without arms and equipment were evacuated to Egypt. Of the 25,000 who had arrived from
Greece on the 25 th May and the following days, approximately
20,000 eventually remained in Crete.
Among a group of Greek soldiers who camped in the olive grove
near 7 th Batteiy was one who claimed to be the boxing champion of
the Greek Army. Lance-Bombardier Twyman who fancied himself
in that field issued a challenge Soon a ring was formed there under
the olive trees at the side of 42nd Street (so-named because a
detachment of the 42nd Field Company Royal Engineers had been
stationed there sometime before the arrival of the Australians,
whom they met later in Heraklion). After sparring for a few minutes
the opponents parted and shook hands and Greek-Australian
friendship had been cemented.
Of those who remained in Crete, many were Australian and New
Zealand infantry, or artillery units acting as infantry, because their
equipment had been lost in Greece. Large numbers of Greek troops
were untrained and the majority were unarmed.
Before the embarkation, troops had been instructed to put all
artilleiy and armored vehicles out of action, to wreck transport left
behind, and to destroy supplies to deny their use to the enemy.
Unfortunately, the literal interpretation of this order resulted in
the destruction of invaluable communications equipment which
was so seriously lacking during the ensuing battle for Crete.
On 26th Apnl, 7th Battery H.Q., "B" and "C" Troops began to move
to Heraklion to take up positions in defence of the town and airfield.
One of those travellrng rn the advance party wrth the Battery Commander, Major J. A Hipworth, recorded in his diary some of the
sights and events that rnterested him durrng the journey. These
mcluded:— "the magnificent scenery of hilly country inland with
white villages and isolated villas of white stone; winding roads
which followed the coast and which laterfrustrated strafing and
bombing aircraft aiming at road targets; the absence of fences,
terraced slopes where infantry later found slit trenches close to
the terrace walls provided maximum protectionfrom bombs; deep
wells with buckets on an endless chain pouring water into
troughs or an irrigation channel; the local habit of walking in the
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middle of the road, moving to the side to allow vehicles to pass
and then returning to the centre again; tall moustached Cretans
with baggy Turkish trousers and leather top-boots, proud men
the tassels on the knotted head bands a legacy of past wars and
feuds (the bands signified blood, the tassels tears); fair-haired,
blue-eyed children among the predominantly
dark-haired,
brown-eyed girls; the friendliness of the people towards these
strangers cluttering their roads, the welcome sight of a Battalion
ofYorks and Lancasters with two Bren carriers moving past"
Major Hipworth called a halt to allow the remainder of the
convoy to catch up. Seeing a man working in a nearby field he
indicated that he was thirsty. Immediately the Cretan sent a young
boy racing off towards the white-washed stone house to return a few
minutes later with a cool bottle of wine. All had a taste of the
refreshing drink which was greatly appreciated as a token of the
friendship and hospitality which continued wherever our troops
came in contact with the local population.
The journey proceeded through Retimo (Rethymnon), with its
narrow airstrip parallel to the coast road, the convoy arriving at
Heraklion (formerly Candia) at 2200 hours to be greeted by cheering residents.
Battery Headquarters was established in a two-storeyed building
formerly used as H.Q. by the 2nd Black Watch Regiment. This
position commanded a good view of the port area which was almost
enclosed by the two concrete and stone piers set at right angles to
one another.
Small boats had safe anchorage in an area protected by a long
stone causeway or mole, later to become the scene of vital activity
for 7 th Battery at the end of the campaign.
A solid rectangular stone building and a circular fort built
towards the landward end of the mole were constructed during the
Venetian occupation (13 th-17th centuries) to protect the harbor. A
two-pounder Vickers from the "York" was mounted at the fort and
another on the east of the harbor.
"B" and "C" Troops' guns were deployed at Heraklion aerodrome
which was defended to the east by the 2nd Black Watch, to the
south by the 2/4th Battalion and to the west, by 7 Medium Regiment armed as infantry, 2nd Leicesters and 2nd Yorks and Lanes.
Greek regiments defended the town area. A British A.A. Composite
Battery came under command of the O C. 7 th Battery.
Major J. A. Hipworth was seconded to Creforce H.Q. as A.A.
adviser to the commander, Major General Freyberg, and Captain
B. A. Baglin became acting O.C. of both 7 th Battery and the British
Composite Battery at Heraklion.
"A" Troop and two "C" Troop guns remained in the Suda Bay area
for a week after B.H.Q., "B" and "C" Troops moved to Heraklion.
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During that period, gun-site responsibilities provided little opportunity to explore the interesting surroundings; but visits by a
British medical officer acquainted the troops with the risks
associated with drinking, unboiled, the beautifully cool water
drawn from wells and the need to protect wounds against
infection.
An intelligence officer told of the suspected subversive element
fostered in the community by the Germans, and the importance of
security. Point was added to his comments by the behaviour of one
fellow who came daily to the unfurnished stone house in a
ploughed field near one gun site. For much of his time he seemed to
be aimlessly hoeing already ploughed ground, while keeping an eye
on the stream of people passing along the road from the Suda Bay
area towards Canea, as though expecting someone; then he would
leave hurriedly and move down the road out of view. He frequently
visited the gun siie and was interested in the equipment there. His
behaviour was reported, but the crew did not hear if any action
was taken.
One day, when a paratroop landing was expected, spare crew
members were detailed to take the few rifles available and establish
positions, two men to a pit, away from the gun-site. One crew member vowed to deal with the friendly "gardener" if he chanced to be
around when the show started.
In lighter vein were the discussions about the history of Crete —
the island of Greek legends, of Jason and the Golden Fleece, of
Theseus and the Minotaur and the traces of past civilisations to be
seen by those with the leisure to indulge in such a pastime.
Those stationed at Heraklion were within sight of the ruins of
Knossos and its relics of an ancient civilisation. The splendor of
the landscape moved Gunner MacGeorge to record his impression
that:
"Those unexpected Mediterranean colors, the purples of distant cliffs and the shimmering blueness of the sea were an unreal
setting.
Strange people in foreign garb came around us selling devilled
almonds and hard-boiled eggs when we were digging the
trenches. The sun was heady and strong in the afternoons, making us want to go to sleep."
It was spring, the grape-vines were in leaf, oleanders grew wild on
the hillsides, and a profusion of wildflowers bloomed and scented
the roadsides and the olive groves, while the mountains in the background provided a constantly changing backdrop.
Press correspondents and evacuated troops had given their
accounts of the grim events in Greece, but just for that brief time
the world seemed fair again, in spite of the concern at the obvious
lack of essential arms and equipment and the grumblings about
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inefficient administration back where the planning should have
occurred.
On the 4th May "A" Troop moved to Maleme airfield - it scarcely
warranted that title, but "aerodrome" would have been just too flattering The landing ground at Retimo was only a strip, Heraklion
with more space could take large aircraft, but Maleme was unsuitable for anything larger than fighters. The Germans were later to
use it with reckless abandon to land Junkers 52s, but at a
heavy price.
The journey from Canea to Maleme provided an opportunity to
study the terrain of the area where "A" Troop was to be stationed. It
is said that God miscalculated the amount of stone needed to
create Crete, but much of the countiy s character stems from
that source.
Between Suda and Maleme, a narrow fertile plain extends from
the coast to merge with the foothills, rising through terraces cut by
steep wadis into the rugged mountains forming the backbone of
the island; these fall away steeply to the south coast ending in sheer
cliffs with very few places where even small fishing boats can
shelter.
These natural features all contributed to the problems of defending and supplying the island. The only airfields were within shortrange attack from the enemy; all the harbors were on the north side
bringing shipping into the danger area The only substantial road
was parallel to the north coast, north-south travel was best made by
mule or on foot. The situation from the defender's point of view was
that "Crete faced the wrong way with its three airfields, two harbors and roads all situated on the north coast".l3)
(3) Long p 203
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Following the Italian invasion of Greece on 28 th October, 1940,
Britain sent a Naval force, supply ships, auxiliaiy small craft, and
the 2nd Battalion of the York and Lancaster Regiment as the first
army unit, to establish a defence garrison in Crete
Suda Bay served as the fueling base for the British Navy and
plans were prepared to improve the airfield at Maleme.
During the period October 1940 to April 1941, command of the
defence base changed six times before passing on 1 st May, 1941, on
Churchill's orders, from Major-General Weston, Commander of the
Royal Marine Naval Base Defence Organisation (M N.B.D O.), to
Major-General Freyberg, Commander of the New Zealand Division.
After H.M.S. "Illustrious" was damaged during a dive-bombing
attack near Malta in Februaiy, 1941, her squadron of Swordfish
torpedo-bombers was transferred to the Naval Air Station at
Maleme, under Lieutenant Commander J. de.F. Jago, R.N., to assist
in preventing penetration of the Aegean Sea by the Italian fleet.
In March, a composite squadron of Fulmars and Gloster
Gladiators, under command of Lieutenant-Commander A. Black,
D.S.O., R.N., arrived from Egypt, to protect the Suda Bay Naval
Station and convoys, and to act as fighter cover for the
Swordfish.
Four unserviceable Brewster Buffalo fighters remained forlornly
in a row at Maleme amidst the sand dunes sheltered by a clump of
bamboos below Sergeant Humphreys gun. They couldn't fly
"because of some fundamental
internal affliction that had
remained undiagnosed since their departure from
America".(4)
The airmen claimed they had been sabotaged, with faulty metal
bearings ruined, when the engines were started. The Germans
must have known their value because they wasted neither bombs
nor bullets on them.
Lieutenant H. Sutton, D.S.C., of the Royal Navy Fleet Air Arm had
flown from Greece on 22nd April to advise on the Maleme airfield
building program, which was far from complete with only one of the
three planned runways available.
At the beginning of May, the Maleme Naval Air Station was
handed over to the R.A.F, but Commander G. H Beale, staff-officer
from H.M.S. "Illustrious", remained in charge.
From Greece, the R.A.F brought to Heraklion fourteen
Blenheims (seven operational), fourteen Gladiators (six operational), and six Hurricanes. Nine Blenheims of No. 203 Squadron
HI Stewart pJl
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flew from Egypt to Maleme.
"A" Troop, with Lieutenant J. Purcell and Lieutenant S. C. G.
Macindoe in command, was attached to 156 L.A.A. Battery R.A. and
allotted four of the ten Bofors guns sited around the perimeter of
Maleme airfield; the other six guns were manned by the R.A.
gunners.
One of "A" Troop guns was sited on the south side of the airfield, near the east-west road a n d the R.A.F. camp area; the
second site, on the south-west boundary of the airfield, was adjacent to the bridge over the Tavronitis River which became a prime
objective of the German attack; the third gun-site on the northwest corner of the airfield overlooked the beach; the fourth, also
on the northern, seaward edge of the runway, was further to
the east.
Each gun was allotted an arc of fire within which it could engage
enemy aircraft, but this arc was limited on the static gun-sites by
the presence of the Kernson predictor accommodated in a
separate pit.
The Kernson predictor had been designed by Colonel Kerrison at
the Admiralty Research Laboratory to control anti-aircraft gunfire.
An electric generator provided power to the gun and predictor
when they were linked "in phase". Standard procedure required
gun layers to pick up the identified target centrally in their gunsights while the two layers on the predictor did the same through
their telescopic sights; an estimated range was fed into the predictor by a third predictor operator. When gun and predictor layers
were "on target", movement of a switch on the gun brought it electrically under the control of the predictor to follow the target and
make the necessary corrections to score a hit.
In Crete, the gun crews, while knowing something of the drill for
predictor equipmen t had never had practical or operational
experience with it. It was a regrettable fact that the first opportunity the gun crews had to fire a Bofors gun came when permission
was granted to fire single practice rounds almost on the eve of the
first encounter with the enemy.
When attacks came, they were usually with a minimum of warning and in such numbers that firing under manual control became
the most effective method of engaging the enemy.
Because of the distance separating them, there was little opportunity for communication between the "A" Troop crews or with the
inter-spaced 156 Battery R.A. guns; nor were there any established
lines of communication, either between gun-sites or with Troop
H.Q.
On arriving at their allotted positions, the crews were amazed to
find that the Bofors had been removed from their carriages and
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bolted down in concrete, thereby forfeiting the chance to confuse
the enemy by moving guns to alternative positions during the
night. Certainly, the enemy soon identified the permanent gun
positions, even if he did waste effort on also attacking dummy sites.
It is possible that some of his information concerning the defences
was obtained from spies working on the airfield at Maleme.
A 30 Squadron Intelligence Officer who spoke Greek had interviewed several suspects; one found at a gun-site after workmen had
left; another in an operations room at the R.A.F site; and another
with cutting implements under the wing of a Fulmar.
The next shock was to learn that because of the drastic shortage
of ammunition, targets were not to be engaged until within one
thousand yards range. With an attacking Me 109 approaching at
300 m.p.h. this meant that about ten rounds could be fired before
it passed overhead and the gun had to fast-traverse through 180°
before engaging again.
The gunners learned that New Zealand infantiy had been
assigned the task of protecting the Maleme airfield, but there was
no precise information on their resources, role or actual
situations.
The artilleiy defence of Maleme remained under the command of
Major-General Weston (M.N.B.D.O.) from Suda and comprised: two
three-inch anti-aircraft guns and two four-inch coastal defence
guns manned by Marines, and ten Bofors manned by Royal
Artilleiy, Australians and Marines.
Major-General Freyberg, Commander of "Creforce", defined the
roles of sector infantry commanders: Heraklion (Brigadier
Chappel), Retimo (Brigadier Vasey), Suda Bay (Major-General
Weston), Maleme (Brigadier Puttick commanding N.Z. 4th and
5th Brigades).
They were instructed to dispose "one-third of their troops on or
around landing grounds and two-thirds outside the area which
will be attacked in the first
instance".(5)
The attack was expected to involve intense bombing and
machine-gunning of the airfields and their defences, landing of
paratroops to capture and clear airfields for the final landing of
troop-cariying aircraft, and accompanying seaborne attacks on
beaches close to the airfields.
Operation Instructions for the New Zealand 5th Brigade
(Brigadier Hargest) specified:
(a) 5 th Brigade will maintain a defensive line running east
and west from Platanias to Tavronitis River with special regard
to defence of Maleme aerodrome.
(b) In the event of the enemy making an airborne or seaborne
attack on any part of the area to counter-attack and destroy
Ci) U)iiK p 213
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him
immediately.l6)
The 22nd Bn. (Lieutenant-Colonel Andrew, V.C., D.S.O.) was
entrusted with the task of holding the airfield and its
approaches.
"In the event of a major landing being made on the aerodrome,
support and reserve companies will be utilised for
immediate
counter-attack under cover of mortars and machine-gun fire. If
necessary, support will be called from 23rd Bn. — 22nd Bn. 's position would be defended at all costs." m
23rd Bn. was stationed two miles east of Maleme airfield; 21st
Bn. in the foothills behind the 23rd to the south and Brigade Headquarters and the 28th Bn. (Maoris) at Platanias, five miles east of
Maleme, covering the coast area.
Lieutenant-Colonel Andrew established his headquarters in a
hollow upon the north-eastern slope of Hill 107. This commanded
a northward view of the airfield and the beach but a limited view of
the whole Bn. area, especially to the south and west.
The 22nd Bn. who were to be the A.A. gunners' immediate
neighbors, had gone to England at the time of the fall of France
and had prepared to help repel the invaders, if Goering's airborne
troops had dared to risk destruction at the hands of the R.A.F. during the Battle of Britain.
In the Greek campaign they acquitted themselves with distinction. Freyberg in his foreword to 22nd Bn. official history wrote:
"The Battalion was given the most difficult task of all to try to
hold Maleme
airfield"(8)
Later, the 22 nd Battalion served in the Libyan campaign, in
Syria, the Western Desert, Alamein, Italy, and Japan; but with all
this vast experience their historian wrote: "Of all the days of the
war one stands alone in the minds of the Battalion; the day is the
20th May, 1941 at Maleme, Crete."
The 22nd Battalion's strength of six hundred and twenty men
was spread thinly to cover its allotted area. This extended from
Pirgos village in the east, with its rounded church dome providing a
convenient aiming point for the anti-aircraft crews when testing
the lining-up of their guns and predictors, to the southern boundary skirting the foothills south of Hill 107, on which the N.Z. B.H.Q.
was established; then to the western boundary on the east bank of
the Tavronitis River, and thence north to the beach. This area
measured approximately one by one and a half miles.
The Tavronitis River banks in places ranged from twenty to forty
feet high, providing dead-ground for some of the glider troops who
later landed on its gravelly, boulder-strewn bed extending from six
hundred to eight hundred yards in width between the bridge and
the beach. Bofors guns sited on the west of the airfield were close to
(6) Stewart p 124

(7) Henderson p 3 7

(8) Henderson P 2 4

(9) Henderson
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the east bank of the river which ran only a trickle of water in May.
The area beyond the river, to the west, was not defended and
became the most important mustering area for paratroops who
were able to land almost unopposed.
On the eastern and northern slopes of Hill 107, broken ground,
terraces, patches of scrub, and wadis extending towards the beach
from the foothills, restricted the range of view. The western slopes
of the hill were covered with olive trees up to sixteen feet high providing good cover against aircraft
New Zealand troops of the 21st Bn. provided one platoon to
guard the A.M.E.S. (Air Ministiy Experimental Station) on high
ground about a mile south of N.Z. B.H.Q This "hush hush" unit
using the new radar early warning system controlled the air raid
warning signals. A similar unit operated at Heraklion at
A.M.E.S. Ridge
13, 14 and 15 Platoons of "C" Company, 22 nd Bn. were assigned
the task of protecting the airfield. "Their total strength of one hundred included signallers and stretcher bearers; in addition to
rifles they shared seven Brens, six Brownings (some of them on
improvised mountings after being salvaged Jrom wrecked aircraft), nine tommy guns but no mortars."1101
13 Platoon covered the northern beach side of the airfield;
15 Platoon faced the Tavronitis River and the bridge to halt attacks
from the west across the almost dry river bed; 14 Platoon dug-in on
the southern side of the airfield at the foot of Hill 107 to halt attack
from inland.
Although Bofors gun crews at Maleme had no idea of the
strength of the New Zealand infantry units allotted to protect the
airfield, the presence of these experienced infantiymen was
reassuring. Whatever the deficiencies in their equipment, their
reputation as soldiers was appreciated by all the gunners, whose
issue of personal weapons was limited to the one rifle for guard
duties on each gun site.
The failure to issue small arms to gun crews cost many lives in the
Canea area, where a Royal Artillery A.A. unit, lacking rifles or automatic weapons to defend themselves against glider troops landing
close to their guns, had 173 of their 180 un-armed men shot1111
Apart from the lack of authoritative information on the numbers
ol New Zealanders in the Maleme area, the skilful camouflaging of
slit trenches, under the olive trees or against terrace walls, made
these invisible from the air and not easily detected at ground level
because of ground cover. This, the Germans were later to ruefully
admit after their troops met strong resistance and suffered heavy
casualties, in areas where their aerial reconnaissance had shown
the positions to be lightly defended.
110) l l u i d u s o n
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The A.A. gunners' efforts at m a k i n g sites a s inconspicuous as
possible proved rathe r futile a s the g u n s were sited a r o u n d the edge
of the airfield a n d were static.
Enemy reconnaissanc e planes photographed the airfields
regularly, so the best that could be done was to construct d u m m y
gun positions, which did in fact deceive the enemy, a n d to withhold
fire at times.
With no trees or n a t u r a l shelter to hide t e n t s on the east, n o r t h
and west of Maleme airfield, the order was given to put these below
ground level.
One tent on the n o r t h e r n perimeter was recessed into the b a n k
forming the n o r t h e r n edge of the airfield, with the doorway facing
the ocean. A camouflage net stretched over the top completed the
job. Nearby, mechanics had worked on fitting a new engine into a
Gloster Gladiator. They had tested the engine a n d p r o n o u n c e d it
ready to test fly the next d a y
The feeling of satisfaction for both the R.A.F. mechanics, and the
g u n n e r s contemplatin g their camouflaged tent, was short-lived. An
enemy aircraft, a p p r o a c h i n g at sea level from b e h i nd the island
immediately north of the airfield, sneaked in undetected by the
early warning system, poured a burst of machine-gu n fire into the
tent a n d a n o t h e r into the repaired Gloster Gladiator before streaking away across the airfield to the west. Fortunately no-one was in
the tent, but bedding, clothing, a n d e q u i p m e n t looked as though
the m o t h s had feasted there. The Gloster Gladiator was once again
unserviceable.
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Hills rising to the south of the airfield at Maleme restricted the
arc of fire for guns on the northern edge of the runway, which could
only engage low-flying enemy aircraft intent on strafing grounded
planes, at the risk of landing shells in the hill defences.
In the days that followed, enemy pilots made full use of the
natural barriers to radar detection, provided by the high ground of
the Akronitis Peninsula at Suda, the island north of Maleme, and
the mountains to the south. The air-raid warning barely gave the
British pilots time to get their planes airborne before the attack,
even though they had been sitting in them with engines warmed-up
since before first light.
There was no time for "scrambling" and racing across the airfield
at the wailing of the "red alert" siren. With R.A.F. and F.A.A. pilots
at Maleme sharing the available Fulmars, Gladiators and
Hurricanes, life was even more complicated for the young pilots
than it would have been in a squadron with only one type of
aircraft.
The Gloster Gladiator, a single-engined bi-plane, reminiscent of
World War I aircraft in design, was first flown in 1934. It became a
R.A.F. front-line fighter in 1937 and saw service in Norway and
France in 1940. Later, it was used in the Mediterranean against the
Italians, and scored victories too, in spite of the odds, in Crete,
before the last of them was shot down over Maleme.
The radial engine gave a climbing rate of 2,300 feet per minute
and a speed of 253 m.p.h. It carried four .303 inch Browning
machine guns and provided watching troops with marvellous
displays of aerobatics when tackling the over-whelming odds in
numbers, speed and fire-power of the enemy Me 109s and 110s
which always accompanied the Stuka Ju 87 dive-bombers.
The Hurricanes, with a speed of 316 m.p.h. and a climbing rate of
2,530 feet per minute, carried eight wing-mounted .303 Browning
machine guns which reduced the odds in terms of performance,
although they were always hopelessly out-numbered in any dogfight.
From the 8 th May, and many times a day from then on, gun crews
took post as enemy aircraft in ever-increasing numbers continued
their reconnaissance, bombing and strafing raids.
As planes took off in a cloud of dust, ground staff and troops in
the open promptly disappeared out of sight into dug-outs or slittrenches, perhaps with a friendly wave or thumbs-up to encourage
crews manning the guns.
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All eyes then followed the planes straining to gain sufficient
height before the enemy arrived "to jump" them, but as the gunners
watched in admiration they became conscious of their own
vulnerability, standing so conspicuously awaiting action.
Of all crew members, number four, standing high on the gun
platform head and shoulders above his mates in the comparative
calm before the storm, had most cause for such feelings. Once the
gun began firing however, he was so busy, keeping his head down,
his foot on the firing pedal and his hands accurately feeding the
clips of four shells at a time into the hungiy loading mechanism,
that he had time for little else. A mis-directed clip of ammunition
would cause the "cross-feed" that put the gun out of action. The
ammunition numbers, while delivering clips of ammunition correctly, were busy dodging the hot empty shell cases ejected into the
gun pit at the rate of two a second.
At Maleme, dive bombing raids usually began with strafing
planes approaching from low at sea or from behind the natural
barners to radar detection.
The Messerschmitts by flying down the airfields in threes could
attack the gun positions on the north and south side of the airstrip,
while the aircraft flying down the centre concentrated on any aircraft trying to take off or still on the ground, as well as raking gun
positions at either end of the field. These strafing attacks continued as the Stukas, circling well out of range, peeled off in groups
and began diving out of the sun on their selected targets, their
"Jericho sirens" (so named by Germans)1121 screaming to simulate
the sound of falling bombs before the bombs were actually released.
In spite of the number of such attacks the few casualties caused
proved the deterrent effect of the firing Bofors.
At Heraklion, apart from the usual advantage of attacking from
out of the sun, the enemy sought cover by approaching from behind
the Charlies'131 and the high ground to the south and southeast.
At night, when guns were not allowed to fire because they would
reveal their positions to night bombers, it was exasperating to gun
crews to see lights appear on the hillsides, obviously turned on by
collaborators to guide enemy planes. After some incidents where
rifles were discharged, to encourage the lights to go out, orders were
issued forbidding such reaction.
The co-ordination of defences in the Maleme area posed special
problems for Lieutenant-Colonel Andrew who was responsible for
holding the airfield and its approaches. Many of the fourteen formations and units did not come under his command although he
had made several requests, through his superiors, to gain the
(12) Kuhn p 86
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co-operation of those commanding Royal Navy, Fleet Air Arm, Royal
Marines, Royal Artilleiy, Royal Air Force and Australian L.A.A.
personnel in the area.
The R.A.F. camp, near the vital bridge over the Tavronitis River
west of the aerodrome, was claimed to impair the 22nd N.Z. Battalion's defence perimeter, and it was in fact there that the enemy
initially broke through.
The Heraklion Sector had advantages for the defenders; both the
airfield and the harbor were enclosed within a perimeter four miles
long and two miles wide, with better visibility and communication
between the units which were all within a three miles radius of
Brigade H.Q. Of the units defending the area in depth, the 2nd
Black Watch, the 2nd York and Lanes, the 2nd Leicesters and the
2/4th Australian Battalion were all fully trained mfantiy, and during the battle were to be joined on 25th May by the 2nd Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders who marched overland after being landed
on the south coast on 19 th May.
Brigadier Chappel was able to maintain closer contact with his
commanders and the progress of events in his sector, than was his
counter-part in the Maleme Sector.
Major Hipworth, in charge of the anti-aircraft defences at
Heraklion co-ordinated their efforts in accord with the policy laid
down at Brigade level on engagement of enemy aircraft: "The antiaircraft gunners will reveal themselves only when they see fit in
general reserving their efforts for the main attack. They will then
fire not only upon the planes in the air, but also upon any troopcarriers which might succeed in landing upon the airfield."
All other troops were ordered to remain concealed until the preliminary air bombardment had ended. Once the enemy had landed
they were to be attacked immediately.
Gun crews went through their routines — gun drill, gun maintenance, and daily chores. They were never far from their gun site
and always ready for action. They did find time to befriend an
occasional stray dog or cat which made itself at home, obviously
considering the rations available preferable to those scrounged in
the village or town.
Occasional visits from sellers of oranges and eggs, or villagers
eager to wash clothes in exchange for tinned bully beef, provided
opportunities for the Australian gunners to practise the few Greek
words they had acquired. Greetings became, kalimera (good morning) or kalispera (good evening), wine became — krasi, bread —
psomi, eggs — avgho.
The preparation of meals on the gun sites was generally a matter
of experiment by whoever was on duty as cook. The concoctions
produced from bully beef, army biscuits, tinned bacon, egg powder,
tinned milk, 'goldfish' (herrings in tomato sauce) and tinned butter
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in various combinations, often surprised even those who feared
the worst.
Enemy air activity from high-level Dornier, Heinkels and Ju 88
bombers and reconnaissance aircraft increased steadily in
frequency and intensity from early May. Then Messerschmitt 109
and 110 fighters accompanying Stuka Ju 87 dive-bombers
appeared in increasing numbers, favoring early morning and late
afternoon for attacks on gun positions. The pilots could then take
advantage of the position of the sun to screen their approach
or departure.
By 12 th May, the Luftwaffe sent aircraft in squadron formations.
Three Gloster Gladiators stationed at Maleme engaged a flight of
twenty-five Ju 88 bombers. Two were not seen again, while the
third continued to tiy to break up the formation of bombers circling high above the airfield, until it finally disappeared losing
height out to sea. The Gladiators in these combats appeared, as one
gunner remarked, "like a willie wagtail diving against a hawk".
On 13 th May, bombing and strafing continued day and night.
Destruction of port facilities and shipping at Suda and encampment areas throughout the sector to Maleme was assigned to the
high and medium level bombers, while the Stuka dive-bombers and
fighters concentrated on the gun positions.
An aircraftsman watching the attack that morning on Maleme
from a slit-trench wrote- "There was a whine and a roar as about
thirty Me 109s flashed out of the sun Ground crews raced for cover
as Sergeants Ripshu and Reynish trundled their Hurricanes along
the strip at a desperate full throttle. The Messerschmitts shot
overhead, while the two men fighting to gain height with their
backs to the oncoming enemy, struggled to gain a little more speed
as they lifted their under-carriages. Half-a-dozen more Messerschmitts were flying straight down the strip as Squadron-Leader
Howell in the third Hurricane opened his throttle. Another wave of
aircraft skimmed the beach There were so many Messerschmitts it
was impossible to keep track of them Everything was yellow tracer
and crackling cannon, thumping Bofors and rifle shots."(14)
Some three hours later Squadron-Leader Howell, who was flying
a Hurricane for the first time in his life, landed safely. Reynish was
rescued from the sea. Between them they had bagged six
enemy planes.
In anticipation of heavy night bombing attacks, all fighter aircraft from Heraklion and Maleme were flown on the night of 13th
May to Retimo airstrip.
On 14th May, forty German aircraft attacking Heraklion were
engaged by two Hurricanes newly-arrived from Egypt. One came
down safely in a forced landing but the second plane was last seen
(14) ComLdu p 6 2
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disappearing out to sea.
At Maleme, a replacement Hurricane arrived in the middle of a
raid. Probably short of fuel, the pilot swung to seawards and with
wheels down approached to land. The circling Messerschmitts
immediately swooped down upon him with bursts of fire sending
him crashing into the water.
Flight-Lieutenant Woodward twice had his aircraft set on fire
before he could become airborne at Maleme. On two other
occasions when there had been an earlier warning of approaching
aircraft, he had managed to become airborne but had not gained
sufficient height to engage the enemy. By swinging inland to the
south and dodging through the valleys he had eluded his pursuers
to return alive.
During these unequal contests the R.A.F. and F.A.A. pilots took
turns at flying the few remaining Fulmars, Gladiators and
Hurricanes. The ground staff and the gunners meanwhile agonised
and watched with admiration as the fighter pilots made heroic
efforts to contend with the overwhelming might of the Luftwaffe.
On 16 th May, fifteen Messerschmitts escorted thirty Stukas in
an attack on Maleme. Three pilots flying Hurricanes took off to
intercept the attackers From their superior attacking positions
the Messerschmitts shot down two of the Hurricanes but the third,
piloted by Lieutenant Ramsay R.N.V.R., destroyed two enemy aircraft before returning to make a safe landing.
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Last of the Gallant Few

The 17 th May saw the last Fulmar and the last two Gladiators at
Maleme destroyed on the ground, leaving a single Hurricane
able to fly.
It must be remembered that the ground staff, striving to keep the
few remaining aircraft on Crete ready for combat, lacked essential
maintenance equipment and even basic requirements, in correct
engine lubricants and machine-gun ammunition. Spare parts were
cannibalised from damaged aircraft, and some salvaged Browning
machine guns were mounted in New Zealand mfantiy positions.
For the small group of surviving pilots, certain death was only the
next flight away, and with it the knowledge that their sacrifice at
this stage would have no effect upon the campaign. Gradually,
their gallant squadrons had been reduced to almost zero with no
chance of reinforcements, but they fought on in the highest tradition of their service.
When bombing the airfields, the Germans used anti-personnel
bombs (daisy-cutters) which were intended to destroy gun positions
and kill, without leaving large holes in the surface of the runways,
because they intended to land their troop carriers on those runways once the airborne attack began.
As a result of this policy, the surface of the airfields became
littered with shrapnel from exploded bombs. On some occasions,
unexploded bombs remained as hazards for disposal experts.
One gunner recalls an incident at Heraklion when two servicemen, on returning after imbibing less wisely than well on the local
wine, found an unexploded bomb. One mounted the bomb giving
an impromptu demonstration of a Melbourne Cup jockey until his
mate coaxed him away. When the bomb exploded, while being
moved for disposal by experts the following day, two men died.
The British had declined to allow the New Zealand engineers to
plant mines or obstructions on the runway at Maleme because, as
Churchill had informed Cunningham, Commander of the Fleet, he
hoped "sixty-four Hurricanes and nine Fulmars will arrive in the
Middle East by 24th May".'151
Lieutenant-Commander Black flew the last Hurricane back to
Egypt on the 19 th May expecting to bring back eight more
Hurricanes with fresh pilots They did not come before the airborne
invasion began on 20 th May.
On the morning of 19th May, enemy aircraft machine-gunned
the gun positions early in the morning and again in the
(15) Churchill Vol III W W
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evening.
General Freyberg, knowing that the invasion was imminent, and
that only three Hurricanes and three Gladiators at Heraklion
remained in Crete, gained Churchill's approval for their return to
Egypt as "it would be painful to see these machines and their
gallant young pilots shot down on the first morning".
With the departure of the last aircraft the Bofors gunners knew
that "stand-to" next morning would not be to the accompaniment
of spluttering aircraft engines warming up.
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The Planned Assault

General Student, Commander of German Airborne Forces, is
recognised as the author of the plan for the airborne attack on
Crete He had played an important part in the successful use of airborne troops in Europe during 1939-40, when the parachute and
glider troops became an "elite corps".1161
Consideration had been given to landing airborne troops to
establish a bridgehead for an attack on England, and special
gliders had been constructed able to cariy a tank or field gun with
loads up to 21 tons. Multiple parachutes enabled heavy equipment
to be dropped from supporting aircraft.
Failing to gain the necessaiy control of the air over England for a
successful airborne invasion, the German high command considered alternative use of these highly-trained troops in the
Mediterranean-Suez Canal, Cyprus, Malta or Crete.
After Yugoslavia capitulated on 17 th April, and the Greek Army
laid down arms on 21st April, the British Expeditionary Force
advanced its withdrawal from the 28th to the 24th April, a decision
which undoubtedly affected the destination of 7th Batteiy
British troops had been on Crete since 29 th October, 1940, and
Student saw the capture of Crete as a prelude to an attack on Suez
via Cyprus. Hitler approved the plan on 20 th April, and on 25 th
April issued a directive for the operation to occupy Crete using the
code name Merkur (Mercury); the British named it "Scorcher" and
their counter-plan "Colorado".
The German High Command initially considered occupation of
the western part of the island, from Maleme to Canea, by two
divisions which would then move eastward towards Suda, Retimo
and Heraklion.
The second alternative proposed simultaneous attacks at seven
points, with Maleme, Canea, Retimo and Heraklion the most important, to be "taken quickly".
The final plan was a compromise of these two, with the capture of
the four important strategic points timed to make full use of air
support groups. Maleme and Canea were to be attacked in the
morning and Retimo and Heraklion in the afternoon.1171
From these bases the remainder of the island was to be subdued
in four days by the 22,750 men to be landed by air and sea.
Air strength totalling 1,380 aircraft comprised approximately
650 Ju 52 troop carriers, 80 gliders, 280 bombers, 150 Stuka divebombers, 200 single and twin engine Messerschmitt (109s and
(lfc>) kulin p47
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110s) fighters and 20 reconnaissance and spotter aircraft.
Churchill claimed that, "at no moment in the war was our
intelligence so truly and precisely informed. Our agents in Greece
were active and daring".,18) He was therefore well aware of the German plan to launch simultaneous airborne and seaborne
attacks.
But some of his senior commanders considered the target might
be Iraq, Cyprus, Malta, or the attack on Crete only a feint. Churchill
was to be proved correct.
The enemy hastened the building up of their airforces and the
movement of stores and fuel to the many air bases established in
Greece and Aegean islands. Meanwhile, commandeered Greek
caiques (small high-prowed fishing craft), trawlers and small
freighters, were assembled in two convoys, loaded with guns,
vehicles, motor cycles, drums of petrol, and pack animals and men
of the Mountain Division.
Each small armada, escorted by an Italian M.T.B., headed for the
island of Milos, thence en route to Crete once the invasion began.
The group of 25 vessels carrying 2,300 men was due to arrive at
Maleme on the evening of the second day of the attack; the second
group of 38 vessels with 4,000 troops was expected at Heraklion on
the evening of the third day.1191
Dive-bombers and single-engined fighters were stationed on the
island airstrips nearest to Crete. Fighter-bombers, bombers and
reconnaissance aircraft mustered at bases as far afield as Rhodes,
Bulgaria and Salonica. Glider-towing transports and paratroop
aircraft operated from airfields in southern Greece.
Churchill referred to the German Air Division as representing
"the flame of the Hitler Youth Movement". 1201 Most of the paratroops were in their twenties with most officers in their thirties.
Using specially designed parachutes, paratroops were trained to
drop from heights of only 200 to 400 feet with a fall time of up to
twelve seconds. Each "stick" (so-named by the Germans) numbered
twelve to fifteen men. They did not carry back-up parachutes but
equipment was of the highest standard. Their crash helmets were
rimless and the knees and elbows of their over-alls were thickly
padded. In addition to a machine pistol, three grenades and ajackknife, each carried two days rations of sliced bread, processed
chocolate, sugar, biscuits, thirst-quenching tablets, water bottle,
cooking utensils and a blanket. Spare socks and underwear fitted
in the folded trouser cuffs.
Officers used pink parachutes and carried an amazing assortment of equipment compactly arranged in a neat leather bag which
contained:— pencil, rubber, celophane map covers, probes,
tweezers, syringes (made in England), hypodermic needles, a dozen
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or so small sealed bottles of various kinds of drugs, from morphia to
pep-pills (called 'courage pills'), thirst quenchers, food tablets,
notebooks (graph and plain paper), bandages and first-aid kit.
Canisters, dropped with each "stick" from one transport, contained rifles, machine-guns, mortars, ammunition, grenades, light
field guns, water, food and medical supplies. Yellow parachutes
indicated a special supply of medical equipment and various colors
indicated other specialised packages. Multiple parachutes, up to as
many as five on one load, were used for heavy equipment such as
guns and vehicles.
The six hundred elite troops of the Storm Regiment travelled in
seventy gliders made of wood and canvas over steel ribs, with
perspex windows providing a view of their destination. They were
seated over a central beam extending over the length of the
glider.
Towed by Ju 52 transports at 15,000 feet, fully-loaded gliders
when released could cruise at seventy-five m.p.h. for fifty
miles. Flaps controlled the rate of descent and wire-bound runners
helped absorb the shock of landing.
Each glider, in addition to the pilot, carried nine men trained to
operate as a team, with a specific objective to be attacked
immediately on landing. Their role was to surprise the enemy by
their silent approach while other planes strafed and bombed the
defenders. The pilot tried to land as close as possible to the target
to enable the Assault Troops to capture the gun positions and
immobilise them before the parachute troops arrived.
The glider troops in the assault force, in addition to the equipment provided for the paratroops, carried a life jacket, in case they
were dropped in the sea, heavy machine-guns, and mortars ready
for action.
Paratroops faced a special problem in mustering after a successful descent and then reaching the accompanying canisters
dropped with them to provide the heavier equipment required.
Each was expected to be prepared to take over the leadership of the
group when casualties occurred. Their commanders dropped with
them and shared all the hazards. Esprit de corps developed strong
bonds between all ranks and created a very cohesive force.
The co-ordination of airborne forces with the fighter and bomber
commands involved a great deal of detailed planning under the
control of a supreme commander responsible for the success of the
venture. The effectiveness of this organisation and chain of command contributed greatly to the ultimate German success.
By contrast much of the planning for the defence of Crete evolved
in a disjointed fashion, with six commanders in as many months
while much of the planning, envisaged by the High Command in
England, was never put into effect.
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Reference to Churchill's speeches in the House of Commons
during the battle for Crete, clearly indicates that he was either
uninformed or misinformed of the true situation concerning the
implementation of his plans to equip the defenders of Crete.
The first echelon of Major-General Weston's Marine Mobile Naval
Base Defence Organisation did not arrive in Suda Bay until a week
after General Freyberg had taken over, from him, command of
forces on the island Major-General Weston retained command of
the Suda Bay-Canea sector which included "A" Troop, 7 th Battery at
Maleme Two three-inch anti-aircraft sections went to Heraklion by
sea; another three-inch anti-aircraft section and a six-inch coastal
batteiy were sited at Maleme, five anti-aircraft sections remained at
Suda and a six-inch coastal batteiy was sited near the coast to the
west of Retimo.
When the second echelon of the M.N.B.D.O. arrived on 15th May,
one light A.A. troop went to Heraklion, another to Maleme, and the
remaining third troop to the Canea area as infantry. Movement of
the third echelon to Crete was cancelled. The troop that arrived at
Maleme on 17 th May began relieving gun crews, to provide each in
turn, with a twenty-four hour spell from the constant strain of manning their guns.
On the evening of 19 th May, members of the crew of the "A" Troop
gun on the north side of the airfield were instructed to take twentyfour hours rations and their blankets, as it was their turn to be
given one day's relief away from the gun site. Transported at dusk
to higher slopes about one mile south of the airfield, they were set
down in the open and prepared to make themselves comfortable for
the night, hoping to have an uninterrupted sleep for a change.
Some of them had taken writing materials with them intending to
spend their leisure in writing letters home next day. In the meantime, resting out in the open on the hillside, south of the defended
area, they were able to contemplate the clear northern sky with the
moon past full, and the clusters of alien stars that lacked the
familiar Southern Cross circling above the southern horizon.
One of the gunners from an "A" Troop crew, on the western side
of the airfield, recalls that on the same evening their sergeant sent
him and some of his mates to spend the night in the slit trench of a
nearby New Zealand platoon covering the area. The night was mild
and calm and they slept peacefully in the security of the company of
the New Zealanders.
On the evening of 19 th May, the raids had been neither as heavy
nor as prolonged as usual, but, unknown to many, the severaltimes-delayed invasion was about to be launched. That day,
Freyberg was told that two German airmen, taken from the sea by
Cretan fishermen, had confided in therr rescuers that the assault
would begin on 20 th May.
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This German confidence in Cretan sympathy proved to be misplaced for, with few exceptions throughout the island, the local
population proved to be violently hostile to the Germans once the
attack commenced.
It appears that Freyberg tended to discount the accuracy of this
information as no definite warning reached down the line of command and the actual attack achieved an element of surprise.
As part of the German counter-intelligence organisation of the
invasion plan, Admiral Canans had established groups of agents in
Crete, to ascertain the garrison's strength, and to prepare to enlist
the help of local sympathisers who would identify one another with
the code words "Major Bock".12 n
Other counter-intelligence operations involved Squadrons of 8th
Air Corps flying reconnaissance missions to keep track of all shipping movements, and to prepare detailed photographs of defended
positions and estimates of forces and equipment.
On this information, specific targets and objectives were allotted
to individual units. Some of the commanders were able to fly over
and study the targets on which they would later descend.
The last of the British aircraft had returned to Egypt and the
enemy was now, in Churchill's words, "supported by omnipotent
and absolute air power which was his master weapon".1221
The traitor, "Lord Haw-Haw", in his radio broadcasts, for weeks
had taunted the troops on the "Island of Doomed Men" as he called
Crete. He claimed to be "wise to the Australian shock troops hiding amongst the olive groves" and promised them shocks to come.
His theme music, "Run Rabbit Run", at least provided a variation
from the sombre broadcasts from the B.B.C., which often caused
the British troops to woriy more about what was happening to their
families back home rather than their own predicament; but
Churchill's speeches undoubtedly boosted morale in spite of
everything.
(21) S p u i c u
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Attack was certain, but there were several false alarms when
Intelligence miscalculated impending events. Delays it seems were
due to the huge logistical problems the Germans faced in establishing supplies, equipment, and lines of communication, to cope with
this first "all air" operation in militaiy histoiy.
On airfields throughout Greece and the Aegean islands, German
fighters, fighter-bombers, and dive-bombers awaited the order to
launch the first phase of the assault, while glider troops and paratroops prepared to follow. They were scheduled to take off once the
first wave had reachcd the island and begun the attack, and were
timed to arrive immediately following that initial onslaught. Their
task was to undertake the rapid decisive campaign to gain control
of the airfield at Maleme.
Dawn came on 20 th May, beautiful, as it always seemed to be in
Crete; but soon the calm was shattered by the banshee wailing of
the "red alert" siren as it sounded for the last time. The sky, in the
distance first, and then all over Suda, Canea and Maleme, was
swarming with squadron after squadron of fighters, many flying as
low as a hundred feet, skimming the tops of the olive trees, guns
blazing as they raked their targets with machine gun and
cannon fire.
They were followed immediately by screaming dive-bombers
peeling off from higher up to dive on gun positions and tented
areas. Fighter-bombers rained showers of bombs over the areas
where troops were believed to be entrenched along the coast
around the airfield and beyond.
The ground trembled and shuddered under the avalanche of
explosions. Planes circled and returned again and again before
sweeping away to seawards to refuel and rearm.
"Atfirst the staccato barking of the Bofors added to the din, but
as the clouds of dust and smoke rose in a pall over the airfield the
luckless gunners, exposed in the open, quickly suffered the fate
whichfrom the first seemed inevitable. They were already silent
under the terrific weight of the attack"(23)
The troops higher on the slopes away from the airfield, as they
gradually recovered their senses in the brief calm that followed,
heard a new distant rumble that became a roar as squadrons of
yellow-nosed Ju 52s, with the familiar, peculiar uneven rhythm of
their engines, darkened the skies to the horizon. They heralded the
arrival of the invasion troops.
(23) Henderson p41
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Towed at 7,000 feet, the gliders had been cast loose some miles
from the coast to glide silently and uncannily towards their targets.
Many of those watching gazed in awe and amazement as the gliders
slid past to crash on hillsides, have wings torn off by trees, crumple
on the rugged terrain, or — incredibly, land safely and disgorge their
loads of ten men each. Meanwhile, the tow-planes circling
overhead fired their machine guns in support.
Major-General Meindl, in charge of the Western Group, detailed
to capture the area around Maleme and to the west, had organised
the landing of glider-borne troops to be as close as possible to their
objectives — the gun sites, the bridge over the Tavronitis River west
of the airfield, and the strategic Point 107, on the top of the small
hill to the south of the airfield. This was the site of coastal defence
guns, three-inch mortars and headquarters of the R.A.F., F.A.A. and
22nd N.Z. Battalion.
Each glider squadron had originally taken off in three groups of
three abreast, but they arrived at their landing place in twos and
threes. Some landed on the sand dunes on the beach, others near
the mouth of the Tavronitis.
Seventeen gliders were counted in the diy bed of the Tavronitis
to the west of the airfield and above the bridge to the south; one
succeeded in putting down safely high on the hillside and another
on the road to the east.
In many instances the occupants were stunned or injured on
impact, but those who could, scrambled out seeking cover among
the scrub, boulders and gullies. Of these, many were mown down by
machine-gun and rifle fire from the New Zealand infantiy and airforce strong points.
Within fifteen minutes, all the sixty or more gliders that had
completed their journey had landed between Suda and Maleme, but
still the J u 52s continued to come as General Freyberg reported:
"J picked out hundreds of planes tier upon tier coming towards
us — here were the huge, slow-moving troop carriers with the
loads we were expecting. First we watched them circle counterclockwise over Maleme aerodrome and then when they were only
afew hundredfeet above the ground, as if by magic white specks
mixed with other colors suddenly appeared beneath them as
clouds of parachutes floated slowly to earth"
The paratroops, in theory, should have landed sufficiently far
from their targets to allow them to muster, collect heavy weapons
from canisters, and organise their support of the already-landed
glider troops. In fact, many of them fell directly over strongly defended infantiy positions and suffered very heavy casualties.
Three battalions of paratroops came in over Maleme. Two of
those landed according to plan well west of the Tavronitis bridge,
where there were no defending troops, and out of range of the
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troops at the airfield to whom they appeared "as about the size of
ants".
The third battalion was supposed to have landed on the coast
near the village of Pirgos, just east of the airfield, but was dropped
further inland in the midst of the New Zealanders at whose hands
they lost all their officers and two-thirds of their total strength.
Around Galatas, Canea the 7th British General Hospital, and
inland, near the Field Punishment Centre (where "detained"
soldiers armed themselves with equipment dropped for the paratroops), the invaders suffered heavy casualties at the hands of the
2/2nd Field Regiment, R.A.A., 2/8th Aust. Infantiy Battalion, 1st
Welch Regiment, New Zealanders, and Greek Regiments.
The heavy preliminary bombing had cut signal lines and so
hindered communication which became vital in the next twentyfour hours. Paratroops made a practice of cutting any wires they
found on landing.
The glider troops who succeeded in gaining cover in the riverbed,
and those who landed further west at Maleme, immediately
attacked the bridge and the neighboring gun sites using machine
guns, mortars and grenade launchers.
Some of the men from the "A" troop gun on the western side of
the airfield joined with the New Zealanders in their trench.
The New Zealand sergeant had rigged up a Browning machine
gun salvaged from a damaged fighter. It was mounted on bits and
pieces of aircraft and timber with sights devised from chewing gum,
soap and screws. The 22 nd Battalion history records that the New
Zealand L/Sgt. had with him in his trench "survivors of the blitz on
the gun crew". Gunners L. Home and C. G. Stainer of that crew had
been killed, and Gunner L F. Eager wounded in the head by a
sniper s bullet, which pierced his tin hat and lacerated the top of
his head, when he was engaging the enemy mounting a machinegun on the edge of the airfield.
With the Germans only a few yards away, making a great deal of
noise while sheltered by the bank of the river and hurling grenades
into the main trench near the gun, the position was taken and all
the occupants, except one, killed; these were Sergeant E. E. E.
Manning, Lance-Bombadier A J. Murphy, Gunners A S. Baird,
A J. Goad, H. E. Lyle, R F. Maskell, D. P. Ryan and D. St. Clair.
Major Braun, the commander of the glider group of nine gliders
that had landed west of the bndge, had been killed by the New
Zealanders of "D" Company, but approaching behind the bridge
pylons the enemy with reinforcements captured that objective.
The group that had landed near the mouth of the Tavronitis also
lost its commanding officer and several men in their attack along
the western edge on that corner of the airfield.
Major Koch, commander of the group of gliders assigned to
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capture the southern slopes of Hill 107, was a casualty with a
number of his men in the initial encounter with New Zealanders of
"B", "D" and H.Q. companies covering the line along which the
gliders descended.
Meanwhile, glider troops who had survived the landing in the
river-bed to the west of the airfield, were reinforced by paratroops
who had landed unopposed in the undefended area further to the
west and south, where they had assembled and obtained supplies
from canisters. This equipment included heavy machine-guns,
artillery, mortars and motor cycles.
Communication with aircraft brought dive-bombing support
against defended positions, while marker strips of cloth laid out in
a particular manner, and colored flares, indicated what supplies
were required. Pennants, used to indicate captured positions,
appeared around the perimeter of the airfield as gun positions were
taken.
The glider force established its headquarters in the village to the
west of the bridge where a regimental aid post was also established
to treat the wounded. Gunner L Eager was treated there for his
head injuries after his capture.
The crew of the "A" Troop gun on the north-west corner of the airfield eventually joined up with the New Zealand infantry opposing
the enemy in the Pirgos village area to the east of the airfield. Lacking personal weapons at first, some gunners assisted in getting a
captured German gun into action.
One account of the incident states: "Eight gunners (from
Sergeant Bruce Tulloch's gun) after being cut off by paratroops
had done excellent work with a small German field gun presented to them during the day by a passing Junkers Determined to
defend themselves against the parachutists whom they had seen
falling further east they had fired upon all movement in this
direction and had thus discouraged the patrols from the 23rd
which was trying to make contact with
them"{24]
The official history of the N.Z. 22nd Bn. has a further interesting
reference to this incident. Lieutenant Bevan O.C. Headquarters
Company defending Pirgos village sent a runner to N.Z. 22nd Bn.
H.Q. with a report on the situation.
The runner was captured but kept the message in his boot to be
delivered after the war ended. It read, in part: "We have a small
field gun plus 12 rounds manned by Aussies."(25)
The Maori 28th Battalion records also mention that "several
Aussie A A gunners did a grand job in helping with the
wounded."(26)
"A" Troop Bofors crew on the south side of the airfield found
themselves sharing trenches with "A" Company of the N.Z. 22 nd
(24) Stewart. p23
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Battalion in defence of Hill 107.
By 11 a.m. the Germans had captured the Tavronitis bridge and
controlled the dried river bed and the western end of the airfield
north to the beach. A strong attack on the RAF. camp area resulted
in an enemy break-through and the capture of many RAF. personnel, but higher up the hill the defenders, including a number of "A"
Troop gunners, held out until dark when the enemy withdrew to the
bridge.
Many of the troops away from the airfield were unaware of the
progress made by the enemy working their way around the
perimeter sheltered by the banks of the river and the edge of the airfield. Although the small groups of New Zealand infantiy from their
slit trenches had taken heavy toll of the enemy they could not cover
the whole area. Lacking the means of defence against grenade and
ground attack, the gun positions were taken as the paratroop
landings continued.
Some writers have commented on the failure to move guns to
alternative positions to confuse the enemy. Such moves were
impossible because the guns were bolted down on concrete
bases.
The comments of a New Zealander from the 22 nd Battalion
expresses the infantiyman's feelings for the gunner. He wrote:
"I have the greatest admiration for the Bofors crews and Jerry
pilots who attacked them. On many occasions I saw Stuka pilots
diving down the fire of these guns and had no misgivings as to
whether I would have the guts to withstand such a gaff"(27)
German accounts of the attacks on A A guns on Maleme airfield
include reference to men of No. 2 Platoon who were the first of the
glider troops to reach the perimeter of the airfield; moving through
the smoke and dust with much shouting and calls for surrender
they attacked guns on the west of the airfield. The account continues- "They suffered casualties and withdrew behind the bank
Under cover from machine guns and grenade launchers the
enemy holding the centre of the airfield's western perimeter
were
eliminated.",28)
Another party detailed to attack an AA. gun position on the
western edge of the airfield "was completely annihilated and the
second squad was scarcely more fortunate.
"Leading the attack on another A.A. position further south Von
Plessen himself was killed but after an attack launched under
cover of a barrage, put down by the heavy weapons of the group
and despite fierce opposition, the copse and
southern-most
enemy A.A. position on the airfield were taken"
One platoon "had more luck with its mission when the A.A. gun
which was the platoons objective turned out to be a decoy, so
(27) Henderson
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their efforts were directed to mopping up enemy in the buildings
surrounding the dummy guri. The platoon then pulled back to
the gorge which had been designated as the area where the platoon would concentrate once the initial objective had been
achieved." ,29)
Enemy records show that they feared a night counter-attack and
spent the afternoon digging defensive positions.
The glider troops who attacked the Tavronitis Bridge suffered 44
casualties including 17 killed and 27 wounded — 19 of them
seriously. The wounded were evacuated to the main medical post
west of the bridge while "the rest of the company grimly settled
down in the trenches and waited for the night attack. In the
event no attack came that night — nor did the 50 reinforcements
which had been promised".(30)
By mid-afternoon, Colonel Andrew had received no word from
the platoons defending the northern and western areas where
paratroops had joined up with the glider-borne troops, and runners
had failed to get through.
To the east of the airfield, around Pirgos, the platoon of Headquarters Company was also cut off.
Unaware of the actual growing strength of the parachute battalions landed out of his range of view to the west and south,
Colonel Andrew signalled by flare, since lines were out, for the
support of 23 rd Battalion as planned for a counter-attack to regain
lost ground.
When the counter-attack did not materialise, possibly because of
the anticipated seaborne attack, or failure to recognise the signal,
Andrew sent the only two Matilda tanks at his disposal to assist
troops near the bridge.
The tanks advanced westward, with a group of New Zealanders
from 14 Platoon joined by an English officer and gunners from
156 Light Anti-Aircraft Batteiy, trotting behind the second tank. As
they neared the western edge of the airfield, the gun on the leading
tank jammed so it turned back; the second tank proceeded into the
dried river bed where it was stopped and the crew captured.1311
According to a German account the tank was stopped by a 37 mm
A.A. gun and the infantiy was dispersed by mortar fire.,32)
Another account of the incident states that the two-pounder
ammunition did not fit the breech block of the first tank, and that
the second caused panic amongst the crowd of Germans in the river
bed before it came to rest stuck among the boulders two hundred
yards downstream.'33'
The wounded officer of N.Z. 15 Platoon saw the incident and
mentioned that the crew of one tank attempted repairs.134' Gunner
(29) Kuhn p73
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L. Eager recalls that he was at the German R.A.P. receiving medical
attention when the tanks were seen approaching and everyone was
ordered back from the road. It was obvious that the Germans feared
the effect of tanks on the progress of the battle.
Of the forty or more men who took part in the attack, the English
officer was killed and only three of the rest returned uninjured.
Intelligence had indicated that aircraft would land on the
airfield as soon as it was under German control, but, late in the
afternoon when two Ju 52s tried to land, they were met with such a
hostile reception of machine-gun fire from Hill 107 that they
aborted the landing and returned to base. No planes landed
deliberately on the 20 th May, although gliders seen in the distance
may have been counted as planes.
The German account of this incident states that their High Command in Athens by mid-day on 20th May still awaited reassuring
news from Crete, both as to the progress made by the invaders and
the enemy's situation. Finally, General Student decided to send a
Ju 52 with orders "to land on Maleme airfield, organise a flying
control unit and prepare for thefly- in of thefirst line unit of the
5th Mountain Division".,35)
The pilot returned with the news that the airfield was still in
enemy hands and that he had been fortunate to get off after touching down. The second Ju 52, cariying the men who were to operate
the airfield control, was coming in to land also, but roared away
when the pilot saw what happened to the first aircraft.11361
Only seven Ju 52s had been lost in the attack on Maleme; but a
re-appraisal of the situation was made taking account of the effect
of casualties, delays involved, and the problems of maintaining the
original schedules for the landing of troops from transports. The
capture of the airfield was vital to the build-up of an invasion force
and the success of the enterprise.
By the end of the day, efforts to capture airfields at Heraklion,
Retimo and Maleme had failed "against all expectations", leaving
the outcome "balanced on a razor's edge."[37]
Giving up the campaign and the consequent abandonment of
7,000 paratroops was considered but rejected in favour of concentrating all resources and reserves on Maleme "as the centre of
gravity of the operation".1381
The vital part played by Maleme airfield in the revised German
plan was to exact a heavy toll in men and machines. At the War
Crimes Trial in 1945 General Student admitted that the
parachutists holding the airfield were short of ammunition and
that a counter-attack, as expected, on either the night of the 20th
May or the morning of the 21st May could have succeeded.
The decision to put the "whole mass of the reserve into action (35)
Kuhn p 8 6
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on the airfield at Maleme" indicated the extreme gravity of the
German situation on the morning of the 21st May. Several senior
commanders had been killed or wounded, forces at Suda and Canea
had not gained their objectives, Heraklion airfield was still in
British hands and Retimo still held out.
That the airfield at Maleme was unable to cope adequately with
the proposed massive movement of aircraft was always apparent.
Student had written: "The airport at Maleme which glistened red
like a tennis-court was very small and had been used only for
fighter planes by the English That was known. To concentrate a
large airborne attack with 500 heavy transport planes and with
all the attendant unforeseeable incidences meant to stake everything on one card The decision was not easily arrived at but I
had no other way."
Although much equipment was damaged during the air-drop,
the enemy was well armed with heavy equipment in readiness
to attack.
The wireless transmitters, lost during the Greek evacuation,
would have been of inestimable value to the defenders at Maleme at
this time in making commanders aware of the true state of affairs —
that more than 1,000 paratroops had landed unopposed west of the
Tavronitis River line.
Following the failure of the tank attack, and believing that
absence of news meant that companies unaccounted for had been
wiped out, the N.Z. 22nd Battalion commander realised that his
headquarters could be cut off. He sought permission to withdraw
eastward towards the area held by other N.Z. battalions in the
Brigade area.
The order to withdraw was given at 9 p.m., but it was early in the
morning of the 21st May before some of "A" Troop, who had joined
up with N.Z. infantiy, learned that the shadowy figures moving near
them were withdrawing under orders.
Gunner Ian Rutter recalls that he had been given the job of manning a listening post in a N.Z. trench on the west side of Hill 107.
When a party of New Zealanders, walking by in stockinged feet with
their boots suspended around their necks, told him they had orders
to withdraw, he moved with them into the area occupied by the 21 st
and 23rd N.Z. Battalions. He was surprised to see so many troops
gathered together, when numbers defending the west of the airfield
had been so few.
Gunner Hariy Newstead remembers that he was at Troop H.Q.
when the attack began and with others made his way to 22nd N.Z.
Battalion "A" Company H Q. on Hill 107. The N.Z. officer could not
provide him with a weapon but sent him to deliver rations to a N.Z.
section on a nearby ridge. There, he was invited to help himself to a
selection of captured German weapons obtained from "the
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torpedo-shaped canister lying amidst the parachutes
decking
the landscape
The paratroops had been killed except for one,
wounded, who had been sent to H.Q. for interrogation."
Duly armed with a German rifle and bandoliers of ammunition,
Gunner Newstead was also sent to man a N.Z. listening post with
the promise of being relieved in two hours. His account continues:
"Later, in the darkness I heard marching feet moving towards the
rear. Then all was quiet for about an hour. I decided enough was
enough and scurried off to H.Q. — nobody there so I squatted beside
a bush to consider which way to go. Suddenly, sounds of booted
feet approaching along the narrow track A startled New Zealand
sergeant with my rifle at his mid-riff, wanted to know what I was
doing there. After listening to my story he told me that he had been
checking the posts as H.Q. and "A" Companies had left Hill 107
and I had better accompany
him to join the
withdrawing
forces."
In the New Zealand lines Gunner Newstead met up with Lieutenant Purcell and several members of "A" Troop. Later he acted as
a runner for the New Zealand Field Battery, which maintained an
intermittent attack on the airfield by timing the firing in between
air attacks directed at its position.
The general lack of communications between the New Zealand
units also applied to the group of R.A.F., Fleet Air Arm, and gunners
who had no defined objectives once forced away from their
static positions.
Many of these airmen and gunners attached themselves to New
Zealand units who gave them what enemy equipment they could.
The presence of these men, untrained in infantry tactics, and
lacking as they did both rations and equipment, often proved
unwelcome; as one airforce officer lamented, "No one seemed to
want us." One gunner recalls being "bawled out" for raising his
head while with a New Zealand section posted near a ridge; another
was reprimanded for firing without orders on a J u 52 flying
low overhead.
Members of "A" Troop H.Q. dispersed after the attack commenced, with some reaching "A" Company of the New Zealand 22nd
Battalion; others reached 21st or 23 rd N.Z. Battalion lines, while
others moving un-armed through narrow gullies were confronted
and captured by groups of paratroops.
Unlike the New Zealanders who had spent three weeks in the
area reconnoitring tracks and considering topographical features
while preparing their defences, the Australian A.A. gun crews, with
few exceptions, had not left their gun sites, and few of them had
seen their own Troop H.Q. In consequence, after the attack commenced, those forced to move away from the airfield had little idea
where defensive positions had been established.
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Movement became extremely hazardous with cross-fire coming
from all directions and no certainty as to who were friends or foes.
Even the similar colors of the uniforms of the paratroops and airforce men caused some confusion.
A few of those from the airfield trying to join up with New Zealanders found themselves cut off by paratroops and were captured
during the morning. They, and others captured during the afternoon, in spite of action around them from New Zealand artillery
and machine-gun fire, were forced by their captors to work filling in
shell holes and bomb craters on the airfield in preparation for the
expected troop transports. Others were detailed as stretcher
bearers to bring in both our own and German casualties.
As darkness settled over Maleme and withdrawal from Hill 107
commenced, Brigade H.Q. 5 miles to the east received the message
that the defenders were "officially off Maleme."
For some, this had meant that seriously wounded who could not
be moved had been made as comfortable as possible and left with
food and water. But the word had not reached the isolated platoons
still grimly contesting the issue around the perimeter of the
airfield.
By sunset, 15 th Platoon while defending the western perimeter,
where two of "A" Troop guns were sited, had lost 8 men killed, 15
wounded including their officer, and only 2 were not wounded
when the survivors were captured.
Members of Sergeant Bruce Tulloch's gun crew, who had linked
up with New Zealanders holding a large building in Pirgos, east of
the airfield, obtained equipment from paratroops killed in the
area
Late that night, Maori voices of members of the 28th Battalion
were heard as their patrol passed through the village towards the
airfield. There they reached a knocked-out Bofors and hearing German voices decided that the shadowy figures moving around the
airfield had captured that objective.
They moved inland towards 22nd Battalion H.Q. but finding that
deserted, as orders to withdraw had been carried out moved inland
towards the 21 st and 23 rd Battalion positions. Their noisy approach
with much shouting in Maori, to avoid being mistaken for enemy,
caused consternation among the men in the area who wondered
what was afoot. Stewart records that: "During the evening, Captain Royal 28 th Maori Bn, had collected a number of supporters
including some Australian gunners. They had increased the
strength of his party to about 180. Most of them he had led to
within five hundred yards of the unoccupied summit of Hill 107.
Andrews told him to take them all back to Platanias."(39)
Among the Australians was Gunner Eddie Birch who vividly
(39) Stewart
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remembered his experiences with the Maoris - especially the
bayonet charge in which he participated.
Later, in the darkeness, defenders of the Pirgos position also
reached the 21st Battalion lines where, with other arrivals, they
were integrated into new defensive positions.
Gunner Brian Layton, hearing that his brother Doug had been
severely wounded by machine-gun fire, found him at a field dressing station which was captured by the enemy during that afternoon. Gunner Doug Layton died from his wound two days later,
and was buried by Chaplain Griffiths of 2 N.Z.E.F. in a small plot of
ground set aside by the Germans for the burial of War Dead in the
village of Tavronitis, near Maleme airfield.
After their runner returned with the news that H.Q. had
withdrawn, survivors of 13 Platoon, which had defended the northern perimeter of the airfield, moved eastward and then inland to
rejoin the battalion.
The party of 14 Platoon and "C" Company H.Q. troops that moved
away from the southern perimeter of the airfield shortly before
daylight, included 14 wounded, 14 unwounded New Zealanders
and 12 airmen and gunners.
Survivors of "D" Company who had successfully defended the
line along the Tavronitis River inland, south of the bridge, did not
know of the withdrawal until about 3 a.m. when the group divided
into three parties; one moving south was surrounded and captured
at daylight; the second party moved back into the mountains and
eventually reached the south coast, while the third party moving
eastward succeeded in joining up with the remnants of the battalion in the Brigade area.
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Battle for Heraklion

Brigadier B. H. Chappel, D.S.O., a regular British army officer,
responsible for the Heraklion sector, commanded the strong infantry force of experienced, disciplined Australian and British units, as
well as two Greek battalions, generally untrained and lacking
equipment. Artillery support consisted of a few captured Italian
guns, many lacking essential aiming equipment.
Two heavy tanks, placed in camouflaged positions at either end
of the airfield, were supported by six light tanks held in reserve to
assist in defence of the airfield, the town of Heraklion with its
36,000 inhabitants, as well as the foreshore and harbor.
The disposition of troops provided a solid defence against the
expected airborne attack from the east, south and west, and any
seaborne attack from the north.
Major Hipworth, in addition to the eight Bofors of "B" and "C"
Troops of the 7 th Australian Light Anti-Aircraft Battery also commanded the four Bofors of 156 L.A.A. Battery, R.A., and the few 3",
pom-pom and Vickers 2-pounders available to protect the airfield
and the town of Herakhon.
The frrst phase of the German plan of attack aimed to capture
the airfield and Hill 107 at Maleme, and to over-run the defenders
of Canea and Suda areas — this to be completed during the morning of the 20th May.
The second phase provided for the capture of Retimo airfield, the
town of Heraklion and its airfield during the afternoon of the same
day. The arrfields were of prime importance because their capture
would enable mountain troops to fly in with heavy equipment and
land from transports.
At Heraklion, the paratroop force attacking the airfield was to
have paratroop artillery, mortar and air support. A unit to be
dropped further east had as its objective the early warning station
on A.M.E.S. Ridge.
The attack on the town was to be launched by a force dropped to
the west of that objective, while another force dropped further to
the west would provide protective support.
The success of the plan depended upon strict adherence to the
timing and orderly sequence in which units and their equipment
arrived at their objectives. That had been the case during the morning attack on Maleme, where intense dive-bombing and machinegunning immediately preceded the arrival of gliders and
paratroops, and continued to support them during their landing,
when seven Ju 52s were lost in the first wave.
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Discrepancies appear in accounts given as to the time at which
defending units at Heraklion knew of the attacks on the west of the
island, and of the impending attack on the Retimo - Heraklion
sector. Gavin Long in the Official History (40) states that this information was known by 1100 hours.
Another account tells of Leicesters' officers being granted permission to visit positions held by other units between 1400 and
1600 hours, apparently unaware that the invasion had begun. They
were trapped by a raid before returning to their unit.
Captain Baglin believes it was about 1500 hours when official
word was received.
The important fact, for the attackers, was that the second phase
of the invasion was delayed up to two hours beyond the intended
time. At various enemy bases there had been logistical problems in
refuelling and loading; saboteurs had interrupted essential landline communications which went through local telephone
exchanges, clouds of dust hindered the loading and contributed to
delays in departures of aircraft and out-of-sequence arrivals at
objectives.
German records indicate that lack of information from the
Maleme sector raised doubts as to the success of that enterprise,
especially when requests were received for reinforcements which
had already been committed for the attack on Retimo and
Heraklion timed to commence at 1515 hours.
Fifty bombers and fighter-bombers commenced the preliminary
raid aimed at destroying or demoralising the defenders and
softening-up the defences. In fact they caused few casualties.
Anti-aircraft crews, acting under Chappel's orders, "tofire when
they saw fit until the preliminary bombardment was finished",
held their fire, deluding the enemy into believing that the guns had
been knocked out.
The infantry in their well-camouflaged positions remained an
under-estimated force to meet the impending airborne attack.
Bombing continued to the accompaniment of "Jericho sirens"
on the dive-bombers, as squadrons of enemy aircraft maintained
the attack dropping hundreds of bombs in almost continuous succession for more than an hour.
Clouds of chalky dust rose from the quivering ground and troops
waited in stunned awe as silence followed the departure of the last
aircraft at 1615 hours.
They did not have long to wait. The air soon began to throb with
the peculiar rhythmic roar of swarms of lumbering transport
planes flying at 600 feet, row after row darkening the sky from the
horizon as they approached from the north and north-east. But
they were late, and so lacked the protection of the fighter-bombers,
(40) Gavin Long p280
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which had arrived on schedule and had remained over the target for
as long as their limited range permitted, before returning to refuel.
There were however no gliders to distract the ground forces with
their silent uncanny approach as at Maleme.
Apparently confident that the anti-aircraft defences had been
neutralised by the preliminary bombing, the approaching aircraft
came in low over the defended area to be suddenly met by a wall of
withering fire as every anti-aircraft gun, machine gun and rifle
opened up.
An English officer, recalling the event wrote: "From their scarred
emplacements - the Bofors were at last enjoying the reward of
their long patience and deception." (41)
Major Nicholls of the Leicestershire Regiment said of the effect
this had on his men: "If ever there was afillip to morale this was it!
These guns which had been batteredfor past days were not out of
action. The sound of those guns put life into us all and we
cheered."
Almost immediately, planes were seen on fire or beginning to
crash with paratroops hurling themselves clear from the open doorways. Burning parachutes trailed above the doomed men like
torches as they hurtled to their death. Of those who made the descent beneath the billowing canopy of the opened chutes, many
fired automatic weapons as they fell only to be riddled while hanging in trees or tangled in telephone wires.
Sixteen aircraft were destroyed in the first attack. In the ensuing
confusion some pilots breaking formation to avoid the burning or
crashing transport caused paratroops to become entangled with
their own planes. Several planes banked and turned as pilots made
their way out to sea striving, often vainly, to dislodge their
luckless comrades.
The Black Watch took merciless toll of the first flight of paratroops who landed in their area to the east of the airfield. Those
who fell to the west and south of that objective met a similar fate at
the hands of the Australian and Greek infantry. Very few of those
who landed within range of the defenders survived long enough to
form groups and reach their weapon canisters.
For more than two hours, at twenty minute intervals, successive
waves of troop carriers continued to drop their loads of men and
equipment. With so many enemy destroyed, canisters and various
items of equipment lay scattered around the countryside. Soon
those nearest to the booty replenished their depleted supplies of
ammunition, weapons, food and a host of items meticulously
planned and prepared for these elite paratroops.
In the hills and gullies villagers and Greek troops, sometimes
directed by British and Australians, carried on the fierce encoun(41) Stewart
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ters until darkness brought a lull. After the blazing heat and action
of the day both sides welcomed the opportunity to rest and take
stock of their position. For gunners, it was an opportunity to
replenish ammunition supplies and have a meal.
For the invaders who had survived, their main concern was to
link up with their mates to prepare to defend themselves against
this terrible resistance. They had been given offensive roles with
very limited time schedules on the definite understanding that they
would encounter little opposition.
By 1930 hours almost three-quarters of the 2000 who had jumped at Heraklion were casualties.
Close to the city wall, defenders on the ramparts caused heavy
casualties amongst Germans who reached the moat. Further to the
west, pockets of paratroops established strongpoints and cut the
road to Retimo. Supported by airborne artillery a group from this
area succeeded in forcing an entiy into the town through the north
and west gates at nightfall.
As they moved through the streets local residents resisted fiercely using whatever weapons they could find. Admiral Canaris's
counter-intelligence organisation had encouraged the belief that
towns-people would not prove unfriendly to the invaders, but the
bitter house to house fighting throughout the night dispelled
that illusion.
A 7 th Battery gun crew manning the two-pounder Vickers gun
on the mole had been in action throughout the attack from the
air.
Portion of the crew had recently relieved at the airfield on a gun
that had suffered casualties, with Gunner Jack Hawke killed and
Gunners Duncan, Grace, and Parker wounded. One of the members
of that crew recorded in his diary for the 20 th May:
"We return to Fort for a spell Bombers begin again in dozens,
dive-bombing and machine-gunning for over two hours. Aerodrome knocked to bits. Wefire till our gun boils. Parachute troops
come. Planes everywhere in hundreds. Get three with Vickers.
Jerry in town Gun boiling. No ammo left"
As darkness settled over the scene the sound of infantiy action,
heard since the landing began from the direction of the airfield,
suddenly erupted in the streets across the stretch of water between
the mole and the town. The Vickers gun position came under
attack from anti-tank, rifle, and machine-gun fire from the enemy
who had reached the quay. In the darkness, flames arose eerily from
burning buildings as paratroops occupied the town.
Without means of communication with Battery Headquarters,
and with the town apparently in enemy hands, the men on the mole
were in a critical situation. The decision was taken to evacuate in
rowing boats moored nearby.
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The plan was to try to reach the number three gun site where the
sergeant and some members of the crew had been stationed previously further to the east on the coast near the airfield.
One account of the incident continues: "We piled into the rowing boats at 11 p.m and rowed quietly out under the cover of the
breakwater. All hell was on in the town itself with countless fires
burning and screams filling the air."
After rowing for about three hours, the throbbing engine of an
approaching ship was heard. Not knowing whether it was friend or
foe they stopped rowing as the outline of a British destroyer
materialised.
One explanation for their fortunate identification as Australians, was that Gunner 'Cowboy Calvert, when struck by one of
the "resting" oars, made his feelings clearly known. The sailors on
H.M.S. "Kingston", once satisfied that the boats did not contain
the enemy troops they were seeking, dropped rope ladders over the
side. Soon the weary but relieved rowers were on board and the
"Kingston" sped on to rejoin the rest of the squadron.
Lance-Bombardier Jack Morrison recalls that the wine they took
aboard was immediately confiscated but there were sailors who
regretted that they could not stay long enough to collect what was
left in the boats.
During the following four days spent on the destroyer
"Kingston," the Australian gunners assisted in carrying ammunition and in general duties wherever required.
They shared the stress and action during the incessant bombing
and machine-gun attacks which continued throughout the
daylight hours, as the British naval squadron patrolled in search of
the expected seaborne invasion fleets of caiques known to have
assembled in the Aegean.
Gunner 'Tak' Takasuka recorded m his diaiy the events during
their time on the "Kingston": "Wed. 21st May. Aboard
destroyer
"Kingston". Continous air attacks from dawn 2 p.m bomb scores
direct hit on "Juno". Magazine hit Sinks in 1V2 minutes. 8 survivors taken aboard. 5 die".
Navy records show that the destroyers "Nubian", "Kandahar" and
"Kingston" between them rescued six officers and 91 ratings.
Another 7 th Battery gunner recalls: "The terrible experience of seeing the survivors pulled aboard, covered in oil and
gasping
for breath"
Gunner Takasuka's diary continues: "Thurs. 22nd May. Off
Suda again early morning orders to 'stand to. Jerries begin at
dawn — continues attacks. 2 p. m "Greyhound" hit and sunk We
take aboard some survivors amid machine-gun fire from Messerschmitt 110s. Many narrow escapes from bombs. One big one
jars ship — set on fire. 5 p.m cruiser "Fiji" hit and sinks. Only
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about half survivors rescued. We take aboard many after dark.
42 air attacks for day. All remaining fleet pull out"
"Friday 23 rd May. Headed for Alexandria this time 9.30 a.m.
fleet of 21 ships. Take aboard oil from "Valiant". Bury 3 more.
All appears to be well 7 ships in all sunk
Sat. 24th May. Arrive Alexandria 2.30 a.m. disembark 3 a.m.
English Barracks in air raid."
The official Navy account of these events tells of the anguish of
would-be rescuers forced by air attack to leave survivors with
whatever floats or life saving gear they could. After dark, the
search for survivors was continued by flash-light as ships
returned to the scene.
The rendezvous that brought the fleet of 21 ships together on
23rd May under orders from the Commander-in-Chief, was
followed by the order to return to Alexandria for fuel and
ammunition.
The 2/3 rd Aust. L.A.A. Regiment's War Diaiy contains the
following report from the Commander of H.M.S. "Kingston"
explaining why the 7th Battery men were returned to Egypt.
Dated 26th May 1941 the report states:"During the recent operations north of Crete, Lieutenant W. E.
Kelly and 18 other ranks of the 7th L.A.A. Battery of the 2/3rd
Australian L.A.A. Regiment were picked up in Candia
(Heraklion) Bay by this ship at 0100 hours on 21st May:
H.M.S. "Kingston".
"Owing to Naval Operational requirements no opportunity
occurred to land them again in Crete and they were retained on
board until the ship returned to Alexandria in the early morning
of 24 th May.
"During the three days this party was on board I was greatly
impressed by their splendid discipline, which reflects the
greatest credit on Lieutenant Kelly.
"On 21st and 22nd May a number of dive-bombing attacks
were made on the ship. They were particularly intense on 22nd
May when all hands were at their action stations from 0815
until after dark
"The assistance provided by Lieutenant Kelly and his
detachment during this trying period was of the utmost value.
They formed a party to augment the supply of ammunition to
the Pom-Pom gun. Without this help it is more than probable
that this gun could not have kept continuously in action.
"They were also of great assistance in attending the many
survivors who were picked up from other ships. In addition
Lieutenant Kelly himself was continually going around the
quarters encouraging the hands, supplying them with chocolate eta
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"All on board were filled with admiration for the detachment
particularly when it is remembered that they were 'doing their
stuff in circumstances which would have been very strange
to them."
Signed:
P. Somerville, Lieutenant
Commander
Commanding Officer, H.M.S. "Kingston".1421
(42) W a r Diaiy.

7th Battery personnel picked up by H.M.S. "KINGSTON".
Back row: J. Morrison. T. EtchelL A Howlett N. Littler (Sgt). S. Calvert N. Klippel
W. E. Kelly (Lieut). R Allwood, H. Rickerby. H. Bradford. '
Front row: G. Grace. M. O'Conno
. M. Takasuka. G. Connor. C Seabridge.
A
A Hough.
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Withdrawal from Maleme

An early morning conference of the three battalion Commanders
on 21st May decided that the New Zealand troops east of Maleme
should remain in their defensive positions where the corpses of the
enemy and their parachutes littered the area. 22nd Battalion was
to reorganise the weaiy scattered groups moving back from the airfield and Hill 107
Although machine-gunning from the air caused few casualties in
slit trenches, the ever-present menace of strafing and bombing aircraft severely limited the movement of groups of troops in daylight,
and the landing of additional paratroops and sea-borne forces was
expected, so it was decided that counter-attack must await
darkness.
Where they could, troops sheltered during the heat of the day
under olive trees, while others maintained listening posts in
the trenches.
Several "A" Troop gunners recall this period when individuals
were allotted duties with New Zealanders. Gunner Hal Dickinson
in his diaiy mentions 'taking post' with N.Z Corporal Ken Brewer;
Gunner Dick Plant was wounded while serving alongside "a Kiwi
answering to the name 'Greko - a title earned because of an
exploit in Greece where he had dealt with a fifth-columnist".
According to German reports, on the morning of 21st May their
paratroops moved cautiously into the area from which the defenders had withdrawn during the night, meeting only occasional resistance from snipers.
On the airfield, parties of prisoners were employed repairing the
damaged runway in preparation for the arrival of troop transports.
At about 8 a.m. on 21st May, a single Ju 52 landed safely in a
field about three miles west of Maleme to obtain information on the
situation for the German High Command. The pilot's favorable
report brought six more Ju 52s an hour later to unload urgently
required ammunition and take off again without incident. ,43>
Another account of this event states that "The six planes thudded
into the sand near the river mouth"<44) - a difficult place for subsequent take-off'
Later in the morning, a flight of Ju 52s dropped 350 paratroops
in the safe landing area to the west. During the afternoon, a furious
bombing attack on villages east of the airfield was a prelude to a
drop of paratroops east of Pirgos along the coast. These men had
(43) Kuhn
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been originally destined for the attack on Heraklion but transport
problems had delayed their departure. In the area between
Platanias and Pirgos some landed in zones strongly defended by
the Engineers and Maoris; other unfortunates were drowned
because of their heavy equipment when dropped over the sea.
At about 5 p.m., when the Germans advancing to the east overran the N.Z. 22nd Battalion Regimental Aid Post, a large number of
wounded including some of "A" Troop, 7 th Battery were taken
prisoner.
Heavy dive-bombing and strafing attacks wrecked the early
warning station south of the airfield as more paratroops continued
to land.
A single J u 52 which had landed on the airfield after midday, had
unloaded ammunition, taken on wounded and, in spite of heavy fire
from New Zealand artillery, had taken off successfully — "thefirst to
land on the airfield. — and get away with it" ( 4 5 )
As the troop transports bringing the 5 th Mountain Division
began to arrive towards 5 p.m., work parties were hurried out of the
way. In quick succession sixty planes unloaded approximately 800
troops. Because of the congestion above the airfield as pilots
sought a space to land, some were tempted to put down on the
beach; six which did so were immediately destroyed by the New
Zealanders.
On the airfield, several planes were set on fire by shells and
machine-gun fire, but the landings and unloading continued
relentlessly.
Troops, assisted by prisoners, helped to remove wounded and
drag damaged planes out of the way of those following close behind.
Of this period, Sergeant Rol Tonkin of "A" Troop H.Q. recalls
how:
"Most of the troops captured on or near Maleme airfield were
forced to work unloading Ju52 transport planes, carrying ammo
and supplies, filling bomb craters, moving wrecked planes and
loading wounded for transport to the hospitals on the Greek
mainland
"Reg Thomson and I spent one day as stretcher-bearers — an
experience we could have done without but it is marvellous how
persuasive a tommy-gun in the wrong hands can be.
"The paratroops, and later the mountain troops, gave the fit
men hell and worked them like slaves with no food other than
what they could scrounge.
"Locked up in stables, schools, churches or sheds for the few
hours of darkness, we returned to the drome where Aussies, Brits
and Kiwis did everything possible to disrupt the movement of
transport planes."
(45) Kuhrt
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Junkers Ju 52 transports, mainly wrecked, on Maleme airfield
21st May. 194if. (Photo courtesy of Imperial War Museum)
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by German camera
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As New Zealand commanders discussed plans for the counterattack, German numbers were reinforced by fresh paratroop drops
during the afternoon of the 21 st May and the arrival of Mountain
Troops landed from transports.
The need to maintain forces to oppose seaborne landings
influenced the final decision - that the 20 th and 28 th N.Z. Battalions should launch the attack to recapture the airfield and Hill
107, after the 2/7th Aust Battalion had first taken over the
positions then occupied by the 20 th Battalion; the 21st N.Z. Battalion would advance in the high ground further south.
Lack of their own transport and problems of moving in daylight
with enemy aircraft waiting to attack any road convoys delayed the
arrival of the 2/7th Aust. Battalion at the N.Z. 20th Battalion's
positions, so the Maori 28 th Battalion was kept waiting for several
hours for their 20th Battalion to arrive. In consequence, after dealing with opposition along the way from enemy in houses, thickets of
bamboo, and roadside ditches, with grenade and bayonet attacks,
the New Zealanders found themselves short of their objectives as
dawn approached.
Lieutenant Upham of the N.Z. 20th Battalion, for his outstandingly courageous conduct during the advance and subsequent
withdrawal, was awarded the Victoria Cross. He was to win a
second such award later in the Western Desert. The Maoris,
approaching Hill 107 on the south side of the road, found their
numbers further complemented by local villagers eager to join
the fight.
In the face of heavy ground and air attack as daylight came on
22nd May the advance was halted, but not before the Maoris had
made a memorable bayonet charge which sent the enemy
immediately before them fleeing in terror. The 20th Battalion, in
the open approaching the airfield, came under heavy attack from
the air and from fresh German troops unloading from transports
and entering straight into the battle.
Further inland, the 21 st Battalion moving in the higher country,
to the south, cleared the wireless station and Xamoudhokhora
village areas, but, as Gunner Hal Dickinson who accompanied them
on the patrol recorded in his diary, they were forced to withdraw in
the face of strong resistance. While they were moving back, a German accompanied by a prisoner carrying a white flag presented an
ultimatum stating that the enemy forces occupied all the area
through which the patrol had passed that morning, and demanded
their surrender within two hours. The 21 st men pushed on, reaching H.Q. after the loss of a few men.
Later in the afternoon, troops moving in the hills to the south
took cover from Stuka bombers ranging up and down the gorges
and valleys leading towards the mountains and the south coast.
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Partisans in the area had fiercely opposed the paratroops landed
inland south of the airfield and the company of Germans detailed
to travel rnland to capture the coastal village of Palaiokhora
(Selino Kastelli).
The enemy's strong resistance to the New Zealand counterattack on the morning of the 22nd May was partly attributable to
the plans, already made by the Germans for that day, for "every
available man to advance east to link up with Heidrich Force
at Canea"<46>
While the sentries had waited on the beach with torches to guide
the expected seaborne troops and their equipment ashore, and the
New Zealanders had waited impatiently to launch their counterattack, the Royal Navy was cruising north and west of Crete searching
for the German convoys of seaborne troops.
Shortly before midnight on the 21st May, members of the "A"
Troop gun crew, whose short-lived rest period away from their gun
site had been interrupted by the attack on Maleme and the arrival
of paratroops, were making their way into the mountains. Tony, a
local villager, was guiding the party of gunners, two New Zealanders, and two R.A.F. men, towards the south coast.
Amid the uproar of bombing and rifle fire and confusion on the
morning of the 20 th May, they had tried to link up with Troop H.Q.
A group of paratroops escorting four prisoners carrying an outstretched swastika flag discouraged progress in that direction, but
movement back up hill unfolded the view of paratroops landing to
the south and west and mustering in groups, while fighting raged to
the east and north around Hill 107.
A New Zealander runner whose back was peppered with pieces of
grenade joined the group which late in the afternoon was guided by
Tony to a village on a ridge. There, pieces of shrapnel nearest the
surface were removed from the Kiwi's back with local wine as the
only available antiseptic. The villagers supplied bread, cheese and
wine and showed that friendliness so typical of the Cretans.
During darkness, Tony guided the party through the area where
the enemy had landed. At daylight on the morning of the 21 st May,
a New Zealander told of the withdrawal from Hill 107 and the airfield. Later, the party's equipment was supplemented by a Luger
pistol, taken as fair exchange for the field dressing used on a paratrooper's arm which had been severely injured by the shot fired
from a machine-gun, Gunner Ron Selleck had acquired.
During the afternoon, two airforce men, from the secret wireless
early warning station destroyed in a dive-bombing raid, said they
were tiying to reach the British post at Palaiokhora on the
south coast.
Tony agreed to guide the party to that village and the upward
(46) Kuhn p 106
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trek into the mountains continued.
Groups of Partisans appeared from behind rocks and invariably
shared a piece of rye bread or cheese from the bag carried slung over
the shoulder. They told Tony that they had killed a number of the
paratroops who had landed in the area
Night time was free of the constant threat of attack from searching
aircraft and the cooler night air was refreshing after the heat of the
day, but the path was narrow and rockstrewn, as it zig-zagged up
the steep slopes. Moving in single file the party slipped and
stumbled upwards in the darkness. Dislodged stones rolling down
on those at the rear resulted in some bruised shins and a few
oaths.
Tony with the agility of a mountain goat, was always well ahead
of the last man, so regular stops were made to try to make sure no
one was left behind and to provide a welcome breather. Then the
few precious water bottles were shared and individuals nibbled
whatever scraps of food they had.
It was while the party was resting on one such occasion and looking back northwards, wondering how many friends had survived in
the war-torn area below, that the beams of sweeping searchlight
and flashes of light were seen out to sea, to be followed by the rumble of thunder. It could have meant only one thing - the Royal Navy
was in action.
Maintaining its nightly vigil north and west of Crete, the Royal
Navy had sighted the first convoy of caiques and small steamers
bound for the Maleme - Canea sector, escorted by Italian torpedo
boats and the destroyer "Lupo".
H.M.S. "Janus", "Kimberley", "Hasty" and "Hereward" escorting
the cruisers "Ajax", "Orion" and "Dido" raced in as the cruisers'
searchlights illuminated the scene.
During the past weeks, the Royal Navy had suffered countless
bombing and strafing attacks from German and Italian planes.
Hundreds of their brave shipmates had lost their lives as the result
of those pitiless attacks so, in what seemed to be the moment of retribution, the destroyers went at their task in the words of a sailor,
"like terriers in a rat pit" The Admiral recorded that they "conducted themselves with energy and zeal"
A few blazing wrecks marked the area where the artilleiy, motor
vehicles and tanks, along with hundreds of troops, met their end.
Italian motor torpedo boats later rescued a few of the troops and
some reached the shore but the convoy as a unit ceased to
exist.
The second convoy making for Heraklion was intercepted a few
hours later in the early morning, but a smoke screen laid down by
the escorting Italian destroyer "Sagitario" enabled many of the caiques to scatter and make back to the protecting islands. In
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daylight, with swarms of aircraft attacking, the naval flotilla had to
withdraw but not without loss and damage to ships.
The morning of the 22nd May found a large section of the
Mediterranean Fleet north and west of Crete where the Luftwaffe
ruled the skies unchallenged. In the ensuing continuous attacks
"Warspite" was seriously damaged, the "Greyhound" was sunk;
"Gloucester" after a record of magnificent service suffered the same
fate, to be followed soon after by "Fiji" whose crew were rescued by
"Kandahar" and "Kingston".
On the night of 22nd May, the destroyers "Kelly", "Kashmir" and
"Kipling" went back seeking survivors of the "Gloucester" and fired
a few shells on Maleme; but in the morning a swarm of Stuka
bombers sank first the "Kashmir", then the "Kelly", leaving only
"Kipling", after having searched for survivors, to eventually return
to Alexandria, under tow — her fuel exhausted.
The Royal Navy's losses for three days totalled: two cruisers and
four destroyers sunk; one battleship, two cruisers and four
destroyers badly damaged.
*

*

*

*

The village of Kastelli provided the only potential site for landing
seaborne troops and heavy equipment on the west coast of Crete.
A hastily-formed defence force of Militaiy Police recruits and
villagers was directed by New Zealand officers and N.C.O.S.
When the paratroops dropped in the area on the morning of 20th
May, anticipating only slight resistance, they found instead that
they faced a determined, ruthless band of local defenders prepared
to give their lives in defence of their countiy. Many of them were
armed with primitive fire-arms or improvised weapons, but they
lacked nothing in resolve.
The invaders suffered heavy casualties and it was only the
presence of the New Zealanders that saved the captured paratroopers from lynch law; instead they were locked in the local
gaol.
As no news had reached the German command of the progress
made by the assault force, a patrol was sent to investigate. The
report sent back made reference to the number of paratroops killed
and evidence of atrocities committed on some of the bodies. Later,
the Germans executed 200 men in the village square in
reprisal.
*

*

*

#

The German decision to concentrate all their resources on
Maleme on the 22nd May meant that supplies and support,
originally planned for Suda, Retimo and Heraklion areas, were
seriously reduced and reinforcements were sent only to the Maleme
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Sector. There, the might of the Luftwaffe gradually silenced the
field guns manned by the New Zealanders, and pinned down the
N.Z. infantry. The enemy meanwhile advanced steadily, indicating
their positions with flares, and maintaining radio contact with
their supporting aircraft.
*

*

*

*

The major contribution made by the Luftwaffe to the Heraklion
sector at this time was the heavy bombing assault on the town itself
and its civilian population, as punishment for their refusal to surrender the town. Scattered enemy troops outside the defence
perimeter had to contend with guerrilla groups and villagers for
possession of the limited supplies dropped for them.
During the 22 nd May, three further Mountain Troop battalions
and a Field Hospital unit were landed at Maleme, in spite of the
littered airstrip and the steadliy growing piles of crashed and burning aircraft.
Prisoners, who were forced to assist captured tanks detailed to
move wreckage, came under New Zealand shell-fire. When some
refused "to unload guns, shell cases and stores" other prisoners
saw three of their number, on the orders of the officer-in-charge,
marched aside and shot.147'
At the end of the day prisoners were marched to the British
General Hospital near Galatas. The large marquees and tents were
riddled with holes bearing witness to the tragic events when
German aircraft, in spite of clearly marked Red Cross symbols on he
ground and tents, bombed and strafed them during the initial
attack. Later, after capturing the hospital, paratroops forced three
hundred wounded, taken from their beds, to march in front of them
as they moved towards a village they thought had already been captured. Among those involved in this episode were Sergeant Jack
King and Gunner Scotty Duncan, of 7 th Aust. L.A.A. Battery, both of
whom had been hospitalised after being wounded in action at
Heraklion.
They had to march in their pyjamas. A doctor who protested at
this illegal treatment of prisoners was summarily shot.
Retribution came swiftly and surely from a group of New Zealanders who had witnessed the attack on the hospital from their
position higher on the hills to the south. All members of the German unit involved were either killed or captured, and the wounded
were moved to an emergency hospital established in caves.
When the prisoners from the work party arrived, exhausted from
their efforts on the airfield and the march from Maleme, they found
the abandoned hospital tents strewn with medical equipment, personal belongings, first-aid supplies and medicine. By this time,
(47) Stewart p 3 2 2
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they were acutely conscious of their lack of personal belongings
and essentials in the form of eating and drinking utensils, quite
apart from the ever-present problem of finding something to eat.
Suitable items were soon commandeered. Standard hospital
equipment was adapted for use as mugs or dixies; items of clothing,
socks, a respirator haversack, a water-bag and a kidney dish are
listed among the items that individual "A" Troop men recall acquiring, and in some cases retaining, as treasured possessions through
the long years of internment.
Settling-in amongst such chaotic conditions inevitably added to
the frustration experienced by the prisoners, but Gunner Laurie
Eager recalls one bright spot — the individual initiative shown by a
New Zealand officer assisted by an N.C.O.: "There was no organisation of the prisoners," he recalls, "until a N.Z. officer took charge
and a chemist dispensed medicine, dressed wounds and exercised oversight of the wounded"
It was from this prison compound, established on the hospital
site, that later through the wires, the men saw, closer to the beach, a
form of court-martial conducted. Local villagers who had resisted
the invaders faced interrogation. Many were later shot as partisans
or guerrillas, participating in the fighting without wearing a
uniform — the price of daring to fight for their very homes and
families in the long-established tradition of their forefathers.
A notice issued to the Mountain Division troops on 23 rd May,
1941 stated:"The murder of a German airman on 22nd May has proved that
the Greek population is taking part in the fighting.
"Any Greek civilian taken with a fire-arm in his hands is to be
shot immediately.
"Hostages (men between 18 and 35) are to be taken from
villages at once and the civilians are to be informed that if acts of
hostility against the German Army take place these will be shot
immediately - ten Greeks will die for every
German"(48)
(48) Stewart p316
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Retimo-Heraklion Sector

Lieutenant-Colonel Ian Campbell of the 2/1st Australian Infantry Battalion was given the responsibility of defending the town of
Retimo and the airstrip which was situated five hundred yards from
the beach, parallel with the road and about five miles east of the
town. His command included: 2/1st and 2/11 th Australian Infantry Battalions; 90 gunners of the 2/3 rd Australian Field Regiment
manning eight French and Italian guns replacing their own guns
left behind in Greece; two machine-gun platoons; 800 disciplined
Greek Police; 2,300 Greeks, many of whom lacked arms or ammunition; and a detachment of the 7 th Royal Tank Regiment with two
Matilda tanks. Ammunition was in short supply for the field guns,
mortars and machine-guns. There were no anti-aircraft guns.
Lack of equipment, as elsewhere in Crete, posed serious communication problems within the area and with forces at Heraklion
and Suda on either side.
Defensive positions established on high ground to the east and
south of the airfield provided effective cover of the area by machinegun and rifle fire. Use of camouflage and the natural foliage on the
terraces deceived the enemy into believing the area was only
lightly defended.
The preliminaiy attack by strafing and dive-bombing aircraft
late in the afternoon of the 20th May caused few casualties. When
the following transports flew slowly along the beach front, several
were brought down in flames or crashed as the paratroops jumped.
Within an hour, 161 planes had passed leaving paratroops spread
from east of the airstrip to short of the town m the west.
Fierce individual battles were fought for defended positions. To
the east, near a strategically vital hill, infantry, artillery-men and
machine-gunners fought in a bitter struggle to retain control of the
high ground. A mortar bomb finally put the guns out of action. The
unarmed defending artillerymen and machine-gunners suffered
heavy casualties.
Many of the paratroops had landed in the midst of defended
positions so support aircraft were unable to select targets without
endangering their own troops.
Paratroops landing near the 2/1 st Battalion and the Greek 4th
Battalion positions were all killed or captured. Others landing in
the 2/11 th Battalion's area, suffered a similar fate. Groups dropped
further west, beyond the defended area, were able to form organised
units and make use of vineyard cover.
Using night patrols, the defenders captured m a n y prisoners and
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a great deal of German equipment
Two tanks brought into the fray to clear the airstrip and attack
the captured positions on high ground came to grief in the steep
gullies, and were captured.
Strong sustained counter-attacks by the 2/1 st and 2/11th Battalions captured many prisoners, including Colonel Sturm, commander of the invasion force in the Retimo area. The captured code
for air support enabled the Australians to call down bombing
attacks on positions held by the Germans.
By the 23 rd May, the 2/1st Battalion, after capturing the paratroop medical aid post east of the airfield, arranged for the Australian and German medical officers and orderlies to work side by
side tending their wounded. Greek medical officers and orderlies
joined the group which attended to "147 Australians, 51 Greeks
and 252 Germans" on 24th May.'49»
At sea, the Royal Navy's success in destroying the seaborne
invasion troops was a serious blow to the German plan, but with all
resources committed to Maleme no effort was spared in attacking
the defenders. The paratroops in the Prison Valley area had been
unable to move on Canea and Suda Bay. The airfields at Retimo
and Heraklion had not been captured, but, with the failure of the
New Zealand counter-attack at Maleme on the morning of the 22nd
May, the German forces were able to land aircraft laden with men
and equipment on the airfield.
At Galatas, when the New Zealanders came under heavy attack
from the enemy, supported by aircraft, trying to capture the high
ground, they received unexpected assistance From a motley force of
local villagers who had joined the survivors of a Greek unit led by an
English Captain Forrester.
They appeared dramatically, "running, bounding and yelling
like Red Indians; about a hundred Greeks and villagers, including women and children, led by Michael Forrester twenty yards
ahead It was too much for the Germans. They turned and ran
without
hesitation."(50)
At Retimo the Greek Police unit held the town, while paratroops
in the countryside beyond the defended areas, at Retimo and at
Heraklion, with no hope of reinforcement or adequate supplies of
food and ammunition, were under constant threat from the
local population.
The paratroops, who had entered the town at Heraklion on 20th
May, were driven out by the Yorks and Lancasters on the 22nd May
and forced to withdraw to the west. The Black Watch were responsible for the withdrawal of an eastern enemy group to the AM.E.S.
(49) Long p 2 6 5 Nole 2

(50) Slewarl p 3 1 3 quoting Kippinger p 5 9
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Hill where, instead of striving to capture the airfield, this force then
concentrated on preventing British aircraft from landing there.
Within the defended area around Heraklion at the end of 22 nd
May, 950 German corpses had been collected in the British area
and 300 in the Greek zone. Many more lay amidst the vines and in
inaccessible places. Of the attacking force of 2,000, it was
estimated that 1,450 were killed apart from those wounded and
captured around Heraklion. British casualties were believed to be
fewer than 50.
On 23 rd May, 1941, six Hurricanes of 73 Squadron with a
Blenheim escort were briefed to use Heraklion airfield as a base for
"low-level attacks against the parachutists at Maleme and to
shoot up transports landing there".(51)
Approaching Crete, the flight was fired on by naval gunners who
refused to accept aircraft flying over them as being friendly.
While dodging the heavy barrage, five of the Hurricanes lost their
escort and returned to North Africa. The Blenheim and the sixth
Hurricane arrived safely at Heraklion but "thefighter was destroyed
on the ground", as recorded in Gunner Frank Worsley s diaiy.
A second flight, with five of the original six pilots, took off in the
afternoon with an escort of Maiylands to arrive at Heraklion as an
attack on the town was in progress.
They engaged the enemy, damaging two of them and driving the
rest off. On landing, two of the Hurricanes damaged their rear landing wheels on the rough surface. The others refuelled and patrolled
until dusk Next day all returned towards Africa with the pilot from
the first flight (Flight-Sergeant Laing) "hitching" a lift with Flying
Officer Goodman in the cockpit of his Hurricane.
Unfortunately, the returning aircraft encountered a sandstorm
which caused two of them to crash when tiying to land. Two others
were posted as missing.
Gunner Cec. Rae, of 9th Aust. L.A.A. Battery, stationed at the
time near an airfield in the desert, recorded in his diary.
24 th May, 1941: "Seven planes left for Crete yesterday to do
some strafing.
"Two planes are missing and one was shot up on the ground in
Crete whilst refuelling so the pilot came back sitting on the knee
of another pilot in a Hurricane. Sand-storm all day.
26th May. "Bob Laing the pilot who came over from Crete had a
chat with us. He originally came from Tasmania butjoined up in
N.Z. He met some of our 7th Battery chaps in Crete."
The 23rd May at Maleme had brought a steady flow of Ju 52
transports laden with troops and equipment, but fighters and divebombers made few appearances as the mam force was attacking
Royal Navy ships which had so successfully dealt with the German
(51) Spencer p239
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seaborne forces.
The troop arrivals at Maleme had increased from the 2,400 on
20th May, with 300 paratroops and 300 airborne on the 21st,
followed by 1,500 airborne troops on 22nd, and 5 battalions with
heavy mortars and machine-gun units on the 23rd May.
Under the steadily increasing pressure from these fresh, wellarmed troops the New Zealand 5th Brigade withdrew five miles,
forming a new line west of Galatas.
Several "A" troop gunners who had linked up with the New
Zealand infantry were involved in this action. Gunners Dickinson,
Birch, Hansen, Tuck and James were to spend the next week with
the New Zealanders in the withdrawal to Sphakia. Dickinson's
diary records for 23rd May: "Few hours rest Moved at dawn with
N.Z. Brigade; to cross six miles through mountain
towards
Galatas where fresh stand to be made. Dangerous tiring march;
lost several men Cut off and forced to deviate, wading through
river to get through; wounded left behind as Jerry was close on
our heels. There I got temporarily attached to N.Z. artillery who
had lost all their guns. Remained with them in gully under shell
mortar fire, and bombing until 2130. Heavy fighting with many
killed and wounded. Maoris did good job — always cheerful and
bright Retreated again at dusk carrying six trench mortar shells
for 1V2 miles, which nearly killed me. Dumping them marched
four to five miles around coast road to fresh defence line outside
Canea There met Bill Hansen and Ed Birch again and we
decided to lookfor"C" Company 21st N.Z. tomorrow.
Alldog-tired
but many troops — Australians and others around us."
Gunner Dick Plant of "A" Troop H.Q., after being wounded by
mortar shrapnel, was taken to the New Zealand aid post where,
along with Sergeant Max Whiteside, Gunners Layton and
Gillingham, he was captured when the R.A.P. was over-run by the
advancing Germans.
An old Ford truck was used as an ambulance to move the
wounded back to the German field hospital set up in the houses of
the village over the Tavronitis bridge. Gunner Dick Plant remembers how quiet the wounded were although "doing it tough".
When the word was passed around that wounded were to be
flown out to Greece, Plant decided his chance of rescue would be
better if he stayed in Crete, so after shaking hands with his mates
he "blew through" into the hills. There he was befriended first by a
young boy who guided him to a village.
Gunner Plant's story, until his capture seven months later, has
been woven with that of another soldier, from the 2/3 rd Field Regiment, in a documentary film "Flowers of Rethymnon" (52) which
relates the experiences of soldiers, the brave Cretans who sheltered
(52) Shown on Channel S B S
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them, and the efforts made to rescue survivors. Plant's story
appears in a later chapter of P.O.W. experiences.
Sergeant Rol Tonkin recalls that "some of our wounded and
medics were flown out from Maleme to Salonika in Greece —
among them Sergeant Max Whiteside, C. S. Gillingham, Reg
Thomson, Bill Morrissey, A. G. White and Les Martin.
"Five Blenheims bombed the drome as we worked, and with all
the noise going on we could not hear the R.A.F. approaching. Our
first warning was the burst of the bombs. We lost quite a few
P.O.W.s but the cost to "A" Troop was nil"
In spite of their superior fire power on the ground and from the
air, the Germans had been unable to capture the heights at Galatas,
but the New Zealand withdrawal left them with "the matchless
prize — a strip of sand 800 yards long under the protection of its
guardian hill"1531 the Maleme Airfield, the key to the ultimate success of the campaign.
Between the airfield and new defence positions taken up by the
New Zealanders, the advancing Germans were horrified at the
evidence of the fate of the battalion that had dropped there on the
first day and had been annihilated. The effect of the burning
summer heat was all too evident.
As German fortunes improved in the Maleme area on the 24th
May, with the airfield serving its essential purpose in handling the
steady flow of transports, the Luftwaffe concentrated on attacking
Suda Bay and the British Fleet. The dense black smoke cloud from
burning oil tankers and ships hung like a pall over Suda Bay.
The following day, the bombing of Heraklion raised a dense
yellow cloud over the harbor when a storage dump of sulphur was
hit. As one gunner recalls, "We thought the Jerries had dropped
gas bombs". The town, already evacuated by civilians, lay in
ruins.
The punishment for resistance by civilians was to fall also on the
villagers of Canea. Waves of bombers and fighter-bombers circled
and returned time and again as explosions reduced the houses to
rubble, and fleeing men, women and children were strafed in the
streets and surrounding fields.
By the end of the 24 th, it was estimated that the Germans had
landed 6450 troops at Maleme, 5800 at Prison Valley and Retimo,
and 3300 at Heraklion - all airborne troops. Losses were estimated
at Germans 3340; British, Australian and New Zealand 396 killed,
1118 wounded; 395 missing (three-quarters of these from the New
Zealand Division).
The Germans had planned to complete the attack on Crete by
their Air Division, quickly, and then hand over garrison duty to the
army so that airborne troops and the Air Wing could serve on the
(53) Stewart
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SI!DA BAY - Ships burning after German air raid.
(Photo courtesy Australian
War Memorial)
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Russian front.
Their time table had been disrupted, but authorities in Cairo and
London were slow to appreciate the desperate problem Freyberg
faced in withdrawing, lacking as he did, tools, artillery and
transport to prepare defences to cover a rear-guard action. With
the loss of Maleme he knew that Crete was lost. He was later to
write to the author of the New Zealand, 22 nd Battalion history:
"I do not for one moment hold Colonel Andrew responsible for
the failure to hold Maleme, he was given an impossible task. He
has my sympathy. I take full responsibility as regards policy of
holding the aerodrome. I did not like the defences of any of my
four garrisons. I would have put in another infantry battalion to
help Andrew but it was impossible in the time to dig them in The
ground was solid rock neither did we have the tools. Puttick
Hargest and I must bear our share of responsibility for the defenswe positions that were taken up at Maleme, which were as good
as we could hope for under the difficult circumstances."(54)
In the fighting around Retimo, Colonel Campbell's forces continued to inflict heavy casualties and capture large numbers of
prisoners. The problem of burying the enemy dead was so great
that German prisoners volunteered to assist. Having recovered
bodies from among the vines the prisoners kept their word and
"returned to their cage" which at the time enclosed 500. Freyberg's
message to Campbell read, "You have done Magnificently."(55)
(54) Henderson
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25th - 27th May - Days of Decision

Problems of communications, between commanders at Heraklion
and Retimo with Suda Force Headquarters, contributed to the lack
of support for the Retimo garrison from the east, where the defenders were well in control of the situation.
Following their successes at Maleme, the enemy reinforced the
Heraklion forces with 400 paratroops dropped west and south of
the perimeter. By that time, the survivors of the first days of the battle were suffering from lack of rations and water and their failure to
achieve their anticipated early victory.
The arrival of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, after
marching overland from the south coast, still further strengthened
the Heraklion defenders.
One gunner recorded: "there are plenty of planes about but they
are keeping out of range of our guns. The machine-guns on the
hill are a nuisance to us."
A heavy bombing attack was launched on the afternoon of the
25 th May on Heraklion — the town from which paratroops had been
driven out soon after they entered it and briefly occupied the quayside
and the western section. The town was vengefully laid waste.
That night, following the raid, the commander of the German
troops dropped on the west and south of the defence perimeter,
moved his force to the high ground on Apex Hill, where his light
artillery would be able to attack the airfield.
In the Maleme sector, the morning of 25 th May brought the
expected attack on the new line at Galatas. Mortar and aircraft
bombing attacks in the morning were followed by Messerschmitt
fighter-bombers and Stukas leading the assault on the Galatas
Heights.
Mountain Division troops pressed their advance, superbly armed
with automatic weapons, grenades, mortars and telescopic sights
for marksmen's rifles. As daylight faded, they took the heights and
could see Suda Bay ahead of them.
Reinforcements arrived for the hard-pressed New Zealanders of
the 5 th Brigade, in the form of 4 th Brigade Band and the Kiwi
Concert Party, followed by Divisional Signallers and other groups.
Kippenger organised them in defence behind stone walls as other
groups joined the lines. Late in the afternoon he decided on a
counter-attack on the village to be led by two tanks. They moved off
at dusk, 200 men following with fixed bayonets. The battle raged
from house to house and through the square until the German
forces were cleared from the village of Canea.
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Freyberg described the counter-attack as "one of the great
efforts of the New Zealanders in the defence of Crete."™ It
stopped the German advance temporarily and stabilised the line
for the night of 25 th May, but as Freyberg revealed in his communication with Middle East H.Q. he believed that "our position
here is hopeless. A small ill-equipped, immobile force such as
ours cannot stand up against the bombing we have faced during
the past seven days".(57)
The R.A.F. had sent a force of Hurricane fighters with Blenheim
and Maiyland bombers to attack Maleme on 25th May. They
claimed to have destroyed 24 transport and fighter aircraft but German reinforcements still arrived at the rate of 3000 per day.
Strong enemy forces moving eastward compelled the weary
defenders, short of ammunition and rations, to steadily withdraw,
Greek units in the hills to the south, assisted by local villagers,
fought splendidly to delay the enemy advance.
Freyberg's plan to withdraw to the south coast when approval
was granted, required the establishment of supplies of ammunition
and rations along the track to Sphakia to sustain a successful
rearguard action; an early decision from Cairo was essential to
ensure this could be done.
Destroyers "Hero" and "Nizam" and the mine-layer "Abdiel"
delivered 80 tons of rations and ammunition and a Commando
"Layforce" on the night of 26th May. Ten tons of the stores were
loaded on a barge to proceed to Retimo which was then isolated,
short of food and ammunition, and in imminent danger of falling to
the enemy advancing from the west, along with Heraklion once
Suda was lost.
As Brigade Commanders withdrew their units eastward from
beyond Canea, communications became so confused that the
Reserve Force from Suda (1 Welch, 1 Rangers, and Northumberland
Hussars), moving in darkness, took up positions west of Canea
without realising that their flanks were unprotected.
Gunner Dickinson's diary for 26th May records: "Took positions
on bare hill digging in six inches or so. Bombers and spotters over
all day. Further along our ridgefellows took a terrible pasting. We
lost two men. Lay 'doggo' trying to camouflage ourselves with
anything at hand; in hot sun for fourteen hours dawn to dusk
Nest of ants added to my discomfort 2200 hrs ordered to retreat 4
or 5 miles to Suda Bay to spot where we first landed. Arrived
0300 hrs. Grove littered with abandoned equipment
mainly
Marines' personal gear. Got change of clothing. Dug trenches"
At daylight, roving enemy aircraft opened the attack Soon heavy
mortar fire and outflanking moves forced withdrawal to the east.
Behind the retreating Reserve Force, and still further to the east a
(56) Stewart p 3 9 2

(57) Long p247
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battle erupted as Germans advancing from the south, trying to
reach Suda Bay, met the troops of the Australian 19 Brigade and
New Zealand units which had taken up defensive positions along
the sunken road — 42 nd Street.
A German Mountain Regiment of approximately 400 men
approached along the road leading to Suda. New Zealand Battalion
Commanders had previously agreed that, if the enemy came to close
quarters, they would fire and charge. There is some doubt about
which unit charged first but the New Zealand Official Histonan's
account states: "The Australian 2/7th Battalion and the Maoris
(28th) quickly joined by others (including 21st Battalion) burst
upon them from among the patchwork shadows. In a savage
fight they had been held and then overcome by fire from their
own captured weapons. Within a few minutes 1 Battalion of the
141 Mountain Regiment had been driven more than half a mile to
the west and was virtually finished
About 300 Germans had
been killed or wounded (58)
Gunner Dickinson's diaiy entry continues: "We were hopeful of
evacuation. Lunching well when surprised by machine-gun and
mortar fire from deep in grove. Jerry had broken through and
was attacking. After some confusion, bayonet charge ordered as
we were cut off. Everyone went yelling and shooting.
Jerry
pushed back about three-quarters mile losing many killed and
few prisoners and guns, invaluable for our defences. Retired to
position on sunken road after bayonet charge. Jack Tuck came
on pile of dozens of dead Germans stacked up. We were instructed to hold our position till 2215 to allow other troops to withdraw
- our battalion (21st N.Z. Bn.) being rearguard
"Eerie business, firing occasional shots to delude Jerry.
Withdrew 2215 past wharf and port of Suda to coast road then
towards south of island We marched marched marched blowing
up bridges with Jerry having smelt a rat notfar behind An army
can't win without air support Branched into mountains. Afterfifteen miles threw ourselves down; dog-tired A hard day."
Two hours later, survivors of Reserve Force moving eastward in
small groups reached 42nd Street to meet the line of riflemen who
had routed the Mountain Troops.
The 1 Welch Battalion suffered heavy casualties before their last
resisting groups were overcome and the Germans entered Canea to
release 300 of their captured paratroops.(59)
A German account describes the scene in Canea after its capture:
"Thick clouds of smoke rise from the burning oil installation.
Over all hangs the burning heat Now the streets fill with
parachutists
happy to be among the survivors English
prisoners march through the streets; mixed with them are the
(58) Davin p 3 7 8

(59) Kuhn p 120
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Italians, themselves just freed from imprisonment in torn dirty
uniforms, their unabashed southern temperament overflowing as
they weep with joy...
Suddenly the released German prisoners
appear and run to mix with the seething crowd in the central
square." <60)
The courageous resistance by the Force Reserve and the holding
of 42nd Street line enabled the main force to avoid encirclement
and begin the evacuation towards Sphakia. The Germans, unaware
of what was happening, pressed on with plans to capture Retimo
and Heraklion.
Once War Office approved plans for the withdrawal and evacuation, it was agreed that the Navy would rescue as many as possible.
Two relief efforts would be organised — one to Heraklion on the
north of Crete and the other to Sphakia on the south coast.
The New Zealand and Australian Brigades began withdrawing
southwards at nightfall on the 27 th, anticipating that enemy forces,
known to be in the hills and moving east, would tiy to cut their
path. Laycock's Commandos were to cover the rear.
By daylight, the enemy, still intent on massing motor cycle and
various motonsed battalions of artilleiy, anti-tank gunners and
engineers, to relieve their hard-pressed paratroops at Retimo and
Heraklion, were unaware of the movement of the main force
southward. Few planes flew over and when they did appear troops
froze in their tracks and tried to blend with the landscape.
The first German unit to belatedly realise what was happening
suffered heavy casualties as New Zealanders engaged them when
they appeared from the west - too late to cut the escape route taken
by the major force.
*

*

*

*

Chappel, at Heraklion, on 27 th May, received notice by cable that
he was to organise the evacuation of 4000 troops. This unfortunately meant that Greek and Cretan troops would be left behind
if all the British and Australian troops were embarked. Senior
officers were informed of this decision on the morning of the 28th
May. 7th Batteiy, involved in organising the path leading to the
harbor, was to suffer tragic losses on the following day.
*

#

*

*

At Retimo, dawn of the 27 th May found Campbell's men fiercely
contesting the issue with the enemy, still unaware that the battle in
the west of Crete had been lost.
Freyberg had prepared to alert Campbell to the plans for evacuation, but the Motor Landing Craft which safely delivered the ten
tons of supplies had left Suda without the vital orders.
(60) Stewart p 4 2 2 quotes Gericke p 120
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Campbell's radio message acknowledged the receipt of the stores
but made no mention of the message.
The intervening range of mountains, interfering with signals
from Cairo, prevented direct contact with Retimo.
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Middle East Command notified Brigadier Chappel, Heraklion
section commander, that a rescue force consisting of the cruisers
"Ajax", "Dido" and "Orion" escorted by the destroyers "Hasty",
"Havoc", "Hereward", "Hotspur", "Imperial" and "Jackal" would
evacuate 4000 men on the night of 28th May.
The force departed from Alexandria at 6 a.m. on 27 th May but
"Ajax", damaged during a bombing attack, was forced to return.
"Imperial", after a near miss, continued in spite of some
damage.
Captain Baglin recalls that after receiving instructions for preparations for the evacuation, timed from 2300 hours onwards on
the night of the 28 th May, he issued orders to mark out the route
past 7th Batteiy H.Q. on to the mole, where destroyers would
embark the troops. Rope and strips of cloth staked along the route
would guide personnel moving in darkness to the embarkation
points. The destroyers would wait for only a few minutes before
transporting their loads to the cruisers waiting off-shore. No lights
of any description were to be shown either by embarking troops or
the naval vessels.
All units proceeded to damage vehicles; guns were spiked and
vital parts removed; clothing was torn and supplies destroyed to
deny their use to the enemy. Timed demolition charges were planted in dumps and troops used all their acquired skills in preparing
booby traps with grenades.
Small groups assembled as planned, while rear guards provided
sufficient activity to allay any enemy suspicions that anything
unusual was afoot. In the darkness, in single file, troops were ready
to move as instructed along the mole at the appointed time. As
could be expected, in the pitch darkness there was some confusion
with men stumbling and cursing, but the lines kept moving
steadily.
Gunner Armitage of "B" Troop wrote: "As we made our way
under cover of darkness on the outskirts of the town, we noticed
there were dead Germans everywhere and the stench was terrible." The fumes of smouldering wreckage of bombed buildings
added to the stench from broken sewers, as the men moving forward tried to keep in touch with their mates. Captain Baglin
admits that he was intenl on making sure that his driver, Gunner
Tommy Newcombe, D.C.M. and a W.W.I soldier, who had shared so
much with him, should not be left behind. The same thoughts were
in the minds of many members of gun crews who, in the hours
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ahead, owed their lives to, or gave their lives for, their mates.
As each destroyer was loaded, it moved out to the waiting
cruisers. Sailors formed h u m a n chains linking h a n d s to guide the
troops across the heaving gang-planks up on to the larger
vessels.
Most of 7th Battery boarded the "Hereward" first, and then
transferred to the "Dido", but the majority of "B" Troop men were on
the "Hereward" when the convoy put to sea. A few of the Batteiy
who had been in hospital were among those transferred to the
"Orion".
Fortunately, unaware of the important target in the harbor that
night, the enemy had not made his customary raids or dropped
flares, and by 1 a.m. when the last manned-post had been abandoned, all those able to move had been loaded. The fleet sailed at
3.20 a.m. unopposed.
On all those ships, the crews, who had been risking their lives
daily at sea for many weeks, treated the weaiy troops as heroes, gave
them cigaretes, soup, cocoa or a tot of rum and earned the heart felt,
"Thank God for the Navy" from eveiy man.
The convoy moved off, with orders to maintain 'full spead ahead',
in the hope of passing through the narrow Kaso Strait before
daylight brought the inevitable air attacks. Half an hour later, the
"Imperial's" steering jammed as the result of earlier bomb damage.
As she was unable to steer, "Hotspur" was sent back to take off all
her 900 men aboard before "Imperial" was sunk by torpedoes.
The valuable time lost in this rescue found the convoy still in
Kaso Strait when "Hereward" suffered a direct hit at 0625 hours.
With the convoy at risk in such dangerous waters, Admiral
Rawlings had no other choice than to leave her and tiy to get the
rest of the convoy safely to Alexandria.
Several 7 th Batteiy men on board "Hereward" later recorded
their recollections of subsequent events.
Gunner Bill Dellar's account is typical of the experience of many:
"On clambering aboard the "Hereward" we went through one
compartment below decks and then into another where watertight doors were closed
"This compartment had no stairway — just a manhole in the
upper deck and one in the floor through which a rope, with a sling
attached fed the guns above from the magazine below us. We
were tired and slept
"About 5.30 cum, an alarm sounded
False alarm
Then
another, and this time a near miss shook the plates
against
which I was resting. Another landed amidships, evidently penetrating the boiler room bursting pipes and badly burning some of
the crew.
"Lights in our compartment failed and in darkness, except for
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the light through the manhole above us, we began climbing up or
were pulled up on deck. Here, a Petty Officer told us to leave
immediately as it was every man for himself.
"The ship was making no way and the sea was already dotted
with soldiers and sailors, some clinging to Carley floats, others
floating or drifting on the surface clinging to pieces of wreckage. A
coating of oil was spreading on the surface. Ropes dangling from
the rails into the water supported a number of men
"My mate, Gunner Burns, and I found two blow-up type lifebelts hanging behind a cabin door. One was O.K. but the other
had the plug missing. We blew it up and tied the rubber teat with
a piece of cord doubled it over and tied it again like a football
bladder. We pulled a door from a cabin, souvenired a hammock
and lashed it rolled up to the door. As we entered the water and
paddled along the side of the ship so many joined us that
our raft sank
"What to do? My mate decided to climb back on board I
decided to swim and risk drowning rather than be blown up, as I
saw smoke rising from the ship and planes were still circling.
"I heard another of my mates, Gunner "Pud" Moody, say he
couldn't swim and Bombardier Archie Moncur said, "Don't worry
I will look after you" Unfortunately none of them survived.
"From the top of the swell the coast of Crete was visible with
white breakers pounding the cliff face. Feeling drowsy later, I
was thinking it would be easy to let go, when I sighted a Carley
float with Gunner Roy Thomson in it I joined him and later I
woke in an Itie M.T.B. with raging thirst
"Roy assured me we had swum to the motor torpedo boat
whose crew treated us well and took us to Scarpento. Later we
travelled by destroyer to Rhodes."
It had been said that the Italian Navy had not forgotten the help
given to their own survivors after the Battle of Matapan.
Gunner Tom Chadwick and Gunner Harry Anchen, after
"legging-up" twenty or thirty chaps through the manhole above
them, decided it was their turn to get out. On reaching the deck
they "were astonished to see many men swimming
in the
Mediterranean as the order to 'abandon ship' had been given"
Gunner Chadwick continued, "We stripped to our shirt and shorts
and dived in Cyril O'Meara and Jim 'Chippie' Gibson swam
nearby, suggesting that we should take our clothes off as it would
be easier to swim Unfortunately, neither Cyril nor Chippie made
it" Some six hours later, when he lost his grip of the paravane they
were holding on to, and felt he was "gone for all money", he called
"Bomber" and 'Bomber Mannix grabbed him. When he came-to the
first thing he saw was Gunner Jack Nicholson, "as naked as the day
he was born". He was so far gone that, having been rescued, he
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didn't realise until he landed at Scarpento Island that he was
a P.O.W.
Among the many instances of men helping their mates to survive, the efforts of Lieutenant Jim Mann of "B" Troop earned the
admiration of all for the manner in which he helped in the confusion when the order "Abandon Ship" was given. He moved
amongst the men in the water, later refusing to take a place on the
crowded floats, and swam from group to group encouraging the
men. Unfortunately, he was one of the many who did not
survive.
Various accounts have been given of the fate of the "Hereward".
Gavin Long, in the official histoiy, states that: "The Hereward
was hit and beached and her crew and the troops on board
taken prisoner,"m)
but the Admiralty's official record of
"Hereward'V service states: H.M.S. "Hereward", a Hero class destroyer of 1340 tons built in 1936 was 323feet long and33feet in
breadth; armed with 4 x 4.7" Q.F. and 2 x 5" M.G. and 4 Lewis
guns". From the out-break of war she participated fully and nobly
in every type of naval activity — captured a German disguised
merchant ship, escorted Canadian troops, assisted in evacuation
from Holland; engaged in Mediterranean battles with Italian fleet;
assisted commando desert landings; destroyed Italian submarine; escorted convoys to Malta, Gibraltar, Egypt; torpedoed
Italian destroyer; Battle of Matapan; evacuation from Greece; with
Force D intercepted German sea-borne invasion troops north of
Crete and that "during evacuation from Crete she was hit by
dive-bombers and eventually sunk by further bombing close to
the Cretan coast" (62) This confirms the belief held by 7th
Batteiy survivors.
Bill Dellar's poem, written while he was a P.O.W. in 1941, pays a
sincere tribute from the army to those gallant seamen, who risked
so much, in the highest tradition of the Royal Navy, to come to the
aid of their comrades in their hour of need. He remembers a ship
whose Battle Honors included: Atlantic 1940, Calabria 1940,
Spartivento 1940, Libya 1940, Mediterranean 1940-41, Greece
1941, Crete 1941.
The Hereward
It was early in the morning of the twenty-ninth of May
When she received the warning of Stukas on the way.
"HEREWARD", that grand old ship, a destroyer of the Fleet
Was sorely overloaded with evacuees from Crete.
Guarding her two mother ships, unable to manoeuvre
A fighter to the last as records well will prove her.
Her four point sevens flinging death into the skies
Mingled with the chatter of her multiple point fives.
(61) Gavin Long p 2 9 2

(62) Naval Historical Branch, Ministry of Defence, L o n d on
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A near miss shook her plates and then like noisy thunder
One landing down below split boilers and pipes asunder.
With motive power silenced and guns destroyed on deck
She lay upon the ocean a helpless, floating wreck
To leave the burning ship, was the order of the day,
Without panic or confusion but a little less delay.
Throwing floats and wreckage overboard and discarding all our
gear
We quickly followed after into Father Neptune's care.
A south-east swell was rolling, the water icy most
As we bravely struggled onwards towards the distant coast
Above, the Stukas glided to the object of their quest
Till battle scarred and burning she slid to her last rest
For five long hours we labored at the mercy of the seas
Till rescued wet and weary, by the Ities M T.B.S.
Some killed on board by shrapnel some perished in the sea
And we picked up at long last live in captivity.
But when the war is over, and we are back at home,
We'll think of them in future years who lie beneath the foam;
Those comrades of our hardships, and pals of high degree,
We'll remember at reunions and drink to their eternity.
W.M. Dellar 5/10/41 Prato Isarco (P.O.W. Camp)
"C" Troop 7th Battery.

A number of 7 th Battery men had been transferred from the
"Hereward" to the "Dido". Feeling safe in the security of the steelclad vessel, the exhausted troops fell asleep after accepting the
traditional Navy hospitality of food and drink.
The Captain's voice came over the intercommunications system:
"Men of the Australian and British Imperial Forces, your deeds in
the last week have been an inspiration to us; you have been
through hell you are not out of it yet and possibly the worst is yet
to come. We are at present in 'Bomb Alley' and can expect attack
at any time; remember while you are taking it your mates are
slipping off the back of the island at Sphakia We are the 'decoy',
but we will do our utmost to get you through The crew are at
action stations. Keep calm!"
The soldiers who listened already knew enough of the Royal
Navy's experience in supporting them, to realise that they could
wish for no braver comrades.
Major Hipworth as senior army officer on board was summoned
to the bridge with the Captain.
An alarm heralded the arrival of about fifty Stukas flying from
nearby Scarpento. The fleet took evasive action to dodge the falling
bombs. Two Stukas were shot down in the first onslaught but successive waves maintained the attack on the weaving, swaying
vessels whose 5.2 guns, multiple Bofors, and machine-guns con
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tinued to blaze away.
Captain Baglin, who had the luxury of a Navy officer's bunk,
recalls that he probably shared the thought in everyone's mind,
that sooner or later one of those bombs would hit.
At about 0800 hours, the dreaded explosion occurred when two
500 pound bombs struck the forward gun turrets, and after crashing through three decks, exploded one deck above the ammunition
store, where a direct hit would have blown the ship to pieces. Lights
went out, water pipes burst, and the whole ship was filled with acrid
fumes and the smell of burning flesh. Men using shell cases as buckets tried to put out fires. The Captain flooded the forward decks
behind automatically controlled air-lock doors.
There was a surprising absence of panic although no one knew
what to expect next. Then the intercom came alive and the Captain's voice from the bridge calmly announced: "This is the Captain speaking. As you have gathered we have been hit; precious
lives have been lost but remember it is war; we are still in convoy
and have not lost speed Thank you for your calmness. We
should make it"
The ship's pumps brought into action began pumping water
from the flooded lower decks.
Captain Baglin recalls that, when he was summoned to the
bridge to join Major Hipworth with a number of officers, he was told
that he and a senior naval officer had a difficult task — to organise a
volunteer group of ten men each, to go in and recover bodies as the
water was pumped out. The sight that met these work parties cannot be described. They proceeded to rescue any wounded and, after
removing identification discs, wrapped bodies in blankets for
burial.
Gun crews had suffered many casualties, so Captain Baglin
detailed 7 th Batteiy men to assist sailors in manning available
weapons and acting as ammunition numbers in dumping heavy
"armed" live shells overboard. The Captain of the "Dido" later congratulated these men for their efforts in manning Bren guns and
assisting his crew members.
Gunner T. F. Evely, as one of those transferred from the
"Hereward" to the "Dido", recalls his lucky escape from the bombblast that caused such terrible casualties: "I went to the toilet block
from the long room where we spent the night The room had long
forms on each side and hooks abovefor clothing and gear. On my
way back Gunner Bill Dunbar and Gunner Arthur Poole passed
me on their way to the toilet and bath room The bomb completely destroyed that area and both men, along with many
others, were killed Gunner Jack McCarron sitting opposite me
suffered scalp wounds caused by the terrific blast"
Captain G. R. B. Back, R.N. Flag-Captain of the Squadron, was
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H.M.S. "HEREWARD" Hero class
destroyer of 1340 tons. Sunk 29th May.
1940. (Photo courtesy of Imperial War
Museum).

H.M.S. "DIDO" suffered heavy
damage
during evacuation from Crete 29th May.
1940.'
(Photo courtesy of Imperial War Museum).
'
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mortally wounded by a machine-gun bullet during the first attack
on the "Orion", on which Gunner H. Parker and Gunner R. Duncan
of 7 th Battery were evacuated. In a subsequent attack the cruiser
was set on fire, and soon after, successive waves of dive-bombers
scored a direct hit on the bridge and gun turret. One bomb passed
on to explode in the stokers' mess-deck which was crowded with
soldiers. All available men joined in the "heroic struggle against
the calamity between decks, extinguishing fires, extricating and
tending the wounded and removing the deacL"[63]
Meanwhile the ship, with the compass and normal steering gear
damaged, was controlled by the after steering wheel with orders
relayed verbally along a chain of soldiers and seamen from the
bridge aft. Fires still burned forward, smoke filled the engine room
where only one shaft was turning, but every man remained at
his post.
By 1500 hours, the Stuka attacks had ceased as the "Orion",
listing and taking water, had slowed down; the "Dido", an A.A.
cruiser, reduced speed also to stay with her. At 1600 hours the
cruisers slowed right down to bury their dead. Captain Baglin
recalled: "I lost count but I believe between 250 and 300 were
buried at sea — many of them
unidentified"
Casualties on the "Dido" included, 48 Australians from the 2/4th
Battalion and 2/7 th L.A.A. Battery, and 103 out of 240 of the Black
Watch Regiment. The Captain announced, "We will be in Alexandria by darkness and there will be no more raids. Admiral of the
Fleet Cunningham has asked me to thank you for your gallant
efforts. Friendly planes are on the way to give us protection,"
As the crippled fleet entered Alexandria harbor, a piper on the
bridge of one of the cruisers played the regimental march of the
Black Watch. Of the 4000 troops evacuated from Heraklion 800
had been killed, wounded or captured; the "Imperial" and the
"Hereward" were beneath the ocean.
As Captain Baglin took the navy kit bag, containing identification items of deceased servicemen, to the English officer on the
wharf, he was summoned over the address system to report to the
Captain on the bridge. There he found Major Hipworth with the
Captain who invited them to join him in the ward room. They were
about to share a drink when the Signal Officer handed the Captain
a message. He read it and said, "Farewell boys, I am off back
again"
As Captain Baglin recalls, "Imagine how 'Hippy' (Major Hipworth) and I felt! A ship with half the front blown to pieces was
being ordered back to Crete. We thought as so many servicemen
had cause to say, 'Thank God for the Navy!'"
After landing from the "Dido" and "Orion" the remnants of 7th
(63) The Mediterranean Fleet p41
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Battery assembled on the wharf and entrained, only to be almost
immediately directed by a British army officer to get off and into a
row of buses lined up alongside. Three times this "on the tram" "off
the train" procedure continued until Captain Baglin, completely
exasperated that his exhausted men should be so treated,
approached the most senior officer involved in the transport turmoil and told him that he refused to move his men again. As he
returned to the troops, feeling thoroughly annoyed at this bungling,
he was approached by a dapper little man in civilian clothes who
asked, "Did any New Zealand troops arrive in this convoy?"
The curt reply came: "I don't give a damn for the New Zealand
troops or anyone else right now, all I want is to get my men to
somewhere where they can eat and rest"
Just then, a full colonel — red tabs and all — came up, saluted the
civilian and said, "Another ship has just come in and there's a
New Zealand captain with the party."
To Captain Baglin's puzzled query, "Who the hell was that?"
came the answer. "The Prime Minister of New Zealand"
The
P.M.'s natural interest in the welfare of New Zealand troops with
whom his son had served was readily understood, and it is to be
hoped that he could understand that frayed tempers at such a time
were excusable.
*

*

*

*

The men who landed at Alexandria on 29th May were unaware
that the units fighting at Retimo had only learned from the B.B.C.
News that day that the situation in Crete was "extremely
precarious".
R.A.F. aircraft tried unsuccessfully on the 29 th May to deliver
messages coded in slang to confuse the Germans, should they fall
into their hands.
Campbell, realising that the Navy was his only hope, posted
signallers on the beach. The "call signs" flashed at twenty minute
intervals gained no response.
The Greek troops, to the west of Retimo, moved back into the hills
as the advancing motorised German units swarmed into the
town.
Having advised the commander of the 2/11 th Battalion that "the
show at Heraklion had packed up",1641 Campbell decided to spare
his men further useless suffering and reluctantly surrendered.
Small parties succeeded in escaping into the hills. Without food
they faced the hopeless task of reaching the south coast in time for
the evacuation, or the alternative of accepting the help of locals,
thereby endangering their lives as well, while hiding in the hills in
hope of later rescue.
(64) Long p 273
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The record of the Retimo force remains a proud one. Having
faced the greatest concentration of German troops on a man to
man basis, for the loss of about 120 dead, the Australians had killed
700 of their enemies, buried 500 of them and taken 500
prisoners. (65)
(65) Ibid p 2 7 5
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Maleme to Sphakia — Evacuation

While the Navy was embarking 4000 troops from Heraklion on
the night of 28th May in a well-planned and efficiently executed
operation, the only chance of evacuation for the remaining 20,000
troops involved a hazardous journey to the south coast of
Crete.
The Navy's "decoy" operation from Heraklion took a clearlyunderstood calculated risk which in the event proved so costly in
men and ships. Similar efforts could not be maintained in the face
of enemy air power, on the scale required to evacuate all
remaining troops.
The Sphakia plan provided for evacuation of 1000 men on the
night of 28th/29th May, 6000 on 29th/30th May, 3000 on 30th/
31st May and 3000 on 31st May/1st June. This inevitably meant
that many could not be taken off.
By 26th May, many groups had already begun to move from the
Suda area towards the south coast as defending forces withdrew
before the ever-increasing pressure from the enemy advancing from
the Maleme sector.
Apart from the organised army units steadily joining the
southward movement, many isolated groups of Air Force and Army
personnel cut off in the Maleme sector were moving by various
routes in the same direction.
The original group of "A" Troop gunners, who had viewed the distant glow of the naval action from the high ground above Maleme
on the night of 21st May, had been joined by two R.A.F. men from
the A.M.E.S. radar station destroyed that day in a bombing raid.
These men knew of a British post near Palaiokhora on the
south coast.
This was marked on a small map of Crete one of the party had
taken from a newspaper.
Tony, the guide, agreed to lead in that direction. Suspecting that
some of the villages had newcomers who might be fifth-columnists,
he made a practice of visiting villages ahead of the party.
Progress was slow during the darkness, and empty stomachs
were no help to weaiy feet. The treasured scraps of bread, or the
handful of waxy raisins or olives villagers had provided, were eaten
as slowly as possible to make them last. It was typical of the Cretan
villager that he gave so generously of what he could ill spare. An
occasional mulberry tree helped ease the pangs of hunger but green
barley grains were less satisfying even if nourishing.
On the afternoon of 22 nd May, while climbing what appeared to
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be part of the bed of the river that flowed down to Maleme, the party
was joined by Lieutenant Sutton D.S.C. of the Royal Navy. He
immediately assumed command of the mixed group of 15 Australian, New Zealanders and Englishmen.
After the heat of the day the night air was bracing, so the climbers moving higher into the hills decided to walk through the night
with brief stops, and to rest more often in daylight, when roving
enemy aircraft made movement in the open hazardous.
Groups of local villagers appeared unexpectedly from behind
rocks and exchanged news of enemy action in the area with Tony.
One of the party had salvaged from his writing case a photo of his
fiancee which he carried inside his shirt. Whenever Tony was
speaking to locals he was eager to show the photograph — perhaps
because the plain black local dress contrasted with that worn by
the lady. Always it became a centre of great interest.
Weaiy, hungry, and thirsty, because some did not have water bottles, the party reached Sougia, a small village on the south coast
about twelve miles from Palaiokhora. A number of R.A.F. and New
Zealanders had already arrived there and those with money had
been buying whatever food they could.
Lieutenant Purcell and two army signallers from a listening post
near Palaiokhora also arrived. The signallers had destroyed their
code books before withdrawing as a German force approached their
post.
A party of twelve, with R.A.F. officer Brittain, had tried to row in a
small boat eastward along the coast, seeking a larger vessel. They
had been forced ashore by rough weather, according to the two men
who returned to Sougia overland.
After the arrival of a Navy officer, Lieutenant Blake, it was
decided to tiy to reach Sphakia by going back into the mountains to
reach the coast again further east Lieutenant Blake had commanded Motor Launch 1011 which had been despatched from Suda with
radio equipment for Sphakia to assist in providing communications
during the evacuation. Forced to shelter overnight by rough
weather, the launch had been sunk on the morning of 24th May
when attacked by four German bombers and five fighters near
Palaiokhora.(66)
The party, numbering 15 in all, including Australians, New
Zealanders, R.A.F. and Royal Navy launch crew, set off with Tony at
5 p.m. on 25 th May. Some of the "A" Troop gunners had lost contact
with the group during darkness.
The climb back into the mountains became increasingly
arduous as darkness closed in. The chill of the night air turned to
freezing temperatures as higher levels were reached, so the thought
of rest in a shepherd's stone hut that loomed out of the mist proved
(66) The Mediterranean Fleet, p 35
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most welcome.
Inside, the bare h u t with its bunks and rough furniture seemed
cosy as the men packed in. Invited to help themselves to the large
dish of cheese-in-the-making, which had reached the stage of thick
junket, all ate with relish. Meanwhile, the shepherd went outside
and returned with a supply of fresh milk he had taken from the herd
penned nearby. As to whether they were sheep or goats has not
been decided, for it was dark and departure came before daylight,
but the warm milk was as nectar to those who shared it.
It was agreed to rest for a few hours prior to moving before
daylight. One member of the party recalls with gratitude that, as he
was dozing off, he became aware that the shepherd was placing his
shepherd's woollen skin cloak over him as a rug. The fact that on
awakening after a brief sleep he realised that he had played host to
some of the inhabitants of the cloak, in no way spoils his pleasant
memory of that kindly action.
By daylight, the highest level of the pass was reached and the descent began into the Samaria Gorge. For ten miles the track winds
down the steep ravine, the walls in some places being no more than
twenty feet apart and towering upwards for a thousand feet.
The sharp rocks underfoot rip and tear at boot leather, and
lighter service footwear or shoes soon disintegrate. The soles of
Lieutenant Sutton's shoes were completely ruined by journey's end.
But the ever-present threat of aircraft while moving in open country
was no longer a problem, and there was water for those who had
depended on other men's water bottles for the rest of the
journey.
At the bottom of the gorge, on the small flat area near the beach,
the fishing village of Ayia Roumeli came in sight. From there the
King of Greece had departed three days previously, on 23 rd May,
relieving Freyberg of the responsibility for his safety.
Following the withdrawal of the Government of Greece to Crete
in April, the King's presence and safety had been matters of great
political significance.
On the first day of the invasion, King George II had narrowly
escaped capture by paratroops who evidently knew of his whereabouts in Canea.
Escorted by Greek gendarmes and a New Zealand body guard, the
King, his entourage, and British diplomats, crossed the 7000' high
mountains and travelled down the Samaria Gorge to be evacuated
by the destroyer H.M.S. "Decoy".
The telephone line between Roumeli and Sphakia was still
operating and Lieutenant Blake made contact with a British
Intelligence officer, Captain Ellabeck, who operated a Government
caique in the area.
Arrangements were made to pick up the party at night. A flicker
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of light out at sea gained the desired signal from the beach. The
sound of oars heralded the arrival of the rowing boat which soon
transported the eager passengers on board the caique.
One member of the party recalls the luxury of finding a spot on
the deck and being told to "make yourselves as comfortable as you
can", as the diesel engine came to life. The silence a few minutes
later, as the engine stopped, recalled most to wakefulness, but a
Scottish voice reassured the English skipper he would soon have it
going again, and the passengers lapsed into unconsciousness, to
awake some hours later at Sphakia.
"A" Troop men were allotted duties at control points on the steep
tracks leading down into the village of Sphakia where hundreds
sheltered wherever they could. The order was that no more troops
were to move into the beach or village areas until they were
called forward.
Later in the evening, a Greek officer presented a letter, signed by
the King of Greece, stating that General
had given loyal service,
and requesting that he be "granted safe conduct" with the embarking troops. In accordance with instructions, the officer was told a
runner would call them forward at the appropriate time.
At about 2.30 a.m. on 29th May a runner came to the post with
orders to withdraw to the beach. There, the landing barges were
loading the men waiting in line. The last barge was filling as the "A"
Troop men scrambled in. A curt order "That's all". The last man of
the "A" Troop party "made it" into the barge because he was pulled
in by Gunner Selleck.
A short, quiet journey to the waiting ship, up the side and in
through the black-out screens to the lighted interior, past the
armoury. "Pass in all fire-arms".
The "acquired" R.A.F. Smith and Wessona and German Lugers
were reluctantly passed into H.M.S. "Kelvin's" keeping. Everyone
received a cup of cocoa and ship's biscuits. At least one man had a
piece of stale rye bread left inside his shirt. He would keep it and
that first ship's biscuit to remind him of the debt he owed to the
Cretans and the Navy.
Then, the chance to look around and determine the substance of
the sudden feeling of security officers and sailors in clean, smart
uniforms; order and efficiency without fuss; the hum of engines
below deck and the friendliness of those directing you; and then the
realisation that the ship was moving, faster and faster as the
engines developed their thrust.
The Captain's voice came calm and clear over the loud-speaker,
welcoming the troops aboard, anticipating there might be some
trouble, but assuring everyone that his gunners would take care of
that. Soon most slept where they were.
With daylight, came the inevitable, "Action Stations" as enemy
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Samaria Gorge above Sougia.
Southern Crete.

Troops awaiting evacuation under
shelter of pines above Sphakia
(Courtesy Australian War Memorial).

"A" Troop men in front of ship's bell
- 11. M.S. "KELVIN".

15.000 troops embarked from this
beach-head at Sphakia. Crete.

H.M.S. "KELVIN" evacuated troops from Sphakia
29th May. 1941. (Courtesy Imperial War Museum)
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aircraft appeared. The men on "Kelvin" could see the accompanying destroyers "Kandahar", "Nizam", and "Napier", each throwing
up bow waves as they twisted and turned in dodging the bombs
aimed at them. Words of praise from the Captain for his
gunners followed.
Entering Alexandria harbor, the sight of "Warspite" with a huge
gash in her side made those on board "Kelvin" realise that not all
came through unscathed. On the morrow, when returning for
another load, "Kelvin" herself was to suffer bomb damage and be
put out of action.
Sergeant Dave Humphreys, who came out the same night on
"Napier", had met up with the Greek soldier who had boxed with
Lance-Bombardier Twyman in the olive grove in 42nd Street area,
soon after the 7 th Battery arrived in Crete. By coincidence he
reached the "Napier" in company with Navy Lieutenant Blake
whose motor launch had been s u n k at Palaiokhora (Selina
Kastelli).
The organised withdrawal of units from Suda provided for
rearguard actions to allow a leap-frogging process towards Sphakia
with the N.Z. 4th and 5 th Brigades, the Australian 19th Brigade,
and British troops co-operating.
The journey to Sphakia for the exhausted, hungry troops meant a
laborious climb along steep winding tracks into the mountains.
Gunner Harold Dickinson's diary records his impressions of that
period; when he travelled with N.Z. 21st Battalion:
"28th May. Hot Washed in a cold stream Turned in again.
Lieutenant Smith stirred me with his foot saying Jerry trying to
outflank us. Machine-gun fire and bullets quite near. Terribly
hot as we pass down valley, feet scorching, equipment
heavy
as lead.
"All the way s a w equipment rifles, gear, clothing cast away by
troops gone ahead — to our disgust This did not happen in N.Z.
lines.
"1400 hrs. — rest in olive grove outside bomb-wrecked village —
until 1615 hrs., then a little cooler to tackle climb over
mountains.
"Wonderful scenery but no appeal to us. Jerry often appeared.
Road full of troops, stragglers and equipment all going same way.
Hill after hill until we topped the range and descended to deserted village. Dropped asleep at each stop until awakened to move
on again. Passed hundreds lying exhausted at roadside but our
lot the 21st Battalion, kept together remarkably
well
Jerry
troops further
behind
Rearguard
doing good job.
Flares
attached to parachutes dropped by planes at intervals.
Every
man froze in his tracks.
"29th May. Rested all day. Changed socks. Tucker scarce.
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"1600 hrs. shells landed on ridge near us. Start to move but
planes force us to ground. Two miles in two hours. Entered
ravine at dusk five or six miles from embarkation point —
Sphakia Expect to be off tomorrow night
"Ravine a gem in scenery line. We passed through other troops
waiting infifty lotsfor embarkation At gorge exit taken abruptly
off track and up mountain-side where we packed under pine
trees for night Look forward eagerly to the morrow.
"30th May. Still blasted hot Lay low to escape Jerry planes.
Troops got off last night Looking out to sea a splendid sight for
sore eyes and may it bode well for us. The pace has been terrific
lately. We cannot keep it up indefinitely. I have stood up pretty
well but a good feed and a cup of tea wouldn't go astray. Spend
spare time conjuring ideas of what we will consume when we hit
solid land again. Since leaving Maleme have covered 70 to 80
miles without proper rest and tucker. Told we are to stay and
fight as the rearguard. Imagine ourfeelings, anxious as we are to
get off! Get used to the idea and cheer up later. Took up positions
above precipice to watch enemy. Gunfire near where Australian
battalion in contact Recalled to Battalion H.Q. at 2300 hrs."
On the night of 29th-30th May, 6,000 troops were taken off in the
"Phoebe", "Perth", "Glengyle", "Calcutta", "Coventry", "Jarvis",
"Janus" and "Hasty".
On the 30th-31st May, "Kandahar" had to turn back with engine
trouble and "Kelvin" with bomb damage leaving "Napier" and
"Nizam" to take 1,400 men mainly N.Z. 4th Brigade.
With 9,000 troops remaining, the rear guard consisted of the
Australian 7 th and 8th Battalions, the Marines and the 21st N.Z.
Battalion under Vasey s command, on the high ground above
Sphakia, and the rest of the N.Z. 5th Brigade on the lower level near
the narrow beach-head.
On 31st May/1st June, the final night of the evacuation, it was
apparent that more than 5,000 troops would be left behind as only
a selected number from the N.Z. 5th Brigade, 2/8th and 2/7th
Battalions and British troops could be taken off.
As unofficial members of the N.Z. 21st Battalion, the four "A"
Troop gunners had no claim to priority, but Gunner Harold Dickinson's diary explains how the problem was solved:
"31st May. Hot as blazes. No breeze. Awakened 0430. Move
down mountain towards Sphakia Placed among rocks, without
shade from sun beating down Plenty of water but eight biscuits
and one-third tin of bully beef for day. Told N.Z. 5 th Brigade to
embark tonight (hope that includes us).
"About 1100 hours wefourAussies sent up mountain with patrol to outposts. Recalled 1930 hours and Lieutenant Smith
informed us that as Brigade refused to place our names on
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"embarkation list we could notgo off with21stBn. We were upset
and so were they but to no avail
"The boys of "C" Company collected and gave us 4,060
drachma for use in emergency. Captain Tinesdale also gave us a
letter requesting help and told us they would try to smuggle us
down and on the ship. This they did, although we had many
anxious moments before finally boarding H.M.S. "Phoebe" an
A.A. cruiser.
"Cocoa and tucker in plenty awaited us. Crew treated us like
kings. Good old Navy and just another
evacuation!
"1st June. Arrived Alexandria 1730 hours. Although crowded
in ward room a dirty, filthy mob with full bellies for the first time
in over a fortnight the total of 1,465 troops on board and the convoy load of 4,228 were once again cheerful"
A late message to the 2/7 th Australian Battalion indicated that
there was room for them but the problems of moving troops forward
to the limited embarkation area delayed them.
Control points and the unorganised groups of troops who crowded forward on the beach when the picquets departed, prevented
most of the 7 th Battalion from embarking. The rest joined their
C.O., Colonel Walker, on the beach. For most it meant
captivity.
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Returning troops stopped briefly at Amariya camp where regrouping of units reunited late arrivals. On 30th May, Major Hipworth greeted the survivors from "A" Troop like long-lost sons of
whom he had known nothing, because of lack of communications
between Maleme and Battery H.Q. at Heraklion during the previous
ten days.
The fate of many members of 7 th Battery was to remain
unknown for many months to come.
That the Crete campaign had failed for Britain when it might
have succeeded, was apparent to all. But Hitler s decision, to divert
from his original time schedule for the Russian campaign to
conquer Crete, had cost him dearly. Although victorious German
armies swept across Russia to Leningrad and the gates of Moscow,
the onset of winter during the battle for Stalingrad began the
stalemate and final retreat which so many of 2/3 rd L.A.A. Regiment
men were to witness as P.O.W.s.
The Airborne Division in Crete suffered such heavy casualties, in
which 7 th Battery played a significant part, that it marked the
"paratroopers' swansong".(67)
When Hitler was awarding medals to paratroops who served in
Crete he is reported as saying, to General Student, "Crete has
shown that the day of the paratrooper is over. Paratroops are a
weapon of surprise and the surprise factor has been overplayed. "
The audacity of the airborne invasion, by an army relying solely
upon air power, introduced an important change in tactics; it succeeded because of the German's remarkable organisational ability
and their complete masteiy of the air.
7 th Battery returned to Khassa in Palestine by train. There the
2/2nd Australian Heavy A.A. Regiment welcomed them.
During the next few days, late arrivals from Crete marched in,
among them, Gunners Harold Dickinson, Jack Tuck, Jack James,
Ian Whitney and Eddie Birch who had come out with the last N.Z.
troops to be evacuated; others arrived later still after a period in
hospital. There were happy reunions as men checked on the
survivors amongst their mates, but there were many unanswered
queries about the fate of those who had not returned, especially
those from the "Hereward" of whom nothing was known.
The final figures for the Crete campaign told the sad stoiy of loss
for 7 th Australian L.A.A. Battery: Maleme Sector ("A" Troop) 20
(67) Kuhn pl32
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returned; 12 killed and 2 died of wounds; 1 of illness later in
hospital 41. prisoners. Heraklion Sector ("B" and "C" Troops and
B.H.Q.): 70 returned; 40 killed 66 prisoners. The total figures 55
killed, 107 P.O.W., 90 returned, are in striking contrast to those
quoted in the Official Histoiy where the cost to 7th L.A.A. Batteiy is
shown as "2 killed 2 wounded and 144 prisoners."(68)
Questions exercising the minds of those who had returned concerned the future of the Batteiy and the chance of getting leave.
Mail had piled up, and parcels provided luxuries the men's
stomachs could not at first tolerate, after the long period of simple
and often veiy meagre fare; but visiting the tents of those with the
best food parcels for supper became a popular pastime.
The postal services did a remarkable job in safely delivering so
many letters and parcels. There was much letter writing to home
folks to give what reassurance could be given within the limits
of censorship.
Leave became freely available to Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, but
some who had lost their pay books during the evacuation had to
depend on loans from mates until new pay books could be issued.
On leave in Tel Aviv, the luxuiy of a haircut and shave in a
barber s shop and a hot bath became the highpoint of indulgence
for most.
Some enterprising shopkeepers arranged for messages on
gramophone records to be forwarded home.
New issues of clothing and kit replaced the dilapidated or lost
items and soon eveiyone returned to normal camp routine,
although most experienced some difficulty in adjusting.
On Sunday, 8th June, a group on leave in Jerusalem was waiting
in the Russian Church compound to hire a taxi to return to Khassa
camp. A diaiy entry for that day continues: "Saw a number of
Palestine Police Officers who have been conscripted into the army
and are about to leave for Syria for 'diplomatic purposes'. We
learned that Britain marched into Syria at 0200 hours that
morning."
This news did not ring any bells for 7 th Batteiy at the time,
because Major Hipworth was in Egypt, presumably learning what
the Unit's future was to be; and the Unit's returned men numbered
no more than one Troop. It was only much later, when 9th L.A.A.
Batteiy arrived to spend one night at Khassa, that it was learned
that they were on their way to represent the 2/3rd L.A.A. Regiment
in Syria.
A bombing raid on Tel Aviv on the night of 12th June resulted in
new interest in checking slit trenches in the camp. That same day,
Gunner T. D. Simpson, who died from typhoid fever contracted in
Crete, was buried in Gaza War Cemetery.
(68) Long Gavin p315
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Life for the local community around the camp sites went on normally; harvesting of grain followed the same pattern and practices
as those of centuries past. Camels and donkeys trampled the heaps
of hay before the straw was tossed in the air to separate the
grain.
The camps provided a good market for straw used to fill
palliasses, which the troops found too often developed their own
colonies of the local fleas, ever-ready to migrate into blankets to
feast at night.
Each camp site also had its fringe-dwellers ready to pick-up and
whisk away any unguarded item, whether food, valuable equipment, or even weapons. Security measures were tightened and
sentries were instructed to assert their authority to the full.
Erection of tents heralded the arrival of a group of 60 reinforcements on 17th June, bringing 7 th Battery to about half-strength.
The formation of new gun crews meant that many mates were
separated as promotion opportunities required them to move to
new groups. Route marches and P.T. sessions occurred daily with
diversions, in the form of cricket matches and donkey race
meetings, helping to break the monotony.
The news, on 22nd June, that Russia and Germany were at war,
cheered everyone with the hope that this change in the balance of
power might hasten the end of the conflict.
The grapevine provided the information that 7 th Battery was to be
attached to 6th Division AI.E Up to that time, the Regiment had
seemed destined to be fragmented, always under different commands
so the prospect of serving with Australian units was welcomed.
The anticipated arrival of new guns provided some incentive to
be enthusiastic even about digging gun pits.
Evening news sessions brought together groups of eager listeners wherever there was a radio. The effect of the Crete campaign
in delaying the Germans became apparent as the importance of
Russian pressure from the East increased.
Flights of British aircraft, in groups of twelve or fifteen, on their
way northwards over the camp, further raised the men's spirits;
planes in such numbers in the past had meant only enemy
aircraft.
About this time, a warning issued to troops anticipated the distribution of communist propaganda, and required the arrest of
anyone caught This seemed strange considering the general
rejoicing that Russia had joined the fight against Germany.
German and Vichy planes operating from Syria raided the Tel
Aviv area, but expected raids on camp sites didn't eventuate. News
reports from the Russian front, Syria and Abyssinia, on 5th July,
gave cause for some optimism.
Gun crews, including reinforcements, went to Aqir aerodrome for
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experience with Bofors guns belonging to the 52nd British L.A.A.
Regiment, whose 156 Battery served with the 7th Battery in Crete.
The airfield's rmpressive array of Hurricane and Blenheim planes
was a srght anti-aircraft gunners could apprecrate.
On 9th July, sixteen more gunners marched in — some of them
from 8th and 9 th Batteries, and some returning casualties.
On 14th July, men listened on the radio to an account of the
meeting of British and Vichy officers to decide on the terms of an
armrstice to end the Syrian fighting.
On 21 st July, 7 th Battery packed up and moved to Hill 95, some
fifteen miles south of Khassa where the men proceeded to make
themselves comfortable.
The three 6' x 8" bed-boards supplied, proved popular for making
beds above ground level. Life for several days following was fully
occupied with erecting tents for the 2/1 st L.A.A. Regiment which
was due to arrive, and for the promised arrival of more of the 2/3rd
L.A.A. Regiment.
On 26th July, Colonel Rhoden arrived with R.H.Q. and was
obviously especially pleased to shake hands with the survivors from
Crete.
Late, as was expected, the 2/1st L.A.A. Regiment duly arrived
after dark The coppers of stew had been ready for hours and the
men were hungry, so a feed came first and the men were then
guided to their quarters by 7 th Battery personnel.
The anticipated reunion that night with 9 th Battery was very
short-lived; the unit moved out, after a brief over-night stay, on the
way to Beirut.
On 1 st August, 1941, the first anniversary of the formation of the
2/3rd L.A.A. Regiment, Colonel Rhoden, in a letter, marked the
occasion by complrmenting all concerned on their efforts and
record, summarising as follows:
7th Battery - Achievements: Action in Crete as static Battery.
Bofors guns. Credited with 62 planes in six weeks. Loss in
personnel, approximately 200. Present strength, with reinforcements, 230. 8th Battery - Achievements: Action in Tobrukfor 6
months. All types of captured guns. Credited with 30 planes.
Loss in personnel, approximately 50. 9th Battery - Achievements: Action in Western Desert for 3 months as mobile Bofors
unit Credited with 9 planes. Loss in personnel, 1 killed
Troops continued to receive regular practice in gun drill at Aqir
and rifle shooting at Jaffa rifle range.
Visits to the beach, where the Comforts Fund ran a hut supplying
free tea biscuits and cigarettes, provided welcome interludes to
dreary route marches - always along dusty tracks through dirty
villages in the heat of the day.
On the 11th August, while the 7 th Battery was on parade, the
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C.O. escorted two Arabs along the ranks apparently inspecting
the men.
The sergeant of one section in "B" Troop recalls that he was
standing at the end of the front rank, hoping that the whole
charade would hurry to a conclusion. The men just weren't accustomed to being inspected by local villagers. Suddenly, one of the
Arabs stopped in his track and, pointing an accusing finger at a
gunner in the front rank, jabbered away in Arabic, which being
translated indicated that this was the man he sought. A glowering
C.O., annoyed that one of his men should be so identified, strode off
with the inspecting party.
The inevitable parade before Major Hipworth followed. The
evidence was produced - one button on a piece of cloth, torn from a
soldier's shirt in the scuffle when the Arabs wrestled with the
intruders in the orchard at night. Gunner A - had made the mistake of wearing that shirt on parade, and of standing in the
front rank
Major Hipworth, realising that punishment of all who visited
vineyards or orange groves illegally was impractical, sought a basis
for a charge on more serious grounds.
"Gunner A - did you strike this man?" he asked.
"No sir," replied the gunner solemnly, "if I had hit him he would
not be here complaining." After a sharp talk and a minor sentence
of several days C.B. the case was settled. As the sergeant marched
the culprit out he caught the twinkle in the Major's eye. It was well
known that Major Hipworth had been there in W.W.I, with the
Australian Light Horse, and doubtlessly had memories of similar
minor escapades in which he had been involved. The humanity,
sense of humor, and rapport with his men had already endeared
him as "Hippy" to 7th Battery.
On 16th August, events began to move quickly, 9th Battery
trucks arrived from Syria to transport "C" Troop of 7th Battery
northward to relieve on 9th Battery guns; "B" Troop moved to the
aerodrome at Lydda leaving "A" Troop and B.H.Q. at Hill 95. About
that time, radio news questioning Japan's actions caused disquiet
amongst the troops, one prophetic entry in Sergeant Harold Dickinson's diary being, "Things look uneasy re Japan. If anything happens there I'm afraid the A.I.F. would take some holding
here."
On 5 th September, bombs were dropped on Deir Suneid about
three miles from Hill 95 encouraging troops to take more interest in
their training.
On 19 th September, word was received that Sergeant Max
Whiteside, wounded at Maleme, had died in a Greek hospital.
In the following week troops were busy erecting tents at Kilo 89.
On 25th September troops from Tobruk and the Western Desert
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poured into the new sites. The word spread that all Aussies were
mustering in Palestine. Then came the news that 8th Batteiy were
at Beit Jirja camp about a mile from Hill 95 and would arrive
on the morrow.
Great rejoicing, as the 8th came in at 0845 hours on 29th September, tired, dusty, and showing the strain of their eight months in
the desert! 7 th Battery was on parade, waiting, and gave them a
mighty cheer; but the Hill 95 men had been so busy erecting tents
on new camp sites for others that sufficient tents were not
immediately ready for their returning 8th Battery mates, to
everyone's annoyance.
At 2100 hours 9 th Batteiy arrived from Syria and once again the
2/3rd L.A.A. Regiment was together as a unit after eight long
months separation; but not for long, because 9 th Batteiy were off at
0500 hours next morning for Ismailia (on the Canal) — a mobile
anti-aircraft batteiy indeed!
Many 8 th Battery men who had been granted four days leave did
not have slouch hats as they had been living continuously in the tin
variety, so there was much borrowing from their 7 th Battery mates.
None of them wanted to go on leave wearing a brand new hat!
7 th Batteiy were told by the 8th Batteiy men that Blarney, at a
review, had said that the men who had been in the Desert, Greece
and Crete, "had seen nothing yet compared with what they would
seel"
As he had been made a full General, it seemed a full Army Corps
under his command was forming in Palestine ready for action.
News that Mr. Curtin had taken over as Prime Minister led to
speculation as to how he would handle the strikes, stop-work
meetings, the lag in recruiting, and 5 th columnists; the feeling
amongst the troops was that many of the people back home were
not pulling their weight.
Early in October, news from the Russian front was ominous with
the German army at the gates of Moscow.
On the home front, Caulfield Cup fever was occupying public
interest. The camps buzzed with sweeps and bookies' odds.
During the last week of October, a call was made for men with
any experience in skiing. The fact that snow had fallen in Syria
seemed to provide the only logical destination for such men.
Talk of a three day bivouac became the next topic of interest
especially as it was planned to tow dummy guns, constructed by the
Workshops, in an exercise also involving 2/1st Field Artilleiy.
Travelling towards the Hebron Hills, camping in olive groves and
deploying guns into strategic positions in moonlight, was particularly good experience for the reinforcements who were made to
feel an integral part of the Batteiy.
The wild countiy had many huge caves which could shelter large
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numbers of men or sheep; the local Arabs were much bolder and
more independent than those met in the villages. Shots were often
fired to discourage marauders who came too close. After the comic
opera of playing with dummy guns, rifle shots in the dark added
some reality to the exercise.
The deadly inactivity in following weeks made the men restless,
with the inevitable incidents of breaches of discipline landing men
up on charges — an experience common to all units bored with
inactivity.
On 12th November, Captain Young, the Regiment's Adjutant
transferred to the 2/2nd Heavy A.A.. Regiment, and several
sergeants were posted to the reinforcement training centre at
Nieu Serat.
Further exercises in the Hebron Hills, between Jerusalem and
Hebron, involved co-operation with 2/1st Field Regiment and an
Anti-Tank Regiment in the wild stony area which was considered to
be a possible future battle ground.
A sergeant, returned from a camouflage course, told of the
activity seen in the Arab Legion country north of Amman near Irbid,
and the Arab Legion post at El Salt in Trans Jordan. There, Indian
forces and Arab workmen were employed in constructing "dragon's
teeth" tank traps, and anti-tank pill-boxes camouflaged as rocky
outcrops in the open areas, and as mud huts, on the edges of
villages or hidden in prickly pear hedges. The possibility of a German thrust through that area towards the Dead Sea and the Sea of
Galilee was obviously taken seriously.
Knowledge of such possibilities would have made many exercises
much more meaningful for the troops.
News of the loss of H.M.A.S. "Sydney" and H.M.A.S. "Parramatta"
received on 2nd December and messages from the Western Desert
gave further cause for concern. Then, on 8th December, with news
of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and the American and Australian declaration of war the men became anxious for the welfare
of their families, and felt frustrated that they were so far away doing
virtually nothing.
News of the loss of H.M.S. "Prince of Wales" and H.M.S. "Repulse"
came as a further blow.
Lord Haw Haw struck a responsive note for the troops with his
comment on 15th December, that "The Austalian Army is like
Wirth's Circus — only the Army has more tents." Viewed from the
position of the listener, there appeared to be some truth in the
claim.
The troops were cheered on Christmas Day to learn that they
were to have a day of rest, while sergeants and officers were to do the
fatigues and work. For Christmas meals: roast beef, roast
vegetables and pudding with a bottle of beer per man for dinner;
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pork, salad of lettuce, radishes and onions, fruit salad, cakes and
cream, and a bottle of beer for tea.
Hail added to the discomfort during the day, but in Jerusalem
during the week it snowed — the first time since General Allenby
and the Light Horse entered the city after defeating the Turks in
W.W.I. The Arabs thought that a good omen for the prospect of an
early peace! The Hebron hills were certainly quite a sight blanketed
in snow.
A memorable event to mark the anniversary of the 2/3rd
Regiment's departure from Melbourne was the arrival of three
Kerrison predictors and three generators, but no guns, leading one
soldier to record: "After six months now, when we have just mucked around and feel pretty fed up with the whole game, we shall
doubtless be drwen mad with training on this most incomplete
equipment Units such as ours must be needed somewhere. The
troops want equipment action, and home."
Early in Januaiy, the formation of a 2/4th L.A.A. Regiment was
announced. Members of 7 th Batteiy had mixed feelings at the
thought of the transfers involved: Captain Baglin was transferred
on promotion to Major, Lieutenant Dyer of 9th Batteiy was promoted to Captain in 7 th Batteiy and a number of N.C.O.s were
selected for the new unit.
Training continued on antiquated French Bofors, but the men
waited impatiently to learn who else was to transfer for as one
soldier commented, "after all the 7th is the 7th"
Major Hipworth announced that twelve Bofors for the Batteiy
were "handy" with necessaiy transport, and that the 7th Batteiy
was under fourteen days operation orders. The question was
"where?"
By the 14 th January, preparations to move began in earnest. The
men were keyed up with curiosity and expectation. A sea voyage
was rumored. Cyprus?, Syria?. Malta?, Western Desert?, Suez?,
Burma?. Then the possibilities conjured up included a two thousand mile trip, or Australia!
The 16 N.C.O.s departed for the 2/4th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment on 16th Januaiy, among them Sergeants Stan Watkins, and
Frank Parkinson who were "originals", and Bob Frankling who had
been left behind in Melbourne because of sickness, but had caught
up with survivors from Crete while waiting at Amanya for transport
to Tobruk.
He had volunteered as a reinforcement, believing his "A" Troop
mates to be there. When Major Hipworth learned the facts he had
arranged for his transfer to "A" Troop. The Batteiy paraded to wish
them luck but many were saddened by the parting.
Major Hipworth announced that as from 23rd Januaiy 7th Batteiy would be on twenty-four hours notice to move, with no leave
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thereafter. The 23 rd came and went; troop movement proceeded in
all directions, but it was not until 26th January that the news broke
— 2/3rd Australian L A A Regiment's thirty-six guns were to be
mounted as A.A. defence on transports; but going where?
The 29th January, 1942 saw the advance parties from 7th and
8th Batteries leaving Hill 95. The 29th December, 1940 had
marked the Regiment's embarkation from Melbourne to arrive at
Haifa on 29th January, 1941; survivors from Crete had reached
Alexandria on 29 th May, 1941.
News on the war fronts told of Rommel's advance on Benghazi,
the Russian's battle around Smolensk and of Singapore still in
British hands.
Those who travelled by road to Egypt saw the lines of trenches
from W.W.I, near Beer Sheba. The ribbon of tarred road across the
desert, seen by moonlight, seemed much less monotonous and forbidding than by day. Near the Canal, endless prison camps, airfields crowded with hundreds of unpacked crates of aircraft, and
barrage balloons came into view. Everywhere there was evidence of
great activity.
The transit camp about five miles from Suez already accommodated 9 th Battery.
It was a dusty, dirty place with conditions even worse than those
at Amariya, but the arrival of new guns and tractors spurred the
men to work with a will in cleaning and servicing them.
"Itie" prisoners, wearing large blue diamond distinguishing
patches on the seats of their trousers, moved happily about their
fatigue duties, obviously satisfied that the life they led was preferable to the alternatives in Mussolini's army or working with the
Germans.
With the arrival of B.H.Q., the troops learned that movement to
Port Said was imminent. One diarist wrote; "All straining at the
bit Zero hour 2400 and glad we shall be able to get out of this
stinking hole. There are many ships in port Troops come and go
with great convoys of equipment Everyone hopes for home."
The trip to Port Said was a pleasant experience for the boisterous
gun crews packed on their overloaded gun tractors. Port Said was
another generally filthy spot with many tumble-down mud and lath
two-storey houses, and inhabitants as unpromising in appearance
as the dwellings and their surroundings.
The Canal and harbors were cluttered with shipping. While
Indian troops disembarked from transports, Australian troops
embarked on others nearby. Overhead, barrage balloons provided
some protection against low-flying aircraft attack
Gun crews stayed with their equipment on the wharves amongst
the mountains of supplies and equipment being unloaded for the
desert campaign.
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Not surprisingly, "scrounging" became a popular activity during
the days and, in some instances, weeks of waiting for departure.
One sergeant recorded that his gun crew supplemented their
rations with 25000 cigarettes, cases of tinned fruit, cordial and
aspros - the last-named seemingly appropriate later, when they
saw a sling slip and their loaded gun tractor met the deck
nose first.
Another sergeant recalls that a gunner was found adminng a
Speriy gyro-compass taken from a tank. As some-one's life would
depend on that, it was duly returned and the need for restraint in
"acquiring" supplementaiy rations or souvenirs was stressed. Later,
the sergeant received his mild rebuke, when he awoke during the
night to find himself surrounded by a wall of cases of tinned foodstuffs, neatly stacked by some members of the gun crew.
Siting of the guns to gain maximum field of fire, and their secure
lashing to the deck, became matters of prime concern to the gunners once guns were loaded.
Few of the ships carried adequate life-boat facilities, so additions
were provided in the form of rafts made from four gallon drums
within wooden frames. The Dutch skipper of the S.S. "Ittersum"
was asked whether these rafts would last long in the water. After
glancing at the deck cargo of three-tonner trucks loaded with
ammunition he replied, "If they are hit we will all need
wings not rafts."
Between the 2nd February, and the 1st March, 1942 the
transports departed in small groups or individually, usually with
barrage balloons floating above them. These measured thirty-six
feet in length, nine feet in diameter and could be raised to a height
of 2000 feet.
Many of the ships were only slow tramps and had to make their
way as best they could. Some made landfall in India at Bombay,
Cochin or Colombo, where they remained for as long as a fortnight
while decisions were made as to their ultimate destination because
of the changing fortunes of war. Others steamed on continually
changing course in accordance with instructions received daily.
Radio silence was observed during daylight hours, but each evening, at a specified time, ships tuned in to London for instructions.
At the sight of smoke on the horizon, skippers usually changed
course or slowed down to be as inconspicuous as possible.
Those who travelled on the "Ittersum" realised one morning,
soon after "stand-to", that the officers on the bridge were watching
the horizon intently. This was a period when a submarine stalking
its prey might be expected to strike, but the cause for concern soon
materialised in the form of two destroyers. They circled at a safe
distance with signal lamps blinking before disappearing as quickly
as they had come. Everyone breathed a sigh of relief and eagerly
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awaited the Captain's explanation: "Escorts from the aircraftcarrier "Hermes" were searching for Japanese
raiders known to
be in the area." Later it was learned t h a t the "Hermes" had been
s u n k by enemy action on 5 t h April 1942.
G u n n e r s who travelled on the "City of Hankow" were a m o n g
those who called at Cochin, s o u t h of Bombay on the west coast of
India. They had heard of the fall of Singapore on 16th February as
one diary entry stated: "Bloody awful show which needs investigation: 55,000 British Australian
and Indian prisoners.
The
usual muddling we guess. Wonder at our destination
now." Then
three days later, on 19th February, came the news of the b o m b i ng of
Darwin — the first b o m b s on Australian soil.
With the fate of the East Indies in the balance, several ships were
held at Cochin. The men had received no mail for two m o n t h s a n d
no mail was going out, so restlessness soon became apparent.
Shore leave was allowed with organised groups a t t e n d i n g the
Rajah's garden party to help relieve the tension.
Some of the troops bought monkeys a n d took them aboard as
pets, but a s the time to depart arrived it was "all monkeys
ashore".
As the "City of Hankow" resumed its journey, the A d j u t a n t a n n o u n ced t h a t the original destinatio n had been Java, b u t following its
loss the destinatio n was — Australia!
"ITTERSUM". Loaded
leaving
Suez.

"ITTERSUM".
supplies.

Life rafts with

emergency

tracks as deck

cargo
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Via Australia to New Guinea

Many of the Regiment travelled on the "Andes" which made a fast
passage to Australia, where the early arrivals in Adelaide were
granted home leave to Victoria.
As the scattered ships approached land-fall, the thoughts of all
the men were of leave, home and loved ones, and of how they would
be greeted. The welcome sight of United States reconnaissance
planes, out from Fremantle, was reassuring, but there were delays
before unloading began. One diary entry from a traveller on the
"City of Hankow" reads: "We were delighted to move into the same
wharf from which we had sailed, but if any welcome was expected there would have been sad disappointment
The wharf was
strictly guarded and everything was quiet The wharfies took
one and a half hours for lunch which 'knocked' us."
After their period of service under strict discipline, often with
meagre rations, in harsh living conditions, and great danger, the
returning servicemen experienced frustration and great difficulty
in adjusting to the civilians' attitudes to so many matters, which
seemed either of desperate national importance, or were utterly
trivial to the returning soldier.
Colonel Rhoden was at Fremantle to welcome the first 7th
Battery guns ashore there from the "City of Hankow". He went with
them to Pearce R.A.A.F. Station out of Perth, where they and the
other members of the Battery, as they arrived, were to provide antiaircraft defence. Many guns were unloaded later in Adelaide and
moved by rail to Perth.
The men were disappointed that they could not take home leave
immediately. They had to be satisfied with the message they were
able to send gratis by telegram: "Arrived safely. See you as soon
as leave is available." N.C.O.s were given a pay advance of £5 and
Gunners £3 with shore leave as compensation.
Gunner Arthur Miller remembers: "Ned Nolan and I tried to book
in at theAdelphi Hotel No luck apparently because of rank Ned
went to a nearby phone and booked rooms for 'Colonel Johnson
and his staff officer who would be arriving in town' Ned then called
to pick up the key for Colonel Johnson. We spent the night in a
lovely suite with phone calls home I think Ned forgot to pay."
Conditions at the R.A.A.F. base at Pearce seemed to the gunners
to be a home away from home. W.A.A.F.S. waiting on tables made
the men feel that army life had suddenly become easy, with food, as
one man recorded, "beyond belief."
They were amazed that their R.A.A.F. colleagues should
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complain about their food and conditions, and came to the conclusion that they were just "spoilt boys", as one soldier wrote.
The arrival by plane of General Macarthur and General Gordon
Bennett on 6th April stressed the importance of the unit's role in
defence of the R.A.A.F. base at Pearce.
By the 14th April, all the 7th L.A.A. Batteiy s guns were in position around Pearce aerodrome, and within days the Batteiy was
again at full strength.
Japanese victories to the north in Malaya, the proximity of
Sumatra and Timor, and the destruction caused at Darwin and
along the West Australian coast stressed the importance of
efficiency in anti-aircraft defence.
Serving alongside the R.A.A.F. was a new pleasant experience for
| most gun crews and co-operation with the Americans, which
i involved training in the use of the Bofors for their newly-arnved
i units, was appreciated by all.
5 Life for service-men situated in the midst of civilian coms munities inevitably results in problems when the restnctions of
I military life become veiy apparent. The friendly people of Perth,
1 however, made the troops welcome, and a number of 7th and 8th
Battery found their brides in the West.
7 th Batteiy moved from Pearce aerodrome to the Geraldton
R.A.A.F. station 300 miles north of Perth on 10th Januaiy, 1943.
American PBY5 Catalinas provided coast patrols from this area
while Avro Ansons, training pilots, operated day and night from
the airfield.
Daily routines to improve efficiency continued in anticipation of
the chance to contribute to the defeat of the enemy. That opportunity appeared much closer with orders received on 5 th June, 1943
that 7 th Batteiy should transfer 6 x 40mm Bofors at Geraldton to
152 nd L.A.A. Batteiy.
The Movement Control Order of 25th June transferred 7th L.A.A.
Batteiy from Western Australia Line of Communication Area to the
Victorian L. of C. area by rail.
The ranks of 7th L.A.A. Batteiy were thinned when officers and
N.C.O.s were posted to new anti-aircraft units, including 109th
L.A A. Regiment, 113th L.A.A. Batteiy, 116th L.A.A. Batteiy, 121st
L.A.A. Batteiy, and the 2/8th L.A.A. Batteiy (Airborne).
The remaining 2 officers and 100 other ranks departed on 2nd
July from Fremantle en-route to Melbourne, where the unit was disbanded from 9 th July to 5 th August while personnel took leave.
Departing from Melbourne on 6 th August, 7 th Batteiy arrived at
Helidon near Brisbane on 9th August and as from 24th August,
1943 was designated 2/7th Aust. L.A.A. Batteiy, 2/2nd Composite
A.A. Regiment (L.E.) under command of Lieutenant-Colonel
Dalton.
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The following day, 7 th Battery prepared the camp site for 2/8th
Aust. L.A.A. Battery (A.B.) who were welcomed on arrival by
Brigadier. Neylan.
7 th Aust. L.A.A. Battery Workshops also came under command
of 2/2 nd Comp. A.A. Regiment.
A visit by Lieutenant-Colonel Hipworth and Lieutenant-Colonel
Baglin (formally the original C.O. and 2i/c of 7th L.A.A. Batteiy) on
8th September, provided a happy reunion of 7 th and 8 th men
before 2/8th Aust. L.A.A. (A.B.) departed two days later for Buna in
New Guinea.
7th L.A.A. Battery followed on 22nd October, 1943, on the
"Taroona", after calling at Gili Gili wharf Milne Bay (where 9th
L.A.A. Battery served for an extended period), reaching Oro Bay on
26th October. There the battery took over L.A.A. defence of the Oro
Bay area from a U.S.A. unit.
7 th L.A.A. Battery met up again with 2/8 th L.A.A. Batteiy when
they moved to Buna on 28 th February, 1944, to occupy positions
along Buna Beach and at Cape Endaradere to protect convoys for
troop landings at Cape Gloucester, Arawa and New Britain.
The strength of the airforce operating in the area from Dobadura
airfield was such that the threat from mosquitoes, rat-spread scrub
typhus, and fleas was greater than that from enemy action.
On 4th May, 1944, the 7th left Buna to embark on the S.S. "Bath"
for Townsville. On disembarkation the unit moved to the Staging
Camp at Julargo, nine miles from Townsville.
On 13 th May, the unit then moved to Kaling Staging Camp. Next
move on 18 th May was to Brisbane en route to Melbourne and
home leave.
After commencing from Melbourne on 28th June, the return
journey ended at Brisbane on the 30th; then at Strathpine Camp
with 7th Division on 1 st July, 1944, to be followed by training at the
Canungra Jungle Warfare Training School from 21st August 1944.
On 2nd September, 1944 Major K. Dyer was appointed O.C. 2/7 th
L.A.A. Batteiy, Cap tarn Grrdwood 2i/c, and "C" Troop was to be
formed from 2/8th L.A.A. (A.B.) with Captain McGillivray in
charge.
At the R.A.A.F. base at Archerfield near Brisbane, the unit
specialised in the use of the Bofors as an anti-tank weapon at the
Flinders Anti-tank range, as well as engaging in practice shoots in
co-operation with the R.A.A.F. at Archerfield.
On 12 th October, 1944, the unit was attached to 1st Australian
Task Force and placed on "Notice to Move". It was anticipated the
destination was Morotai.
8th Batteiy arrived from Buna on 16th October and the units
came together at Archerfield on 25 th October, 1944. Numerous
exercises followed around the towns of Caboolture, Redcliffe,
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Caloundra, Burleigh Heads as well as sessions at Coolangatta and
Tweed Heads.
7 th Battery joined the rest of the Regiment on the 25th January,
1945 at Caboolture, where postings and discharges during the
following months scattered unit members. Following the end of the
war on the 15th August, 1945, the process of disbanding 7th
Batteiy was completed on the 3rd September, 1945.
Those who still remained in the Strathpine Camp departed for
G.D.D. Melbourne on the 30th October. Gunner John Anderson
who was in this party recorded in his diaiy: "7 th Aust L.A.A. Battery was broken up and we arrived at Yerrongapilly and thence to
Clap-ham Junction before leaving for Melbourne on the 2nd
November, 1945. Arrived at Camp Pell on 4 th November, then to
G.D.D. Watsoma and leave till 9th November. After further posting I was discharged from the2ndA.I.F. at 2.30 p.m. on 18 th April
1946."
The opportunity for a reunion of the survivors of all who had
served with 2/7 th Aust. L.A.A. Batteiy had to await the return of
prisoners-of-war.
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Recollections — P.O.W., Escape and other stories

The men of "A" Troop who were captured at Maleme were kept
busy working on and around the airfield. At first they were accommodated in the nearby villages — in churches, schools and houses.
Hariy Newstead recalls the religious paintings in a church where he
was confined, and Laurie Eager remembers having his head bandaged by Carl Koska in similar surroundings.
As the Germans made progress eastwards, prisoners were also
moved in the same direction. On 4th June, a column of prisoners
set out for the prison camp at Skines. On the way, they passed
through the ruins of the village of Canea, deliberately laid waste as
punishment for resistance to the Germans Where friendly
villagers had greeted the soldiers moving to take up their position
at the airfield a few weeks previously, instead of neat white-washed
cottages there remained only blackened wreckage — and no
villagers.
Skines, which had previously accommodated Italian P.O.W., was
in a filthy condition. Hygiene had received scant consideration, the
sanitaiy arrangements were extremely primitive even by army standards, and sickness was soon rife among the prisoners as the
weather grew warmer and flies spread disease.
An English doctor did his best to assist with vaccinations and
antiseptics available for dressing wounds.
Food, as always for the P.O.W., became a major consideration and
led to many forays beyond the camp limits, and pilfering from the
guards' stores to supplement the meagre rations.
Work parties assisted in establishing a cemetery with shrubs
transplanted from local gardens and, as Laurie Eager recalls, chain
railings made from ships wrecked in the harbor. Wooden crosses
were brought from the mainland.
Shipment of prisoners from Crete separated members of "A"
Troop. Harry Newstead left with a group of about 30 shipped by
ketch from Suda. On arrival at Piraeus, the twelve escorting paratroops lined up on the wharf where an officer presented each with a
medal he produced from a brown paper bag.
The group had to stand for two hours on display for the benefit of
the Greek population who resented this humiliating scene and
showed their sympathy for the prisoners.
Another group, after departing from the camp on 4th July,
marched all night to Suda where a convoy of Greek vessels, escorted
by the Italian navy and some aircraft, took prisoners and returning
paratroops to Greece.
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At Salonika, Army barracks provided accommodation following
the customary street parade. The Commandant appeared to
delight in making the prisoner's life as miserable as possible — as if
fleas, lice, and a starvation diet were not enough' Lengthy parades,
standing for hours in the hot sun, sapped the men's strength and
engendered bitter resentment.
Those who distributed food, especially if Ps.O.W., were watched
closely to see that equal shares were apportioned. Anyone suspected
of cheating earned the loathing of his fellows.
Bread assumed a vital role in sustaining life. It was shared with
meticulous care amongst the eleven men allotted one loaf. Various
techniques were devised for cutting the loaf, and each man had his
own method of eating his ration. For some, it was — have it all now
and taste it; others ate crumb by crumb; some waited and
postponed the pleasure until others had eaten their ration.
Movement by train to Germany added further misery all the way,
as recounted in individual stories.
The only bright spot, as on other occasions, was the Red Cross
distribution. This was often a veiy limited issue, both in variety and
quantity, but it meant virtual survival for most.
Bill Dellar recorded the details of the contents of the British and
Canadian Red Cross Parcels which were the best.
BRITISH
CANADIAN
1 tin service biscuits
1 lb butter
1 8oz tin margarine
1 lb Kim or Cowbell Powd. Milk
1 lb tin Meat & Vegetables 1 lb jam
1
Salmon
1 pkt. biscuits
1 lb condensed milk
1 12oz Bully Beef
1 3oz tin cheese
1
meat loaf
1 small bar sugar
1 5oz Salmon
1 lOoz meat loaf
1 7oz raisins
1 2oz pkt. tea
1 6oz prunes
1 V41b cocoa
1 4oz tea or coffee
1 2oz egg flakes
1 pkt. salt & pepper
1 cake chocolate
1 tin Sardines
1 cake toilet soap
1 4oz sugar
1 12ozjam
1 4oz cheese
1 Vfelb vegetables
1 cake soap
1 tin oats
1 5oz chocolate
1 small jam pudding
(Generally 14 to 16 articles). Sometimes: Bacon, tinned fruit, dried
fruit, apple pudding, creamed rice, Yorkshire pud., yeetex, marmite
cubes, mustard, salt, pepper, 50 cigarettes or8oz tobacco. 1 parcel
per man per week in theory.
Italians issued two half parcels weekly, so it became convenient
for two men to share (mucking in). Hoarding food as a prelude to
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escape was countered by frequent inspections and puncturing tins
as they were issued.
Cigarettes became the medium of exchange with items in Red
Cross parcels rating such values as - a tin of meat and vegetables
(25 cigarettes), tin of condensed milk (20 cigarettes).
The 7th Batteiy men from the Heraklion sector were captured on
29th May. After a brief time on Rhodes Island (where some realised
they really were prisoners of war) they were moved to Corinth. After
passing through the Corinth Canal, the next stop was at Bari in
Italy, remembered for the huge rats "the size of possums" that infected the coal dumps.
Via Capua, north of Naples, a train journey through Rome
brought some members of the Batteiy together at Prato al' Isarco 5
km from Bolzano, and 60 km south of the Brenner Pass.
Three months later, in November, 1941, by train the journey took
the men through Trent Verona, east to Mestre, by-passing Venice to
a camp at Gruppignano No. 57 close to the Yugoslav border. It was
here that the incident, involving refusal to have their heads shaved
in freezing temperatures, led to Sergeant R. Crawley, LanceBombardier K. Robertson and Gunners A Sutherland, G.
Schmutsch, C Bremner, R Thomson, G. Batty, J. Anderson, C.
Kaighin, W. Dellar, K. Anchen, G. Phipps, J.-George, J. Heniy and
eight others being handcuffed and forcibly shaved
Later, handcuffed in pairs for two days, they had to accompany
their partners everywhere they went. As the chronicler, Reg
Thomson, has recorded: "It was difficult sleeping
together
handcuffed but imagine at some ungodly hour if either of you
was taken short; a guard was called to escort the two of you
across the frozen ground the 70 yds. to the latrines! 107 days
were spent in jail."
The 22 culprits, as a group, went by train across northern Italy to
Genoa, thence on foot to Chiavari, until Italy capitulated in September 1943. When the Germans took over, it was train again - to
Germany (when many attempted escape), over the Brenner Pass,
through Moosburg (where many of "A" Troop spent some time),
through Lamsdorf to Ober Silesia, Stalag VI11B (later Stalag 344).
This huge camp of 22,000 brought together men from 7th Batteiy
and 8th Batteiy men captured near Tobruk
As most N.C.O.s were not required to go on work parties, gunners
who had no papers filled in details raising their rank to bombardier.
One, who thought the Germans would suspect the lack of gunners
in a unit with so many bombardiers, raised himself to sergeant and
got away with it. Placed in charge of his mates eveiyone "went
along with it".
One bombardier received a letter from home commenting on his
promotion while a P.O.W. In spite of the censorship, the comment
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passed un-noticed.
Countless individual incidents in the many types of labor
prisoners performed, reflect the good and bad in all groups. The
harsh treatment of Russian prisoners, the unwillingness of French
prisoners to accept orderliness, the kindly actions of civilians, and
even of guards on occasions, recur over and over again in remembered incidents. Even strict but fair camp commandants were
mentioned as preferable to others who were unpredictable.
The retreat before the Russian armies, when thousands of
prisoners were force-marched for weeks, led to harrowing experiences for all in the freezing conditions.
If the village had been bombed, you could expect hostility as
experienced by one man when "locals would come and spit on you
or kick you". But the same man, ill with pneumonia and on a rough
stretcher, recalls "lying at thefront of the column when an elderly
German lady came near and looked down. After going indoors
she returned and from her long black skirt dropped a large breadand-jam sandwich".
In the P.O.W. camps, many rendered sterling service in getting
the mail through, or in organising activities and entertainment
that helped maintain morale.
And when the tide finally turned, and small and large groups
found themselves free after years of captivity, many were so weak
and numb there was no great demonstration — just difficulty in
breaking with established routines and bewilderment at adjusting
to the change.
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Escapes

Bill Waller, during his period in Switzerland as a P.O.W., recorded
the events leading up to his escape from the labor camp on a large
farm growing nee and wheat in Piedmont, Italy
While they were eating their evening meal on 8 th September,
1943, the Italian officer announced that Italy had surrendered.
Amidst the jubilation, speculation centred on how long before
Allied troops arrived. The stream of German equipment along the
road seemed to indicate their retreat, but then German troops
began to move in the opposite direction. Time to move'
Gunners Waller, Nicholson, James, Young and Bombardier Tom
Russell decided to head south to meet the Allied troops. Waller
could converse in Italian by this time. They met other escapees
who, having failed to cross the heavily-guarded River Po, had turned
back, to await rescue by the Allies.
They showed a friendly Italian a map, and discussed crossing
Monte Rosa into Switzerland, but were warned it was too difficult.
Helped by the farmer, who told of German threats of punishment
for harboring prisoners, they set off north where they met a number
of old friends. They were told Italian Alpine troops planned to fight
on as guerrillas and agreed to join them — the leader, a tall Communist named Pietro. Numbers rose to 150. Too many. Time
to leave.
With guides they moved into foothills dodging patrols but Germans in armoured vehicles surrounded the area and Waller recalls:
"Tom Russell Ern Preiser and I ran diagonally up hill as Germans
opened fire. Called on to surrender, we hid in bushes to be joined
by a Tasmanian, Joe Turner. Germans returned seeking us but
gave up as rain poured down. From our hiding place we saw
them march off our captured mates Jack Nicholson, Alan Young
and Tom James. An Italian woman who saw them gave us food
Asked why she helped, she replied, 7 have son in Montenegro
(Yugoslavia). He might be hiding from Germans now. Whenlsaw
you I thought of him'.
"In the dark we moved towards the mountains stumbling into
creeks and holes. In the morning we met two men gathering
mushrooms who took us home and directed us to Oaltanche on
the border.
"Local people werefriendly. We met Alpine officers who guided
us to the Valley of Aosta We found that identifying ourselves as
English was more successful than saying we were Australian —
most had never heard of Australia
We usually slept in hay
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lofts.
"We hoped to find a guide to take us over Monte Rosa approximately 13,000 ft high which dominates north-west Italy.
Warned of the presence of Germans in a village we were
approaching, we were befriended by a family whose children
had been students in England
"There we dined well stocked up with food and made a note of
the family's Swiss address on cigarette paper put back in the
packet (Bill Waller and his wife visited them in 1966.) We climbed
Col Pieater and travelled through snow for the first time.
"In the mountains, distance is not measured in kilometres, but
in hours or days. A man named Bruns agreed to help us to cross
by a secret route which he and his father-in-law used for smuggling in peace time. It would be very difficult
"What had seemed like a dream looked like becoming a reality
and I thought of Jack Nicholson who had been captured back at
Vermonth a couple of weeks before.
"We were joined by seven Australians and two Englishmen,
Captain Fred Porter and Captain Sir Julian Hall We made ourselves puttees, scarves and gloves out of an old blanket in readiness for the climb.
"Departing at night we reached the snow line roped together in
three parties. The officers as P.O.W.s had not been required to work
whereas the Australians had been working onfarms for six months
and were in better physical condition for the trial ahead
"We reached the Monte Rosa wooden cabin and used the sticks
of wood we each carried to boil water from snow.
"At dawn the peaks of Mont Blanc and Matterhorn
alone
showed above cloud around us. Our guide said 'There are a few
people who have done this climb by daylight You are among the
very few to do it by night'.
"3,600 metres up, the party was roped togetherfor passage over
solid ice in steps cut by our guide with an ice pick.
"At 9.30 am the guide pointed back 'Italia and forward'Suizzia'
then shocked us by explaining that they could go no further as
they would be interned if they crossed the border.
"Warning of ice-bridges over crevasses they showed us through
field glasses a hut below us at the end of the glacier.
"Progress down was hazardous, as ropes were joined to lower
one at a time over ice cliffs with a twenty-foot drop into snow at
the bottom As problems with ice cliffs and snow blindness
reduced our party to despair that we would freeze to death after
our hair-raising experiences, Swiss soldiers suddenly appeared
below us roped together.
"I could scarcely believe my eyes, but set off after them with Tom
Russell Ern Preiser and Joe Turner who were roped with me.
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"The Swiss sergeant who was leading the patrol said quietly
in English 'You are from General Montgomery?'
"I was reminded of Stanley and Livingstone. They had been
watching us from their frontier post
"When we eventually arrwed there the hut turned out to be a
three-storey army barracks. Soup cubes and tea helved auench
our terrible thirst
"We arrived in Zermatt to be greeted by the whole village. A
young girl advanced and said, 'Welcome to Switzerland'.
They
were, I think, the most welcome words I had ever heard.
"Taken later to the town of Brig, we werefitted with clothing by
the Red Cross before moving to Wald in Zurich Canton. After a
quarantine period we were granted thefreedom of the village and
two miles around it
"Under international law, an escaped P.O.W. reaching a neutral country must be given all facilities to reach his own lines; but
Switzerland was surrounded by German occupied territory until
the Allies reached the French-Swiss border in September 1944.
Repatriation to Australia via Geneva Marseilles and the Middle
East followed, with happy recollections of the generous help
given by Italian people and the hospitality of the Swiss."
*

*

*

*

Harry Newstead, while working in the locomotive maintenance
shop on the outskirts of Munich, decided to escape. His story
continues:
"Outfitted in a purloined pair of mechanic's trousers plus a
civvy jacket I set off at midday intending to walk through the
country to French unoccupied territory.
"I had a pack of rations (Red Cross), a roll of malthoid, some
pieces of sawn timber, and a carpenter's saw intending to give
the impression that I was a foreign worker going to a job."
On second thoughts he decided to try to "jump" a goods train by
hiding in shrubs near a railway signal. On the third day he was
awakened by barking dogs to find himself surrounded by six
children and a railway official who escorted him to the local gaol.
Feigning an urgent need for the toilet he disposed of a compass and
map in the cistern.
Within the fortress-like building, he was questioned on his
plans.
Newstead continues, "Back at Moosburg I was sentenced to
thirty days in confinement on bread and water."
Later returned to his old job in the maintenance shop, he worked
alongside a Russian and after much effort mastered some of the
elements of the language.
*

*

*

*
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Roy East's recollections of events prior to his escape include: capture at Maleme; working in the kitchen at Skines P.O.W. Camp;
"mucking-in" (sharing) with Jack Walsh and Tom Hill; starvation
diet in Salonika; fleas; lice; parades in hot sun as punishment;
travelling by cattle truck to Belgrade; Stalag Moosburg; delousing,
fumigating, and disinfecting with a yellow solution; Red Cross
parcels (life savers); cigarettes as coinage; work — on building
projects, shovelling snow with wooden shovels; repairing tram
lines, coal-mines; recreational activities — Padre Dakers' boxing
group and the tough match against Len Rose champion welterweight of 6 th Division; rugby full-back for the Australian team.
"I escaped on 3rd June, 1944 and was on the loose for two
months. I tried to cross the Danube into Austria but it was too
wide because of heavy rain
"I was eventually caught on the border of Hungary and was
taken to a political prison in Brno in Czechoslovakia and subjected to being finger-printed photographed, and interrogated daily.
For two months, the Gestapo questioned me over and over again
as to the source of my civilian clothes, where I stayed while on the
run, and how I got into the country. Of course my answers were
always the same.
"Most of those in the gaol were civilians; political prisoners
whose future from there was generally the gas chamber.
"Eventually I returned to Stalag V111B and in December we
began marching in mobs of 1,600from Poland through Germany,
to the French border, a journey of 1,200 miles in winter, finishing
near Essen at Hagen
"Food apart from a very small issue of bread was taken from
garbage bins or farm houses. Illness took heavy toll with only
about half finishing the journey."
*

*

*

*

Tom Chadwick still vividly remembers an incident that occurred
early in 1945, following the collapse on the Russian front as
German forces withdrew in disorder and prisoners were forcemarched back towards Germany.
"We left Poland in a hurry; Russian guns could be heard quite
clearly. With thousands of others we commenced the long march
back through Czechoslovakia into Germany.
"We had marched forfive or six weeks covering about 20 km a
day, sleeping in barns when we could as it was bitterly cold In
the morning our boots were frozen solid
"Of the 200 in our party, only Jack Gummow and I belonged to
our unit Deep m the Czechoslovakian woods, snow up to our
knees, head down, arse up we trudged along.
"As a party of horsemen approached our column from the
opposite direction
we lifted our heads. Their dark brown
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uniforms showed no markings; our German guards ignored them
and they ignored the guards.
"One of them suddenly trotted out and walked his horse
alongside our column As he approached Jack Gummow and
myself in perfect English he said, 'Cheer up lads, it won't be
long now'.
"Who was he? I'm never likely to know, but we thanked him for
a little boost when our spirits were so low. He was right; we were
liberated by a tank spearhead of Patton's Third Army near
Landshut Bavaria on 29th April 1945 - a date I am not
likely to forget"
*

*

*

*

Cec Donelly, a survivor from the "Hereward", was picked up by an
Italian M.T.B. and like so many of the others spent time on Rhodes
before moving to Capuano, Bolzano, and P.G. 49 in Italy.
He gives an account of the following events: "When Italy
capitulated I was loose for 16 days, then recaptured by the S.S.
and spent the night in Turin gaol; to Germany by cattle truck,
then to Lager 741 at Gwittaw, near the Czech-old Sudetenland
border. When the war ended 18 months later, we tried to reach the
Americans at Pilsen about 500 miles away. We met the Russians
on 9th May, 1945 at Gahlene on the Czech border, and were caught
in a fight between three S.S. armies, who refused to surrender,
and the Russians. The S.S. wanted to reach the Americans
at Pilsen
"I was in Praguefor the Russian victory parade celebrations. After
five days, Ifinally reached the Americans who took us by truck to
Regensburgon 14th May; by plane to Rheims and then to
England,"
*

#

*

He

George Batty of "C" Troop gives the following account of his
experiences after the "Hereward" was bombed:
"I was picked up by an Italian cruiser some time after the
M.T.B. got a scare and took off, leaving a lot of us there in the
water. D. Fothergill and H. Fay who were with me did not
survive. To my knowledge there was only one other person picked
up by the cruiser.
"We were split up in the latter part of our P.O. W. lives. I finished
up in Poland atBreslauabout50 kmfrom Crackow and 3 kmfrom
the Austwich Concentration Camp from where we got the smell of
human flesh being incinerated.
"When the Russians started to push through Poland we moved
to a camp near Hanover in Germany. As the British Army advanced we saw as many as 1,000 bombers and 500fighters in the air
at one time. They would break up over our camp and bomb
Bremen Brunswick, Berlin and Hamburg. It was a sight
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worth seeing!
"Later, we were marched for approximately six weeks, finish\ ing near the Baltic Sea where we were liberated by one English
officer and one sergeant in a jeep! We had to make our own way
to Frankfurt where we camped outside an airfield until 42 of us
were put into a Dakota, plus a crew of 5. In England we were well
cared for by the Red Cross."
*

*

Alf Sutherland's story tells of the circumstances that left
him prisoner
"On the way to the mole (evacuation of Heraklion), Toby Maher
carried the tommy-gun I had acquired; I took the rifle and the
breech block from the Bofors; the latter, I dumped in the water off
the Mole. We sat and waited to board the destroyer." They both
boarded the "Hereward" but the friends were separated when Toby
transferred to the cruiser "Dido". Alf Sutherland remained on the
"Hereward" which was sunk a short time later. Following the order
to "abandon ship" Alf continues:
"Among the sailors' gear I found five lifejackets whichl gave to
my brother Arthur, Cyril Kaighan
Geoff Potter and Keith
Robertson, keeping one myself" (A life buoy supported six of them
before breaking up. They reached a Carley float and were
picked up.)
"Sergeant Ossie Bossence died after we were picked up and is
buried in Rhodes War Cemetery.
" 'The Hair Raid' incident at Camp 52 Udine. While on parade
we were ordered to get our towels (pieces of unbleached calico)
and have our hair cut to scalp level I stood there rolling a
cigarette (per favor of the Red Cross) when the Camp Commandant started yelling in Italian, 'You, You and sent a couple of
Carabinieri guards with those needle-bayonets on board the
short little rifles to bring me forward
I was marched to the
punishment hut My hands were handcuffed around a post
behind my back and the barber removed my wool
"Twenty more were brought in from the camp in handcuffs;
then I think the supply of handcuffs ran out
"We were to be court-martialled for disobeying an order, but
then America came into the war and there was no neutral power
to appear at the trial so it fell through. (I have the charge
sheet)
"The temperature was down to about —20°, 60% cut in rations
overnight survival on 13 ounces of food per day; walls of the hut
moving in and out like the ribcage of a broken-winded horse,
caused by the wind off the Alps; sleeping with handcuffs on for
two days. After 108 days spanning the coldest winter in ninety
years we moved to Camp 57 near Geneva"
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Various tales have been told of the fate of the said Camp Commandant — all wishfully bringing him to an unhappy end, either at
the hands of a War Trials Commission, Yugoslav partisans, or his
own people.
Among Gunner Sutherland's other claims to notoriety was his
interest in making things — buckets for washing clothes or carting
water (wooden bottoms), billies for brewing, photo frames, mouse
traps, the "Blower" — a marvellous invention for maximising the
heat generated by a minimum amount of fuel. Charges for various
items ranged from — friends, gratis, others (labor only) one tin condensed milk (Red Cross issue).
"I have yet to see in print or on film a true portrayal of this life,
the depressing atmosphere being impossibe to reproduce."
After nearly three years in captivity, Gunners Cyril Kaighin and
Alf Sutherland moved with a work party (Kommando) of 28 into
Sudetenland to assist in a factoiy making string from sisal and
hemp.
In that mountain area their thoughts turned towards escape.
Others of like mind considered plans. A tunnel ended against a
rock seam, but a hole in a three-feet-thick wall proceeded. Spoil was
distributed widely — some of it upstairs, where Alf Sutherland made
a key to gain entry.
Another key allowed entry to the office and clandestine sessions
of B.B.C. news. One gunner recalls, "It was terrific to hear Big Ben
strike the hour". Gunner Kaighin and two others caught listening
were sent back to Lamsdorf.
News of Allied landings in Normandy led to reconsideration of
escape plans but several tried. Gunner Sutherland returned to the
Kommando following capture by one of the "People's Army", after a
Czech failed to keep a rendezvous. On his second attempt, he joined
a train load of French forced-laborers returning to France. A Czech
befriended him en route and took him home. The arrival of Russian
tanks was cheered by jubilant villagers.
After riding with others on the tanks, Sutherland joined the
celebrations in Prague before entraining for the west.
"From Prague the train was frequently stopped by Russians
who removed individuals at each stop." Eventually the train
came to a halt in open country so it was 'per boot down the track'
until Yanks appeared. Then it was air travel to Rheims in France
with a view of W.W.I trench lines still visible below. Then
Eastbourne and an ever-present thought — 'Freedom must surely
be the most precious thing on this planet; guard it well'."
Dick Plant of "A" Troop H.Q. at Maleme onlyjoined the unit three
days before the departure for Crete.
After being wounded, and deciding that he would have a better
chance of being rescued from Crete eventually, instead of Greece,
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where the wounded were going, he shook hands with his mates in
the hospital and took to the hills.
Partisans cared for him and guided him to a village where his
wounds were treated using the methods common in these areas
where little qualified medical help was normally available.
Along with other Allied soldiers also sheltering in the mountains
after the evacuation, Plant joined in the constant struggle to harass
the German invader. In one such incident the guerrillas ambushed
a German patrol killing its leader "Hans" and capturing the
rest of them.
"Forty days later," a Cretan Grigoris Katsabaskis who shared the
experience writes, "one morning we found ourselves surrounded
by Germans. Then the Germans over-ran the village and we
killed one of them Some others and I went up into the mountains
- Tony, Manuel Stan, Harry, John and Dick Plant who was very
sick still
"The Germans chased us with those big cannon-type guns for
about 1 km We found a cave to hide in for four days. When the
Germans left the women of the village came and told us so we left
the cave. But Dick had to stay there he was so sick with a
high temperature.
"The women took care of him and gave him food every day."
Restored to health, Dick Plant joined up with a gunner from the
2/3 rd Field Regiment, who shared his hopes for final escape, as it
was known that secret agents had established escape routes.
Dick Plant was eventually trapped on a south coast beach, along
with a number of other soldiers who were betrayed to the Germans
when they mustered at night, waiting for the submarine which had
planned to rendezvous with them, according to the information
they had been given.
Eventually a P.O.W. in Germany, Plant made several attempts to
escape and eventually reached England in an American uniform to
return to Australia on the "Dominion Monarch" in July, 1945 at the
ripe old age of 21 years and 6 months.
The recently-made film "Flowers ofRethymnon", a documentaiy
using archive German film of the Crete campaign, centres around
the efforts at escape by Plant, and his mate who did in fact successfully rendezvous with the submarine organised by Commander
Poole, the brains behind the escape organisation, so nobly assisted
by monks and Cretan peasants.l69)
The German film included Rol Tonkin and Reg Thomson among
the prisoners in one clip.
The donor of the plot of land at Rethymnon (Retimo) which
"remains forever untitled, in sacred memory of those whose blood
stains its soil" was a boy of ten when the 2/1st and 2/11th
(69) Lmd L J
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Dick Plant returns to meet Cretan (left)
who helped save his life.

Typical Cretan

shepherds.

Sign points to "Dick Plant's Cave" where
he was nursed back to health by Cretan
villagers, 1941.

Australian Battalions came to fight for his town. The red poppy
flowers which bloom there, as another Flanders Field, are a symbol
of that sacrifice. They provide the appropriate introduction and
conclusion to the film, and serve as a reminder of the terrible price
paid by the local Cretans in death as reprisal, and in the destruction of their homes and property for aiding and sheltering
soldiers.
*

#

*

*

The scene: Alexandria June, 1941. (Related Gunner J. Anderson).
The evacuation of Crete. Reinforcements heading for 8 th Batteiy in
Tobruk; but those for Crete now left disgruntled in camp. A few of
them hit the 'turps' and staged a blue with some South Africans.
One of our big chaps beaten up a bit heads for the R.A.P. - all
bloodied. Sister, taking a look at him, "You poor man, just out of
Crete?" "No Sister, just out of Top Hat" (A cafe in Alexandria).
*

*

*

*

When "C" Troop travelled to Beirut to relieve 9 th Batteiy, one
of the guns taken over was located on a sand hill above the
airport office.
Rations came in hot boxes from Troop H.Q. per 15cwt.
delivery vehicle.
News spread of a big Free French parade to honor a V.I.P. That
evening a smart eight-seater Scion monoplane flew in and taxied
down near the gun site. The crew alighted and left for the night
The ration truck arrived on its usual route, swung around, failed
to notice the plane in time and clipped the wing-tip with the
canopy. A foot of the wing had been crushed.
Came the dawn, but no one inspected the plane until after 0830
when troops had assembled on the airfield, and with fanfare of
trumpets and motorcycle escort the V.I.P. arrived in an enormous
open-top car. The tall man presented medals while the pilots
moved to the plane inspecting wheels, prop, etc., until all hell broke
loose at sight of the crumpled wing tip.
Finally, they wheeled out an ancient Potez biplane with underslung engines. Much back-firing and smoke. The party boarded,
the plane started, and stopped. The pilot alighted, spoke to groundstaff; much gesticulating, then finally climbed in again.
Evidently General de Gaulle reached Cairo safely but 'Jacko'
could have changed the destiny of France!
Members of 7 th L.A.A. Battery and other servicemen who have
visited Crete since the war have been greatly impressed by the
warmth of the welcome extended to Australians.
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The same sentiments are expressed in the certificate of honorary
life membership awarded by the Cretan Association in Australia to
the 2/3 rd Australian Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment Association
in 1972.
The visitor finds that every village in Crete has families who
suffered as a result of the deaths of 22,000 civilians during the
German occupation.
In 1974, the West German War Memorial Association purchased
Hill 107 overlooking Maleme airfield.
The remains of 4465 German paratroopers who did not return
from Crete now lie buried in the cemetery established on the hill
top surmounted by a twenty-five feet high cross.
Among the remains gathered there, are those of Colonel Brauer
who commanded the parachute regiment that landed at Heraklion.
Later he commanded the occupation forces and was held responsible at the War Crime Trials for the mass executions of civilians by
S.S. troops during that period. He was executed on 20th May, 1947,
the anniversary of the invasion. His remains were moved to the
cemeteiy on Hill 107 in 1974.
Many of 7 th Batteiy who died, do not have known graves, but the
War Cemeteiy at Phaeleron in Athens has the graves of Sergeant
Max Whiteside and Gunner Clarne Helmore. A large memorial lists
names of other of our men on the Australian Artillery Honor
J
Roll.
On Crete, a central granite cross overlooks the British cemetery
near Suda docks, where our troops first landed. Here, the graves of
Australian, New Zealand and British troops are carefully maintained.
The inscription on the gate strikes a responsive note for
every Australian:
"AS THE SUN SETS OVER SUDA BAY
WE SHALL REMEMBER
THEM."
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Hal Dickinson and Tom Evely stand
before the graves of Sgt Max Whiteside
and Grir. Clarrie Helmore the only two
from 7 LlAA Bty. bur ied in Phaeleron
War Cemetery. Athens.

ALLIED WAR CEMETERY overlooking
Suda Bay. Crete.
(Photo M~. Takasuka 1978)

Tom Evely points to the list of names of other 7 LLAA. Bty men on the Memorial
Honor Roll Phaeleron Cemetery. Greece.
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8th Battery
"Stokes* Travelling Circus" in Libya

4
A T

Just five days after arrival in Palestine, the 8 th Battery was
paraded by Commanding Officer Lieutenant-Colonel John Rhoden
and Battery Commander Major Phillip Stokes. The gunners were
told, "You have drawn the plum! You are to move to a forward
area in Libya'. Their short brrefings ended with an exhortation to
"fire those bloody guns!" This brought excited cheers. Ignorance is
bliss. The troops may well have asked, "What bloody guns?",
because they didn't have any.
On 6 th February, 1941,8 th Battery under the command of Major
Stokes left Majdal by train for the Suez Canal, eventually crossing it
by ferry at El Kantara. The inexperienced troops were burdened
with far too heavy personal kits. Included in their loads were
numerous tins of bully beef and packets of hard biscuits to feed
themselves en route. They enjoyed their rail trip, even though the
carriages were overcrowded. Several camps of British, Indian and
African troops were passed as well as those of Italian prisoners-ofwar captured by General Wavell's Army at the beginning of the
year.
The Battery crossed the Nile, passing through mysterious looking
Cairo in darkness to stage overnight at Amariya Camp. The men
were roused at 0300 hours next morning to travel by train to the
port of Alexandria. In the railway yards, awaiting their train, they
learned of the usual Egyptian toilet arrangements of the time - on
the ground, anywhere.
Alexandria was a wartime port. Many of the buildings had been
badly knocked about by bombs. There were many destroyers,
cruisers and aircraft carriers in the harbor. The veteran battleship
"Warspite" had part of its bows blown off.
While the men were waiting on the wharf for their ship, an Arab
barber, complete with chair, apron and scissors, came along looking for business. Gunner K. O. Bell, his head covered wrth a woollen
cap, wandered out and asked to have his hair cut. The happy barber
seated him, carefully tucked the apron around him, then to the
amusement of the troops pulled off the woollen cap to drsclose the
already completely shaven head of his "customer".
After warting srx hours on the wharf, the Battery embarked on to
a small, decreprt Polish merchant ship, the "Warszwar". The ship
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was loaded with ammunition in the lower holds. The gunners were
in the middle holds and small cabins. Rather grubby and morose
Libyan soldiers were carried on deck amongst piles of scattered
stores. Cabins and holds were filthy. Mattresses in the cabins were
coated with dried blood from earlier wounded occupants. The latrines were flooded, with six inches of water and filth slopping
around. Several of the troops were prepared to rebel rather than, as
ordered, have to wade into the filth to clear the drains. Fortunately
trouble was avoided by the ship's crew taking on the unpleasant
task and clearing the blockages.
The ship headed westward through the Mediterranean. After two
days pitching and rolling on choppy seas with many of the troops
seasick, the "Warszwar" anchored about a mile off Tobruk Harbor.
No one ashore expected or wanted the ship, or its then rather miserable troops.
On the next night, 11 th Februaiy, the "Warszwar" was permitted
to enter Tobruk Harbor. Tobruk had been captured by the Australian 6th Division on 22 nd Januaiy. In the harbor were ten destroyers at anchor as well as a Monitor gunship with 15 inch guns
and a beached 1500 ton Italian ship. A further 17 ships were sunk
or aground. The Italian cruiser "San Giorgio" had been blown
apart. An aeroplane was in the water. One ship was still afire.
Histoiy was still being made in a port that had been used by the
mariners of Carthage, ancient Greece and Rome.
The gunners disembarked from the "Warszwar" by barge during
the cold night. They marched out some four miles from the eerie
deserted town, across the sandy stony desert to a valley, Wadi
Auda.
The area around Tobruk was generally arid and devoid of trees.
Running down to the coast were deep gullies, or as they were known
there, wadis. In earlier ages, these had been carved out as water
courses, then as time went on, by wind and water erosion. The only
vegetation was some stunted scrub with a few palms and prickly
pear bushes in some of the wadis. Above the wadis was mostly
harsh, waterless, stony, sandy plain or plateau.
Wadi Auda the Battery's first bivouac in Libya, was a valley about
200 yards across, with a few palm trees and a well, which had brackish water. What might have been a n attractive little oasis was
somewhat the worse for wear from the occupations by nomads and
armies over the years.
The next couple of weeks were spent agreeably by the troops
exploring their new domain. There seemed to be a touch of the
Foreign Legion about it all. They felt that at last they were on active
service. The recently defeated Italians had left in the desert vast
quantities of clothing, rifles, machine-guns and ammunition. The
gunners, having no tents or accommodation, built lean-to shanties
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from timber and Italian blankets, or dugouts for shelter.
Gunner Gordon Fellows enthusiastically commenced to make
his home in a small cave which had been lined with straw. He soon
found that it was alive with fleas and littered with h u m a n excreta
One of the gunners to his delight found a hogshead of Italian wine.
Sadly, it was only of mediocre quality.
The men collected and tried out Italian rifles and grenades. The
rifles were old; but with limitless ammunition much target practice
was carried out. The little red grenades were not veiy effective, but
were dangerous enough if handled without care. A couple of the
men suffered badly gashed legs from dropped live grenades.
As the war had passed on, it seemed at that stage that there was
no allotted task Nevertheless, the gunners found much to interest
them. Although they had no Bofors 40mm guns which were intended to be their equipment, they were given captured Italian 2 0 m m
Breda light anti-aircraft guns. These fired four ounce projectiles at
the rate of 220 per minute, fed by trays of 12 High Explosive or
Armour Piercing rounds. The guns were fitted with elementary
sights. In practice, these were soon discarded in favour of the simple
"hose-pipe" method using the bright tracers in the base of each projectile literally to "hose" up shells at enemy aircraft.
Some twenty gunners from the Batteiy were attached to the 3 8 t h
Batteiy of the British 13th Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment to gain
experience in air raids.
A few Italian and German aircraft were bombing the Harbor at
night. Surprisingly, many of the British crews had no gunpits, or
any sort of protection around their guns. It was a spectacular sight
for the new troops to be amongst the light and heavy anti-aircraft
guns sending up a deafening barrage. Searchlights would tiy and
locate the planes, sometimes with success. Thousands of red, green
and white tracers were put up by the light guns making a colorful
display. Shrapnel and debris whined down around the unprotected troops. Ships were hit by the enemy's bombers and set on fire.
The Australians acted as ammunition numbers for the British gunners who were using 40mm Bofors guns, Isotta Franschini 2 0 m m
guns and captured Bredas.
The raw beginners of 8th Batteiy were becoming seasoned
soldiers rather gently, coping with sandstorms, fleas, scorpions and
sleeping out in the open, sometimes in rain. They were also learning to beg, borrow or steal equipment, food and vehicles, to set
themselves up as an operating batteiy. The army term "scrounging" was probably an apt description of their activities at the time;
but the gunners liked to think of it as using enterprise. For a few
nights, some of the men were given the task of guarding the food
dump. At dusk, large numbers of troops from the Batteiy converged
on the dump and the friendly guards. As a result, the Batteiy dined
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exceptionally well for several days on quality tinned foods accompanied by rum and brandy.
Orders were received late in February that the Battery was to
move forward. The period of indecision and acclimatisation was
over. On 28th February the Battery equipped with its Bredas moved
out of Wadi Auda to follow the 6th Divisions tracks further
westward. Canvas covered motor trucks were provided by the Royal
Army Service Corps for the journey along the good bitumen road
which had been constructed by the Italians through the desert.
Thirty men of "F' Troop, under Lieutenant McKinnell, were
detached at Derna, a small coastal port. The remainder of the men
camped for the night in the desert beyond the town.
Next day, after leaving the other part o f ' F ' Troop and part of "E"
Troop at Barce, the remainder of the Battery, comprising Headquarters, "D" Troop and part of "E" Troop reached Benghazi late in the
afternoon. The highlights of the journey were the spectacular steep
passes leading down to, and out of, Derna and Barce. The country
around Barce was more fertile, having been developed as one of the
Italian colonisation schemes.
At Benghazi, Battery Headquarters was established in an abandoned oil depot whilst the guns of "E" and "D" Troops were set up
around the harbor. Later, some guns were stationed around
Benina aerodrome on the outskirts of the town and at Magrum
where a food dump often came under enemy air attack.
The gun crew on which Gunner Bob Campbell served had a site
on the end of a mole extending out into Benghazi Harbor. By some
means they had obtained an electric stove which, when duly
installed, provided rather luxurious cooking facilities. A visit by the
Battery Commander was followed by an order that the stove would
be picked up for use at Battery Headquarters. The stove was collected and delivered; but not before an experienced electrician had
removed a vital component and flung it into the sea.
An ownerless piano found its way to John Campbell's gunsite, so
Gunner George Roberts, an excellent pianist, had his own piano for
the only time during his army career. For men on active service,
George's musical sessions were an unexpected but welcome
pleasure.
Sergeant "Mac" McGillivray recalls some of the events of the
time: Our main duty was to provide anti-aircraft protection for
the excellent harbor and port facilities in case the Allies needed
them to use as a jumping off place for future attacks, either
westward by land or northwards across the Mediterranean
Be
that as it may, the well known outcome was that the Australian
6th Division was suddenly withdrawn to go to Greece. It was
replaced by the (at that time) inexperienced 9th Division,
"Incidentally, I remember the 'we was robbed' feeling of
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extreme disappointment felt by all personnel at Benghazi when
we learned that lucky 7th Battery, and not the 8th had really
'drawn the plum, and were going to beautiful Greece or Crete
while we rotted in Libya! Not that Benghazi itself was bad It
was quite a handsome town. There were actually some trees,
mostly palms. Strangely enough it did not seem to have been
much damaged by either the retreating Axis troops before they
left or by the occupying Allied troops.
"There was evidence that some of the officials of the Italian
administration had cleared off in a hurry, as shown for instance
by clothes left in wardrobes and part-eaten meals left on dining
tables in the luxurious staff living quarters of the Customs House.
There were also hundreds of bottles of a sort of Vichy water which
we not only habitually drank, but which we used for cleaning
teeth and shaving. The local town water was described by
Sergeant Len Morgan as, 'Ess aitch i tee house.
"Benghazi must have been an important Italian administrative centre going by thefine large white concrete buildings. In the
middle of one smallish but attractive Town Square was a high
stone or concrete column with Romulus and Remus on top,
together with the she-wolf which was supposed to have suckled
them There was another more elaborate Piazza near what was
probably the Benghazi Town Hall
"The harbor with its huge stone breakwaters was really
beautiful with no visible wrecks as in Tobruk Harbor, although
one sunken Italian freighter yielded hundreds of tins of salty
anchovies and some more cases of Vichy water to anyone game
enough to divefor them Afew of the shops were still operating as
many of the inhabitants did not leave the town when it came
under the control of our people. Proprietors of eating places in
particular vigorously professed undying affection for the Aussies,
and of course, hatred for the Germans."
A Breda gun was mounted on the flat roof of the Battery Headquarter's storeroom. Access to this gun was by means of a ladder
leaning against an outside wall. It was manned by the first five
"odds and sods" of Battery Headquarters to scale the ladder whenever there was an alert. There were many "stand to" alarms. The
gun went into action on several occasions. The crews claimed possible hits a couple of times. Gunner Maurie Prideaux was in the seat
on the frrst occasion on which this gun was "fired in anger" in one
of the first air raids on Benghazi.
"D" and "E" Troops were also set up on what seemed to be suitable sites. "Mac" McGillivray selected one such position. He said
later "One of the huge white buildings, the Customs House, by
the harbor seemed to be an ideal spotforagun position on top of
the tennis court sized flat concrete roof, surrounded by a parapet
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about a metre high. One little problem was that the gun just
wouldn'tfit up the stairway to the roof, so we borrowed ropes from
the Royal Navy and hauled the Breda up bit by bit on the outside
of the building.
After re-assembling and sandbagging it neatly into a corner of
the roof we were wiping the dirt from our hands when a large
plane appeared flying sedately in our direction.
Somebody
yelled 'that's a bloody Dornier, look at the markings!'
Sure
enough it had the German crosses on it In a flash, Gunner Frank
Nicholson was in the gun seat laying for elevation, firing pedal
down while someone was shoving trays of 20mm shells into the
appropriate slot at the side of the gun. I was hosepiping the pretty
tracer projectiles at the target with duck shooting expertise. To
our astonished gratification, smoke began to pour from the Dornier. It plummeted into the Mediterranean
The poor German
pilot probably didn't know that Benghazi had changed hands
lately, otherwise I don't suppose he would have been poking
along at about 1000feet height at 100 m.p.h. — a target that even
we could hardly miss. Anyway, we hadfired ourfirst angry shots
with great success. Battery Commander Major Phil Stokes was
overjoyed. He insisted that we had 'downed' thefirst plane by an
Australian Anti-aircraft
Battery."
As well as being the first plane "downed" as described, it was probably the first plane to fall victim of the rough and ready hosepiping
method referred to by Mac.
This method mentioned earlier was achieved by disconnecting
sufficient of the gun laying mechanism (the sighting apparatus) to
allow the gun to swivel 360 degrees on its mounting. This enabled
the Number 1 (the man in charge of the gun) to direct the attack by
following the flight of the tracer shells (each of which had a burning
colored glow in the base of the climbing projectile), and getting well
ahead of the target by swinging the gun around by the elevation
layer s seat. It was another instance of Australian initiative. Mac's
reference to duck shooting expertise was apt, as the Number 1 had
to be skilful in controlling his "hosing" and allowing for lead and
the slightly curved trajectoiy of the hi-velocity projectiles.
As histoiy reveals, 8 th Battery must have had quite a few potential duck shooters in its ranks.
At about this time, the Battery was unofficially named. Its
unusual arrival in Tobruk, its move forward in a variety of trucks, its
weird equipment of scrounged Italian Breda and Isotta Franschini
guns, and the fact that some of the men were by that time wearing
quite a few items of Italian clothing made them a little odd and
prompted some humorist in the Battery to inscribe on an appropriate wall: —"We picked the plum - Bulshl Stokes'
Travelling
Qircus. Opening Tonight
Prizes for AIL"
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Unexpectedly this piece of ridicule seemed to please Major
Stokes who thought it good publicity and was heard to remark,
"Well every circus needs a clown".
The Batteiy started to gain its spurs with some convincing action
in Benghazi, Barce and Derna followed by a useful role in protecting
traffic on the road back to Tobruk in the famous "Handicap" and,
from then on, by its magnificent performance during the historic
Siege of Tobruk Thus the name, "Stokes' Travelling Circus" bestowed on the Batteiy in ridicule became an honorable title. The
Unit marking - STC (in a triangle) often with a silhouette of a dancing girl on horseback was painted on the Battery's vehicles. Every
member who took part in the Siege eventually looked back with
some pride on the fact that he was a performer in the "Circus".
Sergeant Geoff Watson adds to Mac's description of Benghazi:
"There was also a large cathedral with a twin-domed roof. Its
main feature was a marble-lined interior in which the various
colored pieces of marble were arranged to form a diamond pattern. It was undamaged exceptfor one relatively small bomb hole
in the roof.
"A surprising number of shops were still operating. Many of
them were conducted by a range of nationalities, such as
Chinese, Jews, Arabs and some by Italians who had chosen to
stay when the 6th Division went through
"As well as eating places, there were quite a few retail food
shops operating. I still shudder to think about the choice cuts of
meat (camel probably) hanging outside the butchers' shops and
absolutely black with flies. No wonder dysentery was so rife in
the area
"At least one barbershop was in business. Although there were
two chairs, there was only one set of equipment This was no
problem as one barber trimmed the bottom half of his victim's
hair while the other expert dealt with the top half of his customer.
They then swapped tools and finished the job by doing the
reverse half. This shop also offered shampoos and showers, both
of which were welcomed by men who had no such facilities on
site. The service was rough; but the price was very cheap.
"It is interesting to speculate on the shopkeepers' welfare when
the Germans recaptured the town and later again when General
Montgomery's push forward re-took it They were smooth
operators; but would have had a busy time keeping track of
whose friends they really were.
"Many of our men had large amounts of Italian lira which
they picked up in an abandoned Italian pay office. Several
shops were accepting some of itfrom those who hadn't thrown it
away or lit their pipes with it Perhaps those locals knew before
the Allied troops did that we would be retreating from the town
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before long."
Battery Headquarters quickly made themselves comfortable in
the large store room. Rations were reasonable and they even had
fresh fish. Gunner Bill Tom had noticed fish swimming between
some buildings along the sea front. He and Bob Campbell dropped
a grenade among the fish, the explosion bringing many stunned
fish to the surface. Bill, with his usual enthusiasm whipped off his
clothes and plunged into the water. With a wail of despair he
realised that his valuable, but not waterproof watch was still on his
wrist. The fish made good eating; but sadly the watch never
worked again.
Early in March, there came into existence the "Bush Antiaircraft". The Batteiy was given the job of setting up and getting
into action an improvised heavy gun site adjacent to Benghazi.
The available equipment consisted of two captured 75mm
Italian heavy anti-aircraft guns, plus the relevant predictor equipment which, at first, lacked the necessary generator. A detachment
of men from Battery Headquarters and any available Troop member
was formed to man the site, under the command of Lieutenant
Lin. Davis.
There was hard work at first manhandling the four-ton guns
into position, collecting oil drums, cutting the tops out of them, filling them with sand and forming a parapet to protect the
crews.
The site was made operative fairly smartly. A generator was
scrounged. Crews consisted of 9 or 10 men per gun, 9 on the predictor, 4 on the range finder and 2 on the direction finder (which in
Italian parlance was called a "Goniometro"). Readings from the
various instruments were passed on to the predictor crew by
telephone. These readings were processed by manually turning
little handles on the predictor at a constant speed, which had to be
judged by keeping an eye on an inbuilt stopwatch. When all the
operators called "On" the predicted figures were telephoned to the
gun layers. When they were "on target" the Sergeant called
"Fire"!
All this was confusing enough, but the roar of the guns firing just
about deafened everyone engaged in the action. From then on difficulty was experienced in hearing the chatter, let alone deciphering
it. Still, the guns went into action a few times. Goodness knows
where the shells went; but at least the activity was a warning to any
roving German pilot that there were heavy anti-aircraft guns in the
area. Later a third gun was added, which increased the noise and
the confusion. The scrounged ammunition all had to be checked to
make sure it fitted the breeches of the guns. Many of the rounds
proved to be faulty. This was said to be due to sabotage in the
Italian munition works.
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The detachment suffered from onslaughts by mosquitoes, sand
flies, fleas and mice. Scorpions and centipedes also caused
concern.
Several men from Battery Headquarters including Geoff Watson
and Bluey Palmer were detailed to join a group which had been
ordered to proceed further forward along the road through
Gemines and Magrum to Ajedabya to pick up anti-aircraft and field
guns, and to strip parts from other guns to provide a supply of spare
parts. The field guns were intended for use in setting up a harbor
defence. This plan was abandoned a few days later. It seemed
wilful waste then that so many good guns had been wrecked to
obtain the necessary spares. (As it turned out, the group had done a
good job putting them out of action before General Rommel's push
described later).
The road to Ajedabya was lined with abandoned Italian equipment, with a huge dump where the salvage was carried out. It
seemed that the further the fleeing Italians went, the more equipment they abandoned. There were several wrecked planes beside
the road with nearby graves. The road was regularly machine
gunned by Italian planes so the salvage party scattered several
times to get away from the trucks.
As the work party eventually returned to Benghazi from the
furthermost western point to which the Battery had travelled, they
felt a little homesick as they passed Australian eucalypts and
wattles lining the roads.
Towards the end of March, life had settled down to a fairly easy
routine. There was little air activity. The main enemies were dysentery and sandfly fever.
Everybody, cooks, batmen and drivers included, became part of a
gun crew somewhere in the area
Sergeant Cavanagh and his crew were swamped one night in a
fierce storm. Their gun, sited right out on a mole in the harbor was
hit by the worst of the storm. The gun emplacement was wrecked.
Their "kitchen" was washed away, together with part of their equipment. The casualty report recorded that Gunner Frank Maudsley
suffered a "bash on the nose".
One of the British drivers, Sam Brown, who was attached from
the Royal Army Service Corps, sported a large Italian diesel truck.
He "unofficially" managed to get hrs truck into a convoy of similar
trucks which were moving the luxury items of a food dump and
drove happily out with his load of the spoils. Much of this haul had
to be left behind when the retreat started; but what could be taken
proved to be invaluable during the hectic days of the later
"Benghazi Handicap".
Gunner Frank Washbourne recalls how a couple of locals were
spotted tiying to remove the explosive out of a couple of large shells.
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They were twisting and bashing the shells which had percussion
caps in them. In spite of frantic warning yells from the watching
gunners, they persisted with their efforts. The shells exploded. The
scroungers were blown to pieces.
The various activities led Major Stokes to claim at one stage that
his relatively few personnel were manning 27 guns, namely several
Coastal Defence guns, three or four 75 mm heavy anti-aircraft guns
as well as many 20mm light anti-aircraft guns, including some supplied with the scarce armor-piercing ammunition and sited for
possible anti-tank and even anti-submarihe defence This all
added up to good thinking, because at that time of the change over
from the 6th Division to the 9th Division, Benghazi's defence may
well have needed all the help it could get. However, despite all these
initiatives, not many angry shots were fired there.
For the men of "F" Troop who had been dropped off at Derna, an
attractive little oasis and port, life had been comfortable enough for
a few weeks. The gunners there took over 20mm Breda guns from
British detachments. Most of the gun crews found good shelter or
accommodation in nearby deserted houses or port buildings. The
crews settled down to operating as small units of 5 or 6 men under
the command of sergeants or bombardiers. Whilst their task was to
give air defence to the port, they were incidentally building up
esprit-de-corps within their crews, and generally learning to cook
for and to look after themselves. Some of the crews had good types
of Italian prisoners-of-war attending to their domestic chores. The
gunners looked after the prisoners well, often giving them rations
to take back to their camp to supplement their own rations.
Working parties of Italian prisoners at the port, obviously glad to
be out of the war, could be seen at their "smoke-ohs" in groups, singing in chorus from their Italian operas.
The gunners still had little battle experience with anti-aircraft
guns or with aircraft identification. They were instructed to fire at
any plane crossing the harbor, it being a forbidden area for Allied
aircraft. A few planes passed at various times, one desultorily dropping bombs. The gunners had a little practice at long range
without much effect.
Early in March, a bomber passed by the harbor. Bombardier Phil
Roberts' crew rushed up to the Breda gun on their roof-top site and
fired 156 20mm rounds at it. The nearby British Heavy Antiaircraft had identified it as a friendly British Vickers Wellington (a
twin engined bomber), so had not fired. The Navy's port commander said it was a captured plane which had been laying mines outside the harbor, abused the British gunners on their "masterly
inactivity" and praised Roberts' crew for driving the enemy off! The
8th Battery gunners soon improved with their aircraft identification of enemy from allied aircraft, but still fired warning shots at
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British Wellingtons or Lysanders (single engine observation plane
and light bombers) which approached the harbor.
The Navy's Commander Duff at Derna was a colorful character of
some 17 stone in weight with a long fair beard. On the last day of
March, the air sentiy reported a sail at sea. It was in fact a submarine with a sail attached to the periscope gear. The submarine
had surfaced to get fresh air. Duff put to sea in his 40 foot boat the
"Eskimo Nell", armed with a six pound anti-tank gun to attack the
submarine. It discreetly submerged before the Commander got
within range. Returning from this frustrated encounter he found 3
Greeks and 3 British Sergeants fishing in his rowing boat. He fired
warning shots across the bow, pulled alongside, threw the Greeks
overboard to swim ashore and arrested the Sergeants for taking
his boat.
The same Commander on the next night thought he saw the
lights of shipping at sea. He instructed the British Heavy Antiaircraft guns to fire at them and prepared to go to sea again. After
many high explosive shells whined past Roberts' gun position on
the mole, it was found that the lights were merely two shorting electrical wires along the wharf.
Duff, a great adventurer, later commanded a flotilla which ran
supplies to besieged Tobruk in two-masted wooden schooners of
about 200 tons and in sundry small ships manned by Greeks, Jews,
survivors of sunken ships and spare British and Australian
sailors.
The troops at Derna spent their occasional few hours of leave
wandering around the small bazaar, bargaining for tapestries and
tinned foods which had been looted by the Libyans from dispossessed Italians. No great troubles were encountered by the
occupying troops with the local population, although telephone
lines to the guns were frequently cut at night and warnings had
been received that enemy agents would be operating.
After a week or so, the gunners would not bother keeping sentries
awake all night on the guns, but posted a guard who at about 2200
hours each night would fire a few rifle shots up into the sky, shouting threats at anyone who might be around. After this noisy act, the
guard would settle down cosily into a blanket to sleep beside the
anti-aircraft gun for the remainder of the night.
At this time, the Germans were preparing for the invasion of
Greece. Several Greek fishermen and their families with foresight
and who were afraid of the Germans, had sailed across the
Mediterranean to Derna. Roberts' gun crew on the mole gave them
what food could be spared to enable them to sail along the coast to
Egypt. The grateful Greeks gave the Australians large sea sponges
which were all they had for gifts.
A few gun crews had been left at Barce to protect the aerodrome
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and the few allied plane s which landed there. The s u r r o u n d i n g
country was attractive with trees, grazing a n i m a l s a n d white concrete farmhouses. The gunners' only action there was to fire warning shots at British Vickers Wellington bombers which failed to
identify themselves with correct signals.
Some of these gun crews u n d e r Lieutenant Wilbur Reed a n d
Sergeant J o h n Hepworth moved back to El Adem aerodrome, a b o ut
25 kilometres inland a n d s o u t h from Tobruk. The Royal Air Force
which was operating Wellingtons from the 'drome welcomed the
g u n n e r s a s they had been suffering from occasional enemy air
raids.
Indian troops took over ground defence duties of the area. J a c k
Whitley had been telling the g u n n e r s what good soldiers these men
were, how they carried a knife a s s h a r p a s a razor, how they could
creep up behind a m a n u n s e e n a n d with one slice of the knife could
cut the neck so cleanly t h a t the victim's head stayed in place until
he coughed, when it would fall off! It so h a p p e n e d shortly a f t e r t h a t
a beam of light was showing from a n improperly blacked out building a n d "Whit" told J i m Dennis to go across to warn the occupants.
Some time later, J i m returned looking s h a k e n a n d told how a s he
was on his way to the building, he didn't see or hear anything, b u t
h a n d s came over each shoulder feeling for his collar badges. J i m
was hauled off to the Indians' guard room where, because he was
carrying a British .303 rifle a n d the Officers of the 18th Indian
Cavalry Regiment could speak English, he was able to establish his
identity a n d was freed. "Whit" asked J i m to shake his head. When
Jim obliged, his head didn't fall off! Thereafter, the Indian soldiers
were held in great respect.
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The Benghazi Handicap

The pleasant times at the Libyan ports were drawing to a
dramatic close. To understand the imminent withdrawal to Tobruk,
a full scale retreat better known as the "Benghazi Handicap", it
becomes necessary to briefly recapitulate some of the events leading to it.
Early in 1941, the whole of Cyrenaica was apparently firmly in
British hands. The Italians had been defeated, losing many
thousands of troops who had become prisoners-of-war, and practically all their arms and equipment. The study of intelligence
reports led to the reasoned and reasonable assessment that the
Italians in Cyrenaica could be disregarded and that the Germans
were not likely to accept the risk of sending large bodies of armored
troops to Africa, because of the unreliability of the Italian Navy. It
seemed therefore, that a holding operation in Cyrenaica was all
that would be necessary.
Following this assessment, the well-trained and battle-hardened
troops of the Australian 6 th Division together with the best of the
available equipment were, in the main, sent to the war theatre
in Greece.
The relatively raw troops of the 9 th Australian Division were sent
to various parts of Cyrenaica in many instances for further training, together with a proportron of more experienced units. No unit
at that time had received its full complement of arms and equipment. The Australian part of this "holding" army was placed under
the command of General Leslie Morshead.
There were great shortages in tanks, armored cars, armored personnel carriers, anti-tank weapons and transport; all vital items at
the front beyond Benghazi where patrolling the inland desert
would be most important.
Many units had Italian tanks as a large proportion of their equipment. Their engines were notoriously inefficient and hopelessly
unreliable. The 20mm Breda light anti-aircraft guns which the 8th
Battery had collected, although useful enough as anti-aircraft
weapons, could not be compared with the 40 mm Bofors guns with
which the gunners had expected to be equipped.
Powerful bodies of heavily-armed enemy troops began to appear
"out of the blue" and there were persistent reports of elusive
armored patrols probing along the old inland desert tracks;
obviously a warning that there could be outflanking operations in
the near future.
News arrived that the German Africa Korps had been shipped
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across to Tripoli. The armored units of the Korps were advancing at
speed. They were led by General Erwin Rommel, who had 300 tanks
at his disposal. The British had only a few. General Rommel also
had 88mm high velocity anti-aircraft guns and the new 50mm antitank guns. He had more aircraft than the Allies could muster in the
whole of the Middle East. The morale of the Africa Korps was high,
for at the time German armored forces had been unchecked on land
at any place where they had attacked.
It has been argued that, had the expeditionary force not been
sent to Greece, Cyrenaica might have been held and that General
Wavell might have gone to Tripoli and swept the Italians and Germans right out of Africa two years before the Allies eventually did.
This theory was open to question as the British were undoubtedly
over-extended for the men and equipment that were available.
However, the hard fact was that after numerous skirmishes and
small scale battles, the British were retreating.
Geoff Watson recalls events at Benghazi: "At 2100 hours on 1st
April we received orders at the Heavy Anti-aircraft site to be ready
to move in an hour. We packed by candlelight and waited*
"Next morning we were stdl waiting and like condemned men,
ate a hearty breakfast cleaning up some of the good food that we
would be unable to take with us. Our tents were down and we sat
around wondering what the day would bring. Even then we
could hardly believe that we would really pull out as I don't suppose that we had given any thought to such a possibility.
"During the day there was one air raid in our vicinity. Wefired
a few shots, the last by our Benghazi 'Bush Ack Ack'."
Then, at 0830 hours on 3rd April the order finally came to
evacuate the site. The heavy anti-aircraft guns were destroyed. Mac
McGillivray tells that stoiy: "I was given the responsibility for
spiking the guns and destroying the predictors, range finders
and generators, to prevent them all falling back into the hands of
the enemy. It was all Italian equipment of course and probably
worth hundreds of thousands of pounds. The predictors and
other equipment were smashed with sledge hammers. The guns
were destroyed by banging a projectile into the muzzle of the long
barrel and then firing a live shell in the breech by means of a long
- very long — wire attached to the firing lever. With a true sense
of theatre, it was decided not to blow up each gun separately, but
all together. One gunner remarked when ruefully surveying the
wreckage, 'Jesus Mac, I'm glad we got all the stuff for nothing.'
Maurie Prideaux and Bill Tom were among the wreckers. The
guns were equipped with beautiful magnifying sights. Maurie
Prideaux toted one of the sights, which was quite heavy, right
through the Siege ofTobruk and back to Australia The monstrous
kit bag which Bill Tom somehow struggled with back to Australia
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could well have held one of the other sights."
Geoff Watson continues the story: "The gun crews loaded their
Breda guns on to trucks and assembled at Battery Headquarters.
By this time all other units in Benghazi were destroying everything which might have been of use to the advancing Germans.
There were fires and explosions all around us. The final word to
leave the town and move back towards Barce came at 1900
hours. So we joined the retreat which became known as 'The
Benghazi Handicap'.
"Doubtless, many people will have read of the retreat with
details of the turmoil that prevailed along the roadL Troops
caught up in the events were heard to use descriptions such as 'a
scramble, 'chaos' or a 'rout'. In retrospect perhaps it could go
down in history as a fairly successful manoeuvre. Moving a division plus ancillary units is a mighty job in ordinary conditions, in
reasonable terrain and with adequate transport
"9th Division was faced with an urgent retreat over difficult
desert roads and tracks. Transport was inadequate and many of
the vehicles were in poor condition after long spells in the frequent desert dust storms. Shortage of vehicles meant that the
trucks had to move men, drop them along the route and return for
another load Thus the roads were cluttered by convoys moving
both ways. Frequent breakdowns of trucks added to the
confusion.
"Intelligence
reports available to Divisional
Headquarters
were scanty. Our men were faced with a well organized and better equipped force led by General Rommel one of the enemy's best
Generals. The counter-attack was well planned When it came, it
was rapid and savage. As it turned out to get so many men back
to the Tobruk perimeter was no mean
achievement
"To describe the 8th Battery's experiences in the retreat is difficult
Our trucks were often separated and detachments from
Magrum Barce and Derna had to join us en route. Each truckload of men met with its own particular problems. As we moved
out of Benghazi the sky was lit with flames from burning petrol
and ammunition dumps. Much of the Italian equipment which
the Army had inherited was going up in smoke. The road out of
town was cluttered with fleeing local residents. A few shots were
fired from rooftops - by residents who had quickly forgotten that
they had professed to be our friends'.
"We stopped for the night about 40 miles out of Benghazi set
up ourBredagun and bedded down beside it AtOlOO hours next
morning we were roused from our sandy beds and told to be
ready to move out towards Barce. We moved off at about 0630
hours not knowing quite where we were heading. The neat little
white houses we had admired on the way up were now daubed
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with mud to camouflage them At one spot we noticed several
British Lysander planes warming up on a small 'drome to go out
on reconnaissance. I was detailed during a waiting period along
the road to guard a small petrol dump. After knocking back a
number of worried truck drivers whose fuel was running short I
was ordered to climb back on our truck and to leave the petrol for
anyone who wanted it
"We had started from Benghazi in a large Italian diesel truck.
Somewhere nearBarce this truck broke down and as was common
practice in the retreat it was pushed over an embankment and
abandoned Our group then transferred to another truck driven by
Steve Newton of the Royal Army Service Corps. This increased his
load to 15 men and all their gear, making it crowded to say the
least Several moves were made during the next two days, one of
them being to the campsite of the previous night
"The names of dAnunzio and Tecnis come to mind as overnight
stopping places. Our stop at theformer site was outside an Italian
convent or monastery. It was strange to hear the bell calling the
inmates to prayer in a house of peace while military personnel
were preparing for, or trying to dodge combat right outside.
"At one of these stops we received mail from home. We wondered at the efficiency of the Postal Section finding us when we
didn't know quite where we were ourselves. This mail was distributed to other detachments of the Battery as we joined them
over the next few days.
"During these days our Troops were at different times given the
job of setting up the guns on the Tocra and Barce Passes to protect
the motor convoys passing up and down the road
"Any chance we had to rest during the retreat involved having
a nap on the ground By the time we struggled out of our blankets
(sometimes in the middle of the night), we were usually partly
buried in sand blown over us by the desert winds. Some of us
soon got to be fed up with having blankets full of sand I had an
Italian groundsheet complete with buttons around the edges. By
folding the blankets suitably it was possible to button the
groundsheet around them making a rough and ready sleeping
bag. On rising, it was only necessary to shake off the sand roll it
up and to secure the roll with a couple of straps (also Italian). We
seemed to have far more Italian gear than Australian at the time
Packing up only took a few minutes as we slept fully clothed
Desert nights were cold but the 'bag' was cosy.
"By this time the 'Handicap' was really on We took off during
the night of 6th April travelling back past the Derna turnojf.
Later, when we were half stunned from the continual bumping
about we heard Sergeant-MajorTed Light arguing with someone
outside the truck The someone was supposedly a British Military
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Policeman trying to direct Ted into Derna Ted was adamant that
he was going to stick to his original instructions to keep going flat
out to Tobruk so we kept going. Later it was said that the
Military Policeman was a German dressed in captured British
uniform As it turned out anyone who followed his directions
finished up being captured in Derna In the confusion of that
night two British Generals, Lieutenant-General
Sir Phillip
Neame and Lieutenant-General
Richard O'Connor ran into a
German ambush near the Derna-Mechili crossroads and were
captured Anyway, it was Ted Light who kept us from going 'into
the bag'.
"We bumped across the desert in the darkness for hours. Driver
Steve Newton, either by intuition or under orders frequently left
the road and pioneered a new track through any obstacles such
as ditches and wadis. Steve drove continuously right through
the night In the morning, we were still ahead of the German
flanking attack which had cut across inland from
Benghazi
heading towards Tobruk We halted in the El Gazala-Acroma
area to draw breath German scout cars were seen prowling the
area British artillery was engaging the enemy.
"While we were waiting to join up with our other detachments,
the Allied forces were having trouble with transport due to so
many breakdowns with trucks in the harsh conditions. Gunner
Dave Bell worked tirelessly shuttling back and forth along the
road ferrying stranded troops back to safety. Quite a few troops
who reached Tobruk owed their safety to Dave Bell By then the
road was under spasmodic attack. Dave's efforts brought a
special commendation from 9th Division Headquarters.
"We were by this time near enough to Tobruk to watch
numerous air raids on the Harbor. Dog fights
between
Messerschmitts and Hurricanes were occurring above us. One
Me 110 with its machine guns and cannon blazing headed
straight for us. Just as we reckoned the hardships we had suffered in the 'Handicap' were to be of no avail the plane veered off
slightly and crashed right beside our truck After our nerves had
steadied we realised that Sergeant Frank Le Sueur's gun crew
had shot it down. The German pilot and gunner were killed
instantly. The sight of the two young fair-headed Germans, mere
boys, dead brought sober realisation of the stupidity and reality
of war.
"Duststorms raged intermittently during our stay in this area
Visibility was sometimes reduced to only a few feet From then
on, we often endured such duststorms, along with shade temperatures up to 120 degrees Fahrenheit
"The 9th Division had decided to make a stand inside the
Tobruk perimeter. 8th Battery had by this time been brought
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together again with the exception of Lieutenant Chester Guest's
Troop which it transpired had been captured during the retreat
(That story follows later.)
"On the 11 th April I had my first wash since leaving Benghazi
on the3rd April A couple of weeks later, Steve Newton s truck, the
faithful chariot which had hung together over the worst the
desert tracks could offer to get us back to Tobruk, was hit during
an air raid, set alight and badly damaged."
On the morning of 7th April, Lieutenant Chester Guest's "E"
Troop was in dire trouble during the "Handicap". Sergeant Keith
Butler pieced together the events from recollections by Gunners
Alex. Barnett, Darce and Mick Edwards and Jack Confait:—
"For the purpose of providing anti-aircraft protection for the
convoys the 20-mm Breda of each gun crew was mounted on a
tripod bolted on to the tray body of an Italian Fiat diesel quite
open and with no protection at all for the gunners. What with
ammunition, rations, water, their own gear and crew, there was
little room for comfort The drivers were Scots, seconded to the
Battery from the Royal Army Service Corps. Their convoy camped
the first night (5th April), overlooking
the Barce-Tocra Pass.
Gunner Jack Confait remembers the occasion by remarking that
he cannot recall any soldier previously jockeying for guard duty,
but many volunteered that night as the sentries were issued with
binoculars. The Germans manning their positions were quite discernible as they in turn studied our positions.
"At this point our Battery split the majority under Lieutenant
Dick Harry continuing on towards Tobruk while 'E' Troop under
Lieutenant Guest was attached to Headquarters Company of the
2/15th Infantry Battalion to be part of the rearguard after giving
protection
to the demolition
crews . This prospect was not
received with unalloyed joy by the gunners who were of the opinion that'hiking full bore' towards Tobruk without delay would
have been preferable, but nevertheless they cheerfully accepted
the situation
Barbara is Reborn' was the code name of the operation that
was to keep "E" Troop at Barce for another day. Engineers and
some Workshop men destroyed culverts and bridges — quite a
task as they had been well constructed by the 6th Australian
Division
Engineers
during
the first forward
thrust
into
Cyrenaica
"That evening a Khamsin blew up adding choking sand and
dust to the discomfort of the troops. The convoy was re-formed
and set off in darkness, by the inland route towards Giovanni
Bertcb As the night was cold, the exposed gunners spent an
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uncomfortable journey.
"Around midnight reflectors were noticed and some movement
on the track 100 yards or so ahead, and as the convoy closed the
gap, red-capped military policemen materialized, directing traffic
up a side road Aleck, our Scots driver, who had been running
supplies from Tobruk to Benghazi for three months, exclaimed
'That's nae the f
road choom and swung the truck around
them keeping on the road he knew to Martuba
"We later heard that this was how Generals Neame, O'Connor
and Gambier-Parry were captured, when Germans disguised as
provosts gave false directions into a German trap, a ruse previously employed in France. This rumour was very strong, and
was never really disproved. About daybreak, the convoy came to
a halt because of an overheating engine. The troops, having been
told to keep close to the guns, took the opportunity to 'brew
up'.
"So commenced the saga of'The Breakfast Battalion — really
only a Company, with a few 'odds and sods' including our
few Bredas.'
"A sentry sounded the alarm! Movement was noticed to the
south-west; quite an unexpected direction, as that terrain was
supposed to be impassable owing to salt marshes and deep sand.
The gunners mounted the trucks which had been deployed on
slightly higher ground around the infantry positions and
manned the Bredas. After a brief period of surveying the
approaching vehicles through his binoculars, the nearest infantry officer remarked — 'It's all right chaps. They're ours.'
"Everybody relaxed — but not for long! Our supposed friends
had moved closer, and their vehicles began an encircling movement Gunner Alex Barnett likened the manoeuvre to 'Red
Indians encircling a wagon train in the American Wild West'.
"Our Bredas opened up, as did the infantry with their rifles
and a few light automatics. Chester Guest was moving around,
revolver in hand, encouraging his gunners. At this juncture, the
Germans having sized us up, turned their tracked vehicles
inwards presenting their cannon at us, and within seconds, we
had been hit amidships. The Breda was unserviceable and the
truck burned furiously. Amazingly, the only casualty was our
Scots driver who was wounded in the side and also had a
broken ankle.
"A second gun and truck, that of Bombardier Syme's crew,
joined that of Sergeant Hawke, on fire and out of action. All the
gunners had escaped becoming casualties and scrambled off the
burning vehicles to take cover behind some low rocks, having no
small arms or rifles.
"Several of the infantry transport vehicles received hits and
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became part of the conflagration Gunner Jack Confait was busy
assisting the wounded infantrymen to a sheltered depression
where they were being collected behind a small escarpment Here
his knowledge of bandaging race horses stood him in good stead
as he got busy with bandages and field dressings. He was good,
and the men were grateful Later on, in prisoner-of-war camps,
his help on that day proved a good investment
The cooks in
these camps would, to use Jack's own words, 'turn the ladle into
the thicker part of the soup or stew'.
"The other two Bredas, that of Sergeant Adams and that commanded by Bombardier Neil Sloane were still in action, with
Gunners Charlie Little, Ken Clements, Mick and Darcy Edwards,
Lew Potter, Russ Morres and Norm Colson helping to keep the
action going, until their ammunition was exhausted.
"At this juncture, the Commanding Officer of 2/15 th Battalion,
Lieutenant-Colonel 'Spike' Marian approached the gunners to observe that their Bredas, with their relatively small 20mm calibre
HE (High Explosive) rounds were not even marking the enemy
armor. He decided that owing to the vastly superior enemy fire
power, and because no way of escape appeared apparent he
would surrender the force which by that time had over forty
wounded.
"Gunner Darcy Edwards recalls that after the capitulation, a
German tank rolled up beside their truck, the commander
emerged with a 'tommy gun, and in fluent English said, 'All off
the truck or I'll blow you off.' The tank crew herded the gunners
together, grabbed what water and rations they had, and burnt
the truck. Gunner Les Wilkins, a despatch rider, decided to make
a dash for it on his motor-cycle, but only got a short distance
before he was cut down, being hit three times. Unfortunately, he
died from his wounds some hours later.
"Immediately after the surrender, as Gunner Barnett remembers, the German soldiers were upset expressing their anger at
the explosive H.E. rounds from the Bredas which had 'opened up'
several of their men when they were shot They accused us of
using 'dum dum' bullets. The situation could have become really
nasty, but fortunately
an Africa Korps high ranking officer
arrived and resolved the argument by explaining that this was
just normal Italian anti-aircraft ammunition
It was noticed that
the troops of the Africa Korps were well-dressed with shirts,
shorts and high quality soft leather boots which rolled down.
Many carried automatic pistols or sub-machine guns, and a large
percentage spoke very good English, While guarding
the
Australian prisoners they were quite friendly. There were no
Australian complaints about the treatment by German frontline soldiers.
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"The engagement had resulted in our casualties being one
killed and forty wounded, out of about one hundred and fifty
men. The German column had been held up for about 2% hours,
for which purpose we had been left"
(In retrospect these makeshift outfits of a 20mm Breda mounted on an open truck were most vulnerable to enemy fire, being far
too high off the ground, and with no protection at all for the crews.
Their ammunition was of too small calibre, the high, explosive
rounds having no penetration against any armor, however light. As
recorded, it was also liable to provoke a very nasty reaction from
enemy troops. The gunners were 'sitting ducks' on trucks. Use
against low flying aircraft was their only logical role. Even with
eveiy third round being 'armor piercing', they still lacked penetration and certainly did not inspire confidence against tanks,
armored cars or anti-tank guns.)
It was not until 1948 that Sergeant Arthur Adams was awarded
the Military Medal following a recommendation by LieutenantColonel Marian. The citation read:
"Sergeant Arthur Adams was No.l of a gun team operating
Breda 20mm guns in an anti-tank role. He engaged the enemy
after his Portee had been hit several times and was on fire and
continued to fire at close range until all his ammunition was
expended Throughout he gave a fine example of calm courage
under extremely trying conditions."
The group of prisoners was kept together in a wadi for the whole
of that day and was augmented from time to time by troops rounded up from other intercepted units.
Gunner Barnett was allowed to be present at the burial of Les
Wilkins in the desert at El Piet on 8 th April.
Finally, after two days in the wadi enclosure, the prisoners, now
numbering perhaps 300 to 400 thirsty and hungry men, were
assembled for the march into Derna. The Germans appeared
apprehensive as desert warfare was quite new to them also and they
felt isolated. They appeared not to have realised how close to Derna
and plenty of water they actually were. In these circumstances it
appeared to them just military necessity that German troops
received the water and rations.
The column of prisoners was encompassed for an overnight stop,
when Gunner Confait recalls that a small armored car drove up and
a Senussi alighted. He was dressed in a tailored German officer's
tunic, with polished bright Sam Browne belt and pistol holster,
then down to his nether regions which were clothed in Arab-type
pantaloons gathered in at the ankles, but made from a fine black
gauze material, with two silver stripes down the outside of each leg
- a very pretty picture!
The story that circulated later was that he was a Sheik's son who
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in his opinion had not received the deference due to his rank from
the British, but rather the treatment meted out to the usual "Wily
Oriental Gent"! To restore his dignity he had led the Germans by an
old caravan trading route from Tripoli to Mechili through the desert
and then on towards Derna. Fact or fiction, our convoy was unfortunately in the enemy's line of march at exactly the wrong time.
The prisoners, under guard, arrived at Derna after dark, and were
herded into the hospital grounds, which were enclosed by high
brick and stone walls.
Darcy Edwards remembers vividly the excited call from a Digger
who found a fountain or trough with water in it, and the thirsty
troops had the best drink they could remember. In the morning
when they awoke the 'fountain' was empty but with a residue of rubbish — old ration tins, old bandages and bottles!
To add insult to injury, they found they had been handed over to
the Italians.
Then commenced a period of just four years as Prisoners-of-War
for most of them. The subsequent experiences of these gunners,
their attempted and sometimes successful escapes, their hardships, the occasional brutalities by Italian or German guards, their
forced marches in Germany and Poland and eventually their
release from P.O.W. camps, is a story in itself, beyond the scope of
this histoiy to relate in full.
After a few days "in the cage" at Derna the prisoners were trucked
to Benghazi. All kits and spare clothing had been lost. This was no
worry in the warmth of Africa, but later in Europe the lost gear
would have been most welcome.
Three or four days later, a convoy of trucks took several hundreds
of prisoners to Tripoli, a journey of about 700 miles, taking several
days. The troops were located at Sobratha P.O.W. camp a little distance from Tripoli where they were kept in poor conditions for
about six weeks with not much food. While at Tripoli, many Allied
prisoners were used for unloading Axis ships at the wharves; but
there was so much sabotage, that about 200 Australians were
handed over to the Italians as dangerous prisoners.
At the conclusion of the unloading work period, most of the
prisoners were shipped on the S.S. "Vittona" to Italy, landing at
Naples. Although this was a luxurious peacetime liner, the
pnsoners didn't experience any of the benefits of past trips. The
move to Naples from Tripoli was completed at night as this was an
occasion when British submarines were regarded by all as the
enemy.
From Naples, the prisoners moved to a P.O.W. camp at Capua,
then to Salmona in central Italy, and ending up at Bolzano, in the
Brenner Pass. At this last named Camp the 8 th Battery prisoners
were joined by a number of 7 th Batteiy personnel captured in
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Crete.
In September, the boys were moved to Campo Concentromento
57 at Gruppignano, near Udine. This was to be the group's Camp
for the duration.
The Italians capitulated in September 1943. Those prisoners
who had been sent out to work in the Po Valley were lucky, because
those still in the P.O.W. camps were taken by the Germans to Austria Germany, Poland or Czechoslovkia, and did not see each other
until the end of the war.
The story of the capture of Chester Guest's Troop concludes with
an extract from a letter sent by Major Stokes, Commanding Officer
of the 8th Batteiy to the President of the 2/3 rd Light Anti-aircraft
Regiment's Welfare Club, acquainting him with the latest news of
the encounter east of Giovanni Berta and the extent of the
casualties. It reveals a stoiy of initiative, courage and skill of two
men, coupled with endurance and a slice of luck, considering the
terrain, the harshness of the climate, gathering of food and water
and the safe passage through two lines of troops, both on full alert,
for over five weeks of travelling undetected:
"The Good Tidings are as follows — I today interrogated a
signaller who was a member of the Battalion portion of which
was captured with Mr. Guest and his detachment
and who succeeded in escaping from the Prisoner-of-War Cage at Derna, and
made his way with a 'Tommy', arriving here this morning after a
five weeks' trip. He was in good health and most intelligent
and
quickly identified some of our fellows. Others I identifiedfrom
his
descriptions of them I intend to see him again in two days' time
when he has rested so as to obtain fuller information, but can
now with a fair degree of certainty state that they were all
captured alive and unwounded
with the exception of Sergeant
Hawke's gun crew, the members of whom at present are not
defined. In the enclosed list of the missing men and the names
and addresses of their relatives, I have marked those in each gun
crew for you, which narrows down the number from which the
one was wounded, but whoever it was apparently received only a
slight wound in the arm You will agree with me that this is wonderful news, and I am overjoyed that it is so."
The signaller s account of the engagement now follows: — "They
were moving in convoy between Giovanni Berta and Martuba
and halted for breakfast at 6.45 a. m. A force was seen approaching in the distance and the trucks on which the guns were mounted were cleared for action, and the infantry occupied
defensive
positions.
However, due to some mis-understanding
it was
thought the force was friendly and the vehicles were loaded up
again ready to move, when it was discovered that the party was
hostile. Sergeant Hawke's and Bombardier Syme's guns opened
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fire, but their guns were knocked out — amazingly enough with
only one casualty."
Major Stokes continues: "My informant states that in Derna he
saw our bunch the size of which he gave at 35, which would be
correct including the English drivers. He knew this because, at
the Prison Camp, they were split up into their various units for
cataloguing. He described Chester Guest Tom Hawke, young
Syme, Bombardier Simpson who, he volunteered to me, was a
publican at South Melbourne, also Brown S.E. whom he described as a thick-set dark chap, smoking a heavy bent pipe, (such
bent pipe, the only one in the Battery, is a characteristic of this
chap). There appears no doubt whatever in my mind of the
authenticity of the information which concluded with the fact
that on the morning of the 12 th April the whole detachment with
other prisoners, was despatched by Motor Transport to the Prison
Camp at Benghazi'
In the Field
Sincerely,
31 May, 1941.
Philip W. Stokes (Major)"
*

*

*

*

Bombardier Jack Milligan's crew which included Gunners Roy
Farr, Ian Bell, Horrie Beck and Ralph Hawkey were lucky to make it
back to Tobruk. With a couple of other gun crews they had been
ordered to Magrum to protect a food dump which was frequently
being machined gunned by German planes. The guns were
deployed around the dump and concealed by stacking cases of
bully beef and biscuits, and bags of sugar and flour around
them.
The guns fired at three German planes one morning, but
Milligan's gun jammed. One plane trailed smoke as it left the area
and may have been hit.
Orders were given to leave Magrum at midnight on 1 st April as
the Germans were advancing inland. The stores being left had petrol poured over them and were burnt. Passing through Benghazi
and Barce, the guns were placed to protect convoys motoring
through a pass near Benina. Gunner Ralph Hawkey had occasion
to remember the events well: "A lone Jerry in a Heinkel came in to
machine gun the trucks. Our Breda was mounted on a truck
where there was only room for three of us. Horrie was gun layer,
Ian was feeding the gun with trays of shells and I was keeping
shells up to Ian. Our gun barrel was almost horizontal as Jerry
was flying so low. We were on the fixed gear traverse and
although Horrie was traversing by hand as fast as he could the
tracer shells were always just behind the tail of the plane. I was
desperately trying to release the traverse to enable the gun to
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"swing ahead but couldn't get it free. How frustrating, as it was
an easy target
"Following an order to move, a British despatch rider on his
motorcycle arrived to tell us to stay until we received further
orders. Soon afterwards we were told that this chap had been a
disguised German, and to get out fast as a rearguard action was
taking place a little inland from us. Soon after passing Derna
Aerodrome, a group of German armored cars and tanks cutting in
from the desert opened fire on our convoy. Horrie, who was driving got a bullet in the arm so pulled up. I got this searing pain in
the back and was last to get off the truck There was no good
cover so we laid down on the far side of the truck Arthur Wright
who got down from another truck got into a shallow ditch The
low crown of the road gave him slight protection as bullets
whined overhead and ricocheted off the bitumen
"To our great relief, a couple of British 25-pounder field guncrews swung into action and drove the Germans o f f . The convoy
got going again. Further along the road someone stopped an
ambulance. Horrie and I were put aboard A Medical Officer in
the ambulance said I was a lucky boy as a bullet has just missed
my spine The bullet had entered my left leg above the knee, snicked the button off the tail of my greatcoat smashed a pelvic bone
near the base of the spine and came out of my back
"I was taken to the Hospital at Tobruk This was far from being
a restful place There was always plenty of action; but I couldn't
see what was going on. The day a dive bomber came out of the
sun and bombed the hospital I was in the ward next to the one
that was hit The noise and the blast I shall never forget During
thefortnight I was there, there were air raids every day and night
except for one day. Medical care was not too good because of the
difficult conditions the hospital was under. I was lucky to get a
dressing to my back before late afternoon despite the wound
being badly septic
"While I was in this hospital a young pleasant-looking fairhaired German soldier was in the bed opposite me. He had three
bullet wounds in the chest Lieutenant Bluey Davis had been in
and had left a tin of Ardmona pears for me. I shared the pears
with the German who smiled his thanks. An English sergeant
who could speak German came in to interview him The German
related how he had been on an armored vehicle when he was
wounded When this happened the Germans with him pushed
him off He was picked up by Australians who got him to hospital As well as being amazed and grateful he could not understand why the enemy, particularly Australians, would bother to
rescue and care for him He said he hadn't wanted to join the
Army but had he objected he would have been taken away and
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shot He had a wife and baby daughter back in Germany.
"I was evacuated on the hospital ship "Dorsetshire" to Haifa in
Palestine and later was taken to the Australian General Hospital
in Gaza. When I was fit enough I was sent home and discharged
and eventually took up farming on a soldier settlement block.
Forty-five years later I can't sit still or stand in the one place for
too long; but I can still manage a barrow-load of wood. I'm grateful to God that I managed to come out of it so well"
The Tobruk Hospital was never troubled with malingerers staying on for a rest. No area in Tobruk was immune from aerial bombs
or artillery shells. So the Hospital suffered as much as any other
area Intentionally or not, the Hospital had been bombed many
times and several of the staff and patients had been killed or
wounded.
Gunner Tom Dawson recollects his sojourns there with a bad lot
of desert sores on his legs: "During bombing raids, all who could,
took cover under their beds for what that was worth A Tommy
next to me had been badly wounded and was encased in plaster
from the arms down, so he could hardly move. After a heavy raid,
we found him under his bed, so two of us dragged him out and
put him back I asked 'How did you get under there?' 'F.
knows' came the answer in cockney dialect
"After being discharged, I was soon back again, but this time
the ward was full of German prisoners. Again the Hospital was
bombed and I dropped to the floor. The bomb blasts burst the
window and my bed was covered in broken glass. After cleaning
up, I chatted to a German prisoner who spoke excellent English
his mother being a Scot He told me his imprisoned friends
weren't happy about the bombing. He also told me what a wonderful man Hitler was. I said the bastard's mad and that his
followers were suffering from mass hysteria. I concluded by patting him on the shoulder and telling him that he was lucky to be
captured by the Australians because he would still be alive when
the war ended as we were going to win and they were not"
Gunner Ron Biyant relates the story of the Derna detachment's
entry into the "Benghazi Handicap":
"Thousands of British Australian and Indian troops in trucks,
cars and on motorcycles were streaming back along the coastal
road Three guns oflF' Troop were moved from their comfortable
abodes at Derna to the top of the Derna Pass to give protection to
the vehicles crawling up the steep winding Pass with its
numerous hairpin bends. Had the Pass been heavily bombed by
the enemy, chaos would have resulted Hundreds of vehicles and
thousands of troops would have been jammed. The retreat had.
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as in the nature of many retreats in history, become a rather
panicky rout
"When any truck stopped on the narrow winding road up the
Pass with engine or tyre trouble, it was pushed over the edge of
the road to tumble spectacularly into the deep ravines below
rather than delay the procession of retreating vehicles. The dispossessed passengers would then hastily clamber on to other
retreating vehicles.
"Next morning, thousands of vehicles were still approaching
and climbing the Pass. Twin-engined Royal Air Force Blenheim
bombers had been operating from the Derna aerodrome near the
top of the Pass, so the "F" Troop gunners took little notice as about
12 low-flying aircraft approached Suddenly German black
crosses on the fuselages and wings became obvious. The men
jumped to their three guns, put up a hail of tracer shells and split
the formation The planes were Me 110s twin-engined fighter
bombers, usually armed with four machine guns and two 20mm
cannon and capable of a top speed of 340 m.p.h.
"Many tracers could be seen hitting aircraft The 110s, banking low and fast were machine-gunning vehicles on the Pass
after having shot up a Hurricane, a Blenheim and three Lysanders on the aerodrome. One of the Messerschmitts crashed near
the town, The Royal Air Force intercepted some of the planes,
shooting down two. The British airmen reported that the "F"
Troop gunners had been credited with two more Messerschmitts
which had crashed as a result of anti-aircraft fire. The gunners
were excited about theirfirst-known successes. That evening, we
celebrated with a few tots of rum which had been saved for
emergencies.
"By the 6th April the German advance was continuing apace
with tanks and armored cars travelling east inland through the
desert The Germans were out-flanking and passing the Allied
retreating troops to attempt to cut them off. A light dust storm
was blowing. The menfrom both sides having had little water for
days and sleeping in the open were very dirty. At 6 a.m. on that
morning, the "F" Troop gunners, who had no transport of their
own, were told to protect the R.A.F. aircraft on the aerodrome until
the last airworthy plane took off, then to head east in British
Royal Army Service trucks to be lent to them The airmen set fire
to their own five aircraft which had been damaged in the recent
air raid and took off in clouds of dust from the dirt airstrips in
their remaining planes. As the last British Lysandergot into the
air, German guns from across the roadfired at it To put it mildly,
our forlorn gunners felt at a disadvantage as they watched the
R.A.F. planes disappear into the East We hastily dismantled our
Bredas, loaded them and the ammunition on to the trucks and
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"sped off along the now very lonely road to Tobruk
"Some 15 miles out of Derna, Australian infantry with rifles,
fixed bayonets and Bren guns were advancing across stony and
scrubby ground towards German armored columns which could
be seen about a mile further inland. Being so lightly armed, their
lot seemed an unenviable one. On the topic of arms, each crew of
5 or 6 men of "F" Troop only had a Breda anti-aircraft gun in
pieces on the truck, one. 303 rifle, and an odd Italian rifle or pistol
or two.
"It was obvious that while we were on the trucks with our
Bredas in pieces we would not be effective in a fight The Royal
Army Service Corps' drivers had been in the retreat to, and the
evacuation from Dunkirk, in France. They knew all about
retreats. When you retreat they said, you go for your life; so they
wasted no time, driving their 3 ton vehicles at 55 miles per hour
all the way back to Tobruk We put our guns into action on the
aerodrome amongst a motley crowd of Libyan soldiers."
The same evening, what could be found of the scattered Battery
was ordered back about 40 miles west to Gazala to be used in an
anti-tank role in a line of resistance which the Australian Commander, General Leslie Morshead had decided to organize. In view of the
inadequacy of the guns for anti-tank work, it was probably fortunate that the Batteiy ran into British anti-aircraft and field
artillery units retreating from a colorful battle along the road, with
brilliant tracers flying through the night air in all directions. So,
8th Batteiy turned about and headed back again to Tobruk The
gunners passed two trucks which, driving without lights had
collided and capsized, injuring several British soldiers.
The Batteiy arrived back at Tobruk at 0200 hours on the 7 th
April. The truly remarkable Army Postal Service delivered mail
from home to the gunners at that strange hour. Air letters, written
at home about two weeks or so before, were avidly read in bright
moonlight by the weary, dishevelled and dirty troops.
Morning found the gunners with morale rather low, in a
sandstorm. They felt that they had been wandering around for days
like lost sheep. The proposal to use the guns in an anti-tank role
had seemed unrealistic, for when travelling, due to the shortage of
trucks, there were now generally two Breda guns partially stripped
down to fit them in to each truck Getting them into action took
about 20 minutes. Little armor-piercing ammunition was carried
at that time.
The guns were eventually dispersed to give anti-aircraft protection to artillery units and to 9th Division Headquarters.
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Enemy air activity was being stepped up. On the 9 th April, nine
German planes bombed Tobruk around the Harbor and town and
later, ten twin-engined Messerschmitts came in low, firing machine
] guns and cannon. Five of the 8 th Batteiy's Bredas opened fire on
; the leading Messerschmitt which was only about 500 feet above the
ground. Many tracers could be seen hitting it. With parts of the tail
shot off, the plane crashed, bursting into flames, killing the crew
instantly. Three more Messerschmitts roared in firing their
machine-guns and cannon. Then two more planes came in actually
flying around inside the contours of a wadi. The gunners opened
fire on the front plane. Observing that it was a British Hurricane
being chased by a Messerschmitt-109 at no more than 100 feet
above the ground, the guns switched to the German and beat it off.
The Hurricane pilot later sent a note of thanks to the Batteiy
despite his Hurricane having 8th Batteiy's shots in the wing. That
evening, the R.A.F. reported that they had shot down four of the
Messerschmitts and confirmed two more of them for the Battery's
gunners, so the Germans had lost seven of these raiders. The gunners' morale was boosted.
Each day now, there was great activity throughout the area of
Tobruk Following an extensive reconnaissance of the fortress area
by General Morshead, three Brigades took over the defence of the
perimeters on the 10 th April. Thousands of mines were laid by
engineers, British artilleiy were putting down barrages on the
enemy, morning and evening, while a destroyer in the harbor was
firing into the enemy's lines. Italian planes carried out several
raids and shot down a Hurricane. Australian infantry were patrolling no-man's land night and day.
Tobruk was cut off and isolated on the 11 th April by the German
armored columns. The Siege of Tobruk had •commenced. Few of the
troops then besieged would ever have anticipated such an event
and none at that time would have known that they were to take part
in one of the great sieges of history.
The garnson dug in. The perimeter to be defended ran in an arc
for about 30 miles with an average distance from Tobruk Harbor of
about 9 miles. There were four Australian infantiy brigades, four
British field regiments and some anti-tank units, with about 120
guns in all. In addition, there were several heavy and light antiaircraft batteries, some engineers and two British armored
regiments with 29 Cruiser tanks and 10 Matilda tanks.
On the morning of 12th April, several of the 8th Battery's gun
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crews were up at 0100 hours to move into position to give antiaircraft protection to the 18 th Brigade which was assembling to
meet an anticipated attack by the Germans. Nearly two thousand
infantiymen assembled near the junction of the El Adem and Bardia roads. They were escorted by light and heavy tanks, and took up
defensive positions.
At dawn, a German Henschel observation plane came in low, at
no more than 100 feet up. The gunners, not having seen a Henschel
before, mistook it for a British Lysander, both planes being high
wing monoplanes. The gunners argued afterwards whether they
had seen R.A.F. roundels or Luftwaffe crosses on the plane. It seems
that their powers of observation may have been affected by what
was already in the minds of the observers, either by what they
expected to see or by what they hoped to see. Be that as it may, the
gunners were too slow, only getting a few shots away as the
Henschel receded over the desert.
The expected attack by the enemy did not eventuate so the
troops were re-deployed. The gunners, as with most of the troops,
were tired and dirty. They had not had a wash or taken their clothes
off for over a week Lifting the guns and ammunition on and off
trucks for each move was heavy work There were dust storms day
and night. Mornings would find the gunners sleeping in the open,
covered with a layer of dust, with oozing eyelids stuck together.
Water was strictly rationed for drinking only. Food, although only
canned, had been adequate, but was now running low.
Early morning on 14th April, tanks skirmished over a rise near
some of the Breda gun positions. Shells were ricocheting around
the crews. Gunner Dick Ince had been told by an infantryman that
one method of stopping a tank was to run up to the side and to lever
off the track with a crow bar, so he usually made a point of having a
crow bar handy. As three huge tanks lumbered up in front of his
gun position, Gunner Ince rushed out and halted the leading tank
to make the crew identify themselves! Fortunately a British Captain poked his head out of the turret and said "It's all right old
chap; we're British!"
Forty Stukas, the notorious Junkers 87s, bombed the battery's
area As the Stuka pilots pulled out of their screaming dives at a low
level, the gunners had exciting shooting, with many tracer shells
scoring hits. Meanwhile the German escorting Messerschmitt 109s
were engaged in dogfights with Hurricanes, shooting down two.
The anti-aircraft gunners shot down two Stukas. A twin-engined
Ju 88 made a spectacular sight toppling down from the clouds, rolling over and over in flames, apparently shot down by a Hurricane
which had been lurking high above. A Hurricane crashed 150 yards
from Bombardier Roberts' crew. The Australian pilot had been shot
in the head by the guns of a German Me 109. That sadly was the last
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of the Garrison's few Hurricanes. The British and Australian pilots,
some still in their teens, had gone up bravely time and again
without hesitation against odds of up to ten fighters to one. The
German Messerschmitts had proved faster than the desertequipped Hurricanes, although the Hurricanes were reputed to be
more manoeuvrable. The 8 th Battery's gunners would never forget
the gallant attempts of these fine lads, the pilots of the Hurricanes,
to stop the enemy's bombers.
The troops in Tobruk took a lot of punishment that day from aircraft and artilleiy. But the enemy lost 15 planes to Hurricanes and
the anti-aircraft batteries. The infantiy had taken 400 German and
Italian prisoners while the efficient British artilleiy had knocked
out ten tanks with their 25 pounders.
Apart from the thirty members of 8th Battery under the command of Lieutenant Chester Guest who had been captured during
the retreat, another thirty men of the Battery were casualties or
sick The guns were being moved so often that the crews generally
didn't have time to dig proper gunpits or to construct parapets.
They felt quite exposed with Stukas screaming down at them,
bombing and machine gunning. The Batteiy was being used
mainly to give protection to field artillery, with a Breda gun placed
at each flank of a troop of field guns.
Life tended to settle down to a routine. The Germans bombed
the Harbor regularly at night and often at about 0400 hours. The
8th Batteiy gunners who were out with the field artilleiy could lie
back and watch with great interest the brilliant displays of red,
white and green tracers, shell and bomb bursts, flares and searchlight beams around the Harbor, as they were usually some three to
four miles away. On the other hand, they were now subjected to the
heavy shellfire of the artilleiy duels.
Generally speaking, the anti-aircraft men became fairly inured to
bombing. They could hit back at the Stukas or fighter planes with
their Bredas. With so much to be done to keep a gun firing, there
was little time to woriy. To be caught in a barrage of artilleiy shells
was far more frightening. It was then a case of lying low in a small
two-man dugout or in the gunpit while the shells, often in their
hundreds, whined and crashed around them. Dunng artilleiy
duels, men would lie flat on their faces in their shallow dugouts, tin
hat pulled down over the back of the head, with swirling dust and
smoke from high explosive, sand spilling down from the dugout
walls, appearing calm enough, even passing a joke, but tense inside,
wondering whether the next screaming shell would mean the
end.
Gunner Dick Ince was a man of great religious belief. His calm
demeanour in the worst of shellfire was inspiring to see. There is an
old maxim that says there are no atheists under intense
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shellfire.
Shellfire was much more frightening when caught out alone,
sheltering in a depression, without the prop of close mateship.
There never was a time during the Siege that the gunners were
out of range of enemy artillery. One of the enemy's long range guns
called by the allied troops "Bardia Bill" would fire intermittent
shells, perhaps every quarter hour or so, willy nilly, into the fortress
area day after day. These shells could be heard whining far
overhead of the men in the forward areas, but never seemed to
cause a great deal of concern, at least to those up front.
There were lucky escapes. The gunners at one of Sergeant-Major
Light's positions were blown off their gun by the explosion of a
bomb landing on a dump of gelignite some 75 yards from the
gunsite.
Two bombs landed near Lieutenant Harry Stephens and his
driver, causing their Austin truck to be written off. Staff-Sergeant
Scott was firing a mounted Lewis machine-gun at three Me 110s
when a fourth Messerschmitt machine gunned him, the bullets
striking the gunsight and flashguard. Sergeant Frank Le Sueur's
detachment, whilst moving to an alternative position, came under
heavy shellfire which exploded a nearby ammunition dump. Le
Sueur and Gunner "Tiny" Brazenor received wounds from shell
splinters - the former in the head, neck and arm and the latter
through the right side. Their gun and truck were damaged.
(Sergeant Le Sueur was evacuated back to Palestine, but died of illness and was buried at Gaza War Cemetery). Gunners Gordon
Fellows and W. Marshall were wounded by shrapnel from odd unexpected shells.
Soldiers say that when one is shelled by artillery, one doesn't
hear the one that gets you. They say the speeding shell arrives just
before the sounds of the gun firing and the whine of the shell. Gunner Hawting swore that was true. While on Sergeant Hugh
Robertson's guncrew protecting a troop of 2/12th Field Artillery
Regiment from air attack, Gunners Hawting and Maxwell shared
part of an old roofed infantry trench during the enemy's persistent
artillery barrages. Two shells exploded just six feet away from them,
but luckily around a bend in the trench. They heard the explosions
first, immediately followed by the whine of the shells proving, they
said, the point that "you don't hear the one that gets you".
Technically of course, it depends on range, height of trajectory
and velocity of the projectiles. Experienced troops taking shellfire
from howitzers which fired high into the air to lob shells into wadis
would hear the distant 'boomp' of the guns as that sound travelled
in a straight line from guns to target. The troops became very adept
at dropping smartly into gunpits or dugouts at the first 'boomp',
beating the arrival of the shell.
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On the last day of April, a curious incident occurred along the
escarpment. Two Messerschmitts and a Hurricane came in low,
apparently engaged in a dog fight; but in fact they were staging it
and strafing with machine guns troops who were watching the act.
A very experienced British Bofors gun crew appreciated the real
situation and with a few expertly aimed shots brought the
Hurricane down. When doubt was expressed by a senior officer as
to whether the Hurricane had been strafing, an Australian soldier
who had been wounded in the backside said, "He was shooting;
show him my bloody arseJ" It was confirmed later that the
Hurricane, probably captured in Greece, had a German pilot.
Early in May, as the wadi occupied by 8th Batteiy Headquarters
was being shelled persistently, B.H.Q. moved to a new position. The
next day, the vacated position was heavily bombed and several men
of the remaining Casualty Clearing Station and Divisional H.Q.
were killed.
Under General Leslie Morshead, the Garrison settled down to
stubborn defence. The besieged troops could not have had a better
leader. The General had commenced his career as a school teacher,
but had made soldiering his hobby. He was a captain at the
Gallipoli landing in 1915, and later was wounded there. He commanded the 33 rd Battalion with distinction in France. In 1939,
having commanded an Infantry Brigade in the Militia in the intervening years, he was appointed as a Brigade Commander in the
A.I.F.'s 6th Division. So, at the time of the Siege there would have
been few generals with his experience of front line warfare.
The infantry, mostly Australian, dug in in-depth around the
perimeter They actively patrolled no-man's land at night in the
traditional Australian manner. The artillery, with about 100 oddly
assorted guns were able to cover most vital areas outside the
perimeter. The mainstay of the artillery were the British regiments
with their magnificent 25-pounder guns.
The 2/12th Australian Field Regiment which had arrived from
Egypt in early May, took over a motley collection of guns which
included old 60-pounders, 18-pounders 4.5-inch howitzers and old
captured guns, all of which their gunners soon used to good effect.
Back at the Harbor, heavy and light anti-aircraft guns gave some
cover for the Royal Navy and Royal Australian Navy ships which so
bravely ran the gauntlet night and day to supply food, ammunition
and mail, and to evacuate sick and wounded men. Each part of the
Garrison relied heavily on the other sections. As the troops overcame their initial tiredness following the retreat, they gained confidence from the mutual support of the other parts of the defence. A
new spirit began to prevail. There was pride in that, for the first
time in this war, the German blitzkreig method of breaking through
with dive bombers and tanks had been resisted.
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Life for the gunners, although never easy, became more bearable.
They generally lived in small two-man dugouts. These were about
six feet by four feet, dug into sand and rock, a couple of feet below
ground level. They had a parapet a foot high around the edge and
were roofed with a sheet of canvas or iron. Although countless
thousands of rounds of enemy shellfire landed around these
dugouts, miraculously no shell landed directly into them, but
several shells did hit the parapets. A 155mm shell hit the edge of
the dugout in which Gunner Ince and Scottish driver Jock Rodgers
were lying and partly buried them. They were pulled out, covered in
dust and blood, but not too badly injured. Gunner Jim Cowie who
drove them through heavy shellfire to the Casualty Clearing Station
was mentioned in despatches for his effort.
Food was delivered daily by each Troop Headquarters to the gunsites. Rations were rather basic. There was rice with much red dust
in it which had to be sifted out by pouring it from one tin to another,
allowing the wind to blow out the dust. There was good Australian
bully beef. Bread, tinted through with red dust, baked in a Field
Bakery was fairly regularly supplied and welcomed. The British
tinned herrings and tomato sauce smelt far too fishy to be
appreciated.
The British tinned meat and vegetables, an uninviting-looking
mess, was no more welcomed than their tinned fish. An occasional
tin of South African canned fruit with Carnation tinned milk was
considered a real luxury. Army biscuits were in good supply, but
several gunners cracked their teeth on these. Nevertheless, crushed
up and with some tinned milk, the biscuits made a satisfying sort of
cereal for breakfast.
A bright spot in the British supply of rations was a weekly issue of
about 50 cigarettes per man, and a minute quantity of rum which
could be saved up for emergencies or celebration.
Each member of a gun crew took his turn at being cook This
wasn't onerous as typically breakfast would be the biscuit porridge,
with bread and jam, lunch would be bully beef and biscuits and the
evening meal would be a bully beef stew with rice, supplemented on
occasion with tinned fruit - sustaining enough, but monotonous
and lacking vegetables. Cups of tea were a great pleasure. When
water was most scarce, the troops generally agreed that black tea
gave the most satisfaction as a thirst quencher.
During May, when German paratroopers and airborne troops
successfully invaded Crete, albeit at great cost, all ranks at Tobruk
were eventually armed with rifles, bayonets and hand grenades. Up
until this time there had been only one Lee-Enfield rifle for each
gun crew apart from old Italian rifles and pistols which had been
picked up. Tobruk was little more than 200 miles south of Crete.
The Tobruk troops were standing to at dawn each morning, expect-
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mg that Tobruk would be next on the list for an airborne attack as
Tobruk was proving to be an irritating thorn in the side for Rommel's Africa Korps which had by this time advanced into Egypt.
Had the paratroopers attacked Tobruk, it would have been a costly operation. The Tobruk troops were well dispersed, dug in and
now well-equipped with small arms. There was a reasonable layout
of light anti-aircraft guns which would inflict terrible damage on
slow, low flying planes or gliders cariying troops. The expected airborne attack never eventuated. By late June, Germany declared
war on Russia and then could not afford another costly airborne
raid on closely-defended Tobruk after the heavy losses of so many
elite troops in capturing Crete.
Day after day, the Germans and their Italian allies tried to wear
down the Tobruk defences. There were daily bombing raids by the
Stukas escorted by Messerschmitts. As there were no British
fighter planes left at Tobruk, the Germans had control of the air but
they still had to contend with the anti-aircraft guns which damaged
many aircraft, and shot down an increasing number.
With the hot season, life became grimmer for the men of both
sides. The water ration was meagre. Four pints per man only were
allowed for drinking and cooking, which in the hot desert was not
enough to allow for washing utensils or bodies. For a while, drums
of sea water were delivered to the gunsites for washing. Eventually,
petrol became so scarce that it was no longer possible to deliver sea
water. So then there was no washing. Somehow, the men although
not clean, did not smell in the diy desert air. They wore little usually khaki shorts, boots with no socks and tin hat.
Flies became a great problem. At one stage, casualties from
dysenteiy were three times heavier than battle casualties. Strict
regulations were enforced regarding burial of excreta. Efficient
"thunder boxes" with good lids were issued to each gun site. The
troops learned to take more care of their food by keeping it in flyproof ammunition boxes. The precautions were effective, reducing
the incidence of dysenteiy to manageable proportions.
The gunners tried to finish their work on gun and ammunition
maintenance early in the morning, to as to be able to get to the
shade of their dugouts or to lie under trucks, to avoid becoming too
thirsty. Some tried sucking some miserable little raw potatoes,
which they had received in rations, to ease their thirst; but learned
that they had a terrible taste. Fleas were a constant irritation to
some of the men who would de-flea their blankets each morning.
Others seemed to be able to ignore them. Some of the troops were
suffering badly from sores on their faces caused by the hot dry
winds and sun. Most had desert sores, usually referred to as "wog"
sores. Any slight scratch would develop into a weeping sore due to
the lack of fresh fruit and vegetables, despite the issue of Vitamin C
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tablets. Lassitude and nervy headaches were common from the
combination of heat poor diet and the constant bombardments
from enemy shelling and aerial bombing.
Greece and Crete had been lost by the Allies. The Allied Front in
Egypt had become entrenched. Grim and isolated as life was in the
garrison, there was still the ability to smile. Army cooks were always
a target for banter, such as, "who called the cook a bastard?" The
stock reply was, "who called the bastard a cook?" Gunner Dick
Hawting made Cook Stan Waugh a more serious target as a result of
some gun crews being brought back to Batteiy Headquarters to
have a day or so away from the guns and the bombardments by
enemy artilleiy to have a swim in the Mediterranean. Dick Hawting,
during such a break, was having a well earned sleep-in. He was
rudely awakened with the order to - "Paradefor rifle inspection!"
He grabbed his .303 Lee-Enfield, which was loaded in case
parachute troops dropped in, and lined up beside Cook Stan
Waugh. Sergeant Cavanagh, inspecting the rifles, came to Gunner
Hawting who rattled the bolt back and forth to remove live rounds.
In his half asleep stupor, he accidently pulled the trigger, parting
Stan's hair with the breeze of the bullet. The embarrassed Gunner
Hawting, apologising to Stan Waugh, added that the shot had nothing to do with the standard of his cooking. Nevertheless, Gunner
Hawting said that the cooking did seem to improve after that
episode!
Those who got to the beach for a swim on their two day break still
didn't get away from the war. As bombers and fighters flew in or
departed along the coast, troops basking in the sun at the sandy
cove would race for the protection of overhanging rocks. They
looked rather odd, being as naked as when they were born except
for steel helmets clutched to their heads.
What was it like in the gunpit? One Gunner wrote of a typical
action: - "We get a sinking feeling in the stomach as we watch
the dive-bombers circle around the area then turn towards us.
Although it is supposed to be a crime to smoke at the guru most of
us are smoking by this time to help us to keep calm
Down
screams a Stuka in a spectacular, almost vertical dive. Cigarettes
thrown away now we wait until it's well within range, perhaps
3,000feet Looks as if he's on to us. Fire! Smoke, flame, pounding
guns, dust exploding bombs, anti-aircraft shell-bursts, gun stoppages, cursing, ejecting jammed shells, firing again, hits, then it's
generally all over in a few lively minutes. All hands get on to
checking the gun, reloading trays of shells and tossing hot empty
shellcasesfrom the gunpit Luck has been with us, but sometimes
we wonder if it's being stretched a bit far. As the planes come at
us, we don't feel too happy, but once our little gun is firing away,
all's well and it's exciting enough After the excitement subsides,
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we return to our digging, eating, reading, writing or just
yarning."
After one shoot Gunner George Roberts commented on how the
duty of the No. 3 gunner was to stand on the left side of the gun to
feed in trays of ammunition while the gun was finng, with the No. 4
gunner passing trays to him from behind. As this required concentration to follow the gun around they would generally not have time
to watch the proceedings above. As the sounds of aircraft motors,
machine-guns and of falling bombs intensified, No. 3 would crouch
lower and lower and No. 4 would be tiying to outdo him by sinking
even lower! But when the gun began finng the tension would ease.
In any case, after a few raids, the gunners gained confidence within
the low walls of their gunpits.
In these early days of the Siege, the gunners had respect for the
bravery of the Stuka pilots, many of whom dived almost vertically
through a canopy of bursting heavy anti-aircraft shells, Bofors and
Breda tracer shells, and a hail of bullets from mounted Bren and
Lewis guns and from a great variety of odd firearms. It seemed
remarkable that so many got through the screen of flying metal.
However, sufficient planes crashed or absorbed hits to eventually
dissuade the pilots from diving so low as the months went by.
On 10 th May, the troops of the garrison, who could be forgiven for
wondering whether any but their own folk at home were much concerned about them, were pleased to learn of the messages which
had been received by the G.O.C. Tobruk Fortress:1. From the Prime Minister of England (Mr. Winston
Churchill):
"The whole Empire is watching your steadfast and spirited
defence of this important outpost of Egypt with gratitude and
admiration"
2. From General Sir Archibald Wavell, Commander-in-Chief:—
Your magnificent defence is upsetting the enemy's plans for
attack on Egypt and giving us time to build up our force for a
counter-offensive. You could not be doing better service. Well
done."
The following translation from an article in the German
newspaper "Nationblatt" of 12 th May 1941 by a German war correspondent, R. W. Billhar, who flew over Tobruk, seemed to be designed
more for home consumption rather than recording reality:—
"The Desert stretches out endlessly beneath us. The wadis, the
dried-up river valleys are deep; here and there are small hills, in
some places the coast falls away steeply, but huge expanses
are there.
"No village, scarcely a tree breaks up the endless void Far
away on a deep and unmistakable bay stand the white
buildings of Tobruk Desolate and flat as the country seems to us
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as we look down on it from above, to our comrades below it will
seem still more desolate, still more comfortless. They will suffer
from the heat and the dust Lack of cover against artillery and air
attacks will make their lives a misery.
"Here, hills and heights can be commanding positions. The
English have taken advantage of this. Everywhere they have
built up their earthworks and defences. Their batteries are dug in
at all important points. Tobruk is not only a town to be defended,
but a huge defenswe system, well built up and cleverly suited to
the ground
"In this system, ships played a great part We have sunk or
seriously damaged them The harbor was important — it was,
because our Stukas have smashed the quays. English fighters
played a decisive part They have had to gwe up this role which
our Messerschmitts and Italian fighters have now taken over. The
anti-aircraft artillery of Tobruk enjoyed our highest respect —
once upon a time. Then, the Stukas dropped their bombs! The
anti-aircraft fire of Tobruk has become very much weaker.
Artillery positions made the lives of ojr tanks and infantry a misery. We have beaten down battery after battery with bombs.
"Over Tobruk the sky is seldom silent The sound of engines
continually terrifies the Tommies, chases them to the guns, forces
them to hang the sky with steel curtains and black anti-aircraft
clouds, until dive attacks byfighters and Stukas with bombs and
machine gunfire destroys them or forces them to take cover.
"No day passes without bringing our squadron a task no day
passes without a flight no day without an attack on Tobruk 'It's
just like it was on the Western Front' say the old hands among us.
Then they tell us of the clean perfect work of the Stukas at Liege,
at the break through on the Maginot Line, at the crossing of the
Meuse. The young ones among us are twice as eager next day, fly
still more madly into the anti-aircraft barrage, and get on to their
objectives even more exactly.
"To batter Tobruk until it is ready for storming shall be a clean
piece of work That much at least the old and young Stuka airmen of our squadron owe to their fair name."
A captured German soldier wasn't so impressed with their
Stukas. This quote is from his diaiy: " Plenty of sunshine, little
food
Dive bombers begin their work again Let us hope they
will accomplish something this time. Up to the present they have
done nothing to speak of. It is only over the harbor that there are
strong defences. In the fortified areas they could circle around
quietly and then pop in. So what! The commander dives, chucks
his eggs haphazardly and of course the other 30 follow his
example. Blockheads!"
This soldier wasn't very happy anyway. He went on: "What is
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therefor a soldier to do when there is no fighting, and nothing to
eat This morning the bit of cheese was not even enough to go
round for breakfast
The men want to attack, to get into Tobruk
There, there's loot to be had. Our opponents are Englishmen and
Australians. Not trained attacking troops but fellows with nerve
and toughness, tireless, taking punishment with obstinacy, wonderful on the defence. Ah well the Greeks spent 10 years
before Troy.
"We arefeeling hungry. The theorisers in Germany said, 'Make
sure the soldiers eat enough. The heat takes away the appetite
with disastrous results.' A pretty theory, but we have an appetite,
a bigger one than we can satisfy, and we can't forget it"
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The "Rats" Bite Back

It became clear that the 8th Battery's gunners were contributing
to a successful anti-aircraft defence. In IVi months, 2000 enemy
planes had been over Tobruk. The anti-aircraft batteries had shot
down 61 planes and hit 73 others which had got back to their own
lines. The Stukas had received a major jolt. Although they had been
a terrible weapon in Europe, here in Tobruk where guns could be
concentrated around targets, it was demonstrated that the Stukas
were not necessarily a battle winner. It was proved that concentrated light anti-aircraft fire could not only act as a deterrent to
dive bombers, but could defeat them.
The myth created by the German Air Staff after spectacular successes in the opening campaigns of the war, that the Stukas were
the ultimate aerial weapon, was dispelled.
The Battery's Diary recorded an example of enemy deception on
21st May. Eleven bombers came in along the coast on a high level
attack. A wave offive were identified as being four British Bristol
Blenheims (three with British markings, one with German) and a
smaller plane with British markings. There were also escorting
CR 42 fighters.
Perhaps at this stage, the enemy was beginning to "scrape the
barrel", for the War Diary also noted that aircraft used in one day
included 30 Ju 87s, 5 Dorniers, 4 Savoias, 5 Me 109s, 1 Ju 88
and 2 Heinkels.
Towards the end of May, Sergeant McGillivray and SergeantMajor Light had the honor of being promoted "in the field" to the
rank of Lieutenant. Subsequently, the Battery received a signal
from Regimental H.Q. in Palestrne ordering one officer to return to
Gaza to attend an Anti-aircraft gunneiy school. There was slightly
arrogant conjecture as to whether by this time anyone in Palestine
could teach an 8 th Battery gunner anything about anti-aircraft
work. However, "ours not to reason why, ours but to do or die", so
Lieutenant McGillivray, being thejunior officer, soon found himself
on the Tobruk wharf waiting in the darkness for the destroyer
which would take him back to Alexandria.
The destroyers which were so bravely supplying the fortress tried
to operate when there would be little or no moonlight towards the
end of their run up to Tobruk. With this strategy, they hoped they
would be just about out of range from attack by land-based
Luftwaffe by dawn on their return trip.
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Mac. tells of his journey:— "When dawn broke next morning, we
were not clear of 'bomb alley' as it was called. About six Ju 88s
appeared and bombed the little convoy of two destroyers and a
specially-equipped Anti-aircraft ship H. M.S. 'Carlisle'. This'Carlisle was very fast It bristled with high-angle guns and multiplebarrelled pom-poms. The little ships were going flat out weaving
like mad things with all guns blazing upwards. Our skipper lay
in a deck chair on the bridge. When he saw the bombs leave an
attacking plane he would order the helm hard over. The ship
would swerve like a speeding dolphin With one side of the ship
dipping into the sea water would pour over the deck Huge water
fountains were springing up where the bombs hit the sea, but all
missed the ship.
"A near miss on the other destroyer stopped its engines. As it
slowed down and stopped, the other two ships circled around it
at full speed at about a half-mile radius. The cone-shaped
canopy of fire that the ships put up over the 'sitting duck' was a
wonderful sight Any pilot would be crazy to fly into it
"The Ju 88s went away. 'My' destroyer quickly took the
damaged one in tow in what seemed an incredibly simple operation; but soon had to cast it off again when moreJu88s turned up
- I suppose with the buzzard-like idea of finishing off the cripple.
Again the little ships carried out their spectacular
circling
manoeuvre putting up their protective umbrella of shellfire.
"During most of this time I was sheltering on deck under the
protruding gun platform of a high-angle gun. The only trouble
was that when the ship leaned over one way the big hot empty
shell cases tumbled off the platform and frightened hell out of me
as they hit the deck.
"Again the planes departed leaving no more damage to the
convoy. After being towed again for a few miles, the crew of the
damaged destroyer fixed the engines. We eventually limped into
the harbor at Alexandria at slow speed.
"With the excitement and entertainment over, I realised that I
was feeling pretty ill with what I thought was sand-fly fever
which had been common in Tobruk
"In the one day I had in Alexandria I had a uniform tailored
and visited the Deceased Officers' Kit Store (thinking what a
ghoulish name) to get a valise. I chose a beauty, but the Warrant
Officer in charge said - 'Please yourself sir, but that one has been
back twice already!' I found out later that he said that to all the
young officers. I had a night at thefamous old Shepheards Hotel
at Cairo then went on to Regimental H.Q. with an immediate visit
to Medical Officer John L. Sullivan.
"The M.O. was sure that I was suffering from the early stage of
typhoid fever - so I got to Ghaza alright; but to the 1st Australian
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General Hospital and not to the gunnery
school"
Lieutenant McGillivray, who later became Battery Captain, was
still hale and hearty forty-five years later so the fellow at the kit
store at Alexandria was a pessimist. Perhaps it was as well that
Mac. left Tobruk when he did. He might have spread his typhoid
around the garrison.
Throughout June, the few personal diaries written by gunners
continued to record terrible heat, meagre water rations, dysentery,
sleeplessness and nervous tension as a result of the constant
artillery fire and air activity throughout the days and nights.
The Batteiy was engaging enemy aircraft almost every day. The
War Diaiy recorded many of the events in detail such as on 8th
June.—
"Sergeant Richard's gun repeatedly hit a Ju 88, Bombardier
Milligan claimed hits on one Ju 87B, Bombardier
Middleton
claimed hits on two Ju 87Bs. Three guns of Lieutenant McKinnell's troop fired 220 rounds. Bombardier
Massey-Greene
claimed hits on a Ju 87B which departed to the west smoking
and believed down.
"Three guns of Lieutenant Reed's Troop fired 114 rounds and
Sergeant Hepworth claimed to have brought down the plane
which banked sharply to the south and was reported on fire.
Claims by Bombardiers
Massey-Greene
and Roberts
and
Sergeant Williams apparently all refer to the same plane, their
gun positions being in close proximity. The Battery was officially
credited with two planes. The two airmen of the plane brought
down in our lines bailed out at about 200feet but their parachutes
failed to open. Both were Italian and were killed"
Despite grave reservations by General Sir Archibald Wavell that
with the equipment and forces available, an attempt to relieve
Tobruk from the east and a breakout from Tobruk would incur
heavy casualties, Operation Battleaxe was planned for 15 th June,
under some pressure from Mr. Winston Churchill.
With some 200 tanks, half of which were heavy infantry tanks, it
was hoped to achieve temporary supenority at the outset of a drive
to break through the enemy's front in Egypt at Halfaya.
The proposed task for the Tobruk garrrson was to hold its
besiegers and to execute a strong sortie to ultimately join forces
with the formations operating from the frontier. The sortie was to
be made by Australian infantry brigades, British artillery and a
British armored brigade, to bar the way against retreating
enemy forces.
Several detachments of 8 th Battery prepared to provide antiarrcraft protection for the sortie and optimistically, to assist in an
anti-tank role.
If the Allied attack developed successfully, English commandos
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were to make a landing on the coast east of the Tobruk
perimeter.
The German African Command through its Intelligence services
became aware of the preparations for the attack. Guns and tanks
were placed in great depth for all-round defence astride the likely
lines of the Allied advance in the Halfaya area.
The signal to Tobruk forces to commence their sortie never came.
Notwithstanding desperate attempts by the Allied forces at the
Egyptian f r o n t the offensive was eventually abandoned. Casualties
were severe and included the loss of 87 British tanks.
Although there was d i s a p p o i n t m e n t in Tobruk t h a t their
prospects of relief had disappeared, the 8th Batteiy gunners were
not too upset when the plan for the proposed sortie from Tobruk
was called off. Many of the gunners had been compiling their last
letters to home when they considered their fighting chances of
impeding retreating German tanks with their 20-mm Breda
"peashooters".
Some of the 8 th Batteiy gunners were taking a terrible pounding
from the Italian and German artilleiy. A couple of the crews were
providing air protection to a troop of 2/12 th Australian Field Regiment which was using captured Italian 75-mm guns and old 4.5inch howitzers designed more for mountain rather than desert
warfare. The howitzers were firing at 3,000 yards, while the opposing heavier guns were sitting back firing at 10,000 yards. It was the
practice of these 2/12th Field gunners to rush out from their
dugouts in a wadi to fire perhaps a hundred rounds or so, then to
drop back into their dugouts. The enemy would take up the
challenge and blast back with their big guns.
The luckless anti-aircraft gunners on each flank of the troop of
field guns would take a pounding, having to stay on their guns to
deter the enemy's Storch spotting aircraft which was observing for
the enemy artilleiy.
In one period of a couple of days, Bombardier Roberts' crew was
depleted. Roberts had to go to hospital with a throat infection.
Gunner Dick Ince and Scottish Driver Jock Rodgers had been
injured when the large shell crashed into the edge of their dugout,
partly burying them and Gunner Frank Mawdsley, who was a bit
slow in dropping on the sound of the enemy gun firing, was wounded in the leg by shrapnel. Another gunner packed up with nerves.
The last two members of the crew with their re-inforcements moved
back a mile or so after weeks of hammering by shellfire.
During June, as many as 2,500 shells a day were raining down on
the garrison. As time went on, the minimum was about 200 shells,
with an average of about 600 shells a day.
On the 4 th July, the Germans dropped pamphlets from the air,
with the following message:—
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"AUSSIES, AFTER CRETE DISASTER ANZAC TROOPS ARE
NOW BEING RUTHLESSLY SACRIFICED BY ENGLAND IN TOBRUCH AND SYRIA Turkey has concluded a pact of friendship
with Germany. England will shortly be driven out of the
Mediterranean
Offensive from Egypt to relieve you totally
smashed YOU CANNOT ESCAPE Our divebombers are waiting
to sink your transports. Think of your future and your people at
home. Come forward — show white flags and you will be out
of danger!
SURRENDER! "
The pamphlets hardly had the effect that the Germans intended.
The Australians were most disappointed that not enough were
dropped for all to get one as a good souvenir!
Late in July, the gun crews were heartened by a visit to each gun
site by the greatly-respected General Leslie Morshead, Commanding Officer of the Tobruk garrison. Until then, the gun crews in the
forward areas although well tended by their troop commanders,
had not been visited by any senior officer. General Morshead congratulated Gunner Jim Cowie on driving Dick Ince and Scottish
driver Jock through heavy shellfire to get the wounded men to the
Regimental Aid Post a week or two earlier. Gunner Jack Buntz who
usually carried his false teeth in his haversack, honored the General
by wearing his teeth for the occasion. The General was veiy low key
and unassuming, but he had an air of quiet confidence about the
situation of the Siege which was reassuring to the men.
The Germans were using searchlights at night along the front
lines to surprise patrols by Commandos who with Australian and
Indian infantiymen had been inflicting casualties on the
enemy.
The stoiy of the infantiy has been told in other histories. But it
would be remiss if it were not acknowledged here that in Tobruk it
was the infantiy who had to withstand the initial onslaughts of
tanks, artilleiy barrages and enemy infantiy attacks. It was the
infantiy who had to counter attack and to cany out night patrols
walking through minefields and barbed wire. It was the infantiy
who had to fight person to person to hold ground or to regain it. As
time went on, it was obvious from the youth of their junior officers
and non-commissioned officers that promotion could be rapid due
to the high casualty rate.
Several of the light anti-aircraft crews who had been under
almost constant shellfire while protecting advanced artilleiy
battenes were brought back to the artilleiy batteries which were in
positions further back. The health of these gunners improved. They
had been suffering a certain amount of nerve strain from the bombardments as well as from dysenteiy carried by the everpresent flies.
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Some of the 8 th Battery's gunners to break the monotony, would
join their neighboring artillery batteries to take part in their firing.
The Allied field artillery had been severely rationed with ammunition — generally to 10 rounds per gun per day except for meeting
specific attacks. By early August, thanks to the remarkable efforts
of the Navy in running the gauntlet from Alexandria to Tobruk
additional ammunition became available. Most of the artilleiy fire
was indirect; that is, the field gunners could not see their targets
because of the distance involved or because of slightly higher
ground between the guns and the target. Occasionally now, the
gunners of the British Royal Horse Artillery, a first class fighting
regiment of permanent soldrers using 25 pounders, would be
allowed to relieve the monotony by direct fire at Fort Medauuar
which was used as an observation post by the enemy. This direct
fire introduced a sporting element into what otherwise was labor of
a deadly serious nature. The exploding shells ranging on the fort
could be watched by the gunners, instead of only by their men in a
forward observation post.
The Royal Horse Artillery no longer used horses to pull their guns
except for ceremonial parades and events back home in the United
Kingdom. Their guns were moved by trucks or gun tractors of
various types. Like most of the British permanent soldiers, they
were true professionals, rather poorly paid, but imbued with tradition, highly trained, skilled and ready to fight to the end. The Australians were fortunate indeed to have such fine artillerymen at
their side to hold back a determined enemy.
J o h n Goschen, one of those dashing types of British officers who
was in charge of Rocket Troop of the R.H.A., and also his gunners,
became very friendly with many men of the 8th Battery. Goschen
was regarded as someone special because of his leadership, his
gallantry at the forward observation posts and for his Troop's
skilled artillery fire in the heat of battle. Later, he was sent to a
school in Cairo but on the way back his ship was sunk and he was
drowned, to the great sorrow of his 8 th Battery friends.
Our men noticed that in another nearby British artillery regiment, one officer in quiet times between shoots regularly played
cards with some of his gunners by the gunpits. It was sard by the
British gunners that he had been promoted from the ranks, earning
his commission "in the field" and that in the circumstances, he
didn't feel as one with his fellow officers who had been commissioned because of their education or earlier position in life.
The initiative of Australian soldiers has been recognized. It
could also be said that they have always been opportunists. "Lord
Haw Haw" of Berlin Radio, the British defector by the name of Joyce,
portrayed the Tobruk Australians collectively as "Ali Baba
Morshead and his 20,000 thieves!" It was noted rn the Battery
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Diary of July that the Battery Commander had exchanged his
desert van for a Humber Snrpe sedan, which was duly camouflaged
with appropriate desert colors. It was not recorded that a gunner
had observed another Humber Snrpe with no apparent owner, so
removed the genuine leather covered back seat which made a luxurious bed in the gunner's tiny dugout. So, all ranks did look after
themselves as well as possible.
"Lord Haw Haw" continued to make nightly broadcasts of propaganda from Radio Berlin for the Germans. He spoke contemptuously of the "rats of Tobruk who were all thirty feet
underground and still digging", and threatened extermination for
them. The sobriquet was happily accepted by the troops who were
certainly living in holes in the ground and who became proud to be
known as "The Rats of Tobruk".
*

*

*

*

Being besieged meant being cut off from the rest of the world.
Gunsites were often very lonely places. The only regular vrsitors
were the troop commanders who brought ammunition, food and
mail for the crews, and Gunner Doug Simson who delrvered the
water ration by tanker. Doug's visit was welcome not only for the
meagre, daily ration for all purposes of 4 pmts of water per man,
(later increased to 6 pints), but for his news and gossip, in the tradition of water-carriers of all wars.
To counter the feeling of isolation, a newspaper, "Tobruk Truth The Dinkum Oil" was printed daily by one Sergeant W. H. Williams,
firstly on an old Italian duplicator, and later with a new typewriter
and duplicator sent up from Cairo. The Tobruk Truth was a limited
edition - 600 copies a day printed on both sides of one sheet of
foolscap - due to the shortage of paper. The news gleaned from
BBC broadcasts and from local events, was avidly read by the troops
and passed around.
Despite life for month after month being dangerous, monotonous, with little variety in rations or routine, with no opportunity for sporting activities, with scant reading matter, and
notwithstanding the constant heat and frequent duststorms, good
comradeship prevailed and the men were remarkably cheerful for
the most part.
It was conceded that if one had to be involved in a war, the desert
had a few advantages. Once away from the derelict town of Tobruk
and the Harbor, there were no buildings to come crashing down as a
result of bombing and shellfire. For men who could take cover in
small dugouts or in slit trenches from bombs and shells, although
the noise, smoKe and dust were frightening enough, the odds were
against any particular individual suffering a direct hit. There were
no women, children or any civilians to suffer as occurred when
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cities or towns were bombed and shelled. There was intense heat
and stifling fine dust; but this was not as bad for an army as fighting in mud and snow. Humor always existed, even if it was grim. A
gunner from a British artilleiy regiment occasionally made a show
of standing up in not-too-close shellfire, pretending to "catch" flying shrapnel. He joked once too often, being killed by an unexpectedly close bursting shell. Another soldier, shaking dust from his
blankets, disappeared in a cloud of dust and smoke from bursting
shells and was still shaking his blankets when the air cleared!
The 8th Batteiy "Rats" soldiered on from their little holes in the
ground, watching the parades of enemy planes, firing hundreds of
their 20mm shells day after day, observing the colorful fireworks of
night bombing and anti-aircraft barrages, listening to the night
and dawn infantiy battles and artilleiy duels, and patiently suffering the intense heat and dust. Many of the planes shot down by
anti-aircraft fire were not observed to crash by the gunners responsible for the hits, as often the planes flew on for miles before making
a forced landing or crashing. When the British-manned Bofors
guns made direct hits on a plane, the two-pound Bofors shells
exploded on contact and the plane would generally crash there and
then. As an example, early in August, Sergeant Hill's gun obtained
several hits with a 20mm Breda on an Italian G-50 which was on a
reconnaissance. It was then engaged by a Bofors of the 1 st Light
Anti-Aircraft Batteiy, R.A., which with direct hits caused the plane
to crash in flames a few hundred yards south of Advanced Headquarters. Bombardier John Campbell, who went to the crashed
plane found it burnt out, with the pilot's body badly smashed and
still smouldering. The body was buried near the plane and a cross
with "Unknown Pilot" written on it, was erected over the grave.
Except for officers and drivers servicing the troops with ammunition, water, food and mail, men rarely left their allotted positions as
there was nowhere to go, and one's dugout, slit trench or gunpit
provided a sense of security. Driver Bob Little, who was dark of complexion, unshaven, dressed in his usual manner with Italian sun
helmet, khaki shorts and Italian boots, did set off to look for his
brother who was a member of the 2/48 th Battalion which was manning a section of the perimeter. Indian infantiy grabbed Bob,
assuming he was an Italian soldier, and roughed him up attempting to make him admit to Italian identity. Eventually an Indian
officer sent for Bob's brother, allowed them to talk for a while, then
after dressing Bob down, sent him back to his gunsite, just a
little wiser.
An 8th Batteiy Bombardier, whose guncrew was defending a
flank of a troop of the Royal Horse Artilleiy, was stung by a scorpion
one night. Thinking he might die and barracked by his cobbers
with such comments as "You'll be right Bomber", "the scorpion
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will die anyway", "any messages for your loved ones?", the twostriper sadly wandered off into the utter darkness of the desert to
look for the Regimental Aid Post which he knew was somewhere
around and miraculously located it by the sound of its flag flapping.
Descending into the wadi to the R.A.P., he found a Captain and a
Corporal intently playing poker; so he watched, feeling miserable
and wondering how much time he had left. The Captain at last
inquired what was the matter and when told that it was a scorpion
bite said, "Well anyway, you won't die", which was such good news
that the Bombardier felt faint with relief. For the rest of the Siege,
he was often referred to as "Scorpy". Returning to his dugout he
did indeed find the scorpion dead in his blankets.
*

*

*

*

On the 27 th August for the first time in four and a half months,
there was no air activity. For the first time the gunners did not have
to take post at their guns. Unbeknown to the "other ranks", there
had been much discussion and argument between British Prime
Minister Churchill, Australian Prime Minister Menzies, General
Auchinlech - Commander in Chief Middle East, General Blarney Deputy Commander in Chief Middle East and General Morshead, as
to the relief of the troops in Tobruk The main reasons for considering relief were the deteriorating health of the men after many months
of continuous action, and the desire to re-organise the A.I.F. into a
force which could fight together instead of being scattered under
various commands as it was.
The arrival of the Polish Carpathian Brigade late in August
triggered off rumors that relief was contemplated. The Poles were
patriotic soldiers who were largely escapees from internment and
prisoner-of-war camps. They were mature, fine-looking men,
experienced, and eager to tackle the Germans and Italians. Their
artilleiy, anti-tank and cavaliy regiments and infantiy were soon in
action. The Germans obviously knew that the Poles had arrived.
The short lull in air activity had been to conserve their resources
for the 1 st September, which was the anniversaiy of the German
invasion of Poland. On that day, presumably to impress the Polish
troops, 140 enemy aircraft attacked the harbor installations, the
food dump and field artilleiy positions. The Germans had raked up
many old planes for the occasion. There were pencil-shaped Dorniers,
the usual Junkers and Messerschmitts, and even old bi-planes
making up the attacking force. The 8 th Battery gunners had many
wonderful opportunities to hit planes which were often low enough
for the pilots to be clearly seen in their cockpits and cabins.
Regrettably, the old Breda guns were showing signs of wear. In
the first place they were not a high quality gun like the Swedish
designed Bofors. Most of the crews had stoppages. Some of the
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gunners were clearing stoppages up to half-a-dozen times while
planes were coming at them. Had the Battery been equipped with
Bofors guns, the Luftwaffe would have paid dearly that day.
The Australian War Memorial's histoiy of Tobruk commented on
the events:
"Thirty Stukas attacked two heavy anti-aircraft guns and a
formation of high-level bombers managed to drop more than 50
bombs on and around the site of a third 15 Stukas dive-bombed
the field-gun sites, other high-level bombers attacked targets in
the base area, while others again distributed their largesse with
a certain impartiality over the forward defended localities, some
bombs falling in the enemy lines. With the enthusiasm and inaccuracy of amateur duckshooters, the ground forces fired
thousands of rounds into the path of the lower-flying
aircraft
while the ammunition expenditure of the anti-aircraft regiments
in the raid was —
3.7 inch
1006 rounds
102 mm
111 rounds
40 mm
1200 rounds
20 mm
3000 rounds
One anti-aircraft gunner was killed and six wounded: five heavy
guns were put out of action for four hours. Numerous planes were
hit and at least four were believed to have been destroyed,
though only one was seen to crash But evidence, if not proof, of
good shooting was perceived in thefact that only one other Stuka
was seen over Tobruk in the rest of September."
Many of the attacking planes that day were flying over to El Adem
aerodrome some 15 miles away, reloading with bombs and returning to Tobruk to bomb again.
In early September, the Batteiy was attached to a British Regiment for administration. The Australian gunners, some of whom
were under direct enemy observation were astounded to receive
orders from the British command to form "Detachment Rear" for
inspections, to shave daily, to wear long socks, and for N.C.O.s to
wear shirts at all times. As there was no fresh water for washing,
many of the Australians had their hair clipped back to the scalp for
the sake of cleanliness, and as mentioned earlier, wore little in the
way of clothing. Whilst appreciating the need to maintain standards
in an environment where morale could slip, they were not at all
impressed by the discipline inflicted on the British gunners having
to dress each morning according to these orders, with polished
boots, and also having to polish the brasswork on their guns.
Whilst this looked good, the men in the hot sun were unavoidably
sweating in clothes they could not wash and the glinting brass on
their guns was apt to attract the observant eyes of the enemy. Gunner
Arthur Wright, (English born himself) was seconded to a British
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Bofors gun crew whose gunsite was fifty yards from the sparkling
water of Tobruk Harbor. Wright suggested that they might all
freshen up a bit by having a swim in the clear salt water. "Oh no",
they said.. "We're inland men from Central England and we're not
used to water!" The Australians were appalled to be shown by a
small group of conscripted English soldiers their infected feet the
result of cultivated tinea, in an attempt to get a "blighty", that being
their term for being sent home. Lest any of these comments be
regarded as knocking the British, let it be clearly stated that the
Australians regarded most of their men, particularly those of the
British artillery and machine gun units, to be efficient professional
soldiers of the highest standing. Many of these men had been fighting more or less continuously in desert wars for well over a year, far
longer than any Australian. Many Australians owed their safety to
the fighting skills of these Britishers.
Because of the heavy losses of dive bombers, the Ju 88s (German
twin-engined bomber/fighters) commenced a new technique of
sneaking in at a great height, from the direction of the sun with
engines throttled down, dropping their bombs and zooming out
quickly. This was effective, often catching troops by surprise, as was
to happen tragically with the Battery later.
The Battery was honored by the award of the Military Medal to
Gunner Jim Courtney. On several occasions during heavy actions,
his crew's Breda gun jammed, as they were wont to do, at the most
inopportune moments. Gunner Courtney, ignoring bombs and
machine-gun bullets raining down in clouds of battle dust, coolly
and methodically cleared the stoppages and got the gun and crew
into action again. He received the well-deserved award and was
later promoted to the rank of Sergeant. Without detracting from
Gunner Courtney's award, it is fair to say that there was not one gun
crew of the Battery which did not have the same experience. Apart
from one recorded exception early in the Siege, at no time did 8th
Battery gunners ever take cover and leave their guns if in an air raid,
even if they were being specifically attacked by bombing or machine
gunning planes. The British anti-aircraft had learned a bitter
lesson in April. Some 50 dive-bombers attacked their guns at four
sites. At two sites, the guns maintained their fire. The damage was
not great. One man was killed and one wounded. At the other two
sites the personnel took cover. Here there were 46 casualties
including 5 killed with four guns put out of action. So the lesson
was that the safety of gun crews and the people who were being protected obviously lay in never giving up firing their guns.
Members of the 8 th Battery recognrsed that the infantry had the
terrible responsibility of keeping the enemy at bay at the
perimeters. The artillery supported the infantry with counter
barrages against enemy artillery and laid down fire against tanks or
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any other target when requested. Every member of the 8th Battery
accepted without question the responsibility of giving the artillery
and any other troops protection against enemy aircraft. They never
missed an opportunity of firing at an enemy plane regardless of
whether they were being bombed, machine-gunned or shelled.
*

*

*

*

Despite the opposition by the British Government and by their
Prime Minister Winston Churchill, the relief of the Australian
troops in Tobruk commenced. With the end of the Battery's sojourn
in the biege in sight, the men reflected on their first period of active
service. For almost six months, the gunners had monotonous
rations and little water, they suffered heat, frequent sandstorms
and loneliness, with 24 hours a day and 7 days a week responsibility
at their gun sites. They had been poorly equipped. There had been
no recreational activities. But they felt proud of their part in a
historical Siege, particularly of their record in fighting back at
the notorious and previously feared J u 87 dive-bombers — the
Stukas.
The Official Histoiy, (Series 1, Vol. 3, Maughan) sums up the
activities of the British and Australian anti-aircraft during the
Siege:
"3525 aircraft were engaged by anti-aircraft fire over Tobruk.
Forty anti-aircraft gunners were killed and 128 wounded and
more than 49,000 rounds of3.7-inch 3700 rounds of 40-mm and
75,000 rounds of20-mm ammunition fired Headquarters of the
anti-aircraft brigade reported 74 aircraft definitely destroyed 59
probably destroyed and 145 damaged. No aircraft was reported
destroyed unless seen to crash On two occasions when captured
documents enabled the brigade's reports to be compared with
enemy records, its claims of damage werefound to be substantial
under-statements.
It is probable that some 150 enemy aircraft
were destroyed"
Lieutenant Roy Macartney of the Military Histoiy and Information Section in the Middle East reported that during the Siege, the
8 th Battery shot down 23 enemy machines, 14 more were probably
destroyed, 60 were badly damaged and 100 others were hit.
The Tobruk garnson had numbered from 22,000 to 23,000 troops
in the fighting units, some 14,000 of whom were Australian. 776
Australians were killed in action or died of wounds, 2112 were
wounded, 1019 were captured or were missing, making a total of
3,907 casualties.
Tobruk marked the turn of the tide. Until April 1941, the
German blitzkreig tactics with fast armor and dive-bombers
had never been countered. No force or fortress had previously
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withstood the Nazi assault. The Tobruk garrison gave the German
land-forces their first defeat of the Second World War.
The British, Australian, Indian and Polish soldiers had forged
strong bonds with shared suffering and mutual effort. Barton
Maughan put it that:
"If the greatest single factor in repelling the German assaults
and holding the besiegers off was the steadfast, efficient and
brave work of the field artillery which for some of the time was
solely and for the whole time preponderantly from the British
Army; if the greatest call on deep resources of courage was laid
most often upon the anti-aircraft gunners who stood to their guns
day and night even when they themselves were the direct target
of the strike, if the most dreadful burden borne by the defenders
was the constant manning of shallow and sun-scorched diggings
and weapon-pits in the regularly-bombed, bullet-raked Salient
in which to stand in daylight was to stand for the last time; these
judgements only illustrate that each man had his own job in the
conduct of the defence. The spontaneous respect of all arms and
services for the performance of the others and the loyalty with
which they combined were the things that made Tobrukstrong in
defence and dangerous to its besiegers."
Late in September, an Irish Light Anti-aircraft Regiment arrived
from Egypt to take over the 8th Batteiy's guns. For two years, the
Irishmen of this Regiment had been experiencing a good degree of
comfort while manning guns at Alexandria. They were shocked to
see their new living conditions in the desert around Tobruk, in six
feet by four feet dugouts in stony ground adjoining the gunpits —
the dugouts which had been home and security for the gunners for
more than five months.
The main party of the 8 th Battery, relieved from their guns,
moved to an assembly point near the coast to be near the Tobruk
Harbor for embarkation at night on to destroyers of the Royal
Navy.
The morning of 25 th September was cloudy. Early in the morning, a German plane reconnoitred along the coast, not an unusual
event. Later, many of the 8th Battery men were congregated and
queued up at a large tent for an issue of cigarettes. Many of those
relieving Irishmen who had not yet gone out to the gunsites were
camped further up the slope of a large rise. At 0830 hours, Gunner
'Runner Williams hearing the ominous 'throb - throb' of a plane
noticed the group at the tent and shouted — "Disperse, for God's
sake!" It was too late Following the earlier reconnaissance, a German twin engined Ju 88 bomber, a deadly efficient plane, swooped
in from the direction of the coast. Gunner Nap Croft said later — "I
saw the bombs leave the aircraft The first one or two dropped
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into the sea. I hit the deck, but was knocked unconscious for a
few moments by the explosions of the bombs."
The bombs straddled the camps of both the 8 th Batteiy and the
newly-arrived Irishmen. Men who had survived so much for so long
were blasted and cut to pieces. Gunners Jim Cowie, Don Evans,
Sam Hardingham and Val Morrow were killed. Six of the relieving
Irishmen also lay dead. Eight other men of the 8 th Battery were
wounded. (They were Bombardiers Jack Milligan and Jim Moyes,
Gunners Ken Kilpatnck, Jack Matthews, Bert Evans, A. L. Cameron,
Jim Dennis and J. T. Bell). Thirteen gunners of the Irish Regiment
were also wounded; some veiy badly so. It was a terrible introduction for the Irishmen. It was a sad finale at Tobruk for the 8th
Battery.
In preceding weeks, Gunners Croft and Bryant had saved up a
full waterbottle of rum from their meagre weekly ration for a morale
booster on the evacuating destroyer in the event of its being
bombed. Their rum was passed around to the surviving shocked
troops as they collected their wits. Men from a nearby Regimental
Aid Post gave great assistance in attending to the dead and
wounded. The bodies of both Batteries' men killed were buried in
the desert sands of Tobruk War Cemeteiy that afternoon, the
Service being attended by several officers and men from each
Battery. The wounded were admitted to 4th Australian General
Hospital at Tobruk, with the exception of Bombardier J. S. Milligan
and Gunner K. D. Kilpatrick who after treatment returned to
duty.
On the next night, 26th September, in very sombre mood, the
main party from 8th Batteiy moved in motor trucks quietly down to
the harbor. Some of the gunners were in a revengeful mood at the
loss of their mates on the previous day and felt like staying on.
However, they were all embarked efficiently in the darkness at
about midnight by friendly and helpful sailors of the Royal Navy on
to the destroyer H.M.S. "Jackal". At 0030 hours, without a light
showing that might attract submarines or night bombers, the "Jackal"
quietly and carefully manoeuvred through the wrecks in the Harbor
to head into the Mediterranean and back to Alexandria. At 2330
hours on the 27 th September, the rear party of 8 th Batteiy moved
down to the wharf to board H.M.S. "Griffin". The soldiers were given
beautiful-looking white bread with jam, and cups of hot coffee,
before settling down on the decks to sleep for a few hours.
As dawn broke with each group, the excitement of being on these
wonderful little destroyers weaving from side to side to upset the
aim of any lurking submarine's torpedoes, speeding towards Alexandria at 30 knots on the calm Mediterranean, lightened the hearts
of the gunners. Several gunners were taken unawares by the
extreme list of the ship when weaving, being pitched across the
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deck but were saved from the sea by the deck rails.
Escorts of Brewster Buffaloes and Hurricanes located the little
groups of destroyers and an accompanying minelayer. During the
"Griffin's" voyage, an enemy bomber approached from aft, but on
sighting the aerial escort, dropped its bombs harmlessly in the sea
and flew off with a couple of fighter planes in pursuit. The gunners,
reclining on the decks of the destroyers, were happy to be alive after
their never-to-be-forgotten months in a siege which would be
remembered in histoiy. Thin and drawn as they were, beset by
desert sores through poor diet, heat and dust, flea-ridden and
poorly clad, their morale was high as they saw the Egyptian port of
Alexandria appear.
They thanked the British sailors for the speedy and enjoyable
journey, then disembarked. Motor trucks took them to Amariya
where they were marched, carrying rifles, bayonets, packs, haversacks and tin hats some miles to a British staging camp. Many of
the men were veiy weak and had to be assisted with their gear by
their mates. To their disgust, they were served at the British Army
camp with an evening meal of a small pigeon sized boiled egg, a
small onion and a slice of bread.
Nevertheless, there was always that light relief. On his first night
at this camp, Gunner Dick Ince had occasion to visit the camp's
long-drop toilets. To inspect the seat, he lit a match, and accidentally dropped it down the hole, setting fire to the mass of paper
below. Frantically, he rushed back to his tent waking up his mates
with the cry — "Quick, give me your water bottles, the shithouse is
on fire!" With an armful of water bottles and followed by sleepy
imprecations, he won his fight with the fire.
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In the Biblical Lands

The Battery crossed the Suez Canal again by ferry, then travelled
by train back to Palestine. As usual they slept on seats, floors,
luggage racks and in the corridors. The men were heartily
welcomed back to their Headquarters of the 2/3 rd Light Antiaircraft Regiment at Hill 95, a few miles north of Gaza where Australian Light Horsemen had fought in World War 1.
Palestine was a "land of milk and honey" indeed after the desert
in Libya. Here were enjoyed good Australian rations, ample water,
tents to live in and canteens where little luxuries could be
purchased. Oranges were available from Arab urchins at 50 for sixpence. Grapefruit cost little more. With good food, including abundant fruit and vegetables, the men quickly put on weight and the
desert sores disappeared.
The gunners kept a waiy eye on aircraft flying over, but these
were friendly in contrast to the preceding months when all aircraft
were hostile.
Four days leave was granted to enable the men to visit Tel Aviv.
This clean city was appreciated after life in the desert, it being the
first urban foreign life that the soldiers had experienced, apart
from their day in Colombo. As few had travelled abroad before, they
were intrigued by everything, historical and contemporary. The
men also visited old and new Jerusalem, Bethlehem and the Dead
Sea, and were reminded of their biblical history.
During the Batteiy's sojourn at Hill 95, several of the N.C.O.'s and
Officers were transferred to the newly formed 2/4th Light Antiaircraft Regiment. To make up these and the Libyan losses, the 8 th
Battery was re-inforced with an excellent group of men who quickly
settled in and assimilated with the original members.
Several men from the Regiment accepted an invitation to visit
the communal Jewish settlement, Gevat Brenner, near Rehovat.
This settlement had commenced some 13 years before. As some of
these kibbutzes have survived harsh conditions for sixty years or
more at the time of writing, a gunners observations of Gevat Brenner
in 1941 are noteworthy:
"Nine hundred Jews, mostly refugees from Germany live on
and from 450 acres of intensely cultivated land Gevat Brenner
was commenced in 1928, in desert Irrigated by bore water, the
main crop is citrus fruit One third of the land grows feed for cattle which are not allowed to graze as it is more economical to
hand-feed them The farming is mixed to offset bad seasons in
any particular branch
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"What it cannot supply, such as clothing, is purchased from
trading profits. The jam factory is a valuable source of income. No
field or property belongs to any one person. No worker receives
wages or gams individual profit for the work performed Everyone works according to his or her ability, and draws necessities
according to need Surplus produce is sold for the benefit of
the community.
"When a new settlement is pioneered, the people suffer hardships, and often have to repel attacks by Arabs. After 13 years of
hard work this kibbutz has a communal dining hall which is
used for orchestral concerts, dances and meetings. They have a
library, sanatorium
school dormitories for single men and
women and two-room bungalows for the married couples. There
are a bakery, butchery and workshops. All skilled workers are in
permanent positions. The unskilled people take their turn at
agricultural work cooking, waiting, laundering, dairying and
other laboring tasks.
"Some settlements grant the workers a paid holiday annually
for one or two weeks. The life has its advantages. Their job is
secure; their sick are well cared for. The children are well
educated; there is full time schooling until 16 years of age, then
half-time schooling until aged 18 years with half-time work. If
the scholar shows exceptional ability, expenses are paid for
University training. Young people can marry without financial worry.
"There are disadvantages. The unskilled workers' lot is hard
and monotonous. Individual ambition is stifled as no one can
possess personal wealth; but they say this prevents avarice and
greed. Communal feeding, orders for the days work, requests for
leave suggested too much regimentation for Australians. Yet
these people seemed better off than many Australians at home.
The Jews lookfit healthy and content The children are afine lot
The settlements
are prospering
and new settlements
are
being formed
"After being shown around the settlement we were served a
three course meal According to our customs, the meal seemed to
be the wrong way round — oranges first then schnitzel and rice,
and to end the meabsoup. After dinner, the settlers turned up for
a concert and dance when a symphony orchestra played
excellent music This was followed by community singing with
Australian songs alternated by the Jews singing in their
languages. Finally there was an all-in folk dance, with coats off,
round and round to a chant As one falls out tired another takes
his or her place. It was good fun and hard work, relieved with
glasses of orange juice."
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On the 8th December 1941, it was learned that Japan had
entered the war on the side of Germany and Italy by bombing the
American base, Pearl Harbor. The thought of gaining the United
States of America as a strong ally was welcomed.
The men settled down to Regimental camp life. There was training with Bofors guns at Aqir aerodrome, marching to get fit, small
arms practice, routine camp fatigues and guard duties. Most of the
troops were granted a week's leave to visit Cairo in Egypt. There they
did all the things that their fathers or uncles of the first A.I.F. had
done about 25 years before. They visited the Pyramids, the Sphinx,
the mosques, the Nile Delta, the bazaars, the horse races and they
rode camels. It seemed odd to visit the Gezira Sporting Club where
numerous British officers were playing polo with horses which were
being cared for by many Indian soldiers — odd to see such
extravagant pastime while battles were being waged just a few hundred miles across the desert; but perhaps the officers too were just
on leave.
Groppis was an interesting cabaret with giant negroid waiters
dressed in flowing red robes, looking like eunuchs of early Egyptian
days. At the other end of the scale were dives where drinks and
entertainment were cheaper in price and in quality. Girls would sit
with a soldier as long as he was prepared to buy a drink of 'lolly
water at 4/6d a time, out of which the girl would get her cut from
the waiter. With a dnnk being the major part of a days pay, the
diggers soon pushed the girls away. The most tawdry area of all was
the red light area of Wasir El Burka which had got many soldiers of
earlier times in trouble. Many of the troops looked in on the dingy
smelly street which had ladies of many shades, of color and of
varied age. Most of the troops, being well forewarned by the army
medical officers of dire perils, treated their visit as a sightseeing
jaunt only. The King Fouad Museum of Hygiene was also a warning
to all to keep away from the local loose women. Amongst other
things, it contained horrifying exhibits of diseases of the human
body, particularly of the venereal diseases so common in Egypt.
The army issued "Blue Light outfits" to troops going on leave. The
outfit consisted of a condom and ointments for prevention of disease for men who were prepared to risk a visit to the painted ladies.
In Cairo, very few men would have been tempted, but many took the
outfits out of curiosity. One gunner had the bright idea of putting
his watch into the condom to keep out desert dust. When he was
asked the time of day, he would dutifully dangle the condom to
inspect the watch!
At El Kantara, by the Suez Canal, the gunners met Free French
troops who looked smart in their Foreign Legion type of peaked
caps. What a tragedy it seemed. The youth of nations fighting for
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one side or both sides. If German servicemen had been born
British, or British servicemen born German, each one of them
would still believe he was fighting for a just cause.
Back at Palestine around Christmas time, winter had set in
There was rain, wind, hail, sleet and snow. Guard duty at night
dressed in great-coats and groundsheets to patrol the camp, was
not pleasant in teeming cold rain. Tents were frequently blown
down at night. The troops usually slept on under the damp collapsed tents until daylight rather than having to get out in the dark
dismal conditions.
The Regiment's Welfare Fund, financed by the efforts of the gunners wives and mothers back home, provided a fine Christmas Dinner in large marquees. Officers waited on the other ranks
The 29th December 1941 marked a year's operations since sailing irom Port Melbourne. It had been the most eventful year in the
lives of most of the gunners. Many of their mates were dead, wounded, or had been captured by the enemy, to remain in Prisoner-ofWar camps for the duration of the war. The survivors, together with
their reinforcements who were already indistinguishable from the
originals, would not have realised that they still had nearly 4 years
to go as soldiers. Early in the new year of 1942, men of the Battery
were again well treated for leave. They took the opportunity of
being tourists in the Holy Land visiting Jerusalem, Bethlehem,
Haifa, the Dead Sea and Jericho. In mid Januaiy, rumors were
about that British and American troops had arrived in Australia.
General Thomas Blarney and General Leslie Morshead inspected a
large parade of the men who had been at Tobruk The Generals congratulated the men on their past work, but warned them of the stiff
tasks ahead. In any case, after having experienced the life of being
on gunsites, where the crews to a large extent managed their own
affairs to cope with whatever conditions they encountered, the
troops were becoming rather bored with regimental camp life with
its round of guard duties and various fatigues such as assisting the
cooks, washing dishes and cleaning out latrines. In February 1942,
the 8 th Battery was pleased to be equipped wrth 40 mm Bofors antiaircraft guns and new trucks for the first time since its formation
about one and a half years before. A gunner said at the time that
history has a habit of repeating rtself and that no doubt Australians
will again be called at some future time to fight for their country
and their lrves -ill-equipped and ill-trained.
On the 11 th February the Battery pulled down its camp and said
iarewell to Palestine. As part of the Regiment, it was moved by train
to Geneifa Camp, Egypt, near the Suez Canal Lakes. Again for a few
days the Battery, to its disgust, found itself on British Army rations
with a typical evening meal being a slice of bread and an onion. It
was no wonder, the men thought, that the British Tommies were
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often physically small men.
The Regiment's destination was unknown to the troops who were
astounded and disappointed to hear of the loss of Singapore to the
Japanese and of the sad loss of the A.I.F.'s 8th Division in Malaya
and Singapore. After travelling by train to Suez the men of the Regiment embarked on to many ships which were to travel in convoy
with the object of the Bofors guns being used on the ships as part of
the anti-aircraft defence. However, many of the 8 th Battery personnel
embarked on a modern 20,000 ton ship, the "Andes". The servicemen were generally veiy crowded beneath decks, but the gunners
who were manning anti-aircraft guns lived and slept by their guns
on the decks with some degree of comfort.
Troopship life became boring, with card games being the main
pastime. The tropical heat affected the troops making them
lethargic; but they had no complaint as the food was good and the
ship was clean.
The "Andes" made good time, arriving in a week at Colombo,
which had been the Regiment's first foreign port of call on its journey to the Middle East.
The account of the return to Australia is recorded in the section
on the Regiment. A gunner adds brief memories of the 8 th Battery's
return:
"The "Andes", being afast ship, left the convoy, and sped along
at 21 knots. To our great joy we learned that we were heading
back to Australia
"On the 10th March we arrived at Fremantle, Western Australia Only a small number of people were there to welcome us in
good style with an Army band playing with gusto - 'Roll Out
The Barrel'.
"What a thrill it was to see Australian shores again, with a
large batch of mail awaiting us.
"Twenty-six days out from Suez, after a rough trip across the
Great Australian Bight where many of the boys were seasick we
sailed into Port Adelaide.
"We were paid in Australian currency for the first time since
leaving home, in the meantime having used Ceylonese, Indian
Palestinian Egyptian Italian and English currency.
"On disembarkation, we had the unusual experience of being
billetted in private homes around Adelaide, mostly at Campbelltown and Paradise. This was an area of small farms, many of
which produced celery. The householders were paid a modest
allowance to provide for the men. Six of us were billetted with an
older lady, Mrs. Ridley, who looked after her soldiers as if they
were her sons. The kind local people entertained the men with
tennis and dances and provided
wonderful
home-cooked
meals.
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"The guns and equipment had been distributed over many
ships for the journey home from the Middle East so we had to
wait a while to collect them. Meantime we were granted four
days leave at our homes where we receivedjoyous
welcomesfrom
families and friends. The families of course were delighted to see
their husbands, sonsjathers
or brothers in good shape, generally
a little more knowledgeable,
tougher, and in most cases a little
more serious and mature after their first year or so of real
soldiering".
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Gunners Out West

On arrival back at Adelaide after the few happy days at home, as
there was considered to be great danger of the Japanese attempting
to land in Western Australia, the Battery was sent by train west
across the Nullabor. The Plains were green after heavy rains, so the
troops enjoyed the five dayjourney. The disadvantage in wartime of
the change of gauge of railway line at Kalgoorlie was illustrated by
the many hours of delay caused with changing over the heavy equipment and gear.
The Battery's arnval at Perth was the commencement of the
most pleasant period of the gunners' army service. Some of the
gunners had up to srx months around the American Navy's
Catalina flying-boat base on the Swan River at Crawley Bay and
Pelican Point. The Catalinas were graceful amphibious flyingboats. With their twin engines and long range, they were useful for
sea and coastal patrols. The American Navy used them tor
intelligence and rescue work as far up as Java. Other airbases
where the Batteiy sited its guns for aircraft protection were at
Pearce, Geraldton, Onslow and Exmouth Gulf, from which the Royal
Australian Air Force was operating.
Perth families were open-hearted to the gunners. As the West
Australian population was feeling veiy isolated, and concerned
with prospects of a Japanese invasion, they were glad to welcome
troops who had had battle experience in the Middle East. Several of
the men "met their fate" by falling in love with and mariying West
Australian girls. Many of these men, over forty years later, still live
in the West with their grown up families. Life on the guns around
the aerodromes at Pearce and Geraldton was still comfortable despite at times heat, flies and fighting bushfires. It was an odd quirk
that some of the gunners at Geraldton, to occupy spare time, were
happily assisting Italian tomato growers to pick and pack tomatoes
in return for a few shillrngs and supplies of wine and beer - odd, in
that not long before, they had been fighting the Italian farmers'
compatriots.
As is the case with most travellers, many of the troops met with
great kindness from hospitable people who welcomed them to their
homes. Exceedingly good were Mrs. Smiley and her daughter Nora
who had a little caie near Pearce Aerodrome. They adopted whichever crew was fortunate enough to man the Bofors gun nearest their
shop. Using the crew's rations and supplementing them, the war
effort of these good people was to provide beautifully cooked meals
for the successive crews of eight to ten men over a period of a
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year or so.
The troop which was sent to Onslow under the command of Captain Fitzhardinge and Lieutenants Les Harris and Roy Richards
found life in that remote area of the west coast interesting enough.
Les Harris recalls:
"We travelled on the coastal steamer 'Koolinda. The radio
operator had a yellow lifejacket hanging on the side of his cabin.
It camefrom the Kormoran, the German raider that sank H.M.A.S.
'Sydney'. The crew of the 'Koolinda rescued a boatload of German survivors and took them to Carnarvon Hearing that survivors were due, the townspeople turned out to welcome them; but
were stunned to find they were Germans.
"Our arrival at Onslow gave us experience of the high tides in
that area Before the ship finished unloading it was sitting on
the seabed about ten feet below the level of the wharf. Our guns
were sited to cover the airfield — a coral strip — in readiness for
the arrival of the well knownfootballer and fighter ace, Squadron
Leader "Bluey" Truscott and his 76 Squadron of Kittyhawks of
the R.A.A.F.
"On trying to get ourfirst gun into what seemed the most desirable position we ran into trouble with our ignorance of the salt
flat At high tide it flooded; but at low tide a hard crust gave a
false impression of the real strength of the surface. The Bofors
gun was too heavy for the crust and only after much winching
and cursing did the gun reach the high spot where it was
needed."
Onslow was deserted apart from the postmaster, a medico by the
name of Mannix, the sister at the Bush Nursing Hospital and half a
dozen locals. The arrival of 76 Squadron livened things up. As the
planes touched down they immediately pulled to the side of the
strip and the emerging pilots all turned their eyes skywards to
watch the last plane to land - Bluey Truscott's. The pilots
explained he always landed last to avoid messing up the airfield for
the rest of the Squadron! He was credited with making great landings — forty feet up!
Daily patrols out to sea kept the squadron busy and the fitting of
auxiliary tanks increased their range. It was customary for the
squadron to send two aircraft from time to time to Carnarvon to
pick up official correspondence and personal mail for members of
the Squadron and for troops in the area. It was on such a trip that
Squadron Leader Truscott met his death on the 28 th March. It was
extremely hot at the time. The water in Exmouth Gulf was very flat.
The combination of the heat and smooth water made it extremely
difficult for a pilot to judge the height of the plane above the water.
It was fairly common practice whenever any of the aircraft were
returning from either a patrol or simply a trip to Carnarvon to pick
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up mail, to make one or two passes at a United States submarine
tender which was anchored at the secret Submarine Base codenamed Potshot. This enabled the tender's anti-aircraft gunners to
practise sighting their guns and permitted the pilots to take evasive
action after making the pass at the tender, to simulate a normal
attack Following one of these passes, Truscott's plane hit the
smooth water and sank Divers from the submarine tender got to
the crash scene, dropped marker buoys and descended. It was then
late in the afternoon, a breeze came up which moved the markers
and as it got dark the divers were unable to continue the search.
The aircraft was located the following morning and the body
brought to the surface. It was a sad end for a great sportsman and a
dashing pilot.
Another tragedy occurred here. The R.A.A.F. agreed to stage a
mock attack on the guns for the benefit of a high ranking army
visitor. By arrangement, two planes came in low from the direction
of the mangrove swamp, one behind and slightly lower than the
leader. Nearing a telescopic aerial used for communication with
the airmen, the second plane came up from under the leader and
cut the aileron out of one wing, turning the plane over to crash, killing the pilot. The second plane, with a damaged propellor, landed
in the mangroves, the pilot fortunately surviving.
76 Squadron left, so 8th Batteiy was ordered to the U.S. submarine base at Exmouth. There was need for a new generator
which was expected to be delivered by air. In due course, a plane
was heard, but it was not approaching on the agreed flight path for
friendly aircraft. As it came nearer the gunners realised it was not a
Kittyhawk and thought it bore some resemblance to a Japanese
Zero fighter. The pilot started to lower the plane's wheels, obviously
intending to land, but one wheel did not come down. A siren could
be heard blaring from the plane as it landed on one wheel. The auxiliary petrol tank on the wingtip scraped on the ground, the plane
tipped forward slightly with its protruding machine guns ploughing into the coral of the airstrip and then came to rest still in one
piece. As a jeep pulled up to the side of the plane, the canopy was
slid back and the pilot raised his goggles to reveal Oriental features!
It was Squadron Leader Roy Goon of 83 Squadron Boomerangs,
newly-arrived in the West. The gunners had never heard of these
aircraft, nor had they even seen silhouettes of them. Roy Goon's
comment was "Well I've now pranged every type of plane I've
flown, but I've brought your generator." Roy was a great pilot and
after the war instructed in aerobatics and became a test pilot.
"Tokio Rose", broadcasting from Tokyo, used to give running
commentaries on what was happening at Exmouth Gulf and even
knew when the mother ship was due in to service the submarines.
However, the little Japanese air activity was at night and was too
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high for action from Bofors guns.
Christmas 1942 was a happy occasion with many of the gunners
being entertained at the R.A.A.F. establishments. Looking back
over the year, the Allied forces had suffered many terrible reverses.
It was obvious that there were many battles to come; but it was felt
that the tide was beginning to turn. The troops were being better
equipped. They now had some air support in contrast to the Libyan
days when the Batteiy had little or no air support and was equipped
with scrounged Italian trucks, ammunition and guns. 1942 had
seen the majority of the A.I.F. back in Australia with the object of
fighting together and to defend Australia.
The period in the West was used to advantage by the Batteiy, not
only for improving its equipment and the fitness of the men, but
also for improving the troops' technical ability. Several officers and
non-commissioned officers were sent to the Light Anti-aircraft
School at Randwick at Sydney. The School conducted training in
aircraft identification, gun drill, mechanism of guns and in tactical
anti-aircraft work.
Although army travel to and from the West was rough enough,
often being in cattle trucks, travel was nevertheless improving with
transit camps now having facilities such as hot showers and good
meals The cattle trucks, although giving a hard and noisy ride, had
advantages. They were equipped with hessian palliases (six feet by
two feet six inch hessian bags) filled with straw, which were laid out
on the floor of the trucks. The troops were able to lie down and rest
with some degree of comfort, instead of being very crowded into
conventional railway carriages. This was good, as the journey from
the West to the East, or vice versa, would take six or seven
days.
By mid-1943, the nation seemed to be getting properly geared up
to support its armed forces.
In July 1943, the 8 th Batteiy was relieved by 109 Regiment and
left Western Australia after a veiy happy sojourn in a good climate
with most hospitable people.
As a result of a re-organisation of the Australian Army's antiaircraft units, 8 th Batteiy became an independent airborne batteiy, with the novel idea of transporting dismantled Bofors guns
with their crews in DC-3 aircraft to newly-captured airstrips. So
after the gunners had home leave again, on 24th August, 1943, the
Batteiy travelled by train to Brisbane, then 60 miles west to
Helidon, a tented camp in the Australian bush. Here the troops
hardened up with plenty of long marches, swimming and sport.
New Canadian-built Bofors anti-aircraft guns were delivered.
Although strongly built, they needed much work with files on the
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roughly-finished parts.
On the 3rd September, the Battery was pleased to learn that Italy
had surrendered. The first of the Axis powers had been knocked
out. It was hoped at the time that comrades captured in the Western
Desert, Libya, might be freed, but unfortunately this did not eventuate until war's end.
By the 30 th September, the Battery was well equipped with small
arms and stores and was ready for action. In mid-October, the Battery's contemplated embarkation for a job in the Pacific area
seemed to have lost its priority. The Battery moved to Chermside
Camp, quite close to Brisbane.
The men found Brisbane to be a lively city, crowded with
American soldiers, sailors and airmen. Many civilians were chasing
the Americans' dollars, supplying drink, entertainment and girls.
Others, particularly those who had relatives in the forces, extended
warm hospitality to the Australian servicemen. Still others seemed
to ignore the urgencies of war. An N.C.O. was instructed to take
thirty men of the Battery to the Howard Smith wharf on the Brisbane River to unload 44 gallon drums of petrol from trucks for
urgent shipment to the troops in New Guinea. The Sergeant relates:
"Our men handled 3,700 drums of petrol I was accused of
being a slave-driver for pushing thejob along. I guess that was a
natural re-action in view of the civilian wharf laborers' efforts.
Like us, they started their day by putting six drums at a time in a
net to be slung over the Liberty ship's side. After numerous tea
breaks and much discussion, they reduced their load to four
drums a time, then after lunch slowed down to two drums at a
time. The wharfies were earning ten times the rate of pay of our
soldiers. One wondered whether they had any loyalty to our
cause and to our troops who were fighting
in the Pacific
areas."
With large numbers of men in training for active service,
inevitably there were accidents from time to time. At this camp, an
American fighter plane, a Thunderbolt, coming in to land nearby on
one landing wheel only, lost speed, stalled, side-slipped from side to
side, crashed and burst into flames. The pilot was killed instantly.
On the same night there was over six inches of rain and two soldiers
were drowned when attempting to cross a flooded gully.
In November, ten Sergeants were sent to a pre-selection Board for
Officers. Most of the Sergeants were classified "A", which meant
that if they were around long enough, they could be candidates for
Officers' Training School. It was a compliment to the type of men in
the Battery but in the event the Battery moved on, so the N.C.O's
did not get their opportunity for further promotion.
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New Guinea

The Battery embarked on the troop transport "Katoomba" on 4th
December, 1943, for an unknown northern destination. The gunners were delighted to find they had scored cabins with bunks. Men
from other units were sent to lower decks, some away down, where
there were folding steel stretchers in badly ventilated holds. As was
usual, some of the soldiers were veiy seasick for the first couple of
days of the journey, but most soon found their sea legs and enjoyed
the voyage. Many of the gunners were used again to man the
ship's guns.
All troops commenced taking the yellow atebnne tablets to prevent or reduce the effects of malaria. As a result, they all developed
the yellow-tinted skin which was the temporaiy mark of men who
served in the Pacific areas. The "Katoomba", a comfortable 12,000
ton ship, sailed around the east end of New Guinea, through the
China Straits and past the island of Samarai On the mainland,
razorback ridges rose to over 6,000 feet high, while the coastal
sceneiy was beautiful with a few white beaches and a backdrop of
palms and jungle.
On the morning of 7 th December, the second anniversaiy of the
bombing of Pearl Harbor by the Japanese, it was exciting and heartening to see a United States naval force of eighteen destroyers and
three cruisers heading north.
The Batteiy disembarked in warm tropical rain at Buna, on the
north east coast of New Guinea near Popondetta. Their first night's
camp was near a plot with the graves of260 Australian soldiers who
were killed a year before in the terrible struggle to take the area
from the Japanese.
The guncrews took over the gun sites and equipment of the 17th
Anti-aircraft Batteiy. Most of the sites were in good condition;
some were on the coast, while others were placed around heavy
anti-aircraft positions and airstrips.
With dense jungle, lawyer vines and up to eight feet high kunai
grass around the gun areas, conditions were so different from the
Batteiy s earlier days. Shirts and long trousers had to be worn at all
times to reduce the incidence of malaria and scrub typhus. Clothing was all dark green cotton drill as against the old khaki drill. An
encouraging difference from earlier days was to see hundreds of
American Mitchell and Liberator bombers flying overhead each
morning to bomb the Japanese in New Britain and on the
Huon Peninsula.
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Life settled down to a routine of gun drill and maintenance,
improvements on the gunsites, aircraft watches and exploration of
the area. Gunner Frank Hands recalls: "A few of us hiked about
five miles up the Kokoda Trail which ended near Buna This was
the easy end of the Trad being fairly flat but it was still hard
walking often in knee deep mud We paid tribute to the boys who
fought along it in the previous year to force the Japanese back to
the north coast from across the Owen Stanley Ranges."
With a routine life, in the way of Australian troops, the gunners
found and created diversions. Rowing boats were scrounged for
trips along the coast and up the rivers. Wild pigs were shot and
trapped. Gunner Les Stephens built a splendid pig trap from the
steel mesh "cage" of a three ton truck. It was staked to the ground
and had a trap door entrance. When a basket of food inside the
cage was touched by the pigs, the heavy door fell down and locked
them in. The first night when the trapdoor clanged shut, Gunner
Stephens ran to the cage whereupon a large boar of about 180
pounds weight charged him. The cage shook, but held, so Les shot
the black tusker which to their great pleasure was presented to the
local natives next morning. This same trap caught many small pigs
which were killed, scalded and butchered by Gunners Arthur
Wright and George Young, both farmers. Their efforts provided
welcome fresh meat for the troops. Trapping the pigs was soon
given up as it was felt that the natives were being deprived of
their game.
A few illicit "jungle juice" stills were built. Although originally
set up to attempt to provide liquor for Christmas celebrations, it
was soon found that American soldiers and sailors provided a ready
market. Gunners Jim Bourke and Les Stephens were probably the
most successful distillers. Some 50 yards back from their gunsite,
in a small clearing in the jungle, they set up a 44 gallon steel drum
into which they placed potatoes, any available vegetables, dried
fruits, golden syrup, sugar, lemon cordial and water. After allowing
this concoction to ferment for a week, they strained off the liquor
through an old singlet and boiled it, using a four gallon drum, from
which the steam was taken by a copper tube to a bottle being cooled
in a bucket of water. The resulting clear liquid was obviously
alcoholic and would ignite if a match was put to a spoonful on the
ground. So this was bottled, corked and sold for £3 a bottle to the
Americans. Seeing that £3 represented nearly a week's pay for a
gunner, the trade was lucrative
Life at this stage wasn't veiy serious and the men were always
ready for a joke. Gunner Les, better known as "Plonk", was sitting
by the illicit still, in deep contemplation of such a wonderful money
making outfit. A friend of his visited the gunsite. Being a tall
impressive fellow, attired in well-pressed jungle greens, with a well
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scrubbed canvas belt and gaiters, other members of the guncrew
made up an M.P. (Military Policeman) arm band, and led him down
the narrow track to the still, with the M.P. badge well displayed.
"Look who's here Plonk", they said. It was the first time Plonk had
ever been known to go pale with shock. On realising eventually it
was an old mate, he expressed himself in his own inimitable
style!
Appropos of trade, several gunners formed a syndicate which
they named "Nipponese Novelties", the products of which also
found a ready market with the comparatively highly paid American
sailors and airmen. Sergeants Tom Dawson and Geoff Davies were
Accountant and Sales Manager respectively. Ashtrays and scimitar
shaped paper knives were made from bullet cases and brass
shellcases and engraved — "New Guinea, 1943", with crude tools.
Japanese rifles, bayonets, and hats, deloused grenades and mortar
bombs and magnificent blue and green butterflies mounted on
pads of cottonwool were prepared, sold, and the proceeds were distributed to the industrious gunners.
Fresh fish were obtained with hand grenades. It was best to wait
for a shoal to be observed. A grenade thrown in to the water would
stun the fish which could then be collected. The water was not very
clear and natives, if they were about, would swim underwater and
find more fish than the soldiers. The bombing fishermen would
take the precaution of holding a hand over their male characteristics while the grenade exploded in the water perhaps only 10 yards
in front of them. Sergeant Courtney's guncrew took a record number of 132 fish with one grenade.
Christmas 1943 was celebrated quietly. The Australian Comforts Fund and the United States forces provided good fare including turkey, ham and plum pudding.
The natives in the nearby villages were friendly. Their health was
not good. If the native child's constitution was strong enough to
survive the first two years of life, then their life span was thirty to
forty years. They married soon after puberty, with the boys firstly
going through a ceremony of initiation involving circumcision.
The social position of a man was determined by the number of
wives and pigs that he owned. The land and crops were owned by
the whole tribe. Most of the natives had a large spleen as a result of
malaria. If the spleen was hit, they could die. Few were actually
dying of malaria, but many died of bronchitis, pneumonia and
consumption.
The natives were clean and so were their villages. The practice of
women suckling small pigs had one explanation in that they were
women who had lost their child and were still "in milk", so using the
pig to dry them up. This was not always the case and it was often
simply a method of feeding piglets, valuable to the village
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economy.
The children were a happy lot and could swim like fish in the
rivers or off the coast.
Between the first and second world wars, the natives had looked
up to white men as the "big bosses". Those so called "big bosses"
tended to avoid manual labor in the tropical heat and delegated
work to the natives. Consequently, the natives were amazed when
white soldiers came and engaged in "pick and shovel" work building gunsites, airstrips and campsites. To attempt to protect post
war civilians' privileged position, it was explained by white
residents that the soldiers were "white kanaka belong Sydney"!
An interesting trial shoot was carried out from a gun on the
beach. An old Japanese barge had been towed out 1,000 yards to
sea. Gunners Arthur Wright and Frank Hands, both experienced
gunlayers, after two short ranging shots raked the barge from bow
to stern with two-pound shells, setting fire to it and sinking it. As
with earlier practice anti-tank shoots it was demonstrated that
with its high velocity, low trajectoiy shells, the Bofors gun was
extremely accurate for ground or sea targets.
The jungle was interesting, but difficult. Bombardier Arthur
Duke, and Gunners "Shorty" Allen and Jack Evitt lost their way in
it. After two days of searching by men of the Batteiy, natives, infantrymen and native policemen, they were found, tired but safe. Gunner Evitt subsequently went down with scrub typhus but
fortunately recovered. He was lucky as the typhus was deadly, often
causing deafness, brain damage and death. It was said that little
had been heard of it in peace time, but it seemed that with so many
bodies lying around in the jungle, rats had been transmitting the
disease carried by a little red mite.
Deadly as the jungle could be with its perils of malaria typhus,
dengue fever and dysentery and difficult as it was with its sagopalm swamps, mud, and dense vegetation making penetration so
troublesome even for those not engaged in deadly combat it still
had interest and beauty. There were brilliantly-colored blooms,
magnificent green and blue butterflies with wings over seven
inches across, fireflies which glowed at night and a host of varieties
of grasshoppers, brightly-colored insects, crickets and frogs.
At nearby Soputa Cemetery, there were 400 graves of Australians
and native boys who had been killed in that area giving another sad
and mute reminder of the desperate fight with the Japanese in the
previous year.
By 1944, the war had moved on, so it was unnecessary to continue to have anti-aircraft defence at Buna. At the beginning of
June, the Batteiy picked up its guns, loaded them on to the "Duntroon", and sailed back to Australia. Apart from one of the shafts to
the twin screws of the "Duntroon" breaking, so reducing the speed
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to a wallowing 6 knots, the trip was uneventful but slow, taking
three days to reach Townsville.
Only sixteen days after leaving Buna, the men of the Battery had
home leave again. They felt the cold of the southern winter, but
enjoyed seeing their families. Most of the men had been in the
Army for four years by this time, but because the war was not yet
won, had become professional enough in soldiering to accept the
necessity for continued service. However, with time marching on,
several of the men took the opportunity of mariying. Looking back
on the times, it must have been difficult for the married men to
leave home and even more so for those with children, for what was
at best an uncertain future.
In typical Army fashion, those who went home on leave to Sydney
and Melbourne returned, as ordered, back to Brisbane to find that
the Batteiy was to go to Greta Camp in New South Wales, so they
had an unnecessary one thousand miles of train travel.
The period at Greta Camp was initially a recuperative time after
the service in New Guinea. On ceasing to take atebrin tablets, some
30% of the men went down with malaria. Most soon recovered after
good hospital treatment. The gunners were allowed a good deal of
time for sport — Softball, baseball, cricket, football and tennis. With
fresh food and exercise the weight losses in New Guinea were
soon restored.
On the 8th September, 1944, the 2/8th Light Anti-Aircraft Battery held its last parade before it was disbanded. The men were sad
to see the end of the Batteiy. Their thoughts were expressed by one
of the gunners: "We will always consider ourselves as 8 th Battery
men, with happy memories of a worthy unit which had represented a sort of home and family, and mateship for us in Palestine,
Libya, Egypt Australia and New Guinea and which had seen our
transition from
raw ill-equipped
beginners
to seasoned
soldiers."
Approximately ninety men were transferred to form a complete
troop in the 7th Batteiy of the 2/2nd Composite Anti-aircraft Regiment. This Regiment was a group of one Light Batteiy of 18 Bofors
guns, a Batteiy of Heavy 3.7 inch guns, with searchlights, signals
and workshops comprising in all about one thousand men.
The remaining men of the old 8 th Batteiy were sent to General
Details Depot to be re-allocated to other units. Many of the men
served a total of six years or more before being discharged after
wars end.
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Copy of an 8th Battery Monthly Report.
Report for month of April, 1941. (16 guns)
Enemy Planes Destroyed
14
Enemy Planes probably destroyed
2
Enemy Planes damaged
13
No of Rounds fired
7555
Apr. 6 4 guns engaged 9 Me-110s in vicinity of Derna Aerodrome 1 shot down
near Aerodrome, 2 other reported down by RAF.
personnel
Apr 9 3 guns under command 26 Inf Bde engaged 18 Me 110s near Gazala
bringing 1 down in area
8 guns near Derna-Tobruk road (near detour around broken bridge)
engaged firstly 3 Ju 88Ks. 1 of which fell into the sea.
Later engaged 3 Me 110s. 1 of which was shot down within afew hundred yards of the gun position and another engaged whilst attacking
a Hurricane and was later reported by 9th Dw HQ personnel to have
fallen into the sea
Apr. 11 3 Ju (Reed's Troop) claimed down (through Major Younger 40
LAA
Battery)
2 guns opened fire on 3 G50s which were pursuing a Hurricane and
drove them off
Apr 13 3 Ju 87s (Reed's Troop) claimed down (through Major Younger)
Apr 17 3 guns claimed hits (1 gun two trays) into 3 Ju 87s which were not
observed to come down.
Apr 19 1 gun claimed two trays into a Ju 88 which was observed to crash
about a mile further on and about 1 mile W of 9th Dw H.Q
ThisJu88
at the time it crashed was being pursued by a Hurricane
which
however did not get close enough to open fire
Apr 21 3 guns of different detachments reported having each hit Ju 87s
several times
Apr 23 1 gun claimed hits on Ju 87 during raid at 1150
Apr 23 5 guns claimed hits on different planes (Ju87s). 4 observed to be smoking badly and probably came down in own lines to South (1 wobbled
badly, banked and continued flight in uncertain manner, losing
altitude)
Apr 24 Henschel hit several times without any apparent effect except sudden
change of course
Ju 87 B hit (2 trays) and continued flight to SW losing altitude and
smoking from tail
Apr 28 1 gun claimed hits on Ju 87 which lost height rapidly and smoke
issued from tail Disappeared below horizon approx 10-12 miles N W.
of 9th Dw HQ
Apr 28 2 guns claim many hits on Ju 87 seen to smoke and appear to fall
approx. 10 miles S W of 9 th Dw HQ.
Apr 29 1 Ju 87 approached flying N at 5000' and with smoke issuing from
tail evidently as a result ofHAA
fire 1 gun opened fire and hit plane
several times It continued on way belching smoke and evidently unable to gain altitude
1 gun engaged 5 or 6 planes at approx 4500' 1 Ju 87 was hit several
times and smoke observed to issue from it Fire on two other planes
was observed by Tank Corps personnel to be effective but could not see
any apparent result
Apr 30 1 Ju 87 believed hit but no apparent results discernable
(Signed)
P W Stokes
8th Aust L A.A Battery
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Copy of Letter from General L. Morshead to Commander 4th A.A.
Brigade, to which 8 th Battery was attached.

Headquarters,
TOBRUCH FORTRESS.
20 th Oct '41.
My dear Muirhead,
Would you please convey to all ranks of the 4 th AntiAircraft Brigade the appreciation and esteem of the 9th
Australian Division
We shall always associate TOBRUCH with their magnificent and sustained defence and ever remember their
courageous and victorious fight against great odds.
The fire discipline and steadiness in action of the antiaircraft batteries have been an inspiration to all and we are
sad to have to sever an association which has meant so
much to us in the execution of our task here.
Yours sincerely,
(Signed)

L. J. MorsheacL

Brigadier J. S. Muirhead, DSO, MC, TD,
Commander, 4 th A.A. Brigade.
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Prisoners- Of-War

As with the prisoners-of-war of 7th Battery, it was not until postwar re-unions of the Regiment that the opportunity arose to meet
again with the men of 8th Battery who had been captured in the
desert in April, 1941.
After being a P.O.W. for four years, Bombardier Ken Clements
returned and recounted some of his experiences whilst in the
hands of the Italians and Germans:
"Capua about 30 km out of Naples, was the camp to which we
were taken after arrwal at Naples in May, 1941. We were living
under canvas, with 20 men crowded into a tent Heavy rain
made conditions bad. The mud was inches deep, so everyone
was pretty miserable with their first taste of prison life in Italy.
Most men had only the clothes they were wearing when captured,
but within a few days warmer clothing became available.
"After a couple of weeks at Capua we were moved by train to
Sulmona, an old World War 1 German P.O.W. camp, then on to
Bolzano in the Brenner Valley. The camp here was in an old
brewery, which unfortunately was not working, but was situated
near the main road and railway running through the Brenner
Pass. We watched the great amount of traffic passing by, including
much damaged war material such as tanks and aeroplanes.
"We moved east to Camp 57, situated about 12 km out of Udine.
This proved to be our permanent camp until the capitulation of
Italy in 1943. It held over4,000 prisoners, mostly Australian and
New Zealand, but later, as working parties went out English,
Scottish Indian Cypriot and Palestinian prisoners were brought
in, making a cosmopolitan crowd.
"After settling down here, conditions improved, mainly due to
the efforts of our fellows in making the camp and living conditions as clean as possible. Italian food rations in 1941 were
adequate, especially when supplemented with Red Cross parcels.
This state of affairs did not last as late in February, 1942, the
Italian rations were cut by over 60 percent and Red Cross parcels
became scarce.
"The conditions of the coldest winter in Europe for 30 years
made it difficult to get supplies through to the camps. Life had
now become grim but the spirit of our fellows
remained
remarkably good. The food ration was less than 1 lb. a head a
day, including bread, rice, vegetables, coffee, meat and cheese.
After turning in for the night very hungry, remarks would be
heard such as — 'If you were in a grocers shop now, what would
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you go for?' This would bring forth many comments, and a
heated discussion would be carried on until loud voices would in
no uncertain manner, tell everyone what to do with chocolate biscuits, fruit cake and the like.
"When the Red Cross parcels came through once more, the camp
came to life and with the arrival of sporting materials, cricket
baseball and football were enjoyed Sporting material was not
obtained from the Italians, but was all sent from friends or
relatives of the prisoners or by the Red Cross. Even with these
better conditions, life was monotonous as we were never allowed
out of the camp.
"With the capitulation of Italy, we imagined our troubles were
over and that we would soon be on the way home. The Germans
had other ideas. We were taken to the railway station along a
road lined on each side with German soldiers carrying machine
guns, rifles and flame throwers, all of which dissuaded anyone
from making a break for it At the station, fifty men were loaded
into each cattle truck and we were off once more on our enforced
tour of Europe. We arrived in Austria and stayed in a camp there
forfour days, then continued on to 8A at Gorlitz. This was, at that
time, a camp for French and Russians, and here we saw the
shocking condition that many of the Russians were in. Our men
gave them any food and cigarettes which they could spare. Some
Russians took amazing risks, crawling under the dividing wire
fence to get into our compound forfood or a smoke. A couple were
shot in these attempts, but others still persisted
"At Gorlitz, we were medically examined by the Germans and
with about thirty others I was sent to a sugarfactory at Odulerg,
but as our barracks were not ready we returned this time to
Lamsdorf. Here again we were medically examined and within a
week several of us left for a coal mine in Ober, Silesia In the
mines, we worked with Poles on various underground jobs,
spending 8% hours a day underground on a morning, afternoon
or night shift As this was considered heavy work a larger food
ration was given, which with Red Crossfood was sufficient but if
a man was sick or away for any reason, his ration was cut
in half.
"I was transferred to another camp, which had 440 prisoners,
of whom 300 were Australians. We remained there until January
20,1945, when the Russian advance in Poland made the German
authorities decide it was necessary to clear all the P.O.W. camps.
So we began a march which was to last for 10 weeks during
which time we covered over 1,100 km Being winter, the roads
were frozen under several inches of ice, with deep snow over all
the surrounding countryside. The insecure footing soon took its
toll and most of us were sore and stiff before the first day was
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over. As we progressed practically everyone managed to buy or
have a small sled on to which we loaded all our belongings. We
had brought all we could carry, having been told that we would
march for about eight days toLamsdorf; but the Russian advance
was so rapid that our destination was continually
changed
Eventually we had none whatever and were merely walking and
waiting for the war to finish
We crossed Silesia to Czechoslovakia where the people were extremely kind and on reaching
our billet which in every case was a barn in a village, people
would endeavor to give us food but on most occasions were prevented from doing so by the German guards. However, the Australians usually found a way of getting what they wanted and
much of the food offered was smuggled in German rations during the march were light and on two occasions, people in small
villages had collected cartloads of bread but were ordered by the
Germans to return it as it was forbidden
to give food to
P.O.W.'s.
"As time went on, practically all prisoners from German camps
were on the road marching, and as food rations had to be drawn
from these small villages, supplies were becoming
exhausted
Bread the mainstay, was scarce. At one stage, for a period of six
days, we received 150 grammes but we were given a few extra
potatoes and dried vegetables with occasionally a little meat
About six weeks after our start the Red Cross again made contact
with us. Each man received a little over one parcel and a good
supply of cigarettes which we had been without for some weeks.
We set off next day feeling much more cheerful Some weeks later
we reached Regensburg and camped 8 km out at a small
village.
"Here, work began again in Regensburg, clearing up bomb
damage and filling in bomb craters. During our long march about
150 of the lads dropped out and had been taken to hospital suffering from frostbite and other illness; but all to my knowledge
recovered and later caught up. As the American advance came
our way from Nurnberg, we again took to the road and reached
Landshut where American tank crews and artillerymen released
us.
"It was hard to realise that we were free after four years as
prisoners. The Americans were kind to us handing out food
clothing and cigarettes and taking no end of trouble to ensure we
had all we required We were flown from Landshut to Rheims in
France, where we again enjoyed the hospitality of American
troops and later, in Lancaster bombers, we were flown to
England Our stay in England will long be remembered as the
kindness and hospitality extended to us was wonderful
"I cannot express just how much the work of the Red Cross
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Society was appreciated

by the prisoners of war."
*

*

*

*

At Cracow, Poland, Gunner Lew Potter won the draw for an
escape attempt, the prize being a collection of the necessary maps,
documents, clothes and Red Cross chocolate from his colleagues.
After his escape, an unfortunate Italian farm worker answering Potter's description was picked up by the Germans. Potters prison
mates, for some days, re-inforced the Germans' error by addressing
the Italian as Lew, which took the heat off the real escapee for a few
days enabling him to make good distance from the camp, into
Czechoslavakia. Potter was eventually re-captured by German
troops who, disbelieving that he could have covered so much distance in the time, accused him of being an Allied spy parachuted
from an aircraft. Towards the end of the war, Potter escaped again,
and using a German staff car, made it to the American lines. He was
taken to England where he played with Lindsay Hassett's Services
cricket team before returning home.
As with the prisoners of war of the 7 th Battery, the treatment of
and the conditions for the 8 th Battery prisoners varied from good to
indifferent to bad. Each man had his own remarkable story to tell,
the relating of which would require another book.
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9th Battery
Western Desert
When 9 th Battery moved out of Amariya Camp on 23 rd April
1941, it virtually severed all connection with R.H.Q., except for supplying a copy of the War Diary and other army paper work.
In the afternoon of 24th Aprrl, "I" Troop (Ink) moved out from
B.H.Q. to an aerodrome designated Baqqush Satellrte on which was
stationed 55 Squadron R.A.F. Thrs squadron was equipped with
Blenheim and Glen Martin bombers, but it was very drfficult to
assemble sufficient serviceable aircraft to fly each day. The aerodrome was situated in a bleak sandy stretch of desert subject to
sandstorms every other day, when vrsibility was reduced to about
three feet. Those sandstorms originating in the Sahara were known
as the Khamsin. The thermometer registered 117° on one day.
During the early hours of the morning of 3rd May, one plane
crashed on another and burst into flames, exploding bombs on the
plane on the ground.
While the Troop was stationed at Baqqush Satellite, there were
several air raid warnings, but no attack on the aerodrome. However,
the Troop was permitted to fire four practice rounds, this being the
first time the gunners had fired a Bofors, as ammunition was in
short supply. Anti-tank ammunition was limited to four rounds of
armour-piercing shells. Monotony was relieved by swimming in the
Mediterranean, a reasonable issue of Australian beer, and mail
from home. The ground defence was a unit of the Argyll and
Sutherlands.
Two songs were added to the troops' repertoire, "Ilkley Moor" and
the song of 55 Squadron.
Ink Troop moved out of Baqqush Satellite on the evening of 13 th
May, and in the darkness went past the turn off point by about 3
miles, turned back and turned away from the sea camped for the
night and in the morning moved into the defence area of Gerawla
aerodrome and commenced settling in.
At 1800 hours the Troop received orders to drop everything and
to get ready to move, and at 2000 hours moved out passing through
Mersa Matruh. Some of the trucks lost the convoy and went on to
Sidi Barrani before the mistake was realised. Turning back two
miles they were met by the Troop utility and led back to the bivouac
area near the sea. The problem with travelling too far forward dur-
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ing the night was the danger of running into German forward
positions.
"G" and "H" Troops (George and Harry) had been deployed on
R.A.F. aerodromes at Haneish North and Fuka Satellite, where the
ground defences were manned by the Leicesters and the Queens.
Lieutenant Fitzhardinge with two guns of Harry Troop had before
that been ordered to Srdi Barrani.
Ted Lewis, who was in charge of supplying meals to "I" Troop,
remembered Fuka Satellite:- "It was blowing a terrible sandstorm
there was no hope in the world of doing any cooking in the open
so I took thefire inside the tent and closed the flaps
imagine
the heat! The sand was still getting into the tent so I had to do all
the preparation under a mosquito net When the meal was ready
it had to be delivered to the four guns out in the desert It was
either George Reid or Jerry Sampson who drove me. You could
not see beyond the bonnet of the truck for the sand blowing, but
eventually we did find the guns and deliver the goods. Finding
our way back was not so easy. We drove round and round for an
hour or so without any luck so decided to stay put until the storm
abated When it did we found ourselves slap bang in the middle
of B.H.Q., a long way from Troop H.Q. We just got back in time,
after being away all night to start preparing for breakfast"
The cooks did a splendid job in difficult circumstances and with
very little in the way of rations.
Whilst at the bivouac area the troops saw numerous Itie (Italian)
dugouts and a lone grave. Also in the area was a peculiar desert
animal about the size of a rat. It had a head like a rabbit, especially
the ears, a long tail ending in white hair, long hind legs and short
front legs, and burrowed in the sand.
From a gunner's diary of 17th May 1941: "Up at 0430, packed
had a cup of tea and away by 0530. Passed through Sidi Barrani
which has been blown to hell and from here on passed wrecked
cars, trucks, tanks, tractors and guns. Road in very bad condition,
very cobblestoney. 0830 halted for breakfast Averaged about 10
m.p.h. for the 29 miles. Have turned off for the 'drome (near
Buqbuq). Heard a few explosions during the morning and got the
guns into action, but no enemy craft sighted Had lunch Lieutenant Keith Willis and Sergeant Brin Boothby went on recce., but
could not find 'drome we were to protect Much traffic passing us
all the time. Just finished the evening meal when we were
ordered to move. Left area at 1830, passed some Bofors and
tanks on their way back We were within 15 to 20 miles of Jerry,
but you would not have known Arrived back at Sidi at 2230, had
a hot meal of Italian soup, steak and tea and in bed by
2300*
A newspaper of the day reported:
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"Nazis Admit British Gain in N. Africa
"London Friday A.A.P. —
"Today's Berlin communique says strong British forces thrust
towards Fort Capuzzo and Solium Some contingents penetrated
into Solium"
No wonder the aerodrome could not be found; they had probablymoved back towards Mersa Matruh or had never arrived.
The mention of Italian soup brings forward a gunners
reminiscences:
"In the Sidi Barrani area we met up with vast food dumps left
behind by the Ities when they were overrun by the6th-Divn
Middle East Command had issued stern warnings about these
dumps — they were supposed to be poisoned Weary of our own
unimaginatwe rations (the bully beef the gold fish - herrings in
tomato sauce, the dog biscuits, the Jewish marmalade and fig
jam the dehydrated eggs, onions etc.), we eyed the succulent
looking tins of tomatoes, minestrone soup etc, with envy. Eventually one brave soul threw caution to the winds, opened a tin of
tomatoes and scoffed them down The rest of us waited for some
time to see if he collapsed writhing on the ground, frothing at the
mouth etc When none of these symptoms of poisoning came to
pass, we lived very well; the ration situation
improved
dramatically."
Sunday 18 th May at 1900 hours, Ink Troop moved out, back
through Mersa Matruh, which was now the first line of defence, and
arrived at Haneish at about 0600 after travelling in the dark all
night. Fortunately, the Troop moved into gun pits, ammunition pits
and dugouts vacated by George Troop. The Troop was to protect 73
Squadron R.A.F., Hurricane fighters commanded by "Cobber"
Kain.
At this stage, there did not appear to be any prospect of leave, nor
did the men look for it, as it was very much "family" between members of the gun crews. Once on leave, a return to the unit was problematical, and the troops were still looking for action. Therefore
those who were showing signs of loss of hair and hoping for an
improvement, and those finding that it was difficult to keep their
scalps clean with the limited supply of water, decided to have their
hair shaved off. It can now be told that those who had a receding
hair-line became bald, so there was no remedy there. It also can be
told that the hair had not grown to a respectable length before the
Battery was given leave in Cairo.
Harry Corneliusen recalls:
"Among the string of orders issued by Middle East Command
was one that lent itself to a variety of interpretations, being an
order to halt the incidence of dysentery. Latrine trenches were to
be sited at least 150 yards from the gun site. A sergeant always
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conscientious, interpreted the instruction literally, amid growing
protests from his not so conscientious gun crew. When they had
paced out 100 yards, the digging crew said 'This is near enough
Sarge'. 'No', said the sergeant and he carefully stepped out the
required distance before allowing them to dig. A few days later,
suffering an attack of the dreaded 'Jimmy Brits', the sergeant
leapt up from the mess table and headed for the newly-dug
'kangaroo' trench A few minutes later, a thoroughly crestfallen
N.C.O. crept back to the gun site 'Bombay bloomers' in hand (but
held at arm's length) and announced, 'I'm sorry fellas - I didn't
quite make it!'"
The troops suffered from the Khamsins, duststorms that
obliterated all objects within a few feet, diarrhoea and dysentery,
"wog" sores and camel ticks. Camel ticks always burrowed into the
soft parts of the body, and could only be removed by placing a
lighted cigarette near the insect's tail.
This account of a duststorm comes from a gunner's diary:
"May 6. Woke up this morning to the roar of wind. Conditions
were not too bad at breakfast but after breakfast we had to
change the entrance of our tent around as the wind was blowing
the sand into the tent In next to no time we had a sand storm
flowing in from the Desert It was a hot wind and conditions
were very unpleasant The heat was stifling and the storm grew
gradually worse throughout the day. Dust was in everything and
we looked at each other in the tent through a haze of sand Sand
was in the stew we received for dinner and on the potatoes given
us for tea In the afternoon it was impossible to see 2 yards in
front of you. The wind changed after tea and the storm
abated somewhat".
In the desert, the "fresh" water was strictly rationed. In fact the
men who had to report to the water points became quite nervous at
times, for the reason that the Germans took great joy in strafing
these areas. Sometimes, water was drawn from cisterns deep
underground, but as the opposing forces took their turn to retreat
they fouled them with salt and/or mines. At one stage, the water
ration was one quart per man per day for drinking, shaving and
washing. In fact some of the water was pooled, poured into a half
petrol tin and used by six men to wash six bodies. First in was
definitely best served. At one situation, there were dark muttenngs
from the troops who observed, just before nightfall each evening,
the batman preparing the portable canvas bath for the lieutenant.
The troops more often than not had to resort to a plunge in the
Mediterranean when transport was available, using the "salt water"
soap which was supposed to lather in salt water, but did not do so.
There was more petrol available than fresh water, so clothing was
sometimes washed in petrol, which got rid of the grease stains.
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Some members of "G" Troop sought out wells marked on the map as
being mined. By pushing a 44-gallon drum down the well, it was
soon discovered whether it was mined or not. A good supply was
then enjoyed by the men.
The battle to hold Crete was now in progress. These notes from a
personal diaiy reveal a part of it:
"Saturday 24 th May, 1941. Seven planes (Hurricanes) left here
for Crete yesterday to do some strafing. Two planes are missing
and one was shot-up when on the ground on Crete whilst refuelling. The pilot of the shot up plane came back sitting on the knees
of another Hurricane pilot (and there is not too much room either).
Sand storm all day.
"Sunday 25th May. Sand storm Heard that H.M.S. "Hood"
had been sunk
"Monday 26th May. Bob Laing the pilot who lost his plane on
Crete came over and had a chat with us. He originally came from
Tasmania butjoined upfrom New Zealand He told us quite a bit
about Crete - he seemed to think we were holding Jerry."
B.H.Q. issued Operation Order No. 4 on 26th May for a change in
defence areas. On 28th May, B.H.Q. moved forward to Sidi Barrani,
and on 30 th May, Ink Troop moved out of Haneish North. The
Operation Order was to give rise to the moves which would commence Operation Battle-axe in an attempt to relieve Tobruk.
Another entry from a personal diary states:
"Friday 30 th May. Moved out from Haneish North at 1100. A
beautiful day. Rather sorry that we are leaving as we had made
ourselves very comfortable. Passed through Mersa Matruh at
1230. There is enough barbed wire here to re-fence the whole of
Victoria Although we had passed through M. M. twice before it
had been at night and we had no idea until today that this town
was so large. We had a beautiful view from a hill just before
entering the town There was a small amount of shipping in the
harbor. Most of the buildings have been wrecked by bombs, but
some are still left Arrived at B.H.Q. at 1800 having done 111
miles. Went for a swim and had tea at 1900. Sleeping under the
sky - the nights very damp. At 2045 our ground sheets quite
wet
"Saturday 31st May. Up at0430 and left B.H.Q. at0515. Went
up the road a short way then turned into the desert about 1 mile.
We are defending Food Supply Depot No. 30 which is quite vast
The R.A.S.C. chaps are good to us giving us a few extra rations.
Many Itie trucks about here"
There was an Italian dump here, water-tanks, helmets, respirators, grenades, ground sheets, water bottles and food stuffs.
Operation Order No. 5 of 28 th May amended Operation Order No.
4 to some degree. "G" Troop were now not to wait until being
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relieved. No. 8 Gun Detachment to be released back to "H" Troop.
"G" Troop to report to C.O. Scots Guards. "H" Troop were also not to
await relief but to proceed, less two guns, to Maaten Mahomet near
Kilo 105, the other two guns of "H" Troop to proceed to Sup G.P.
Rear H.Q. near Kilo 93. After bivouacking at B.H.Q. "I" Troop with 2
guns to proceed to Food Supply Depot No.30 by 0600 on 30th May.
The remaining two guns to arrive at FSD 30 by 0600 on 31st
May.
On 2nd June the Batteiy received news that on Crete there were
195 men posted missing from 7 th Batteiy.
A movement order was received on 5th June for 9th and 12th
Detachments of Ink Troop under command of Lieutenant Dale
Crooke to move inland to Advance Head Quarters 7 th Armoured
Division.
The Battery was now under command of 1 st Light Anti-Aircraft
Regiment R.A., to make the fourth batteiy in a Force consisting of
the 7 th Armoured Division and the 4th Indian Division, with the
task of an attack to relieve Tobruk. 9th Batteiy was placed under
command 22nd Guards Brigade and George, Hariy and Ink Troops
were allotted to 1st Buffs, 2nd Scots Guards, and 3rd Coldstreams.
Diaiy entries from a personal diaiy draw the picture of an Ink
Troop detachment.
"Friday 6th June. Up at 0530 and left FSD 30 at 0930. Only 2
guns 9 and 12 Detachments. A very small shower of rain before
we left Sergeant Boothby missing, but later turned up in a 3tonner. We went straight south into the "blue" (desert). All we
saw were some Itie fortifications
until we came to Piccadilly
(what a humorist) where there were a few trucks. Lunch here.
After this place we went off into the desert making our own tracks.
After travelling a short way we got more or less lost but we
sighted a small convoy on our right so we all turned right and
chased them They must have thought we were a Jerry patrol
because we could not catch them tofind out where we were. Shortly after this we arrived at our destination, Bir El Malla — 7th
Armoured Division. The British were surprised to see us arrive
from the direction we had come as the area was heavily mined
Our average progress was 10 m.p.h. for the 50 miles travelled.
"The next day the British were clearing mines and making a
lot of noise. There was a great assembly of vehicles, tanks,
armoured cars, signallers' vans, trucks and 'dingoes'. The lastnamed were small armoured cars with Daimler fluid flywheel
drive. The tanks were camouflaged as trucks."
The two Ink Troop guns left Bir El Malla in the afternoon of 9th
June for a FSD. The diaiy continues the stoiy
"Road very rough At about 1600 came into country cut about
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EXAMPLE OF A TYPICAL OPERATION ORDER
9th Aust. Lt.A.A. Battery
SECRET Operation Order No 4, Copy No 2 26 May 41
Ref Maps SALUM and SIDI BARRANI Sheets 1/100,000
1 - INFORMATION. OwnTps. Tps in frontier sec, Western Desert Force, are under command
7 Sup Gp
2 - INTENTION. 9thAust L A A Batteiy is to be relieved of the A A D ofLG's 05,010and012
and will move forward to participate in
(i) A A D of areas vital to 7 Sup Gp, probably for a limited period only;
and thereafter,
(ii) Support of mob coins operating in interior of desert
3 - METHOD.
(a) Comd. 9 th Batteiy comes under comd 1 L A A Regt at 1200 hrs 27 May 41
(b) Vacation of existing A.A. Layouts.
(i) GTPis to be relieved by 37 thL A A Batteiy on 28 May After handing over on L G 010,
G Tp (plus one gun det) will move to R V at Kilo 93 MATRUH - SIDI BARRANI Rd, vicinity rear
HQ Sup Gp On arrival at Kilo 93 will despatch orderly to Batteiy Report Centre at Kilo 134
for further orders 8 Gun Det under orders of Det Comd will proceed after an interval to be
decided by GTP Comd, to L G 05 and will revert to Comd H Tp Road trace attached
(ii) H Tp to be relieved by 38 th L A A Batteiy on 29 May After handing over on L G 05,
will move to R V near 30 FS D located at ZAWYET- SIDI BARRANI 965744 Suitable R V
will be recced and reported forwarded to Batteiy Report Centre at 1200 hrs 28 May
(iii) I Tp is to be relieved by 38th L A A Batteiy on 30 May After handing over on L G
Q15.012 will move to R V at Kilo 134 MATRUH - SIDI BARRANI Rd and report to Batteiy
Report Centre for further orders
(iv) Time of departure, speed and density. Tp Comds will decide speed according to
state of roads A T p which is NOT relieved before 1500 hrs on scheduled day will NOT commence move forward until one hour before first light following day Density 10 v t m
(v) BQMS and veh will be attached I Tp at L G 012 from 1800 hrs 28/5
5 - ADMIN, (a) Rations. There will be no interruption to supply of rations to G, I Tps by Battery
HQ whether at existing layout or future R V H Tp will continue on existing arrangements till
further orders issued
(b) Water. Tps will cariy filled water tins NOT less than 1 Vi gals per man
(c) Petrol refilling for G. I Tps by Batteiy HQ veh at future R Vs
(d) Recovery. 3rd Aust L A A Workshop Sec is to detail a recoveiy van to (a) accompany
each of G. I Tp convoys This van will report to G Tp by 0900 hrs 28/5 and to I Tp by 0900 hrs
30/5, thereupon coming under Comd Tp as far as Kilo 93 (b) Recovery for G, I Tps from starting point to MERSA MATRUH will be ABU HAGGAG, from MERSA MATRUH as far as Kilo 93
by 3rd Aust L A A Wshop Sec to 1 L A A Regt Wshop Sec in SIDI BARRANI area Recoveiy
forward of Kilo 93 for G, H, I Tps by 1 L A A Reg Wshop SEC
(e) Medical. On the move, first aid kits where possible Medical posts are established at
MERSA MATRUH, Kilo 83 After arrival at R Vs by 1 L A A Regt, details with orders
(f) Supply of Maps. Maps will be issued if possible on following scale before 1800 hrs
27/5 (H Tp before 1800 hrs 28/5)
Battery Hg
G Tp (plus 1 gun)
H Tp
I Tp
SALUM sheet
5
4
4
5
SIDI BARRANI sheet
5
4
4
5
6 - INTER COMM. (a) Batteiy HQ Report Centre will be opened at Kilo 134 by 1200 hrs 28/5
(b) Batteiy Rear HQ (less BQMS and veh) will close GERAWLA Ry Stn at 1200 hrs 28/5
(c) Motor cycles are allotted from 1200 hrs 27/5 on following scale Batteiy HQ 4, G, H, I
Tps -1 each H Tp will detail M C O to report with surplus machine for duty at report centre
at Kilo 134 at 1200 hrs 28/5
(d) One W/T van will accompany B C forward on 27/5, second W/T van will remain and
move with Battery 2 I/C
7 - ACK. By bearer
8 - DISTRIBUTION. G Tp -1, H Tp - 2.1 Tp - 3.3 rd Aust L A A Regt (for Sig Sec and Workshop
Sec) - 4, War Diaiy - 5.6, File - 7
C L Hughes-Hallett, Major R A A
BC 9 th Aust Lt A A Batteiy
1100 hrs 27/5
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by wadis. It is great going down the wadis and through the sand
at the bottom The tractor can certainly pull The leading 3tonner was bogged in one wadi also an English mob, both pulled
out by our tractor. Although the desert is the desert the wadis
make the terrain more interesting. Arrived at Birlmba (35 miles
S.W. of Sidi Barrani) at 1730 and took up our gun position on a
food dump, FSD 29, but am afraid scrounging is out of the question as they are very strict here. Our other two guns had some fun
when two Jerries came over yesterday. They claim a hit but
there was no trace of the aircraft"
At this FSD the gun crews were issued with British tropical kit,
helmets pith (topee), shirt, shorts, stockings, puttees and boots.
Personal diary entries record Ink Troop's part in the push forward to relieve Tobruk
"Saturday 14 th June. Awakened at 0500 as usual to hear hundreds of trucks, tanks etc, passing on their way to the front
Vehicles have been passing since 0300 until we left at 1000. We
are sharing a 3-tonner with Coggo's Mob, the rest of us are in the
tractor. We all feel a little excited and exhilarated to know that
WE are taking the offensive. After some time saw a fort with very
low stone walls. Continued on the escarpment to Sofafifort about
6 miles, arrived 1100. 1730 moved forward providing
antiaircraft defence for a column consisting of the Buffs and Scots
infantry, eta We are scheduled to be in Fort Capuzzo tomorrow.
We are in a huge convoy of miscellaneous vehicles and the two
guns (like destroyers in a sea convoy) on either side. At 1945 saw
three flashes in the sky, a plane crashing and bursting into
flames. The convoy halted at 2130.
"Sunday 15th June. 0500 vehicles are coming into line for the
big race. 0530 moved off. 0600 passed burnt out Wimpy (Vickers
Wellington). The graves of the crew were nearby. 0800 stopped
and had breakfast could hear artillery doing their stuff, probably
at Hell Fire Pass (Halfaya). 1200 heard that positions had been
taken forward
We are about 12 miles from the front 1830 we
have lost some tanks, but Camerons and Indians have taken
their objectives. Fighting on Hell Fire Pass.
'Monday 16th June. Heavy fog this morning. Artillery still
hammering away — fire more intense. 0830 a few German
prisoners came in a truck — some tank chaps with them 1045
moved forward with convoy taking supplies tofront-convoy
very
fast 1400 seven Junkers 87 flew over us at about 150 feet
Although we had been ordered to keep up with the convoy we
halted when they were 500 yards away and went into action, but
we were too late. We were strafed all the time and the planes
offered perfect targets. No damage done. We were all very excited
but did notfeelfear. After having a bottle of beer and some cheese
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and biscuits we moved on about 2 miles. The Germans were in
this area this morning. As we had only Jour riflesfor the gun crew
of eleven we armed ourselves with discarded German rifles and
ammo. 1500 stopped in sight of 'the line' - we can see the
artillery flashes and bursts. Libya (the Wire) is about 2 miles
away. Our other guns have shot down some planes. Whilst here
quite a few Jerries flew over, but too high 1630 left to go back to
our base, but had to stop, once for petrol and once to await the
convoy. At 1730 we saw 15 Stuka dive-bombers release bombs
where we had just been We could see the bombs being released.
Planes just out of our range. We picked up some prisoners all
badly wounded - one Nazi airman and several Ities. A captured
BMW motor cycle and side-car passed us. 1900 moved off. 1930
went into action - planes out of range. Moved ori Artillery firing
on our right 2230 arrived at our base after being nearly lost with
the desert and the darkness. Mr. Crooke did a great job.
"Tuesday 17th June. After lying about in what shade we could
find and after our two other guns had rejoined us we moved at
1400 with Royal Artillery "B" Echelon for Halfaya Pass. We went
east along the Escarpment of Sofafi Pass. Here we had a great
view of the Escarpment and surrounding country being on the
150 metre contour line. The roadfrom here down the Escarpment
to the coast road was terrible. Coggins gun wheel had a puncture, but came in later. When we arrived at the coast road we put
the gun into action and awaited orders. At this time there were
many trucks going back almost bumper to bumper. Soon after
Brin Boothby came back and told us to clear out as we were retreating. Whilst we were there 3 planes flew very low over the retreating vehicles - they were ours! Wejoined the general exodus
and went back about 11 miles. Ourfeelings were of hopelessness
and helplessness. It almost broke our hearts to see the huge
stream ofM. T. retreating after we had hoped for so much We are
about 15 miles East of Buq Buq."
The story is told again by Dale Crooke:
"I can remember experiencing an interesting day during the
advance and retreat when attached to 7th Armoured Division. I
was in charge of a convoy taking supplies from our Troop or Battery H.Q. up to Brigade H.Q. I was travelling in a 3-ton truck at
the rear of the convoy when a yell from those in the back caused
me to stop the vehicle and get out On looking back I saw a Stuka
at ground level coming straightfor the truck I had time to step in
front of the vehicle as it opened fire - tracer coming from the port
wing only. Fortunately for us the starboard gun didn't fire. The
aircraft was so low that it had to swing to the port side to avoid
hitting the truck - if it had swung to the opposite side we would
have been riddled. One of our guns managed to go into action
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very hurriedly, but failed to register a hit
"On reaching Brigade H.Q. we delivered the supplies and the
O.C. Hughes-Hallett was giving Dyer and myself orders concerning our next move. We were standing on a clay pan beside Dyers
utility. Above could be heard the drone of planes. A Stuka could
be heard going into a dive above our heads. H.H. didn't take any
notice and we two concentrated on what he was saying - none of
us looked up and it wasn't until bullets began to flick up the sand
beside us and the plane was pulling out of its dive that we hit the
dust Fortunately our vehicle was not the target — it was the
Brigade Communication van nearby. If I remember rightly H.H.
just stood up and continued to give us our orders as if nothing
had happened.
"My job was to take back to a Field Hospital via our H.Q., a
load of wounded Italians and a German airman with a broken
leg. It was getting dark when we left the defined track en route to
our H.Q. This meant going across country using a map, compass,
speedo and a friendly star. I wasn't sure how the compass would
work inside the truck so was relieved, when about halfway to
pass a cairn marked on the map. Eventually when the mileage
indicated we should be near our H.Q. I stopped and got out in
total darkness to be challenged by one of my own men. After a
short break Driver McKenzie and myself continued. On leaving
our camp I took a wrong turn, butfortunately we were stopped by
a British sentry, who said if I wanted to end up in the 'can (be
captured) to keep going. We reversed smartly. When McKenzie's
eyes gave out I took over as driver and shortly after daylight we
located the hospital and delivered the wounded who must have
had a hell of a trip. I also required medical attention as my eyes
felt as if they werefull of gravel After a rest we headed back but
had only gone a short distance when I was amazed to see what
looked like a dust storm approaching at speed, I soon discovered
there was afull scale retreat Wejoined the race down the Escarpment and couldn't believe our luck in that the enemy failed to
take advantage of attacking a perfect target from the air. Ink
Troop took up a position near the coast giving A.A. protection to
an R.A. Battery."
The story of the activities of Harry Troop durrng the period of
15th, 16th and 17th June is taken from official reports, supplemented by the recollections of "those who were there".
The first official report was that of air activity in the area Bir
Wa'ir on 15 th and 16th June.
The initial action was at 0815 on 15 th June, when three Ju-88
bombers flew into the Fort Capuzzo-Bir Wa'ir area at 1200 feet and
dropped several bombs. No damage was done.
The next action was at 0515 the following day, when an enemy
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aircraft, possibly a Me-110, ilew over the camp area dropping flares
while the German counter attack was in progress. After dropping
the flares, the aircraft dive-bombed and machine-gunned the area,
hitting an anti-tank gun.
In the early afternoon of the same day, approximately fourteen
Ju-87 dive-bombed and machine-gunned Halfaya Pass. Hariy
Troop guns engaged as they flew away from the target area at about
1000 feet. The aircraft "immediately broke formation and took
highly evasive action, diving and twisting in an extraordinary
manner. One aircraft was hit in the tail and crashed after the
pilot bailed out".
At 1900 on the same day, nine Me-110 and an estimated four Me109 aircraft bombed the area from 1200 feet, with heavy and antipersonnel bombs Two British officers were killed, two trucks
destroyed by fire and two trucks damaged beyond repair.
The report on the loss of equipment by Hariy Troop during the
operations on 15 th, 16 th and 17 th June at Bir Maisaid records the
damage to a 3-ton truck and a utility by bombing and machine gunning. lyres, spare tyres and engines had been rendered unserviceable. As the withdrawal of forces had commenced, these vehicles
could not be recovered, so were destroyed by burning.
Griff Weatherly gives his account after forty-four years:
"I remember our amazement at the Tommies rushing to dig slit
trenches whenever we stopped in the push up to Capuzzo. We
were strafed after about the third stop and then we were just as
quick at digging slit trenches. We had our first action out from
Capuzzo and shot the tail off the Stuka that wounded Charles
Luckock The pilot parachuted down and was taken prisoner by
the Coldstream Guards. The Coldstream's Brigadier presented
the pilot's Luger to Wellstead who was in charge of the gun. We
were plastered by a high-level bombing raid. Dick Todd was
badly wounded and died shortly afterwards. One of our 3tonners was disabled and had to be burnt We were chased out to
Halfway House Pass by Rommel's tanks and I mean chased! Dale
Crooke did a wonderful job map reading and plotting a compass
course. George Simpson did a great job driving our Morris tractor
with guru as we had smashed one side of the rear-drive bogey on
the way and had a broken winch-cable. We tied the cable, what
was left of it to the gun draught so we could winch quickly when
stuck in sand drifts. Believe me, we worked fast! The tank battle
was the biggest in the war till that time I believe."
Hariy Corneliusen gives his account.
"Our first acquaintance
with formidable Ju-87 dive bombers
shattered our complacency about it being a comfortable although
boring war. In the first raid our driver, Dick Todd, was killed
when he was struck by a bomb fragment
In the same raid a unit
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of the Coldstream Guards was bombed near our gun position.
Two second-lieutenants
were exhorting their men to get down
and don their tin hats when they suffered a direct hit from a
Stuka bomb. After the raid it was a traumatic experience to see a
detail searching with trenching tool and sandbag for sufficient
charred remains of the two lieutenants for burial"
There is more detail of Harry Troop's movements from the diary
of Lieutenant Fitzhardinge.
"12th June. Receive movement order to move to Sidi Barani at
0600/13.
"13th June. Leave Buq Buq and 4 Indian Division at 0600,
arrive Battery for breakfast Prepare for desert 'show', sleep until
0130 then push off South arrive at Sofafi at 0900 (3 mp.h). DBF
Coldstreams Sergeant Paul and Sergeant Brett Lieutenant Jack
Harris — Buffs, Sergeants Max Canning and Luckock Move at
1900 for forming up 4 miles.
"15th June. Eat go to bed. 0400 breakfast 0600 move. 2
Divisions moving at one time at 12 mp.h Cut through wire at40
Post (Note: the wire was on the border of Egypt and Libya). We
carried the Bangalore torpedoes for the Coldstream's engineers.
Guards take Bir Wair. Shelled
3 Ju-88 bombed with AntiPersonnel bombs. Tank battle at Capuzzo where Jack Harris has
V2 "H" Troop.
"16th June. Counter attack by ITIES and a/c at 0430. Guards
capture 60 prisoners. A/c with flares all night finishes off by
bombing and M.G. Me-110 or 88 presumed Flew off in semi dark.
Not seen. Another tank battle at Capuzzo (Buffs), Scots go through
(Tom Staughton) to take Fort Musaid Ju-87 dive bomb Halfaya
Pass and we bag a Ju-87. We get bombed by 9 Me-11 Os at 12000'.
Lose my utility and a 3-ton truck. Todd R.E. was fixing a puncture from an earlier attack and was hit in the stomach Patched
up and got into ambulance. Laterdied
Have a shot at 3 Me-109s
flying past but they didn't come back
"17th June. We do quick withdrawal (actually I saw the
Guards packing up and had to go and ask what was happening).
German tanks have cut us offfrom withdrawal to south Destroy
trucks damaged and head for Half Way House Pass. Fortunately
not air attack only tanks.
"18th June. Get guns into action (after shoving off all the other
Bofors whofollowed me) at Buq Buq. Max Canning's gun was lost
in Capuzzo. B.C. arrives and gives orders to go to Sidi
Barram tomorrow."
Whilst in Capuzzo, "Slim" Storer was preparing a stew for the
men when there was a sudden attack by Stuka dive bombers, resulting in the stew and the feathers from the cook's sleeping bag being
hopelessly mixed together.
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The activities of "G" Troop in Operation Battle-Axe are recalled
by John Wilkinson, Bill Hopkins and the diaries of the "Dirty Thirteen"; (A group of former Lighthorsemen from Central Victoria.)
"G" Troop had only two guns to the Troop under Sergeants Jim
Grice and Bill Hopkins. The crews making up the remainder of the
Troop had been dispersed between the other two Troops and B.H.Q.
Lieutenants Staughton and Wright were the "G" Troop officers.
"G" and "H" Troops moved into B.H.Q. on the morning of 13th
June and moved out in the late afternoon of the same day and proceeded inland to a point where the Escarpment flattened out into
the Desert. "G" Troop provided A.A.D. for the Scots Guards and
moved towards the Libyan border with them. Some of the Italian
troops had been surprised by the move and had left the area in
haste. One of the prizes was an Italian general's office box, well fitted up and containing amongst the official papers some "feelthy"
pictures. The box was to become the "G" Troop headquarters
office box.
John Wilkinson recalls: " 'G' Troop went on with the Guards
Brigade towards Fort Capuzzo. The Brigade took the Fort and
that part of Solium on top of the Escarpment under cover of an
artillery barrage."
On 16 th June the two guns moved through the Fort Capuzzo
area and gave air defence cover to the Scots Guards attack on Fort
Musaid. Arriving within striking distance of the Fort, the Guards
were mounted in trucks, the drivers drove at maximum speed
towards the entrance, stopped, the troops were out of the trucks
and within minutes the defenders surrendered. There were veiy few
casualties on either side.
The Fort covered an area of about 2Vi acres, with walls 10 feet
high. The defenders numbered around 200, mainly Italians with a
small number of Germans.
One Stuka was claimed by Sergeant Hopkins' gun and this was
later confirmed by a British officer.
Meanwhile at Fort Capuzzo, Sergeant Wilkinson, with E.
Robertson and E. Cassidy, had been given permission to attempt to
recover some enemy trucks. While keeping watch on the enemy
from the tower of the Fort, Wilkinson tried unsuccessfully to
remove the warning bell suspended there. Robertson managed to
start two Italian trucks and these were taken on strength. A 20mm
Breda A.A. gun was also retrieved, and that evening its mechanism
was being examined when Lieutenant Staughton asked, "What's
that?" and depressed a pedal sending off a volley of tracer shells.
The British forces nearby stood to with fixed bayonets and were not
veiy pleased. Sergeant Wilkinson also recalls an action whilst in
the Capuzzo area:
"A flight of Stuka (Ju-87), apparently returning from a strike
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down the coast flew over oar area. TheBofors did not engage, but
Len Shugg gave them a good pasting with the Lewis gun He
must have done some damage."
A further truck recovery exercise was attempted in the area near
Solium, but shortly after arrival some British in a Bren gun carrier
informed the party that there were some sixty enemy tanks fast
approaching. The trucks that had been recovered were requisitioned by the British to assist in the transportation of
prisoners.
On 17th June, "G" Troop moved back in the general withdrawal.
Sergeant Wilkinson remembers: "Not long after the enemy
artillery lobbed some around us and we had to vacate the area,
on the way to Halfway House Pass we got some more artillery
attention during which Clem Bramwich in the back of the truck
said with a grin 'This is a bit dangerous', and got under an Itie
ground sheet stretched back from the cabin roof. Reaching the
bottom of the Pass we observed the Itie trucks we had recovered,
and lost coming down the Pass with the prisoners waving cheerfully. We had not been able to refuel these trucks, so when they
ran out of fuel the Tommie drivers and guards abandoned them
However the Ities knew the trucks had a reserve tank, turned
them on and followed us down the Pass.
"Instead of following the Guards, "G" Troop took a wrong turn
despite protests from some, and ended up on the coast where we
were visited by a none too pleased Brigadier "Sandbag" SewelL
Tom Staughton had spent a restless night with the Guards wondering where the hell the Troop was.
" 'G' Troop then joined a mixed Brigade group with Indian
infantry from the P.A.V.O's (Prince Albert and Victorias Own). The
O.R.'s were a fine lot but the officers left a lot to be desired These
chaps used to go up the Escarpment at night to get prisoners
for
interrogation
"This crowd had an Indian medico, who had quite a lot of success in treating the desert sores of our chaps. He was duly
thanked"
Gunner Hepburn remembers some "G" Troop incidents:
"'G' Troop was on Sidi Haneish North 'drome. 3 Squadron
R.A.A.F. had moved out of Sidi Haneish South on the previous
day and had succeeded, with simulated strafing attacks, in
blowing down every tent on our aerodrome. 3 Squadron left piles
of .303 ammunition behind, so we were able to organise some rifle
practice. This was thefirst time since Ijoined theA.I.F. that I had
fired a rifle. There were also many drums of 100 octane fuel left
on the drome. These were seized by our despatch riders. Any
change in the performance of our500c.c. side-valve Nortons was
purely imaginary.
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"Then there was the Vickers biplane which used to travel up
and down the Desert at low altitudes. It was built as a bomber,
but converted to a transport It had two pilots in an open cockpit
side by side, and carried twelve passengers in a closed cabin.
Stalling speed was 35 m.p.h., and maximum speed 70 m.p.h."
After five days without a wash and five days without drawing
rations, the guns settled into positions along the coast road. The
losses were: one man died of wounds, one Bofors gun, one utility
truck and three 3-ton trucks destroyed. So ended Operation BattleAxe.
The Official War History of the R.A.N, gives this statement on
"Battle-Axe": "Operation Battle-Axe was designed to drive the
enemy westofTobrukand
re-establish land communication with
that fortress, and was launched by General Wavell on 15 th June.
"Unexpected enemy mechanised strength was met and the
operation failed, the British falling back to near their original
positions after a three days' battle."
From a gunner's diary "Friday 20th June. Morale low. 1125
some planes about but we cannot see them to identify them 1126
a sudden roar, a dive, a bomb exploding and we are in action
1130 action over. We got away 18 rounds. About five Me-110's
bombed and strafed us although nothing came very close to our
gun. Ink Troop "A" 3-tonner was destroyed by a bullet entering the
petrol tank
The fire could have been put out if the fire
extinguisher had been O.K. Ten boxes of Bofors rounds, some
small arms ammunition, and some kits were destroyed. The
B.S.M. of an anti-tank outfit was killed Morale after the action
has improved greatly."
Operation Order No. 7 was distributed to the members of 9th Battery on 21st June 1941. The guns were allotted to three columns
FAITH, HOPE and CHARITY and to B Echelon of Columns. The acknowledging code words were for Lieutenants' Dyer - ABRAHAM,
Fitzhardinge - ISAAC, Crooke - ESAU, and for Staughton - JACOB.
There was considerable air activity over the period 20th - 26th
June, strafing and bombing by Me-109s and Me-110s. The number
of rounds "fired in anger" by the Battery for the month of June
was 668 rounds (War Diary).
The following letter rs taken from the War Diary
"PERSONAL:
Headquarters 22nd Gds Bde.
D.O. / L.
27th June 41
Dear Hughes-Hallett
I'd like to write you a line to thank you and the battery for all
the help and co-operation, you have given us in the last weeks.
I'm sorry our association for the present has ended, but no
doubt we shall meet again before long.
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Will you please let your officers and other ranks know how
much we have appreciated having your battery working with
us, and thank them for the excellent protection they have provided us.
Yours ever,

I. ERSKINE.

Major
Hughes-Hallett
9 Aust. Lt.A.A. Bty.

(AWM 52 4/11/2)

The European war was now becoming more widespread. Germany had invaded Russian territory and committed "a hostile act".
Finland and Rumania had joined hostilities. Italy also considered
herself at war with Russia.
About this time, two men from each gun were released to spend
two days leave at "Bavo on Beach" (B.H.Q.), just relaxing. A reminder
that the war was still on was given by the appearance of parts of
human bodies coming ashore with the waves.
The Battery experienced a quiet period, except for the guns at Bir
Said and Fait Coin on 14 th July until Movement Order No.2 of 16th
July was received. The Order informed the troops that:
"9th Aust L.A.A. Battery is to be relieved on the ground by
122nd L.A.A. Battery R.A. After concentration at Bavo-SuperMare, the Battery will move by road to an unknown destination
in the Delta for the purpose of being re-equipped."
The relief was to commence on 18 th July with guns, tractors and
all equipment to be handed over, except for motor transport. On
completion of the handover, the troops were to concentrate at Rear
B.H.Q., each Troop to construct "one deep latrine of approved pattern and sufficient roses". "Roses", commonly known as "desert
roses" were a half petrol tin with holes punched in the bottom and
sunk into the sand as a urinal.
The Battery was to be ready to move by road out of the Barrani
area NOT before 21st July. Acknowledgement of the Order was to
be made by code words: "G" Troop - WINE, "H" Troop -WOMEN, "I"
Troop - SONG, "J" Troop - LEAVE.
On 17 th July there was some confusion as to whether to fire or
not on an aircraft colored white, with rudder markings red, white
and blue and no wing markings. The side of the aircraft was painted with a large red cross, so the guns did not fire. The aircraft was
later identified as a Caproni calll of Italian manufacture — possibly
a hospital aircraft from near Tobruk.
The guns and tractors were handed over to the Tommies on 18th
July and the Troops moved into the area Bavo-Super-Mare, or more
commonly know as Bavo on the Beach. Whilst here, there was a
stoiy that two Poms and two Aussies had arrived from Crete m a
fishing boat. On 20 th July a formal Battery parade was held, with
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every one dressed in the best possible gear. All went well until
enemy aircraft were heard strafing, and then the parade ground
was deserted except for the O.C.
On the following day it was reveille at 0430 and the move out
commenced at 0600. There was plenty of air cover in the area, the
road quite fair and the convoy bivouacked at an oasis a few miles on
the Sidi Barrani side of Mersa Matruh. Date palms, olive and fig
trees, and green grass were a marked relief to the sand of the last
few months.
Tuesday 22nd July was recorded in a journal as follows:
"0615 Left 'The Palms' and went through a hell of a lot of
barbed-wire, tank traps eta It would be almost impossible for
Jerry to penetrate these defences. We passed many barracks and
then proceeded along the promenade. There is hardly a sound
building. There is a great deal of M.T.from here on to Fuka where
we stoppedfor breakfast at 0930. There appear to be more planes
around than when we were last here. Stopped at El Dabafor
lunch at 1300. We made straight for the N.A.A.F.I. and bought
some beer. We had IV2 bottles each and felt pretty good. Moved
off about 1400. Many South Africans about Arrived at Amariya
about 1830 and had tea at a wog cafe with walls and roof of a
carpet-like material Then on to an Aussie canteen for beer,
off the ice."
23rd July continues:
"Left Amariya 0630, road very monotonous, just desert At
noon sighted the Pyramids and to the left a 'sea of blue which is
the irrigated Nile delta We camped at Beni Yousef Camp which
is in the desert right beside the Nile delta with itsfarms and plantations. After lunch we were paid 50 akers and given leave until
1100 tomorrow morning. We arrived in Cairo and booked in at
the Kings Hotel (nearShepheards). Not a good room, 20 akers. We
went to Jackys Bar where we had tea and got mixed up with a
crowd of Royal Artillery chaps. Then went on to Sweet Melody
cabaret and had one dance, then on to the Majestic where we met
quite afew of the boys. We were all quite merry by this time. After
riding in a gharry for some time looking for a place to have supper
and finding everything closed, we finally had supper at our
own hotel"
24th July continues: "Arrived back at camp about 1030, were
paid and given more leave. Went out to Mena, had lunch were
entertained by a magician, hired some donkeys and went round
the Pyramids. Saw the Sphinx, the Tombs of the Priests with
their giant granite blocks, and the interior of one of the Pyramids
- the Kings Chamber. Took a tram back to the City for which we
were charged 1 piastre. Met up with some more of the chaps at
the Kings Hotel and we all proceeded to the Empire Club, a ser-
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vicemen's club for all nationalities, where we had quite a few
beers. On to the American Badirand saw afloor show, then to the
Egyptian Badiron the other bank of the Nile. Back to the city and
had dinner at the Parisian Cafe. On to the Atlantic Hotel to sleep
- better than the Kings."
25th July continues: "Had breakfast at the Parisian and went
out to the Gezira Sporting Club. Met the rest of the boys at the
Empire Club and then went out to Mena House Hotel near the
Pyramids, and had lunch there. Mena House is of Victorian
architecture and has very pleasant grounds surrounding it Went
to the swimming pool and enjoyed the water all afternoon Then
drinks, gin and tonic, on the lawns with a Greek couple and a
Jugoslav couple. Pre-dinner drinks in the bar with some English
officers who had not been in the Desert Dinner at tables around
the swimming pool — very enjoyable after our army rations.
Booked a room for the night — much more like home."
The next morning the Battery moved out proceeding through
Cairo, crossing the Canal at Ismailia and camped just short of the
Egyptian/Palestinian border — 197 miles for the day, with the
chaps drying out after their Cairo leave.
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Beirut

Sunday, 27 th July, the Battery crossed the border, through El
Auja with its ruined fortress and Palestine Police barracks, Asluf
where a good wash was enjoyed after crossing the Sinai Desert,
through Beersheba to Hill 95. R.H.Q., which had moved out of the
Western Desert just ahead of 9th Battery, was stationed here and
had gathered under its wing the remnants of 7 th Battery which had
not yet been re-equipped. There were many happy greetings between the 9th Battery and 7th Battery men.
However 9th Battery was not to stop here, as it was informed by
Lieutenant-Colonel Rhoden that it was to proceed to Beirut, which
caused much interest amongst the troops. So, after a quick lunch,
the Battery moved on past the old camp at Khassa, through Ramille
along a most pleasant road through green country, arriving at Beit
Lid Camp about 50 miles south of Haifa in time to enjoy the evening meal provided by the Tommies. 173 miles recorded for
the day.
A description of the next days travel comes from a gunners
diary
"Moved out at 0645 and moved up along the railway and coast
to Haifcu Passed through Haifa at 0915 and Acre at 0930. Just
near here we saw a Roman aqueduct 0950 passed over the border
into Syria over a high hill which comes down to the sea We are
travelling on a small coastal plain with mountains on the right
Passed Tyr. Near Damour the bridge has been knocked by shell
fire and the corner of practically every house has been hit with a
shell At 1245 stopped for lunch near Beirut About an hour later
we moved about 5 miles and then turned into an olwe grove and
campedfor the night The Lebanese are quite a pleasant race. We
are trading bully beef for eggs and tomatoes."
A brief note on the invasion of Syria: About May 1941 it was
decided that Allied troops should enter Syria "in order to prevent
the occupation by the Germans". It was also decided that 7th
Australian Division, supported by British components, would have
this task.
On 8th June the move was made from Palestine and frontier
posts were captured. However the French (Vichy) strongly defended
their territory (held under mandate after World War 1), until a cease
fire was arranged on 12th July. A convention was signed on that
evening and the Allies formally entered Beirut on 16th July and
received a warm welcome from the civilians. The Allied losses were
382 killed and 1129 wounded.
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So on 29 th July 1941 the Battery Commander issued Operation
Order No. 10 which, in summary, meant that 1 Aust. A.A. Brigade
would assume responsibility for anti-aircraft defence from 1700
hours on 29th July 1941. 9th Battery were to take over from 155
Light A.A. Battery R.A., whose guns were primarily deployed in
anticipation of attack from enemy bomber aircraft. Attacks by
fighter aircraft were considered unlikely while Rhodes remained
the nearest enemy base. 9th Batteiy to come under command of
2/2 nd Aust. Heavy A.A. Regiment. Goodbye to 2/3 rd Light A.A. Regiment once again!
The distribution of guns was to be — Airport — "I" Troop plus one
gun, "H" Troop under command. Harbor — "G", "J" and "H" Troops
(less one gun).
The take-over to commence beginning at 1000 hours on 30th
July; completion of the take-over to be signalled to B.H.Q. with the
code words - "G" Troop - YOUNG; "H" Troop - JACKSONS; "I" Troop
- CONNELL; "J" Troop - PHAIRS.
The code words were the names of some of Melbourne's hotels at
that time. Young and Jacksons is still going, Johnny Connell's was
on the south-west corner of Elizabeth Street and Flinders Lane, and
Phairs in Collins Street near Embank House. Stores to be taken
over were guns, predictors and connected items and tentage.
B.H.Q. and "G", "H" and "J" Troop H.Q. to be stationed at Lazaret
Quarantine. "I" Troop H.Q. to be stationed at the Airport.
The take-over duly took place; the troops were issued with mosquito nets, and quinine tablets were to be taken twice each day to
combat malaria. The brothels had been closed for medical inspection and blue light clinics set up.
BH.Q. and the Troop H.Q.'s settled in at the Quarantine Station,
to find that something had got into bed before them — bed
bugs!
The guns of "G", "J" and "H" Troops settled in at the harbor which
was protected by moles (stone jetties).
The guns of "I" Troop had a pleasant area to protect, as a gunner's diary describes:
"We moved into the Beirut aerodrome and saw our first French
plane. The 'drome has asphalt runways (in contrast to the desert
sand) and was previously the civil airport The buildings and
hangers are quite modern. At the end of the runway there is a 100
foot drop to the sea and with the hills at the back makes a pleasant picture. We have a sea breeze here, but the climate is very
humid We had an excellent shower in the 'drome buildings."
The twelve guns taken over were of the Nuffield type, built in
England, and lacked the finish of the Swedish gun which had been
used in the desert. They were built primarily for static positions,
but could be equipped with wheels for transport.
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Gunner Hepburn reports: "The gun carriage was twice as
heavy as the Swedish Bofors, much longer, and steered like a
billy-cart had large tyres, but no springs, and a stay, holding the
barrel when travelling, made of sub-standard angle iron We
broke every one between Beirut and Suez and arrived with all
sorts of "fencing wire" repairs in the best Aussie bush mechanics
tradition The breakages occurred though not all guns employed
the Percy Quinton cornering system The method involved the
hard application of the gun's brakes as the gun entered a curve
The gun then went round the curve with the front wheels following the tractor, and the back wheels going sideways."
The guns were equipped with predictors. These were a device to
lay the gun on to the target without layers operating the gun
manually. Electricity was supplied by a generator. So new gun
drills had to be learnt The range was 10,000 feet.
Leave was given to Beirut to Damascus and to Cairo. The city of
Beirut was available to the troops for day leave. Beirut had not been
touched by the war, as the cease-fire was agreed before the 7th Division reached there. It was a very pleasant city, made so by the
influence of the French who delight in planting trees.
Leave was also granted to Aley, where the rear H.Q. of the Battery
was situated. This was a veiy pleasant area in the mountains which
overlook Beirut. The mountains were extensively terraced to retain
the little good soil available. The air was fresh and cnsp after the
humidity of the coast. An Australian canteen, good hotels and a
night club with a swimming pool kept the men amused.
The commercial buildings and hotels were of modern design. A
university had been built under the sponsorship of the United
States of America and was known as the American University.
The city had been commercially prosperous before the war under
the French, who had taken over from the Turks after World War 1.
Government had been stable, with the Christian and Moslem populations electing their members to the Lebanese/Syrian parliament, which met in Damascus.
The residents of the city were friendly towards the troops, and a
trade of Aussie rations for local fruit and vegetables was agreeable
to both sides.
A gunner recalls his time in Beirut:
"I joined Herb Hardie's gun detachment which occupied a
former Vichy French position complete with large concrete floored
barracks jammed between the coast road and the railway from
the wharf area to the main station. The gradient from the wharf
was very steep, but flattened out behind our barracks. The
engine drivers of the trains could not resist letting go a shriek of
triumph on the whistle when they had conquered the steep bit
Wefound the continuous noise a bit much When we were check-
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ing gun stores, we discovered a large tin of grease G.S. that was
badly contaminated with desert sand. Gunner Ripper suggested
that we could punish an engine driver or two by spreading the
grease on the steep section of the railway line. The idea was
accepted without hesitation (and without much thought). The
next train came up the hill hit the grease and the driving wheels
revolved with incredible speed. The swarthy face of the driver,
peering out of the cab window, turned a nasty shade of pale grey.
He shut off the steam and the loco just made it over the crest and
struggled on its way.
"Our failure
to think the exercise through now became
apparent
The grease was spread down the hill by passing
trains. Now the trains, instead of making a steady if noisy progress up the hill came to the steep part spun their wheels, shut off
steam almost stopped then started up with full steam pressure
until the wheels slipped again and the performance
was
repeated The noise, formerly a bit of a nuisance was now
unbearable night and day."
Consequent on the depletion of manpower of the Battery, due to
sand-fly fever, and the non-arrival of reinforcements, an Operation
Instruction was issued on 10th August which resulted in several
guns being taken out of action and the personnel transferred to
other gun crews to make up the numbers, leaving out of the Battery's twelve guns a minimum of three guns at the airport and four
guns around the harbor. Predictors were to be used at the airport
but not in the harbor area.
At this time there were 90 personnel on the X LIST and 80 personnel on the strength of the Battery.
On 16 th August "C" Troop of 7 th Battery took over the gun
positions at the airport, and on 19 th August some 2/1 st Aust. Heavy
A.A. Regiment gunners arrived to receive instruction, as this Regiment was in the process of being re-organised into a light antiaircraft regiment using Bofors 40mm guns. On 31st August the
Battery received reinforcements from 2/1 st Aust. Heavy A.A. Regiment, making some crews up to a total of 16 men.
There were several air raid alerts during August and September,
but no aircraft came into the range of the Bofors guns.
On 25 th August Iran was invaded by Russian troops in the North
and by Brrtish troops in the South.
Three French ships arrived in the harbor on 20th August the
"Providence", the "Florida" and the "Mareshal Lyantry", to take the
Vichy French troops, civilians and families back to France. So, with
a band playing, and all the personal gear imaginable, the ships left
Beirut harbor.
Relevant to the French ships coming into the harbor was an incident which could have become serious. The incident became
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known on No.3 gun, (Sergeant Jim Griee,) as "Gordon Mcllveen's
greatest moment".
The gun was stationed at an unoccupied quarantine station
overlooking the harbor. Gordon, a newly arrived NX reinforcement,
was very keen to become a regular No.4 on the gun crew, and at
every opportunity he would urge an N.C.O. to show him the finer
points of loading and firing the gun.
One morning, directly after breakfast, he succeeded in getting
Jim Grice to put him through the actions of loading and unloading.
Accidently he managed to "put one up the spout" and fired the gun.
The projectile cut across the bow of one of the Vichy passenger
ships as it was entering the harbor. The ship came to a halt. Signals
were exchanged between ship and shore and the ship eventually
proceeded on its course.
Despite months and years of endeavor, Gordon was never
elevated to the position of No.4.
Most gun detachments had their servant for washing clothes,
washing dishes, cooking and general tidying of the camp area. The
servants would usually know before the troops of any move to be
made. Some were Christian and some were Moslem. If a Moslem,
then some of the time was lost to religious duties, as the Feast of
Ramadan fell during this period.
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The stay in Beirut came to an end oil 29th September 1941,
when the Batteiy moved out to proceed to the Canal Zone, camping
the first night at Hill 95 in Palestine with Regimental H.Q., 7th Batteiy, and 8th Batteiy which had been shipped out of Tobruk three
days previously.
This was the first time the Regiment had been together since 6th
Februaiy 1941, but it was not to be for long, as 9th Batteiy moved
out in the morning, passing down through Palestine, across the
Sinai Desert to the Canal and camping there. The following day the
Batteiy moved through Ismailia and down the Canal towards Suez,
where the guns took up anti-aircraft positions along the Canal.
From a gunner's diaiy of 13th October "A ship mined in the
Canal and sinking but quickly got out of the main channel and
other ships were soon passing along. A cruiser proceeded with
the convoy and luckily passed over the mine without striking
There was an interesting parade of ships along the Canal. Ships
flying flags of nations in the Allied cause, cruisers, destroyers, submarines, little ships, big ships all came and went.
Near the guns and close to the east bank of the Canal was a huge
crater resulting from a mine which had been dropped a little off
course by enemy aircraft
The R.A.F. patrolled the Canal with a Vickers Wellington
equipped with a huge metal circle extending under both wings and
under the body. This mechanism was to explode any magnetic
mines in the Canal. Some ships were equipped with devices against
magnetic mines.
It was during this time there was born the idea of, not a Head of
the River, but Head of the Canal sponsored by Charlie Saleh. Charlie
had been a successful coxswain with the Sydney Rowing Club
before transferring to Melbourne in 1935. He coached Geelong
College until he enlisted in 1940. Quoting Charlie from a newspaper cutting, "J have been doing some rowing coaching over here.
Last week I selected two pair-oar crews from the 'A.A.' to race
against the R.A.F. We had only a few days of training before racing a distance of half a mile. Jim Grice, who stroked Melbourne
Grammar in 1939, was stroke of one crew. In an exciting race,
Grice's crew was beaten by one from the R.A.F., stroked by an
Oxford University oarsmari with a Thames man rowing bow. In
the other race the A.A: crew won by eight lengths. Jim Coghlaru
who stroked Xavier in 1931, was stroke, and R. Rowan, who
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rowed for Geelong Grammar in 1938, was bow. The races were
rowed against a strong tide. This was thefirst time any 2nd A.I.F.
oarsmen had rowed against the R.A.F."
Keith Wilson tells another side to the Head of the Canal
episode.
"Along the Suez Canal when the Unit was trying out rowers for
a contest with the Poms, we had two to a rowing boat and as
Huck Finlay and myself were gearing up we were asked by a
'rower from one of the ex 'school tie' boys 'Who did you row for?'. I
think I made the mistake of saying 'I rowed for my Old Man who
was a fisherman on Lake Macquarie. We didn't get picked."
At 1.30 a.m. on 2nd November, there was an air raid. The searchlights picked up one plane, there was Heavy A.A. fire and some
Bofors opened up. Bombs were dropped near Tewfik (Taufiq), but
without causing any damage.
On 4th November there was another raid, the Heavy A.A. put up
barrages at 15000 feet and at 17000 feet. Bombs were dropped, but
little damage caused.
Air defences in the area also included a balloon barrage, mainly
to protect the oil refinery and oil storages.
On 5th November, some guns moved to H.M.S. "Phoenix", a Fleet
Air Arm station. Here the main occupation of the Navy appeared to
be the testing of aircraft engines. The station was very much in the
desert, with the Ataqa mountains to the west but not a great distance from Suez. Whilst here, a Liberator aircraft arrived bearing
U.S.A.F. markings and flown by an American crew. However it was
not long before the red, white and blue roundels of the R.A.F.
replaced the American markings. The aircraft was probably flown
in under the Lend Lease arrangement between Britain and the
United States.
Whilst at the station, the Battery came under Royal Navy
administration for rations, which included a daily rum ration, and
afternoon tea on Sundays consisting of cake, bread, butter and jam
and tea. Almost civilised! The beer was brewed in New
Zealand.
On 30th November, there was a rumor that Japan had delcared
war on America but the 10.00 o'clock news did not confirm it.
Bits and pieces from a gunner's diaiy of date 3rd December
"Pulled the gun out of the pit and did 'in and out of action drill A
Bristol Beaufort (similar to those being produced in Australia)
landed here today. They can be used for recce, bomber or torpedo
work Pay Day. Heard that the "Sydney" and the "Parramatta"
had been sunk"
On 7 th December, the Batteiy paraded with the Royal Navy and
moved out, Batteiy H.Q. to Ataqa, George and Harry Troops to Suez
and Tewfik, and Ink Troop to El Shatt, which was well named. El
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Shatt was on the eastern entrance to the Canal and was a sandy
desert. The guns had to be winched into position as they, the 3tonners' and the gun tractors became bogged in the sand.
The next day the newspapers reported "150 JAPANESE PLANES
BOMB HAWAII", and on the news at night it was announced that
the Japanese had inflicted 3000 casualties on Hawaii, that they
had attempted to land in Malaya and that Thailand had
capitulated to the Japanese. It was bad news for Australian troops,
who now felt that their homeland was threatened. The troops were
more distressed when on 10th December they heard that H.M.S.
"Prince of Wales" and H.M.S. "Repulse" had been sunk by Japanese
aircraft off the coast of Malaya.
However, there was a little light relief. The latrine for one of the
guns was a box over a deep hole in the sand. There was absolutely
no privacy; at least it was easily seen as to whether it was occupied
or not. The gun sergeant thought it was time for cleaning out the
latrine, so petrol was poured in and a match thrown in, a pause, no
result More petrol was added, a match thrown in, a pause, then a
mighty explosion that projected the latrine into the air, the
sergeant staggered a few yards, fell down, then joined in the
laughter from the crew.
Another story from El Shatt.
"My old mate, one J. C. Malone, known as Paddy, was on guard
around about midnight
The rest of the crew were asleep. The
crew were rudely awakened by a loud explosion
The detachment commander, Sergeant Ian Coggins, was told by Paddy that
a shadowy figure came up to the gun site, apparently bent on
sabotage and tossed a bomb into the gun pit He disappeared
before Paddy could get a shot at him An immediate armed
search was organised. While the search party was absent Paddy
told the true story to me. After an hour had passed on guard duty,
Paddy had felt hungry. Among our provisions was a stock of
Italian minestrone soup. Paddy placed one of these large cans in
the brazier which was there to keep the person on guard warm
and went looking for something to go with the soup. While he
was away the can, not having a hole punched in it exploded,
shattering the brazier and creating quite a mess. Paddy was very
fortunate that he was not in the gun pit
"An enquiry the next day did nothing to expose the truth"
Orders were received to polish the brasswork on the gun and on
webbing belts, as a General was to inspect the gun sites. When all
was ready with the brasswork revealing the gun positions to the
enemy, instructions were received that the inspection was not to
take place after all.
On 18th December Major Hughes-Hallett left the Batteiy for
Singapore, and Captain Margetts took command and was pro-
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moted Major on 26th January.
Comforts Fund Christmas hampers and a Christmas beer ration
were received just before Christmas. The hampers contained 50
cigarettes, preserved fruit, cream, Minties, dried fruit, Christmas
pudding, shaving cream, tooth paste and tooth brush.
It is an Army tradition that the officers wait on the other ranks at
Christmas. Dinner was well celebrated, as there was no shortage
of beer.
A typical Christmas day "Breakfast porridge, eggs and fish
1030 Rain 1100 B.S.M. Paul and Lieutenant Perry called and
had afew beers. 1300 a light lunch of salmon and plum pudding.
1700 moved over to the Heavy A.A. canteen leaving the gun in
charge of Robin Paul
"Had a really excellent Christmas dinner and more than we
wanted, finishing with a sing song in the canteen with the Poms.
Boxing Day - bully beef for lunch."
Some of the troops visited Moses' Well about 10 miles east. The
well was an oasis of palm trees and bubbling ponds containing
small fish. A remarkable place set in the sands of the desert.
And so the year moved on to its end with a beer or two, or a dram
of Scotch.
Reg Goldfinch remembers New Year's Eve on the Suez Canal
when a group from Ink Troop attended a party at the Scottish Heavy
A.A. Battery nearby. In the morning the cook appeared with two
beer bottles, one of kerosene and one of beer. He poured the beer on
the fire and drank the kerosene. He was subsequently pumped out
by the first aid people.
The troops found this time of year very cold with, on occasions,
ice forming on the water and frost on the ground.
Several large troopships came into the harbor including the
"Mauretania" during this period, the authorities apparently believing it was now safe to bring large vessels past Ceylon.
A red warning was received at midnight on 6 th January but
nothing came of it. The days progressed without incident, the time
being occupied by digging-in the tents and altering gun pits.
On 10 th January there were whispers of a move. The Battery was
told of the formation of a light anti-aircraft regiment, to be known
as the 4th Aust. LA.A. Regiment, and on 15th January the Battery
lost many good men and good friends to the new Regiment.
On 16th January there were rumors of a move for 1st, 2nd and
3rd Regiments, which gave rise to much speculation as to where the
move would be.
The War Diary for this period reads:
"Jan 20. Telephone message from A.A.D.C. Suez ordering "B"
Troop to move to KASFAREET and report to A.A.D.C. Kasfareet at
1430 hrs. 21 Jan 1942. Present sites to be abandoned and to take
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all

ammunition.
"Jan 20. 1900 move cancelled Jan 21. Preliminary orders for
STEPSISTER move.
"Jan 22. 9th Aust L.A.A. Battery less "C" Tp left ATAKA and
TEWFIK for ABU ZENIMA
"Jan 24. Signal received from A.A.D.C. Suez 'Prepare to
Move' (Stepsister).
"Jan 25. Signal received 'Concentrate Suez Transit Camp
at earliest'. "
With reference to Abu Zenima, Major Margetts, O.C. 9th Battery
gave this memorandum to "A" Troop and "B" Troop: "Abu Zenima
used as anchorage for ships waiting for port facilities Suez to be
available. Over the moon there are usually 8 to 10 ships, sometimes with escort Enemy bombers have been known to carry out
low-flying attacks on ships at anchor. The large works belong to
the Sinai Mining Co. which mines manganese ore in the
interior."
Abu Zenima is situated on the east coast of the Red Sea about 80
miles south of Suez over a very rough road. The story was that as
"A" and "B" Troops had pilfered so much American canned beer
from the lighters bringing it into Port Tewfik they were punished by
this extraordinaiy move to Abu Zenima. "C" Troop lacked the
opportunity, so they were "clean" except for all the cans that came
their way from their friends in "A" and "B" Troops!
"C" Troop moved into the Suez Transit Camp with guns and
equipment on 26 th January, and were joined by Battery H.Q., "A"
Troop and "B" Troop on 27 th January, and as someone noted,
"thousands of Australians here now". It was a desolate spot, with
Italran P.O.W.'s assistmg in the menial duties around the camp.
However, the troops were provided with a good N.A.A.F.I.
7 th and 8 th Battery advance parties arrived on 30 th January.
The men were told that the guns would be mounted on freighters,
the crews to go with the guns, and the remainder of the troops
would embark on a troopship. Some to embark at Port Said and
some at Suez.
On Sunday 1 st February, some "C" Troops guns moved to Port
Said to embark The guns were now being towed by "Spiders", a
Chevrolet four wheel drive with a special body for light anti-aircraft
work They were a disappointment after the Morris Commercial
tractors.
The story of the Regiment's embarkation and movement to Australia has been recounted in the story of the Regiment.
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Townsville

On 12 th April 1942, 9th Battery said farewell to the good folk
around Paradise and Hectorville, who had looked after them so well.
The tractors and guns left the area near the reservoir about 0600, to
be loaded on flat-tops with the trucks and utilities, and the troops
were later entrained in carriages behind the flat-tops and left
Adelaide at 2145 for Melbourne.
The next day was breakfast at Ballarat and lunch at Sunshine,
where there was a delay of two hours, giving the men an opportunity
to telephone their families. Between Shepparton and Tocumwal
Jack McMahon accidentally fell from the train and was killed.
It was all out at Tocumwal at 0100 to change to the New South
Wales Railway's different gauge. So all the trucks, guns, tractors
and stores had to be unloaded, driven or carried to the new train
and lashed down once again by the men. The whole operation took
one hour. However, the accommodation for the troops was not as
comfortable, it being difficult to stretch out to get some sleep. Some
slept in the luggage racks, on the floor, or in the toilets.
The train passed through Narrandera, Junee, Harden, Newcastle,
Gloucester and Casino. While the train took on water at a siding
called The Risk, the troops took a risk and went down to a nearby
creek for a swim in the nude and a good wash, the first in five days.
In the late afternoon the train pulled into Brisbane, where the
troops detrained and moved out to Doomben Racecourse by truck,
and were accommodated in tents. The next day the men had leave
to Brisbane where civil amenities were much enjoyed.
On Saturday 18 th April, the Batteiy was again on the move.
However with the change to a smaller rail gauge, the train provided
even less space than the N.S.W. train. The motor vehicles and guns
had once again been taken off one group of rail trucks and lashed
down on the Queensland Railway's trucks. Tea at Gympie.
Into the routine once again, breakfast at Rockhampton, dinner
at St Lawrence, tea at Mackay. It rained steadily all day.
The train arrived in Townsville early the next morning. The
arrival of the Battery was unexpected, so there was a great deal of
waiting around until the troops were dumped in a timbered paddock about three miles out of Townsville. No tents, no water, no
amenities, but plenty of mosquitoes.
At 4 a.m. the next morning, an American B26 bomber crashed on
take-off wrthin 250 yards of the sleeping men. A 500 lb. bomb
exploded and fragments of the plane and the bomb fell around the
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troops. One piece hit a man on the foot but there were no
other casualties.
The War Diaiy records: "April 21, B.C. reported to H.Q. of Col
Donaldson
C.O. 208 Regt C.A. (A.A.) U.S. Army A.A.D.C.
Townsville."
The following day the Battery moved into Garbutt Airfield to provide light A.A. defence. The administrative buildings provided
showers and washing facilities for the Battery.
The troops began to settle in, but the erection of tents was forbidden, so half the crew of 12 was to alternatively sleep at Troop H.Q.,
while the remainder stayed on the gun. The gun pits had to be blasted out of hard clay ground.
A warning was received that the Japanese might tiy to make a
landing near Townsville, which meant that the troops had to carry
their "tin hats", respirators and waterbottles around with them at
all times. In fact on Friday 1 st May, three Japanese reconnaissance
planes flew over out of the range of the Bofors. The heavy A.A. fired
about 20 rounds. There was no warning until the planes were
overhead, and questions were asked in Parliament why this was so.
Later in the day four more planes identified as hostile flew over,
but no action was taken as they were again too high.
The guns were connected by telephone to B.H.Q. and the local
Volunteer Defence Corps (V.D.C.) patrolled the lines against
sabotage.
The Coral Sea Battle was in progress from 5 th May to 8 th May,
and after the Battle the newspapers were full of it, as the Japanese
had lost many warships.
On Friday 15 th May another alert was received; first one unidentified plane, then 20 planes, then 29 planes, but the all clear came
shortly afterwards.
While stationed in Townsville, the rations were very poor, which
was unexplainable when so much was available locally. To make
matters worse, the Battery was taken on a visit to the Ross River
Meatworks just south of Townsville. There the troops were shown
the process from the cow on the hoof to the carcass all neatly packaged. This was too much for one gunner, who persuaded one of the
cutters-up to lop off a couple of pounds of prime fillet steak which,
wrapped in a handkerchief, was concealed inside his shirt. Back at
the gun site, a fire was lit and the meat barbecued. A meal to be
remembered! The troops ate out in Townsville at every
opportunity.
Another concession was that troops could ring home if they were
prepared to wait for five houra filling in the time reading a book
outside the post office.
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Milne Bay — The Battle

On Monday, 25th May, 1942 a gunners diaiy records:
"When the lunch truck came around they told us that we are
under 24 hours notice to move. All interstate leave had been
cancelled
No indication as to where we are going, but
measurements and weights of trucks are required Port Moresby
is mentioned in discussions amongst the troops. Predictor theory
class today."
On 1st June there was a rumor that the Battery was destined for
India, but that story was soon discounted, as the next evening the
troops were told that the move was to be the following morning, but
to Port Moresby. So on the 3rd June the men of the Battery moved
to Cluden Racecourse, while the guns, trucks and equipment were
loaded on the Dutch vessel "Karsik" belonging to the K.P.M. Line.
The ship was of about 5000 tons, with a top speed of not more than
12 knots.
The "Karsik" did not move out for a few days, but then had an
uneventful voyage to Port Moresby. The men on board assisted the
officers to deplete their liquor stocks, despite the fact that they had
to cope with raw bacon sandwiches and red hot cuny (Malay style)
in the process. The Dutch skipper weighed about twenty stone and
drank Bols gin in a huge glass. There was a Dutch engineer, an
Australian radio officer, and a deck crew who from the bosun down
were Malay.
It was not until Friday night on 12th June that the majority of
the troops boarded, in alphabetical order, the Burns Philp ship M.V.
^Macdhui". The remainder of the Battery were to follow in the
"Swartenhundt". The men were in cabins which had bunks with
sheets and pillowslips. There was a wet bar, use of the dining
saloon, crisp white tablecloths and silver, and a menu to delight any
tourist. There were even stewards to wait on the tables.
The next morning the ship was under way, escorted by two corvettes. Breakfast was of cereal, fish, sausages and egg, toast and coffee, which was a change from the monotony of bully beef, bully beef
and bully beef.
The ship followed the Queensland coast, and on the afternoon of
the 14th June a Lockheed Hudson flew over the ship on patrol
duty.
On 15 th June the land of New Guinea was sighted in the afternoon, and the ship pulled into the one and only jetty at Port
Moresby after the "Karsik", which was unloading there, pulled out.
Before disembarking, dinner was provided in the dining saloon.
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On disembarking, the troops were taken in trucks to the 3 Mile
'drome, where there was no proper accommodation, but the men
had their nets to ward off the massive attacks by the
mosquitoes.
Meanwhile the B.C. was at a conference at H.Q. N.G.F., at which
were present Colonel Fraser, U.S.A.F.I.A., Lieutenant-Colonel Pitt
G.I. N.G.F., and Lieutenant-Colonel Serisier A.Q. N.G.F. Major
Margetts received instructions regarding plans for Milne Bay. These
instructions were mainly contained in Appendix D to N.G.F.
Operational Instruction No. 17 of 15th June 1942 which read, in
part, as follows:
"An aerodrome is to be constructed at Gill Gili at Milne Bay. A
party is being despatched from Port Moresby at an early date to
construct and defend the aerodrome. The code name for this
operation is "FALL RIVER". The following is the composition of
the party: Major Margetts, O.C.; 9th Battery; one company 46 U.S.
Engineer Regiment; det N.G.F. sigs; one company 14th Inf. Bde;
one M.G. pi 14 Inf. Bde; detA.A.S.C.; special hospital U.S.A.F.I.A.;
det A.A.O.C. 14 Bde will be prepared to send a second rifle
company at a later date, at 48 hours notice, should additional
defensive troops be required"
"The role of the garrison will be:
(a) to construct the aerodrome
(b) A.A. defence of aerodrome
(c) ground defence of the area against paratroops or small
raiding parties by land or sea
(d) provision of such guards as may be required for the protection of equipment supplies, etc
(e) in the event of an overwhelming force being brought to bear
against the garrison, it will inflict maximum loss on the enemy
before withdrawal
"Secrecy in regard to this operation including measures for
camouflage and concealment of the site, is to be of the greatest
importance. Every effort must be made to deny the knowledge
that an aerodrome is being constructed. During construction the
firing of weapons must be controlled rigidly, so that fire will not
be opened prematurely on reconnaissance aircraft when there is
still a possibility that our operations have not been observed
"A plan for evacuation will be prepared including denial to the
enemy of all weapons, supplies and material of value, which cannot be withdrawn O.C. Garrison will ensure that all ranks act
properly in their dealings with the natives. All dealings with
natives will be conducted by arrangement with the local District
Officer or his assistants. O.C. Garrison will seek the advice of
these officials in any case in which native interests are
involved
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"Owing to the recent outbreaks of measles in this area (P.M.),
suspected cases must be isolated immediately in order to prevent
an outbreak in the Fall River Garrison, Any suspected cases must
not have contact with natives — they have absolutely no resistance to this disease.
"C.SO. will arrange for sufficient personnel and equipment to
be sent to the site to
(a) establish regular W/T communications
with this H.Q.
and
(b) establish lines of communications between units and other
points at the aerodrome site.
"180 days reserve of supplies, ammunition
and other
necessary items will be despatched with the garrison under
arrangements made by A.A.Q.M.G. Reserves of all natures for 9
L.A.A. Battery will accompany it"
The guns and equipment of "A" and "C" Troops were loaded on
the "Karsik" on 16th June, with "C" Troop manning its guns
on the deck.
Seventeen enemy planes flew over that day with the heavy antiaircraft guns engaging.
At 0945 the following day 18 bombers escorted by fighters flew
over Moresby and dropped several bombs around the "Karsik" and
the "Macdhui", the "Macdhui" being hit amidships, causing some
casualties. Loading of equipment had to be suspended.
On this day, the B.C. received a message that he was to proceed
on a reconnaissance to Milne Bay, and on the 18 th he left Port
Moresby in a Catalina flying boat with Brigadier General Scanlon
U.S.A.A.C., Commander Hunt R.A.N., Lieutenant-Colonel Yoder
U.S. Engineers, two U.S. engineer officers, one medical officer, one
infantiy officer, and six other ranks. A reconnaissance of the proposed 'drome and unloading areas was carried out. The junior
officers and other ranks were left as an advance party, and the main
group arrived back at Port Moresby at 1700 hours.
On the same day, 18 enemy bombers escorted by Zeros bombed
Port Moresby harbor. The 36th Australian Infantiy Battalion history records the event:
"The "Macdhui", a beautiful Australian ship, was one (offour)
of those in the path of the bombs, which• straddled her making
what appeared to be some direct hits. The explosions raised a
huge curtain of water which temporarily obscured herfrom view.
As the spray subsided the watchers saw smoke rising from the
ship. In an instant she was on fire; first in the middle; then at one
end; then at the other, she was doomed. She had suffered four
direct hits. Members of the "Macdhuis" crew and some troops
who were aboard dived over the side. Launches sped to their
rescue.
The watchers saw the ship list over and sink in the
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middle of the harbor.
"The sinking of the "Macdhui"
occasioned quite a number
of casualties, including some officers and other ranks of the 39th
Battalion, who had been included in working parties unloadinq
cargo from the holds of the ship."
Meanwhile the men who had arrived from Townsville on the
"Karsik" were still on her and had come through the bombing
unscathed. As one gunner reports:
"On board the "Karsik" there was a funny side to the two bomber raids on Port Moresby harbor. The Malay Bosun had a pet
pigeon Immediately the air raid warning sounded the Bosun,
with pigeon on shoulder, would move to the open fo castle where
he would carefully lay out his praying mat and begin bowing up
and down in earnest prayer. This he continued to dofor the duration of both raids and there were two 9th Battery characters close
by exhorting the Bosun to 'put in a word for me, mate'. Perhaps
this was the secret of the survival of the "Karsik" which as far as
known, saw the campaign
through"
Not so funny was the fact that the "Karsik" had been partially
loaded with aviation fuel and ammunition.
The loading of equipment having been delayed, three truck loads
of troops were taken, on 19th June, for a tour of the area culminating in a visit to the Rouna Falls through wild and rugged countiy,
near the commencement of the Kokoda Track A bottle of beer per
man was awaiting the "Tourists" when they arrived back in
camp.
On 21st June the remainder of the Batteiy, who had left
Townsville three days previously, arrived per S.S. "Swartenhundt"
glad to be on land again after an uncomfortable voyage
The next day each man was issued with a rifle, a bayonet and
ammunition pouches; the first time that each man was in possession of an issue rifle.
The B.C. detailed "B" Troop to remain at Port Moresby under
command 3rd L.A.A. Batteiy, to add to the A.A. defence in that area.
In a letter to his C.O., John Rhoden, Margetts said that after his
reconnaissance of the area, the third troop of 9 th Batteiy was left
behind in Moresby in favor of taking some heavy guns, mainly due
to the fact that the coconut palms, both at the wharf unloading
area and at the 'drome site, restricted the traverse of the Bofors
gun.
Eventually the loading was completed by 2100 hours on 23rd
June, and the "Karsik" pulled out from Port Moresby veiy early the
next morning. The remainder of the Batteiy, less "B" Troop,
followed close behind in the Dutch ship S.S. "Bontekoe", escorted
by the sloop "Warrego" and the corvette "Ballarat". A Beaufort
bomber flew over the convoy from time to time.
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From a gunners diaiy dated Thursday 25th June, 1942 aboard
the "Karsik":
"Awoke at 0630 to see land on the port side. About 1000
passed through a strait with islands on one side and the
mainland on the other. Very pretty with luxuriant vegetation.
See a coconut plantation from time to time. We have now left the
islands and now passing alongside the mainland Raining all
the morning. 1230 dropped anchor in a bay — our destination
After a delay of 2 hours we have pulled up our anchor and come
alongside a makeshift wharf. We are only about 30 feet off-shore
and our ship draws about 20 feet The natives are being very
helpful here. 1600 had tea and scones. A pontoon which was to
fill the space between the ship and the wharf will not be ready
until tomorrow so unloading will be delayed."
However unloading commenced at Gili Gill during the night and
the guns were got off and deployed around the wharf area. The
"Karsik" was unloaded by 28th June and she left the Bay. "Warrego"
had remained close at hand camouflaged with shrubbery. "Bontekoe" had disembarked her 800 troops into local schooners, and
sailed with "Ballarat" early on the morning of 26th June.
"South-West Pacific Area — First Year", Dudley McCarthy
records:
"On 25 th June a small force from Port Moresby had disembarked at Milne Bay to protect the new airfield site, and on the
29th a company of American engineers had landed. These troops
consisted principally of two companies and one machine gun
platoon of the 55th Battalion, the 9th L.A.A. Battery (less one
troop) with eight Bofors guns, one platoon of the 101st United
States Coast Artillery Battalion (A.A.) with eight .5 inch antiaircraft guns, and one company of the 46th United States
Engineer Battalion Their task was to construct and defend at
Gili Gili an airstripfrom which heavy bombers could operate and,
the day after they landed they were told that the work must be
completed at the earliest possible moment the target date being
set at the 20th July."
Other troops included were one section of 23rd Heavy A.A. Battery (two 3" guns), a detachment of R.A.A.F. signallers and 37th
Radio Station R.A.A.F.
Again quoting from the Official War History (McCarthy):
"Milne Bay was shaped like a semi-ellipse. From China Strait
on the east the sea flowed - through an entrance approximately
seven miles wide - westward for some 20 miles. Gili Gili was
near the head of the bay. Heavily wooded mountains pressed in
from three sides, leaving only a narrow coastal strip, soggy with
sago and mangrove swamps; bush covered except where a few
coconut plantations stood in orderly rows. On the north shore the
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mountains came down almost to the sea leaving only a ledge
which was rarely more than a mile wide and in places narrowed
to a few hundred yards. Along the coast never more than a hundred yards from the sea a 12-foot track, crossing many streams,
ran for nine or ten miles from Ahioma through K.B. Mission to
Rabi whence it rounded the north-west corner of the bay and
travelled to Gili Gill In the vicinity of Gili Gilu and at the head of
the bay, the coastal plain was at its broadest but even there densely bush-covered spurs ran down from the main 5000feet summits only a few miles away. On the southern shore the
mountains rose steeply and again there was a narrow strip of flat
land edging the sea with mangrove swamps and native coconut
plantations, and traversed by a track which ran west then north
to Gili Gili Almost the entire coastline offered suitable landing
places, though the mangroves of the low-lying south-west corner
of the bay would make landing operations more difficult than
elsewhere. The place was notorious for torrential rains during
the months just beginning and was a malarial pest-hole."
Major A. G. Margetts, O/ C 9 th Light A. A. Battery, being the senior
officer in the area, was in command until the arrival, on 11 th July,
of Brigadier John Field.
It was fortunate for some of the men that the Americans had
come, as they had loaded camp beds for their own use. However, as
much of the unloading of the two vessels was done by 9th Battery,
and as the only transport was 9th Battery's, some of the stretchers
went astray. They had to be quickly concealed when it was thought
the rightful owners were searching for them. In the end, they had to
be returned and stretchers were then constructed from the local
bamboo, as it was essential to be clear of the damp ground.
A gunner refers to the unloading: "I was carting a load of steel
matting for No. 1 Strip one morning at 4 am, when I had to pass
on the Burma Road another truck with its lights ablaze. I made a
few rude remarks as I passed and got the reply — "Alright Griff,
keep your hat on I can't find the dipper switch". It was the Battery Commander doing his bit!"
Early in July, the first cases of malaria were reported; 11 th July 5
men to hospital, 12th July 10 men to hospital records one
diary.
The British ship the "Cochow" came in on the 5th, and "C" Troop
was assigned to the unloading of steel matting for the airfield. One
good thing about being on an unloading party was that the workers
had first choice (unauthorised) of anything in the way of different
foodstuffs. A case would be broached and the goods taken.
On the 7 th, a parade was held at which the troops were
instructed that they would be organised as infantry in the event of a
landing by the Japs. Not good news!
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The first Catalina flying-boat landed in the harbor on the 8 th,
bringing welcome mail.
A party from 9 th Battery had been instructed to proceed to
Dogura Mission. Jim Paton tells the story:
"The commander of Fall River Force — the name by which the
troops first assembled at Milne Bay were known — needed to
have knowledge of the track from Dogura Mission to Milne Bay.
He needed to know what sort of terrain it traversed and what
could be moved along it from the point of view of troops and
equipment The approximate distance from the Mission to Milne
Bay along this track was 45 miles. Bruce Paton, Scottie Quin and
Jim Paton of 9th Battery were chosen to undertake this task, and
left Milne Bay by ketch on 8 th July 1942, arriving in the late afternoon to be met by Father Bodger who was in charge at Dogura
Dogura was a very impressive mission station, with first rate
church and school buildings plus extensive playing fields to cater
for the large number of Papua New Guinea children who attended there. Despite the fact that the Japanese were expected to
land close by at any time, all of the mission staff (both male and
female) were still in residence, although they were aware that
they might need to evacuate at short notice. Father Bodger and
his colleagues were very kind to the three visitors who were
treated to a fine meal before bedding down in preparation for an
early start back over the unknown track
"With a trusted native guide, provided by Father Bodger, the
three set off at 0600 the next morning to keep a pre-arranged
appointment for breakfast with a Miss Carmichael who ran a
mission school a short distance along the track. After enjoying an
excellent breakfast they left the residence of Miss Carmichael to
a surprise greeting by all her school children — approximately 50
in number. The girls in ascending order of height were on one
side of the path with the boys in the same order on the other side,
and as Bruce, Scottie and Jim made their way between them the
children sang "Auld Lang Syne" in three parts — a wonderful
experience never to be forgotten.
"For the record, the mission had to be evacuated within a matter of days after this.
"With the help of the trusted guide, it took three days to cover
the distance from Dogura back to Milne Bay over some of the most
tortuous country imaginable. Deep ravines alternating with high
razor-back ridges were the norm as the track, which was suitable
for foot traffic only, wound its way through thick jungle for the
entire distance. The two overnight stops were spent in native
villages high up on the ridges, where the staple diet was sweet
potato. With the trek completed on 12 th July, the three walkers
were more than pleased to be "home" with their mates, prior to the
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Japanese landing at Milne Bay."
On the 9 th some "C" Troop men under Sergeant Degney went on
a patrol east along the north shore of the bay to an infantry patrol
post then on to K.B. Mission, and returned to the wharf area, a distance of about 12-14 miles. An Australian Comforts Fund issue
awaited the troops on arrival back at camp: 9oz. tobacco, a packet of
cigarettes, soap, writing paper, handkerchief, washer, socks, shaving cream and toothpaste. Something sweet to eat would have been
more appreciated.
It was about this time that "Gerry" Chambers, the popular commander of "C" Troop was given a similar task: "I was sent on a
reconnaissance, with a Lieutenant from the Infantry Battalion
along with Father Baldwin of the Catholic Mission, to report on
an escape route to Mullins Harbor if things got too bad (There certainly wasn't much feeling of victory in the air.) The trek of three
days was through jungle and up the ridges. We brought back a
sick planter on a stretcher. Wonderful native carriers." (Mullins
Harbor rs south-west from the top of Milne Bay.)
About 0900 the following morning, an arr raid warnrng was
received that six planes were approaching, then reduced to one
plane, then increased to ten. At 1000 a Short Sunderland flying
boat hove in sight, then disappeared in a southerly direction. So
much for the ten plane raid.
In the afternoon the men were put on to road-making from the
Pontoon Wharf to Gili Gili jetty.
Back on to road making the next day. At 0930 on 11 th July, the
aircraft spotter gave the alarm. A twm-engined single-tailed bomber flew over at about 1500 feet. It was not until it changed course
that the brg red roundel of Japan was clearly seen. According to
instructions no guns were fired. The aircraft left the area in a
north-easterly direction without incident.
At 1100 a Lockheed Hudson flew over.
At 1230 the Dutch ship "Tasman" came alongside the Pontoon
Wharf, with the naval escort anchoring near the island.
At 1300 a warning was received that twelve enemy planes were
70 miles away headed in the direction of Milne Bay. They did not
arrive. Information of this kind was passed by radio by coast
watchers, usually New Guinea residents or patrol officers who had
been enrolled in the Australian New Guinea Administrative Unit
(ANGAU) or Papuan Infantry Battalion.
Late in the afternoon, parties were assigned to road-making, and
at midnight parties were given the task ol unloading the ship
just berthed.
The 7 th Brigade (9 th, 25 th and 61st Battalions) under Brigadier
J. Field arrived direct from Australia on the "Tasman". Brigadier
Field took over command of Milne Bay Force from Major A. G.
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Margetts, to operate directly under Blarney's headquarters. He
would not be subject to control by New Guinea Force, and was to
exercise "operational control" over all land, sea and air forces
in his area.
L.H.Q. Operation Instruction No.27 of 18th July 1942 set out
the terms:
"(a) To prepare and defend an aerodrome at the upper end of
Milne Bay for the operation of all types of aircraft
(b) To preserve the integrity of south east New Guinea by
(i) Preventing hostile penetration in the area
(ii) Denying, by air attack, Japanese use of the sea and
land areas comprising the D'Entrecasteaux
Trobriand
and Louisiade Islands Groups.
(c) To maintain active air reconnaissance of the above areas
in conjunction with the Allied Air Forces."
On 12 th and 14 th July, Flying Fortresses had flown over Milne
Bay probably on their way to Rabaul. On the 15 th, the "Bontekoe"
arrived laden with troops and escorted by two warships. A ketch
also arrived laden with fresh fruit and vegetables. Unfortunately
the members of 9th Battery were not assigned to the unloading of
this vessel.
The next day an Empire flying boat arrived with U.S. Army
officers and some R.A.A.F. personnel.
On 18th the "Swartenhundt" arrived with troops and petrol. The
troops included the 6th Battery of the 2/2nd Heavy Anti-Aircraft
Regiment, which comprised eight 3.7 A.A. guns.
On 20 th, one of the "C" Troop guns was moved to Lau Lau Island
on a large raft, with the crew and gear following by launch.
The four-wheeled gun tractors were put to good use over this
period pulling vehicles out of bogs, for the roads were incapable of
carrying heavy traffic. Some of the 9 th Battery vehicles managed to
get bogged just near the gun sites. The gun crews lived well on the
rations that "fell" off the trucks.
Also at this time fresh meat was obtained by the slaughter of
Zebu cattle which had been introduced by plantation owners to
keep down the undergrowth around the palm trees.
On 21st another Dutch ship, with her engines and funnel aft,
came into the wharf.
So the area was full of activity in preparation for what might
eventuate.
On 21st and 22nd July, there were large concentrations of
Japanese warships at Gona and Buna, where landings were made
on 22nd July.
Preparations were made by N.G.F. on 22nd July to defend
Kokoda, although at that time it was not thought likely that the
Japanese would attempt to move overland against Port Moresby.
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It was at this time that Milne Bay received a report that Japanese
warships were 160 miles away, headed in this direction. They were
probably the warships which accompanied the landing at Buna, as
they did not progress to Milne Bay. However, beach defences were
manned and emergency evacuation kits prepared.
Meanwhile, at Milne Bay two Empire Flying Boats had landed on
the morning of 22 nd July, and at 1640 the first aircraft to land on
the new aerodrome appeared in the sky. They were three Kittyhawks of the Royal Australian Air Force; in fact, the advance party
for the balance of 75 and 76 Squadrons, and two Lockheed Hudsons which arrived on 25 th July. The squadrons were commanded
by Squadron Leader I. D. Jackson and Squadron Leader P. St. G. B.
Turnbull respectively.
In the latter period of July, there was a fair amount of activity in
the Bay, with the arrival of two flying boats and several ships with
freight and troops.
On 1 st August a "red alert" was given, as there were Japanese aircraft reported some miles away. Eleven Kittyhawks took off and circled the area, but there was no action.
The Official War Histoiy "S.W.P.A. First Year" Dudley McCarthy
records:
"On 4 th August Milne Bay had its first air raid. Four Zeros
swept along the strip strafing the aircraft of Nos. 75 and 76
Squadrons, R.A.A.F., which had arrived eleven days before, the
original allotment of one squadron having been increased to two.
A number of "alerts" followed on succeeding days culminating in
a second actual raid on 11th August when six Zeros were
engagedfirst by the anti-aircraft defences and then by Squadron
Leaders Jackson and Turnbull with their R.A.A.F. fighters."
A "C" Troop gunner records the raid of 11 th August:
"11 th August Cloud over mountains but clear at lower levels.
All cameras had to be handed in today or a signed statement
given. Work done on .50 gun pit and on "jetty latrine" over the
sea About noon there was a yellow warning. At 1205, we
recewed a red warning and stood to on the gun Just when we
were thinking it was anotherfalse alarm we saw at 1230 about
seven Zeros coming around the Island from a S.E. direction. Bruce
shouted "Enemy planes" and we got on to them firing a few
rounds before they got out of range." (Another gunner's diaiy gives
Sergeant Degney's gun credit for shooting down one Zero.) "12th
August The "Bontekoe" arrived with someA.I.F. troops on board
The ketch "Elavala" came in so we went over for the news.
Ramsden was not there, but there were two spotters (coast
watchers) on board. We heard the news we made yesterday.
"Communique S.E. New Guinea. 7 Zeros north of SamaraL In an
engagement 2 Zeros were destroyed and 3 damaged or hit Our
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losses 1 destroyed 1 damaged." (A member of Battery H.Q. recorded the losses as 3 Zeros and 3 Kittyhawks.)
The Official History, Dudley McCarthy records:
"On the 12th (August) Brigadier Wootten and advance parties
of the veteran 18th Brigade arrived and units of the brigade
group followed, including the 9th Battery of the 2/5th Field Regiment but it was 21st August before the whole brigade had
arrived
"On the same day as Wootten arrived control of Milne Force
passed to New Guinea Force as part of the re-organisation which
had brought General Rowell to New Guinea to take over from
General Morris and which envisaged the employment in New
Guinea of the whole of the 7th Division As part of this re-organisation Major-General Clowes was to command the augmented
Milne Force. On the 13 th he arrived at Milne Bay with some of his
chief staff officers, after a hazardous flight with an inexperienced
American pilot who got lost in rain and clouds and finally landed
with his petrol almost exhausted But most of his staff was still to
come and it was not until the 22nd that he was able formally to
assume command of ground forces which, by the 28th numbered
8,824 (Australian Army 7,459; United States Army 1,365); the
infantry, however, numbered only about 4,500."
The War Diary of 9 th Batteiy records the disposition of antiaircraft defences on 11th August 1942 as follows:
"Gurneyfield Strip —
MI
3" 2 guns 23rd Aust H.A.A. Battery
M.2
3.7" 4 guns "A" Troop 2/6th Aust H.A.A. Battery
M.3
3.7" 4 guns "C" Troop 2/6th Aust H.A.A. Battery
M.31 40mm 4 guns "A" Troop 2/9th Aust L.A.A. Battery
M.101 .50 6 guns 101 Battery, U.S. Army
M.104 40mm 4 guns 104 Battery, U.S. Army
Pontoon Wharf
M.32 40mm 4 guns "C" Troop 2/9th Aust L.A.A. Battery."
Red warnings were received on 15th, 17th and 20th August, but
no aircraft were sighted. Also during this period, heavy rains and
high tides were experienced, making conditions very unpleasant.
A gunner's drary records some events during the period.
"22nd August Rained heavily all night British Airways flying boat came in early. Mr. Ramsden of the ketch "Elavala" sent
over gifts of fruit and vegetables, also a hen and a rooster to be
eaten when we wished He left another hen and rooster with us
to mind for him as he has to do a trip up the coast It feels quite
homely with the roosters crowing and the hens scratching about
Yellow warning just before tea but 'All clear soon after. Another
very high tide - high water at about 1820. Red warning
2000 to 2025.
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"23rd August Fine weather. Red warning lasting IV* hours
just before lunch During this time we heard cannon fire very
high up and the drone of planes. At 2 o'clock we received another
red warning which only lasted ten minutes."
(Note: Another diaiy records 16 Jap bombers and 4 Zeros circled
over Milne Bay — No bombs dropped as there was heavy cloud cover.
One Kittyhawk returned shot up.) The War Diary of 9 th Battery on
this day records: "Command Milne Force passed to Major
General Clowes".
"24thAugust
Showery. Cleaning ammunition but interrupted
by a red warning — all clear soon after. 1455 Another red warning, about 10 Zeros flew in attempting to strafe the 'drome.
Engaged by Bofors and Heavy A.A. then by Kittyhawks. Two
Zeros brought down. Catalinaflying boat arrived 1650 left 1745.
1820 A ship berthed at the whaif."
Returning to the Official War History:
"After a reconnaissance of the area Clowes began to re-adjust
the dispositions of his force and by the 25 th (Aug.), the 7th
Brigade was responsible substantially for the eastern sector,
with Lieutenant-Colonel
Meldrum's 61st Battalion in position
round No.3 Strip, Lieutenant-Colonel Miles 25 th Battalion about
3 miles west of that area with one troop of the 2/5 th Field Regiment near by, and the 9th Battalion (Lieutenant-Colonel
Morgan)
some two miles to the south, on the western shores of Milne Bay.
The 2/10th Battalion (Lieutenant-Colonel
Dobbs) was inserted
into the Gili Gili area between the 61st and 25 th To the west on
the road to Waigani was the remainder of the 18 th Brigade, with
the 2/9th Battalion round Hagita House and the 2/12th near
Waigani itself and Milne Force Headquarters on the Waigani
Road between the two. A beach defence area stretched round the
coast for about a mile on both sides of the Gili Gili wharf with
medium machine-guns from the 7th Brigade, Bofors, and one
troop of 25-pounders sited there, and American
maintenance
units allotted beach defence roles. ....
"Meanwhile, on the 25 th more reports of Japanese shipping
movements came in. At 10.10 am Clowes was told that aircraft
had sighted a Japanese force of 3 cruisers, 2 transports of about
8000 tons each 2 tankers and vessels resembling tankers, each
about 6000 tons, and 2 mine-sweepers. Soon it was clear that
this force was headed for Milne Bay. Clowes, deciding that invasion was imminent assumed active command of all Allied land
and air forces in the Milne Bay area, in accordance with his directive. He also placed all unbrigaded units, including American
and R.A.A.F. ground troops, under command of the brigadier in
whose area they were situated and placed one of the2/10th companies under Field.
....
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"At 1.15 am, on the 26 th the crew of the R.A.A.F. tender, which
Clowes had sent to patrol the bay and give early warning of the
entrance of any hostile ships, reported that at 11.40 p.m. they
had sighted four ships in the bay about eleven miles east of Gili
Gili wharf. Less than an hour later heavy and continuous gunfire
was heard from the sea
"For Clowes the night was thus clouded with uncertainty: he
had no naval forces, coastal guns or searchlights with which to
dispute the entrance of Japanese ships; they could roam his
waters and effect landings where they wished, and darkness curtained them from Allied air attack. Soon, however, some definite
news began to come through from the 61st Battalion, Captain
Bicks' company was reported to be engaging Japanese at
K.B. Mission"
K.B. Mission was about three to four miles from No.3 Strip.
The events for the period 25 th to 29 th August are taken from a
diary kept by a gunner on Lau Lau Island, commencing on
25th August:
"An Empire flying boat brought in mail early in the morning,
but left again soon afterwards Two red warnings were received
during the morning, but no aircraft were seen. About midday a
ship, although notfinished unloading, left the wharf and several
small vessels left the area (It was later learned that the luggers
"Bronzewing" and "Elavala" had been lost assisting the infantry
battalion attacking the Japanese). At about 1800, Kittyhawks
and Hudsons flew out towards the entrance to the Bay. Three
hours later the guns were informed that two Japanese transports,
escorted by two destroyers and two cruisers were heading
towards Milne Bay.
"At 0130 on the morning of 26th August a red warning was
received, but it was for ships, not aircraft! The gun crew on Lau
Lau Island had packed their gear and a launch was standing by
ready for evacuation
"Later in the night flashes lit up the eastern sky, followed by
explosions, the gun fire continuing for three quarters of an
hour.
"At day-break three ships could be seenfrom the eastern side of
the island, but they had gone an hour later.
"Eight B17 bombers flew over to bomb the invasion area - one
was destroyed by enemy A.A. fire. Soon after that the P40 Kittyhawks strafed the enemy positions (about six miles away) and
fired an ammunition dump.
"About 0900, the 2 5-pounders fired several rounds, followed by
a barrage in the afternoon. Bombing by B25's, B17s and strafing
by P40's continued during the day.
"At 2130, the Japanese commenced shelling the Lau Lau
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Island and the Gili Gili wharf area The shelling lasted ten
minutes, with the C4 gunsite receiving a shell at the outside base
of the built-up gun pit
"At 0145 on 27th August shelling re-commenced for a short
time. At 0800, three Zeros and several naval aircraft were
engaged by the Bofors gunners. One enemy aircraft was observed with smoke pouring from its tail after attacking a B26. Smoke
was seen coming from Gurney airfield
"On 28th August at 0600, the guns were informed that
Japanese tanks had broken through the infantry lines. Bofors
were loaded with armour-piercing ammunition but shortly afterwards were re-loaded with high explosive shells as an air raid
was expected
"During the morning and afternoon, P40s continued strafing
the enemy. The 9 th Battery Field artillery fired several salvos. It
was reported that the enemy naval forces had left the area, leaving at least one ship sunk It was also reported that there was a
possibility of the enemy using collapsible boats, in order to create
a diversion
"The morning of 29th August commenced with a barrage from
the 25-pounders. P40s continued their strafing at palm tree level
Early in the afternoon there was a report that the Japanese had
broken through at the factory, but this was later learned to be
incorrect However, in the excitement the canteen had been
blown up by the person in charge.
"in the late afternoon the P40s were still strafing, and the
artillery laid down a barrage. Word then came that Lau Lau
Island was to be evacuated. The breech block was removed from
the gun, and thefourteen members of the crew left the island in a
rowing boat for the mainland Here they took up infantry
positions as beach defence in the Gili Gili area. A Japanese
cruiser and eight destroyers were reported headed for Milne Bay!
At midnight there were flashes on the horizon, and the troops
waited for the shells to land None came." (Note: The troops on
the beach defences were gunners, cooks, batmen, drivers, workshop
personnel and so on, with the regular infantry behind; in other
words caught between two fires if the Japs landed).
It is now interesting to turn to the Official War History
"The Japanese landed a total of 1900 to 2000 troops, thinking
that 20 or 30 aircraft were based at Milne Bay and that the
ground forces numbered two or three companies deployedfor the
defence of the airfield. They had planned to use both soldiers
and marines in the attack After the Kawaguchi units were diverted to Guadalcanal they intended to use troops of the 4 th Infantry
Regiment (Aoba Force) against Milne Bay. But they could not get
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Aoba Force down from the Philippines in time so determined to
rely on naval forces only. When Milne Bay had been occupied
they proposed to capture Port Moresby 'with one blow', in a combined land sea and air attack in full strength Their convoy left
Rabaul on 24 th August and on the morning of the 26th landed
Commander Hayashi's 5 th Kure Naval Landing Force, about 600
strong, 10 th Naval Labor Corps numbering some 360, and
possibly about 200 of Commander Tsukioka's 5 th Sasebo Naval
Landing Force.
"Although initially the landings were unopposed the Japanese
plans miscarried from the very beginning. The balance of the 5th
Sasebo approximately 350 strong who had embarked at Buna,
were to disembark at Taupota and co-operate with the main landings, by moving across the mountains to Milne Bay, but became
marooned at Goodenough Island through the destruction of their
barges by Allied air attacks on 25 th August Then the main invasionforces landed at the wrong place. They had intended to land
closer to the airfield and indeed could have done so with very
little opposition. The well directed R.A.A.F. attacks on the 26th
caused disorder and casualties amongst them THeir own lack of
air support hindered them
The following Order of the Day for 29 th August 1942 was issued
by General Clowes D.S.O., M.C., G.O.C. Milne Force:
"The Commander Milne Forces desires to convey to all ranks
his appreciation of the operations in the last few days.
"It is probable that tonight 29 Aug. we will be subject to
naval shelling.
"Having experience of the previous similar shelling all troops
will regard the new attempt with the contempt it deserves.
"Stand firm to your posts. Do not panic — it is mostly noise.
Above all do not spread rumors.
"The Commander is confident that by standing firm and by
strict discipline and immediate obedience of all ranks we will
win through"
The day of 29 th August was a very tense one. When someone
fired on Zebu cattle which had strayed through wire surrounding a
mine field and reported "The bloody cows are through the wire!", a
chain reaction was set up. The report was interpreted as the
Japanese breaking through, with the result that there was much
excited firing of rifles. The person in charge of the Canteen could
not bear to think that his important rations of beer and spirits
should fall into enemy hands, so took the precaution of
blowing it up.
Fortunately the Japanese did not arrive. Just after midnight
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there were explosions heard near the entrance to the Bay. There
was a red warning at 1330 but the all clear came soon afterwards.
The artillery sent over some shells now and again, but the afternoon
was very quiet.
Before dawn on 31st August the infantry had engaged a
Japanese force on the east side of No. 3 Strip and inflicted heavy
casualties, so that by about 0800 the engagement was at an end
except for some snipmg.
About mrdday two Zeros were engaged by the heavy A.A. There
is an unconfirmed diary entry recording that "fighter 'drome and
3.7 A.A. position shelled".
In the afternoon C.l Detachment gun and crew were moved by
ketch and pontoon from Lau Lau Island to the Pontoon Wharf and
then by truck to Ladava Mission where the gun was put into action
at the end of a mole.
Around 2200 on 1 st September the guns received a message that
an enemy convoy was at the entrance to the Bay. Crews stood to
their guns. Flares could be seen in the vicinity of K.B. Mission.
On the morning of the following day a transport escorted by a destroyer came in, but left hurriedly in the afternoon. There was an
unconfirmed report that two Japanese cruisers were at the
entrance to the Bay.
On 4th September the War Diary entry is as follows:
"M2 site (6th Battery Heavy A.A.) in conjunction with 9th Battery 2/5 Field Regiment after testing placed under command 18
Aust Infantry Brigade for ground shooting. Several shots were
fired at ranges up to 18,500 yards and (25 pdrs. 13,500 yrds.) were
reported quite effective."
On Friday 4th September a gunner's diary records:
"0005 When going on guard found the M.G.s (machine gunners) standing to (Jap warship in Bay). Rang T.H.Q., but no
instructionsfor us to stand to. Off guard at 0100 and had a bit of
sleep until awakened by naval shell fire. Stood to the gun till
0355 when told to stand down by T.H.Q. Went to sleep again till
0700. Beautiful sunny morning. 1515 Warning that bombers
might be over. Stood by. Pit almost finished Went to bed early.
The M.G.s are busy strengthening their defences. About 2000
received report that there is an enemy ship in or approaching the
Bay. It is very frustrating the way these Japs can come and go as
they please."
Continuing:
"5th September. On guard from midnight until 0200 - very
peaceful in Bay - noflares or firing. No rain during the night but
overcast this morning, visibility fair down the Bay. 2 Lockheeds
went out at 0930. Kept fine all day. Our gun went to Workshops
and we got Degney's gun Reports that there are 2 destroyers and
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one cruiser (enemy) in the area We all had one bottle of beer
tonight"
On the same day the Official War Historian writes:
"General Clowes' worries were not over. At9 p.m he recewed a
signal from Blarney which told of expectations that the Japanese
would land more troops in Milne Bay that night and that more
Japanese reinforcements would arrive on the 12th Little more
than an hour later he was told that the remnants of the Japanese
forces would be withdrawn in the darkness and that he could
expect a fresh landing by two hostile battalions on the 10th As
the night went on Japanese ships came again to Milne Bay and
the busy sound of boats hurrying between ship and shore was
heard by the forward troops."
Returning to the gun crew:
"6th September. On guard from 0200 to 0400. Inclined to
showers — very quiet Raining hard this morning. The freighter
"Anshun" and the "Arunta" came in and 2 E.F.B.s landed so we
should get some mail this time. Just before lunch three
Beaufighters and six Beauforts came up the Bay and landed. We
feel extra safe now against naval attack. Received mail Teemed
raining till 1600. After tea the hospital ship "Manunda" came in
with all lights on We are permitted lights tonight provided they
are shaded Had a bottle of beer and retired to bed early.
"2200 Woken out of a sound sleep by naval shelling, sounded
very close. About half an hour later one ship flashed its
searchlight on the "Manunda", still all lit up, and then quietly
around the Bay finally settling on the ship at the wharf. Another
enemy ship opened up with shellfire. We observed the shells
landing around Lau Lau Island and the ship. Enemy ships about
3 miles out Some of the shells hit the "Anshun'. The shelling
ceased "Manunda" unmolested About midnight sighted a large
object between us and the Island Manned the gun. The object
turned out to be one of our launches, Mr. Munny on board It tied
up at our wharf.
"7th September. Just before 0100 everything was quiet and we
were considering going back to sleep, when the searchlight suddenly shattered the darkness, rested on our area for breathless
seconds, and then slowly moved round to the whaif. The shelling
recommenced A fairly short salvo this time. Darkness and quiet
once more. 0200 came and we decided it was safe to return to
bed which we did Awakened at 0600 to go on guard Can see
the ship over on her side and just outfrom the wharf. Many sightseers came out to gun and had a look through our binoculars. The
ship's crew are at the Mission. About 0900 the Beauforts and
Beaufighters left on patrol - a little bit late we think Working on
Bren gun pit all day. 1405 Spotter alert "Manunda" taking on
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"casualties all day (including malaria cases). Much damage to
personal property at T.H.Q. Geoff Mills wounded by shell fire,
went on "Manunda". No other casualties amongst our men C.3
gun pit received direct hit on outside of bags — no damage to gun
or crew. 1650 Warning that 2 heavy cruisers headed this way.
Beauforts went out Infantry to stand to all night 2000-2200 on
guard At 2200 saw dark shape on horizon, atfirst thought it was
warship, but as it came closer distinguished craft as ketch, which
disappeared in W direction
"8th September. 0005 Woken out of sound sleep by naval
shelling. Looked through door of hut and saw searchlight in Bay.
Two star shells went off in close proximity to us. Shelling ceased
Expecting a fresh salvo any moment "Manunda" is out in the
Bay lit up like a show boat Stood to the gun till0315 but all quiet
Stood down. A beautiful sunny morning, but felt very tired
Yellow warning at 1000. About lunch time another yellow warning, then red heard sound of planes and bombs dropped near
drome. NoA.A.fire. All clear 1330. The C.O. of the infantry in this
area came here and discussed our position We are liable to be
mown down by M.G. fire. We will probably have to shift On
guard 2200 till midnight All quiet"
Reg Goldfinch recalls the shelling:
"A mate, a provost and I were camped in a native hut near the
wharf. When the shelling started my mate and I made it to the
slit trench, but the provost who had brought a dozen beerfor us,
couldn't find the door of the hut in the dark and was running
round swearing a treat When the shelling stopped we crawled
out of the slit trench and looked into the hut The mosquito nets
were riddled with shrapnel holes. The provost was very lucky
indeed The beer was safe."
Another incident on the night of the 6th is remembered by
Lieutenant Chambers:
"The only communication to Battery H.Q. and on to Brigade
H.Q. was from "C" Troop H.Q. on the beach
"We moved the phone from the hut to a slit trench 4 feet deep
and with 3 feet of water in it A Japanese cruiser was shelling the
"Anshun" at the wharf and we were 200 yards beyond in direct
line. Most of the shells hit the coconut palms above our heads.
Gar. Margetts was on the phone. I was passing him information
on bearings to the cruiser and the hospital ship "Manunda" and
whether the Japs were shelling her.
"Then a shell hit our hut and I submerged taking the phone
with me. Soon'Bluey the Sig.' turned up out of the darkness to restore communications and assure Battery H.Q. we were still
there. Geoff Mills was wounded
"Now, who was 'Bluey the Sig'? He did a great job keeping the
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lines open For several days he had no rest Red hair, shorts and
tattered shirt"
Bunny Cheong was caught in the shelling with his gun tractor at
the wharf beside the "Anshun". He remained under the tractor
until the shelling ceased, but when he attempted to drive off, the
searchlights came on again, blinding him. The tractor and Bunny
ended up in the water.
During the days of 9th to 12th September, the foreshore was
cleared for 100 yards inland and wired by the infantiy and by members of the gun crews situated there. Troop Headquarters was
moved back to the Factory. These precautions were made in preparation for an expected further landing by the Japanese.
On 13th September a census of the health of the men of "C"
Troop was taken. The healthiest gun detachment had five men who
had not contracted malaria. There were at that time 17 members of
the Troop in hospital. "A" Troop's health at that time was worse
than "C" Troop.
The War Diaiy of 9 th Batteiy records:
"6th September. "Anshun" sank. "C" Troop H.Q. hut and C.2
Det gun-pit received direct hits with 4" to 6" shells. 2 "C" Troop
personnel slightly
wounded"
On the night of 6th September some guns of 2/6th Heavy A.A.
Batteiy had the Japanese cruiser in their sights and requested permission to fire. Permission was refused. The retaliation from the
cruiser's 8" guns would have been horrific. It was Major Margetts
who gave the instruction not to fire.
There is an unconfirmed report that at some late stage permission was sought by the Heavy A.A. to fire on an enemy submarine.
"Submarine sunk by A.A. fire!!"
Permission was not given.
The Official War History states:
"Clowes then busied himself with preparations for the new
attacks he had been told to expect but never materialised
Thus
far the defence of Milne Bay had cost the Australians 373 battle
casualties. Of these 24 were officers; 12 officers and 149 men
were either killed or missing. Of the Americans; one soldier of the
43rd Engineers was killed and two were wounded in the ground
actions; several more were killed or wounded in air raids. Of the
Japanese casualties, Clowes reported: 'It is conservatively and
reliably estimated
that enemy killed amount to at least 700.
.... This number does not include any of the enemy who may
have been lost with the merchantship "Nankai Maru", sunk in the
bay by our aircraft One P.O.W. stated that 300 men had been lost
with the ship."
One of the casualties was Squadron-Leader Turnbull of 76
Squadron R.A.A.F., who crashed while strafing Japanese positions
at palm tree level. The efforts of 75 and 76 Squadrons in con-
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tinually strafing the enemy gave a great boost to the morale of all
troops in the Gili Gili area. Squadron-Leader K. W. Truscott took
command of 76 Squadron.
Conversely, a heavy blow to morale was received when both
squadrons were ordered back to Port Moresby for one night when
the situation looked very bad. However the authorities thought
better of it than to repeat that exercise.
The following extracts are from Milne Force Anti-Aircraft Weekly
Intelligence Summary No.4:
"1. Forces at our disposal
Land Defence: Forthenightof28th/29thAug.
one40mmgun
C.2 ofM32 was moved from site on waterfront to a position near
the junction of Routes 1 and 2 to act in an anti-tank role covering
the break through of any tanks from direction of No.3 Strip. This
gun was moved back at dawn
2. Alerts. Note: In view of the number of warnings, Yellow
warnings have not been included Night of 25th/26th Aug. At
0136 hours a Japanese landing in force, covered by naval shelling, was made on the North shore of Milne Bay about 2 miles East
from the nearest A.A. gun site. Gun sites remained "Standing To"
all night but there was no A.A. action
"3. Alerts 26 Aug. During the night26th/27th Aug. while naval
shelling from the bay was in progress, gun sites again "Stood To",
but there was no A.A. action.
"4. Action 24th Aug. Raid No.3 At 1446 Porlock Harbor reported a large number of aircraft flying N.E. to S.W All available
P.40s were sent up and gunsites "Stood To" at 1500 hours. At
1523, 8 enemy fighters approached Strip No.l apparently with
the intention of a strafing attack. All gunsites heavy and light
engaged the aircraft until our P.40s intercepted
Several hits
were registered and 3 aircraft were probably brought down by
L.A.A.fire. Some of the aircraft were not Mitsubishi type "O", as 2
were definitely observed to have square-cut wing tips.
"All our P.40s returned safely after the action. There was no
damage caused A.A. fire effectively prevented the enemy from
attacking any ground targets. Later reports advised that Jap forces were landing at Tufi while the raid was in progress.
"27th Aug. Raid No.4 Gun sites were "Stood To" at 0744 hours,
acting on information received from Porlock Harbor, that aircraft
were approaching in this direction. B17s and B26s reached this
area . . . these were the aircraft previously picked up. Gun sites
"Stood Down".
At 0813 Site M.3 reported enemy aircraft approaching from the
East along Bay. These consisted of 8 bombers escorted by 12
fighters. A.A. sites engaged at 0814 and effectively broke up the
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formation.
The fighters came in towards the Strip, but were
turned away by A.A. fire. The bombers continued up the Bay in
the direction of the Mission where the fighting is going on.
Fighters and bombers were engaged all over the sky by A.A.
fire, which had an open go as the 6 PAOs were absent on patrol
Thefirst serious attempt to strafe the Strip was made at 0830 by 5
fighters, and during this attack one B24 on the ground was set on
fire. In this and subsequent strafing attacks on the Strip L.A.A.
fire claimed many hits, with almost certain destruction of 6
enemy aircraft including one bomber.
Bombs were dropped near the Strip (4), the A.A. site M.3 (2) and
the area where 61 and 9 Inf. Bn are engaging enemy land forces.
No damage has been reported
M.3 shot down one bomber over the sea. At 0845, 6 B26 Allied
bombers flew infrom the East and in an engagement with enemy
fighters, one type "0" fighter was shot down over the sea.
Later reports from the R.A.A.F. state that PAOs shot down 2
fighters, 1 dive bomber, and 1 dive bomber probable.
The A.A. fire was sustained and accurate and in addition to
shooting down planes, had the effect of preventing the enemy air
craft from carrying out any effective bombing.
"31 st Aug. Raid No.5 .... and at 1141 hours gun sites identified
the aircraft as type "0" Mitsubishi seven in number.
At 1145 M.3 engaged at a height of15,000feetfollowed
by M.2
— no hits were observed
7. General. As well as the air raids during the period A.A. sites
have been very interested in the operations by land and by sea
Naval shells have burst and landed very close to M.3 and M.32,
and all sites have maintained patrols and "Stood To" when
attack has appeared
imminent
All sites particularly M.3 and M.32 on the coast have been
passing valuable information re lights, flares, shipping and
operations. M.3 was used in a coastal defence role.
Morale of A.A. personnel has been very high throughout the
one complaint being 'that Tojo is using too much naval and not
enought air support for his ground forces.' "
Extracts from Infantry Intelligence Report 2nd September
"A" Company 9 Bn between Game River and K.B. "C" Company at Rabi with role protection tracks from N. and N.W. 2 Companys 2/12 Bn K.B. and 2 at Rabi Enemy force estimated 300
attacked Rabi after dusk. First attack lasted 2 hours. Rush
attack supported by mortars. Grenades used extensively by Japs.
Attackedfirst from North then from Gama River then from West 50 enemy killed
Our casualties "A" and "C" Companys, 2
killed 8 wounded
"Pilot crashed Zero found Kane Kope by Private Farrer Force
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Sigs. Farrer sole survivor R.A.A.F. crash launch sunk by enemy
warship Milne Bay. Escorted prisoner to 7 th Brigade. P.O.W. gave
name as Koshimoto carried 1/3000000 of N.E.A. from Rabaul to
Brisbane showing air routes.
Captured equipment sent to Force included respirator, battalion flag taken by 61 Bri east of Strip 3, one M.M.G., 2 field guns
and ops. map Milne Bay. Flags captured have 2 zig zag lines with
anchor in centre indicating 2 Bn of Marine Regt. Captured ops.
map shows Milne Bay area with Jap objectives and date proposed
attainment"
*

*

*

*

A very important service in the Milne Bay area was the formation
of an anti-aircraft gun operations room (G.O.R.) in conjunction
with the R.A.A.F.
During the battle of Milne Bay, as the A.A. defences covered the
whole of the defended area and had the only workable communication system, practically all the reports from the forward areas to
H.Q. passed through the Gun Operations Room.
The G.O.R. was the operational command post of the A.A.D.C.
(Anti-Aircraft Defence Commander), Lieutenant-Colonel A. G.
Margetts.
Originally the G.O.R. operated from a house near the bulk canteen, and had a liaison officer (gunner) detached to Fighter Sector
(R.A.A.F.) H.Q. across the paddock It was quite common for the
liaison officer to deputise, for brief periods, for the Fighter
Controller.
The theory was that all gun sites were connected by telephone to
the G.O.R. and reported all observations (in the air, on the land, and
on the water).
The guns of 9th Battery did not wait to be told by G.O.R. to
engage the enemy when there was any surprise attack by lowflying aircraft.
During the period of the fightrng, the cookhouse at T.H.Q. "C"
Troop provided mugs of tea and a meal to those infantrymen coming back from the forward positions.
In improvised ovens made from petrol drums covered with clay,
the Futcher brothers, who were bakers by trade, baked loaves of
bread, which was a welcome change from the biscuits on issue.
The latter days of September saw seven ships come into the Bay
with troops and supplies.
On 20th September, promotions and changes within the Battery
were promulgated. Amongst them were Major Margetts to AntiAircraft Defence Commander Milne Bay Area, Captain Staughton
to Battery Commander and Lieutenant Chambers to Battery
Captain.
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On 25 th September the gun on Ladava Mission, C.l was moved
back to Lau Lau Island which was now defended by about 80 men
from the 25 th Battalion. The personal gear had preceded the gun
on to the barge tied to the pontoon wharf, when General Blarney
came along and enquired what was moving. He was told "An ack
ackgun, sir", but he must have been puzzled as there was no gun to
be seen, only a good array of cane furniture souvenired from the
Mission and some kit bags.
More troops arrived in the Bay during October, including 235th
Australian L.A.A. Batteiy on 21st October, and "B" Troop comprising two officers and 71 other ranks, equipment and four Bofors
guns on S.S. "Barabala" from Port Moresby on 29th October.
The 29th October also saw the arrival of Lightning fighters,
Beaufighters and Beaufort bombers.
On the arrival of 235 th Batteiy, some personnel transferred from
9th Battery to provide N.C.O.s
The Battery took over the A.A. defence of No. .3 Strip where only a
few weeks before the Japanese had suffered severe casualties. The
Strip was now open to aircraft; the first plane to land, on 18th
October, was a Flying Fortress.
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"B" Troop at Port Moresby

Major A. G. Margetts had decided on 21st June, after a reconnaissance of the Milne Bay area, that one troop of the Battery be left
at Port Moresby in favor of taking some heavy A.A. guns, as it was
thought the coconut palms in the area would restrict the travel se of
the Bofors guns.
On 23rd June 1942, "A" and "C" Troops sailed from Port Moresby.
"B" Troop guns took up positions around the Seven Mile aerodrome at Port Moresby, Lieutenant Dale Crooke and Lieutenant Kel
Archer were the officers in charge.
When 9 th Battery had arrived at Port Moresby on 15 th June, the
area had experienced Raid No.59, to be followed by Raid Nos.60 on
16th June, 61 on 17th June, and 62 on 18th June. High level raids
continued during and after "B" Troop's stay on the Seven Mile
Drome. Raid No.85 was experienced on the day "B" Troop left Port
Moresby for Milne Bay on 25 th October 1942; that is, 26 raids over a
period of approximately four months.
Some information on a few of the raids is taken from "War Diary
1942", by George Johnston, published by Collins:
"5th July. Seven Mile bombed by 18 bombers at extreme
altitude. 1 soldier killed, 3 wounded 7 bombers attacked half
hour later.
"10th July Raid by 21 bombers with 8 Zeros as cover. "A.A.
claimed 2 definite hits and 1 probable hit on bombers, which
were forced to break formation because of the accuracy of the
fire." Note: The A.A. referred to would be 3.7" Heavy A.A.
"20th July. 26 bombers and 15 Zeros inflicted slight damage
on Seven Mile Drome.
"29th July. 1 Kawanisi flying boat dropped 16 bombs wide of
any target The same day heavy land-based bombers at dusk
made a raid with bombs and kerosene-filled
incendiaries,
without damage.
"17 th August. The 78th raid. 24 bombers in threeformations of
8 raided Seven Mile Drome from 23,000 feet
Damage: 3 bombers and 1 transport plane destroyed 6 planes
badly damaged 2 bombers were damaged taking off during
the raid and another in aforced landing. Petrol drums hit and
grass fires threatened other planes. Control tower destroyed
and Operations hut gutted
1 R.A.A.F. man killed
13
U.S.A.A.C. personnel
wounded
Our fighters were too late getting off the ground to intercept
"A.A. went into action without result
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"8th September. 26 heavy bombers with at least 6 Zeros raided
Seven Mile Drome dropping over 100 bombs. No casualties. Some
of our aircraft damaged by bomb splinters.
"22nd October. 3 bombers bombed aerodrome by light of the
full moon. No damage.
"25 th October. 2 bombers dropped 5 bombs near the Seven Mile
Drome after sunset"
During August it was reported on the 3rd that the Australian
troops had been forced out of Kokoda by over-whelming numbers,
on the 7th that U.S. Marines had landed in the Solomon Islands,
and on the 10th that H.M.A.S. "Canberra had been sunk off those
Islands. Also on 28th August it was reported that the planes on
No.l Strip at Milne Bay had been withdrawn to Port Moresby
for the night.
Hariy Cornehusen recalls some happenings whilst at Port
Moresby:
"During our tour of duty, offering low-flying protection, we
underwent numerous raids, usually delivered from
around
30,000 feet plus. (No wonder we all finished
up in varying
degrees of bomb-happiness).
The elaborate warning system
developed here of yellow alert (20 minutes to go) and red alert (5
minutes to go) for the most part worked very well The majority of
American troops in the area were newcomers to the unsporting
practice of the Japs and didn't altogether trust the warning system At the first hint of a warning they leapt on to trucks already
in motion and in general fled for the hills, and the sanctuary of
the many slit trenches dotted around. Despite the heat they
would sweat it out in the trenches from Yellow Alert to the All
Clear at least an hour later. I liked the comment of one man who,
after enduring the trauma of a raid on the drome and the consequent long period in the slit trench was heard to mutter a fervent
'God was sure on our side this day'.
"In the confusion of another impending raid, another member
of the Allied Forces came racing through our gun site, including a
barbed wire strung around the area When we called out to
assure him it was one of ours, a P.38 having been observed
through our binoculars, he didn't slacken stride but turning his
head he called back 'One of these days you'se gonner make a
god-damn
mistake.'"
Hariy continues:
"Thefilms shown in the Moresby area drew an entrepreneur's
dream of a house — often as many as 10,000 Allied troops sat on
their ground sheets on a hill-side, watching 'Going My Way' and
such like. During interval you could always bet on a first class
'blue to enliven proceedings, as some Aussie humorist did the
rounds calling out 'Peanuts, lollies, Purple Hearts'. Should the
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Nips turn on a raid, it was not uncommon for a member of the
audience to bolt right through the screen in the haste to find a
safe place.
"The hillsides around the Seven Mile Drome were honeycombed with slit trenches, usually fully occupied during alerts
and the actual bombing runs. I remember one fatalist
refusing
the example of his fellow unit members heading for the slit
trenches saying 'If your name is on the bomb, you'll cop it no matter
what you do'. He remained in his tent lying on his bed reading. A
Japanese 'daisy cutter bomb landed over 100 yards away and
cut him to pieces.
"In the same raid a piece of bomb fragment demolished the
billy we had on the fire brewing-up for morning tea
"We were always amazed at the inflexibility of the Japanese
Command's orders for their bombing missions. There were a
number of recorded instances where the Japs
harmlessly
dropped their bomb load on the unoccupied 7 Mile Strip (the
planes alerted of their approach having already taken off) while
the nearby harbor was full of vulnerable shipping."
Dale Crooke says that the only damage to "B" Troop he can
remember was to the Troop Headquarters tent, caused by a 'daisy
cutter bomb. He does not mention Hariy Corneliusen's billy. Dale
Crooke also reports that conditions were good — living conditions
outside the bombing, that is. This could be explained by another of
Hariy's stories: "Our unit 3-ton trucks, identical with our friendly
Allies' G.M.C. trucks, arrived at an American Supply Depot with a
requisition in the name of some American unit in the area, and
drove off with a load of interesting American foodstuffs that
made quite a change from bully beef, baked beans and herrings
in tomato sauce."
Probably if the Americans had been asked straight out they
would have provided the fare, as they were, mainly, of a very
generous nature. However, that would have spoilt the game.
It should be remembered that, although the light anti-aircraft
guns did not get the opportunity to fire at the enemy, it was by their
very presence that enemy fighter aircraft were discouraged from
strafing, and the bombers' task made more difficult.
It is understood that Ralph Lancaster was the only one killed in
"B" Troop during the stay at Port Moresby.
"B" Troop rejoined the Batteiy at Milne Bay on 29th October
1942.
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Milne Bay Continued

Two of "B" Troop guns were attached to "C" Troop. One of the
guns with Harry Long in charge took up a position on the East end
of Lau Lau Island.
There was good news on the wireless on 5 th November. The
report was that German forces in the Western Desert were
retreating, 9,000 prisoners taken, including a general. A general,
who took over from Rommel whilst he was in Germany, had been
killed; 260 tanks and 250 guns captured or destroyed.
A load of 500 sheep was brought in by ship and two days later
there were mutton chops on the menu, there were mutton chops for
breakfast, mutton cutlets for the midday meal and mutton chops
for the evening meal. The meat was greatly enjoyed by everyone,
being the first fresh meat available since coming to Milne Bay,
except for some Zebu cattle, which were killed in the first few weeks
of occupation.
More men of the Battery, who had been stricken with malaria,
left on the hospital ship "Manunda" during the month.
Ian Coggins, one of the most popular men in the Battery, was
accidentally killed on 23rd November. His death was a sad blow to
the Battery.
To finish off the month, the Japanese sent over 30 bombers on
29th November at 0220. The Heavy A.A. engaged the enemy for
almost an hour. There was little damage done, although about
twenty bombs were dropped.
The month of December saw a major build up of shipping, with
troops staging prior to movement to the fighting areas. The news
that Buna had fallen to the Allies was received with rejoicing on
11 th December.
This is how one gunner saw Christmas Day 1942:
"Breakfast consisted of one egg and some bacon Coffee. Light
shower early in the morning, but fine and hot for the rest of
the day.
"Christmas dinner consisted of ham turkey, chicken, roast
potatoes and peas. Christmas pudding a la A.C.F. Fruit and
cream Rum and wine.
"Enjoyed a good rest all the afternoon.
Reinforcements
arrived
"The evening meal consisted of fruit and the remains of the
dinner. Rum and wine."
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During the month more men went down with malaria, although
atebrin tablets had taken the place of quinine. It was probable that
the tablets were not always taken as prescribed, as there were
rumors of possible loss of fertility. Atebrin tablets resulted in a
yellow coloring of the skin. It was also probable that the infection
was received before safeguards had been enforced, including the
draining of swamps and the wearing of shirts with sleeves rolled
down and long trousers after dusk. Gun crews were reduced to 6 or
7 men.
The War Diaiy of 31st December 1942 has this entry:
"General the percentage of sickness this month in the Battery
has been very high, malaria being almost entirely responsible.
Since arriving here until present date over 60 Battery personnel
have been evacuated to the mainland, including several Sergeants
and junior N.C.O.s. This, together with the lowered standard of
health of the Battery as a whole, has somewhat impaired its
fighting efficiency."
This day saw the accidental death of Jack Cockram, caused by
the explosion of a Bofors shell.
*

*

*

*

"There is no wild rejoicing for the New Year, but naturally we
are hoping for great things. The war news is good." That is how
most of the troops looked at the situation.
The NX men who had not received leave when the Battery
returned to Australia were granted home leave.
Searchlights, now included in the A. A. defence of the area were
being used to direct incoming aircraft. Allied aircraft, that is!
The next major air raid came on 17th January, and is described
by a gunner on No.3 Strip:
"A beautiful clear day. At 1245 when in the middle of lunch
heard siren and took post At 1250 sighted formation down Bay
— Japanese formation of 23 bombers escorted by several fighters.
Heavy A.A. opened up. Too high for us as they were up about
25,000 feet
They kept perfect formation as they passed
overhead, and then the bombs came down The bombs seemed to
be creeping up to our gun pit and then passed on. It was soon over
except for an odd delayed action bomb here and there.
When we looked around there were fires everywhere. A few of
our bombs (awaiting loading on to aircraft) exploded and some
petrol dumps and planes went up.
An anti-personnel bomb landed about 75 yards away — a piece
of the bomb took a slice out of the vertical sight on the gun and
made a gash on the breech casing. Several pieces of metal landed
in the gun pit No injuries."
Enemy aircraft were over the area on 19th, 20th, 21st, 23rd and
25th January and were engaged by the Heavy A.A., with the excep-
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tion of the night of 23rd when Lightnings were directed by G.O.R.
No great, damage was done in these raids except for the loss of a
Lockheed Hudson on the ground.
The War Diaiy records on 1 st February:
"Captain Crooke leftfor KAN A KOPA with tractor, 2 spare Bofors
barrels, 40 coils barbed wire for ground defence, 20 boxes
40mm ammo.
"Sergeant Jenkins position at DOWA DOWA"
Dowa Dowa was an idyllic situation for a gun position. Situated
on the southern shore of Milne Bay, beside a small river it was
remote from the war. Nearby at Labi Labi was a sawmill owned by a
Mr. Colinson.
At the end of January, the "Katoomba" and the "Duntroon" had
arrived in the Bay with troops of the 5 th Division.
The month of February passed with an occasional air raid, wet
weather and the usual work around the guns. An enemy submarine
was reported in the Bay on 5 th February, but nothing came out of
the report.
A detachment of 6th Australian A.A. Searchlight Company with
six searchlights arrived at Milne Bay during the month.
On 21 st February there was a red warning at 2030. The Heavies
opened up ten minutes later, assisted by five searchlights. The 'All
Clear' came at 2115. Some bombs were dropped.
There was another red warning the following day at about midday, but there was no action.
However, on 23 rd February there was a red warning soon after
midnrght. A Kittyhawk was sent up as a night fighter, but the
operation was not successful. The searchlights caught a plane in
their lights for a few seconds. The enemy aircraft made several
runs, dropping bombs on No.l Strip and on No.3 Strip. The Heavies
fired at intervals, the raid lasting about IVi hours.
There was a yellow warning at 0500, but nothing came of it.
There was another raid in the early hours of 28th February, and
the Heavies engaged the aircraft.
*

*

*

*

In early March, Japanese reconnaissance planes were sighted
over the area on several occasions. Two of their number were shot
down by Kittyhawks.
The War Diary of 9 th Battery gives the following entries:
"J 5 th March "A" Troop to take over positions on Turnbull Strip
(No.1) from 235 th Aust L.A.A. Battery.
"18 th March Battery reverted from composite detachments of
10 guns to original 4 three gun troop organisation with T.C.
(Troop Commanders) as follows: "A" - Lieutenant Hall "B" Lieutenant Corneliusen, "C"-LieutenantPurves,
"D"-Lieutenant
Archer."
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On 17 th March two guns of "A" Troop under Sergeant Neil Anderson and Bombardier "Unc" Melville moved to Kana Kopa.
Early in the morning of 24th March, there was a raid by two
flights of medium bombers. They were picked up by the searchlights and the Heavies went into action. Bombs were dropped
without damage or casualties.
On 29 th March two guns of 2/6 th Aust. Heavy A. A. moved to Rabi
on the coast about two miles east of No.3 Strip.
Ted Guinness remembers being transferred to Neil Anderson's
gun at that time:
"The gun was being sent down the Bay to cover a position of a
Heavy A.A. gun at Kana Kopa The barge carrying our gun was
moored to the jetty, to be unloaded the next day. In the morning
the tide having dropped 8 feet during the night the barge had
sunk with the gun and ammunition under water. On retrieval the
gun had to be hauled to its selected site, necessitating the felling
of several palm trees. One over-enthusiastic
recruit managed to
drop one on top of the gun,"
April commenced with more rumors of a move, but nothing came
of them. The men who had been in Milne Bay from the first landing
were becoming restless, either wanting to get on with the war, or to
get some leave and so to be away from the tedium of inaction.
There were more amenities now with films showing every week,
some concert parties, Army Education Services and the famous
Australian game of "Two-up" attracting huge crowds for huge
stakes. There was also the manufacture of alcoholic beverages.
Alcohol was first brewed in Milne Bay from the milk from
coconuts, as there was a plentiful supply of these. This was the
original "jungle juice" and was quite potent.
Later the manufacture of alcohol became more sophisticated as,
with the arrival of American troops in force, there was a better
availability of rations damaged in transit, such as tinned fruit and
sugar. These ingredients were fermented in 44-gallon drums. The
liquid from the fermentation was then passed through a still, to
obtain a pure colorless spirit. The spirit could then be colored with
brown sugar to give it the appearance of whisky. When a sale was
being arranged, the test of setting a match to the spirit was made. If
the spirit ignited, it was accepted by the purchaser.
Another occupation of the troops was the manufacture of
articles from the brass casings of shells and small arms cartridges,
for sale to the U.S. forces.
There were several general warnings of an expected large air raid
on the Milne Bay area early in the month, and on the 14th April
it occurred.
The first warning came at 1100 that there would be a raid on Port
Moresby or on Milne Bay. Then the warning came that it was to be
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Milne Bay. About 1230 the enemy was sighted coming up the Bay
and then they were over the Gili Gili area — bombers and dive
bombers.
The Heavies engaged the bombers and the L.A.A. engaged the
dive bombers. The Allied aircraft were also in the engagement.
There were 105 Japanese planes in the raid, three ships were hit
one of which later sank A number of personnel were killed. Seventeen Japanese planes were shot down, six attributed to antiaircraft fire and eleven to the R.A.A.F.
There were no casualties amongst the anti-aircraft gun
crews.
At this time, one of the Battery's guns was mounted on the
"George Peat". This vessel was formerly a ferry on the Hawkesbury
River in New South Wales. Having a shallow draught it could come
close inshore where no port facilities were available.
Harry Long was the first detachment commander, to be succeeded by Dick Rowan on 2nd May.
The vessel supplied isolated units along the coast north of Milne
Bay and the islands in that area. The scenery was interesting, and
so was the food. The menu was supplemented by scrounging
American rations, and by fishing with grenades with good
native divers.
On 6 th May, during a strong wind and rain storm, the "Taroona"
was driven ashore near the Pontoon wharf. The ship was eventually
got off with the assistance of a sloop and a corvette, with little
damage done.
On the night of 19th May enemy planes dropped several bombs
on No.3 Strip, setting a small petrol dump on fire.
A tragic accident occurred on Sunday 13 th June. Bunny
Mitchell, Roy Hobbs and Tom Flanagan were out on the Bay in a
dinghy, with the intention of collecting a meal of fish by using a
charge of gelignite, which at that time was in plentiful supply.
Something went wrong, the charge burst in the boat, resulting in
injuries to all three men.
Orders then came that all stocks of gelignite on gunsites were to
be destroyed by burning.
Training programs continued with lectures, anti-tank shoots
and A.E.S. lectures. Permanent structures were built around gun
sites, now that supplies of material were more available either
legally or illegally.
Rumors persisted that the Battery would soon be relieved. The
general opinion was that twelve months' service in Milne Bay
was enough.
During June there was a large build-up of U.S. Navy shipping in
the Bay, all flying the Stars and Stripes, even down to the smallest
dinghy - a very re-assuring sight and an indication of an offensive
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to come.
On 28 th J u n e General MaeArthur mad e an inspection of the
Milne Bay area. His B19 aircraft was escorted by 18 P.38's a n d
19 P.39's.
Early in J u ly the story a r o u n d the g u n s was t h a t 9 th Battery was
to form a composite anti-aircraft regiment with 2 / 6 t h Australian
Heavy A.A. Battery, with Lieutenant-Colonel A. G. Margetts in
command.
The following events were recorded in the War Diaiy:
"On 20 th July "B" Troop was relieved from its duties at Kana
Kopa and Dowa Dowa by guns from 235 Australian
L.A.A. Battery.
On 21st July the Battery was organised into two Troops of 6
guns each - "A" Troop being made up of the former "A" and "B"
Troops, and "B" Troop from the former "C" and "D" Troops."
On 2 6 t h J u l y Major S t a u g h t o n r e t u r n ed on the "George Peat",
after visiting Oro Bay, B u n a a n d Morobe.
The Nominal Roll of Officers of 17 th Jul y 1943 listed Staughton,
Archer, Hall, Corneliusen a n d Long.
Units of the 9 t h Division A.I.F. began arriving early in August,
including 2 / 1 2 t h Aust. L.A.A. Battery which had a m o n g s t its members m a n y m e n from the original 2/3 rd Regiment.
Training c o m m e n c e d on stripping down the g u n s for travel by
air, b u t there was no indication of what the object might be.
Also d u r i ng this m o n t h the g u n s were issued with a m m u n i t i o n
fitted with a 12-second fuse, giving a n improved range of
18,000 feet."
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9th Battery

(as part of 2/3rd Australian
Composite Anti-Aircraft Regiment)

Lae Garrison
The War Diaiy for the period 1st September 1943 to 30th September 1943 records the birth of the new Regiment:
"Milne Bay 1st September. Authority has been received (vide
L.H.Q. SM20106) 13th Aug. '43 to form 2/3 Aust. Comp. A.A. Regt.
R.A.A. (L.E.) (WE 111/25A/3)
To comprise:
R.H.Q. formerly
H.Q. A.A. Group Milne Bay as from 13
Aug. 1943.
2/6 Aust H.A.A. Bty. - Mobile 3.7 in. (formerly of 2/2 Aust
H.A.A. Regt.)
2/9 Aust L.A.A. Bty. - 40mm Bofors (formerly of 2/3 Aust
L.A.A. Regt.)
2/3 Aust Comp. A.A. Regt. A.E.M.E. (L.E.) (formerly 2/6 Workshops Sec and 2/9 Workshops Sea)
2/3 Aust Comp. A.A. Regt. Signal Section (formerly 10 Aust
H.A.A. Regt. Signal Sec)
Lt-Col. A. G. Margetts to command
Maj. J. H. Linden 2i/c"
The 2/3 rd Australian Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment had been disbanded on 14th July 1943, as has previously been recorded.
During the month of September, twenty men were transferred
from 6 th Batteiy to 9 th Batteiy.
A large Allied force had landed at Lae on 6 th September and by
17 th September, Lae had fallen.
On 9 th September word was received that Italy had unconditionally surrendered.
On 24 th September the guns of the Regiment were ordered to be
ready to move out to an unknown (to the men) destination.
However, the next morning, when the tractors were packed with
ammunition and personal gear, the men were told that the move
was postponed indefinitely. On the following days the move was on
again, off again, on again, off again until on 3rd October, it was
definitely on for the following day.
So, on Monday 4 th October, the vehicles of 9 th and 6 th Batteries
did rendezvous at 0730 at No.3 Strip, together with the personnel of
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those Batteries.
Loading, commenced in the morning on to three L.S.T.s, was
completed by nightfall, when the vessels moved out and anchored
for the night off K.B. Mission.
9 th Battery had landed at Milne Bay on 25 th June 1942, making
fifteen months of living in this rain-soaked, malaria-ridden area
with not a white woman in sight. The only relief for some was to be
granted leave, or be sent back to Australia with malaria.
However, relief was still not forthcoming, as the Battery was not
destined to return to Australia just yet, but was headed for Lae.
The vessels kept close to the coast, passing Goodenough Island
on 5 th October, waited off Buna on 6th October, and picked up an
escort of three destroyers and two submarine chasers, arriving at
Lae at 2300 in pitch darkness, but lights were permitted for disembarkation. The men slept on the beach close by the tractors
and guns.
Gunner Perkins remembers the voyage:
"Late 1943,9 th Battery was moving from Milne Bay to Lae. We
slowly steamed up the coast port holes blackened out and noise
cut to a minimum A couple of hours previously we had seen gun
flashes and heard explosions as an air raid was carried out on
Japanese occupied islands. A few of us were playing poker to
pass away the time; matches were the stakes, each match representing threepence. I had quite a fair pile in front of me, when
there was a loud clanging of a bell from above the messroom
where we were all gathered There was immediate panic everyone struggling to get up on deck I tried to grab my winnings, and
in doing so blocked the only exit 'What the hell is the holdup?"
someone yelled I replied 'I'm collecting my matches'. The cry
came 'Bxxxxxx your matches, we could all drown!' After the confusion had been sorted out and we found we weren't under
attack we returned below to continue our game. It was then
decided, as it would be hard to work out how we had stood previously, we would start again from scratch So ended my winning run!'"
The sight next morning was one of utter destruction; two ships
and several barges sunk around the coast, and the 'drome littered
with smashed Japanese aircraft. Bomb craters were everywhere.
The township of Lae did not exist, except for the strongroom of the
Bank of New South Wales.
Guns moved to positions around the area some to protect 6th
Battery guns from low level attack The guns in these positions
were fortunate, as they received electric lighting from the Heavy
A.A. generators used for the predictors.
The troops were still eating field operations rations up to
9th October.
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On 10 th October Japanese bombers were over the area most of
the night, dropping three lots of bombs in four runs.
There were still a number of stray Japanese in the area, so everyone had to be alert for an attack. Some sightings were made. One
afternoon two gunners went off looking for souvenirs. As darkness
fell, concern was felt for their safety, so their absence was reported.
However they eventually returned at a late hour, safe and sound
and with a goodly supply of Japanese equipment; the souvenirs
later became acceptable currency with any newly-arrived
American.
The first days were spent settling in, making the gun sites comfortable and camouflaging the guns. As there was a great deal of
rain, one gun crew erected an old tent fly over the gun to keep it dry.
It could be quickly removed on receipt of an air raid warning. No
thought of camouflage had been in the minds of the gun crew, but
when a Camouflage Unit discovered it, they were full of praise as to
its conception, took numerous photographs, wrote in their little
books and went away very happy.
In order to make living conditions more comfortable, a great deal
of scrounging went on around wrecked buildings and (at night)
around the U.S. Forces' depots where timber was stored. It became
quite a game to get past the American guard (fully armed and ready
to shoot at any sound).
The U.S. Air Force was flying 44-gallon drums of fuel from Lae to
Nadzab. As soon as a loaded D.C.3 transport plane took off,
another one landed. They did a tremendous job.
Now and again there were Japanese raids on Nadzab, and dogfights over the area could be seen from Lae.
Kunai grass flourished in the Markham Valley and was the
hiding place for Japs and scrub typhus, a very deadly disease which
fortunately did not cause many casualties amongst the troops in
the area
Some leave to Australia was granted in November. The experiences
of some members of the Battery are of interest:
Members of the leave party left their various gun sites on 10th
November and, after receiving pay and subsistence, entered the
Transit Camp. No one in authority knew when the party was to
leave Lae. One of the party, Jim Nolen, was planning to be married
on his leave in Melbourne. Jim had won his place in the leave party
by cutting cards — he had the ten of clubs while the unlucky one,
Norm Bridges, cut the seven of diamonds. Jim was suffering from
malaria, but if he had reported sick he would have missed the leave
draft, so his mates cared for him, giving him their atebrin tablets.
On 13 th November, Jim was in the party which boarded a Dutch
vessel heading south. Breakfast, dinner and tea were no problem
for the cooks, it was bully beef and biscuits each time. The ship duly
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arrived in Buna harbor that night. The troops disembarked the
next morning and were quartered in the Buna Transit Camp. There
was a long wait here with Jim Nolen getting noticeably worse, but
on 28th November the party embarked on the "Duntroon". A roll
call was made, so Jim was left lying on his bunk while someone
answered his name. When the troops were dismissed, Jim was not
on his bunk and could not be found for some time. He was duly
located wandering around the ship in a'daze, probably as a result of
too many atebrin tablets given by well- meaning mates.
A gunner's diaiy records the events of the morning of Monday
29 th November
"At 2 a.m. woke with a start, it felt as though the ship had run
aground. Went off to sleep again
Woke up again to hear
American voices — they are the survivors from an American destroyer we rammed and sank in the blackout
"Went on deck about3.30 a.m. and saw the lifeboats returning
from their last look around. About 4.30 the ship was again under
way. Bow is damaged and some water coming in. The ship
anchored in Milne Bay and the survivors disembarked.
"Spent the night in the Bay, still hoping that the damage is
such that we don't have to disembark. Left the Bay about
3.30 p.m."
On 1 st December it was found that one of the party had disappeared from the ship. It was never discovered what happened
to him.
The ship arrived off Townsville on 2nd December, and all on
board were lined up with their gear ready to disembark but orders
came to return to quarters, as the ship had been ordered on to Sydney. A naval escort was picked up off Gladstone, and shortly afterwards "Emergency Stations" was sounded and the destroyer circled
behind dropping depth charges. The ship duly arrived in Sydney,
the leave party was given a priority on the next troop train to
Melbourne and Jim Nolen was wed on 14th December.
Meanwhile back at Lae, two men from "A" Troop had been caught
selling jungle juice and had been detained in the "Boob".
Red warnings were received, but these turned out to be the
enemy over Nadzab. The red warnings received at night were an
inconvenience, as the picture shows were interrupted but, as one
gunner remarked, "I have seen the show twice before". However,
in the early morning of 19th November, it was "fair dinkum", the
Heavy A.A. engaging six enemy bombers.
The gun drill, work on the roads, "spine bashing", gun drill, work
on the roads, "spine bashing" went on and on, with the weather
getting hotter and hotter.
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Rations had improved with the scrounging from the Americans,
and with the growing of some vegetables on the gun sites.
Reinforcements were brought into the Batteiy in November and
December, making the strength on some guns up to 18 men.
Christmas Day came as usual on 25th December.
Some men in the Battery were fortunate. When the Americans
saw the poor rations on issue to the Australians for Christmas, they
gave them turkey with all the trimmings, plum pudding and many
extras, which made the day more like Christmas.
Towards the end of the year, large formations of U.S. bombers
were daily heading North to harass the Japanese. The tide had
definitely turned.
The New Year of 1944 opened, as 1943 had closed, with veiy hot
weather. The men suffered severely from skin rashes caused by the
heat and humidity. Rumors were around that the Regiment
was to move.
This entry was noticed in one person's drary "Have to supply
bitch for Troop", which translated means that he had to detail a
man from the gun crew to do duty as kitchen fatigue (known as
kitchen bitch) at Troop Headquarters. Not as interesting as it might
sound from the first reading of the entry!
One way of passing the time beside "spine bashing", playing cricket, performing gun drill, writrng letters and going to the pictures,
was the making of models of Allied aircraft from spent shells and
materials from crashed aircraft, Bostons and Beaufighters.
On 24th January the Regiment was put on warning for a move
back to Australia.
A gunner's diaiy for 26th January records:
"Saw 4 nurses!" It should be remembered that the last time
some of the men had seen a whrte woman was in June 1942. The
nursing staff for the Australian General Hospital had arrived a few
days previously.
On 24th February a large convoy of ships with troops on board
arrived in the harbor, so raising the hopes of the men for a return to
Australia, but it was not to be. Two days later there was an enemy
paratroop warning, but that was not to be either.
Lieutenant-Colonel A. C. Perry was appointed to the command of
the Regiment on 16 th March. Lieutenant-Colonel Margetts had
returned to Australia on 9 th March to take up a senior
apporntment.
On 22 nd March, the news came to the guns that they were to
move back to Australia. Some of the guns moved into the Battery
Headquarters area.
A few of the relieving troops arrived at the gun sites on 3rd April;
others were to be flown in, giving the troops some hope of leaving
that month.
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Finally on 8th April several guns of the relieving Battery arrived,
and the 9 th Battery guns were taken out of action. But it was not to
be a rest; the gunners were occupied with mobile gun drill, rifle
drill, cricket, tennis, swimming, football and card games.
The month of May was one of frustration, with the move always
being put off to another date.
On 23rd May Gunner R. H. King died of illness, and his funeral
was held the day before embarkation.
A check of the men revealed that there were only twelve of the
original members left in "C" Troop. A check of the other Troops
would have revealed a similar result.
The embarkation is recorded on 25th May 1944:
"Up at 0100 hours, got ready for the move, moved from Battery
at 0245, embarked on "Gorgon" at 0330. Sailed from Lae at 0615
hours
Passed Buna at 1730."
The "Gorgon" arrived in Townsville on 28th May and the troops
disembarked there, then on to Melbourne by train, arriving on
Thursday 8th June. From Royal Park the troops returned to their
homes by train, tram or car. As one gunner records the home coming "
then trams home, arrived at 1940. a wonderful
welcome
home
it was great to be home by the fire . . . gee. what
a great life."
That was the bulk of the men safely home, but there was a rear
party with the equipment still to come. These men left by the "Sea
Snipe" on 30th May, arriving in Brisbane on 4th June; or by the
"Karsik" on 6th June, arriving in Brisbane on 12 July.

Harbor at Lae - from the terrace.
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Strathpine — Queensland

On 1st August 1944, the bulk of the Victorian enlisted men
assembled at Royal Park, Melbourne to proceed north by train. It
was difficult to return to the realities of army life after a very enjoyable period of leave.
The destination was Strathpine Camp, a few miles north of Brisbane. The camp, situated in natural bushland with plenty of mosquitoes, had been established by the American forces. There were
good permanent ablution blocks and kitchen areas. The men were
accommodated in tents.
An advance party, made up of members of the Regiment who had
come down on leave from Lae and who had not been posted back to
the unit, had established a camp in the area and in fact (so it is
alleged) were drawing a beer ration for a much greater number of
men than actually existed.
Training programs commenced, leave to Brisbane was available,
and the Regiment settled down to the usual army routine.
The sergeants of 9th Batteiy, for the first time since Werribee
days, enjoyed a sergeants' mess, shared with the sergeants from
6th Batteiy.
Formal parades, which were not possible when the men were on
the guns, were re-introduced. After four years of informality, it
came hard to some of the original members of the unit.
Some of the leave parties did not get to Brisbane. They commenced their drinking at the Strathpine Hotel — known to the men as
the "Blood House".
One of the favourite leave bases was the Lady Bowen Hostel. The
building had at one time been a maternity hospital, incongruous
perhaps but none the less enjoyable. Here the troops could get a
good clean bed in pleasant surroundings, with meals almost like
home. Credit should be given to the girls who waited on the tables.
With orders coming right, left and centre, they remembered and
returned with the correct order to the nght man.
The hotels in Brisbane had limited supplies of beer, but a greater
than normal patronage. When it came towards closing time, each
member of the party would order for himself and all his mates. This
resulted in glasses and glasses of beer placed on the shelves around
the drinking men.
The picture shows were a great palliative for the troops and one
way of having a comfortable sleep and forgetting the world.
At the beginning of September, some of the guns went to Wasp
Creek near Southport, for training. On return to Strathpine, it was
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learned that the Battery was to engage in an infantry course at the
Canungra Jungle Training School. The school was situated in rain
forest in the mountains behind Southport and Surfers Paradise
giving plenty of scope for hard training.
The course included route marches day and night over difficult
terrain, unarmed combat climbing ropes, jumping hurdlea
bayonet practice, sniper courses, using pack horses, river crossings,
shooting with mortars, rifle, Bren, Owen and Vickers guns, lectures
on map reading, booby traps, and tropical diseases.
Many of the troops found the going rather too much after
months of easy living, but many others acknowledged the benefit of
the training.
One of the trainees recalls:
"I remember that on the last day of the stunt we wanted to be
home' in time for the broadcast of the Caulfield Cup (about 3
p. m); so we set off about 7 am. and marched the twenty odd miles
up hill and down dale and achieved our objective. For me it was
all worthwhile having backed the winner with the Unit S.P.
Bookie at 8 to 1."
On 14 th October the Battery moved back to Strathpine, to a more
routine existence, except for the first two weeks of November, when
the Battery moved to Burleigh, seven miles south of Southport. Here
there was training for the gun crews in laying and shooting on
targets towed by aircraft.
Censorship of letters was imposed in that period, so the troops
felt that "it was on" once again.
A gunner, in his diary under the date of 20 th November, records:
"Stinking hot day. Working on the guns all day, everyone is
fed up with the whole damn show, and the officers are making
things worse by hounding us all the time."
Probably the officers had a hounding also, as there had been an
inspection of the Regiment a few days before by Brigadier
Wrigley.
At the beginning of December the troops knew that there was no
chance of getting home for Christmas. About sixty men of the Regiment took the matter into their own hands and returned home for
Christmas, some to Sydney, some to Melbourne.
There was no trouble getting home, but when some Melbourne
men reported to the military police after their "leave", they were
placed in the "gaol" at Camp Pell, Royal Park. Finally they were
returned under escort to the Regiment. Courts-martial were held,
those with stripes were reduced to the ranks, and some had to
spend further time in gaol near Ipswich.
The majority of those men who had gone A.W.L. were good, solid,
conscientious gunners, but they had been in the war for 4V6 years
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and they were weaiy.
Christmas Day was no big event; some went on official leave,
others stayed in camp.
In January some of the guns were sent to Burleigh Heads again
for shooting, and to Toolbar Point to practice loading trucks and
guns on to landing barges. Later the Regiment moved to Deception
Bay for exercises and manoeuvres.
In March a number of men were transferred out for discharge.
The Army Educational Service was giving lectures on rehabilitation, so in this atmosphere the troops were not pleased to be told
that a move out of Australia would take place in the veiy near
future.
It was during this month that Major Staughton left the Battery to
return to civilian life. Tom, or "Tuggin" as known to the men, had
been with the Batteiy since its formation in 1940. Major Keith
Willis took over the Battery.
Early in April the stores were moved out, and on the 9 th preembarkation instructions were given. The guns and trucks were
driven to Enoggera, to be weighed ready for embarkation.
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Morotai and North-West Borneo

On 11 th April, 1945 the Battery, under command of Major K. E.
Willis, embarked on the converted Liberty ship the "Sea Ray", and
sailed from Brisbane with three other ships in the early
afternoon.
The accommodation for the troops was not satisfactory, the
bunks being tiered five high, and owing to the number of troops on
board and the inadequate cooking facilities, the only meals served
were breakfast and the evening meal.
Two minutes silence was observed on 13th April when news was
received that Franklin D. Roosevelt, the President of the United
States of America, had died.
The mountains of New Guinea were sighted the next day, and the
convoy followed the coast northwards to the Huon Gulf and on to
Biak, where the ships anchored for about two hours on 17th April,
and were joined by another ship and a corvette.
The ships then sailed along the northern coast of New Guinea
towards the Halmahera group of islands and anchored at Morotai
Island on 19 th Apnl. The Island had been taken from the Japanese
by U.S. forces on 16th September 1944 and a perimeter had been
established, beyond which existed a few emaciated Japanese.
After spending six days in the Transit Camp, the Battery with the
rest of the Regiment, after crossing the Cabita River, moved to a site
overlooking the sea.
As the Halmahera Group was a Dutch possession, Australian
currency was changed into Dutch guilders, six guilders being the
equivalent of one Australian pound.
The troops had to take care when bathing, as there were deadly
coral snakes in the sea. Fortunately the beer ration was only two
bottles per man, per week so the number of snakes observed was
not increased.
A program of intensive training was carried out, including infantry patrols into the jungle, with some element of danger, as at least
one Japanese was sighted.
Early in May news came through that the landing at Tarakan had
been successful with few casualties, and on 7 th May the news of
Germany's unconditional surrender was received with relief.
Lreutenant-Colonel Perry relinquished command of the Regiment on 1st May, with Major Willis administering command pending the arrival of Lieutenant-Colonel J. A. England, formerly of the
52nd Aust. Composite A.A. Regiment.
At this stage, the officers within the three Troops were as
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follows:
"A" Troop (six guns)
Lieutenants H. B. Corneliusen, R. F. L. Wyatt and J. McCaskill.
"B" Troop (six guns)
Lieutenants B. W. Paton, J. C. Paton and K. A. G. Ball.
"C" Troop (six guns)
Lieutenants D. R. Pntchard, G. G. Finlay and B. F. A. Yeates.
(Lieutenant Finlay had replaced Lieutenant Wansey, who had
been seconded for special duties).
The Regiment came under the command of 9th Division A.I.F. on
6th May, and on the 24th the guns were water-proofed ready to
move. The final packing was completed the next day.
The move from Morotai was made on 30th May, as a gunner's
diaiy records:
"Up at 6 a. m. packed and moved from here at 9.15 a. m. Arrived
at wharf 11 a.m. and waited until 4 p.m. before starting to load.
As usual the loading plan was wrong and had to move guns a
number of times. We are on L.S.M. 133. Have 3 tanks and 2/2nd
Machine Gunners with us, 53 troops altogether. Left Morotai at
7.30 a.m. and anchored in bay. Have bunks to sleep on below.
Have to climb over trucks eta, to move about the boat
"Thurs. 31st May. Hot day. A very hard morning's work waterproofing and carting ammo. Can get iced water all the time. Fair
tucker. Played bridgefor a while. Started on a long session for 1/hundred, 6± rubber. Doug and I played Blue and Snow. First
night finished with us l/6d
down"
The War Diaiy of the Regiment records that loading was completed on 1 st June, and that the vessels anchored in Morotai Harbor until 4th June, the Regiment being embarked on over 15
vessels, including L.S.I.'s, L.S.T.'s, L.C.I.'s, and L.S.M.'s,
The convoy of 85 ships, commanded by Admiral Royal in U.S.S.
"Rocky Mount", sailed on 4 th J u n e for Borneo. The convoy included
34 L.S.T.'s, 22 L.C.I.'s and 22 L.C.M.'s, and the Australian L.S.I.'s
"Manoora", "Kanimbla" and "Westralia". The escorting vessels were
the U.S. cruisers "Boise", "Nashville" and "Phoenix", and H.M.A.
Ships cruiser "Hobart" and destroyer "Arunta".
The convoy passed Mindanao on 7 th June, and an oil tanker
refuelled some of the ships. On the following day twelve P.T. boats
joined the convoy off Palanan Island.
The voyage from Morotai is remembered with mixed feelings by
Mick Preece:
"From Morotai we went in convoy to Borneo. By this time I was
on C.6 with Killer Curtis (Sergeant), Harry Anderson, Jim Summers, Cec Woodall Snowy Chadwick Frank McGrath and Killer
Ryan, nearly all Queensland crew. On L.S.M. 133 I was made
cook for the army blokes by Sergeant Frank Scott I selected Cec
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Woodall as off-sider. Had to get up at 4 a. m. to cook the breakfast
and when the Yank cooks saw our baked beans they were so
delighted they offered to cook our breakfast in exchange for the
beans; so for the rest of the trip, instead of baked beans, we ate
flapjacks, with bacon and maple syrup, for breakfast"
After a voyage of 1100 miles, the convoy arrived in the vicinity of
Labuan Island, off the northwest coast of Borneo, on 9 th June.
There were three landings in Brunei Bay in the Oboe 6
operation:
1. Victoria Harbor, Labuan Island — Brown Beach 24th
Brigade, 2/28th and 2/43rd Battalions, 2/11th Commando Squadron and 2/12 th Field Regiment, with divisional reserves to consist
of 2/32nd Battalion and 2/12th Commando Squadron. 2/3rd Aust
Composite A.A. Regiment less "B" Troop, 9th Aust. Light A.A. Battery. Ancillary troops.
2. Muara Island, White Beach and Red Beach, and
3. Brooketon, Green Beach and Yellow Beach.
The landings at Muara Island and Brooketon were carried out by
20th Brigade, consisting of 2/13th, 2/15th, 2/17th Battalions and
2/8th Field Regiment, with "B" Troop, 9th Aust. Light A.A.
Battery.
The landings were supported by 2/4th Pioneers, U.S. 727 Amphibian Transport and 593 Engineers Boat and Shore Regiment
British B.B.C.A.U. and S.R.D. guerrilla detachment, and 1st T.A.F.
and component units R.A.A.F., together with U.S. and R.A.N,
components.
There was no opposition to the landing. The Troop landed on
Muara Island, but three guns moved to Brooketon the next day,
followed by the other three guns on 12th June. The "B" Troop story
is continued later.
* .* *
SECRET
OBOE SIX
SEQUENCE OF EVENTS - Z DAY
(Issued with 2/3rd Aust. A.A. Regiment Operation Order 1)
Serial
Time
Event
1 D minus 70 minutes Naval Bombardment begins
2 D minus 65 minutes LCI (M) begins firing with mortars
on HAMILTON PENINSULA
LCI (G) begin firing on assault
beach with 40mm guns.
3 D minus 65 minutes LCI (R) and LCS (L) discharge
to
rockets on landing beaches
D minus 62 minutes
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4

D minus 45 minutes

5

D minus 35 minutes

6
7

D minus 30 minutes
D minus 15 minutes

8

D minus

9

D minus
D minus

9 minutes
to
6 minutes
6 minutes

10

D hour

11

D hour

12

D plus 10 minutes

13

D plus 22 minutes

14

D plus 22 minutes

15

D plus 40 minutes

16

D plus 60 minutes

Aerial bombardment with antipersonnel bombs begins on area
C
(HAMILTON PENINSULA)
Aerial bombardment begins on
areas A and B (BROWN BEACH
and hinterland) with antipersonnel bombs
Naval bombardment accelerates
Aerial bombardment on areas A
and B ceases
LCI (Rj and LCS (L) discharge
rockets on landing beaches
1 CL lifts 800 yards inland. LCI
(G) ceases fire on beaches with
40 mm guns
First wave beaches.
Assault troops land.
1 CL (main armament) ceases fire
1 CL (secondary armament)
ceases fire
Second CL (main armament)
ceases fire
1 CL and 1 DD stand by to
support advance of 2/28 and
2/43 Aust. Inf. Bns as required
Aerial bombardment on
area C ceases
All scheduled naval fire ceases.

The Regiment's War Diary records the landing at Brown
Beach:
"10 th June. 20 Aust Inf. Bde. Gp. detached from convoy before
entering Brunei Bay and the remainder entered Victoria Harbor
at first light
"The first element of the Regt. to land was "A" Tp 9 Aust
L.A.A. Bty.
"Their personnel and equipment were landed by 'D' plus 4
hours and the six guns deployed in defence of BMA at 'D' plus 51/.2
hours. This was considered very good considering recce, had to
be carried out on foot by Tp Comd and transport was limited to 23 ton 4x4 vehicles. No enemy interfered with the operation and
at 1600 hours one 40mm guns gave support to 2/12 Aust Cav.
Cdo. Sqn. landing on Hamilton Peninsula This gun fired 62 H.E.
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rounds at a prepared enemy fox-hole and tunnel in the side of
high ground. Results were observed to be effective.
"R.H.Q. recce, party comprising C.O., O.O., Comd6 Aust H.A.A.
Bty., one S.L. Bty. officer and Comd2/3rdAust. A.A. Regt. Sig. Sec.
were ashore at 1730 hrs. and completed an initial recce, of the
area before nightfall."
A story of the landing comes from Frank Scott:
"As one of the landing craft was approaching the shore, a member of the American crew said to the Australians near him "Say,
buddies, put your cigarettes and matches under your helmet" On
enquiring the reason they were told that the captain of that particular landing craft never took his vessel too close to the beach in
case he couldn't get off again; so the troops would probably be up
to their necks in water when they left the vessel
"This must have been the craft from which one of the shorter
members landed. As he stepped off the ramp, he disappeared
altogether weighed down with his equipment Fortunately, with
the aid of his friends, he made it to the shore."
A gunner's diary records Z. Day, Sunday 10 th June and the
days following:
"Arrived Sugar Anchorage at 4 a.m. On guard from 5-7 a.m.
Aircraft dropped one bomb. Our boys met no resistance on either
beach Stinking hot day. 24's and 29's did the bombing. 4
cruisers, 10 destroyers also rocket ships hit the shore. Japs started
to shell beach-head so a destroyer fixed that up. Moved further
into the Bay for the night Slept in gun pit on deck
"11th June. L.S.M. and L.S.T. moving in to unload at the
island Spent a very easy day in the bay. Red warning at 1200
hours, but nothing happened. Special message from MacArthur.
"12th June. Landed on Red Beach at 11 a.m. very poor one,
had to wade through 5 feet water. On Labuan Island now. Met
up with the rest of the boys, left guns in boat A compound of
natives near us. Japs shot our prisoners of war. Pitched 2 man
tents On F.D.R. (field rations) for two days. Artillery and planes
going all day. Japs being pushed back Heavy gear coming
off.
'13th June. Cloudy day. A peaceful night Only a swim
parade this morning. There is plenty of water. All we have to do
is dig for it 1000 natives came to the compound. Route march to
Victoria this has been flattened.
"14th June. Artillery were on the job all night 2/6th are now
shelling the mainland. Lot more natives coming in Now attached to 2/32 Bn. 9 th Div. Money changed into Malay dollars $1 =
2/1 Id. Japs rounded into a pocket A hot feed, this was good. 8
Aust P.O.W. brought in Saw Jap prisoner, was in good condition
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A plane came over at 9 p.m. dropped a bomb. Another at 11 p.m.
when the searchlight went into action also all the Bofors on the
ships. Plane was shot down into the sea near here. We stood to
for an hour, then as I was on guard did not get to bed until
0200.

"23 rd J une. Worked on the pit and other jobs, boys very tired so
had the afternoon off. Willis made an inspection; was pleased
with job we had done./ Heavy rain 1700. 2 Reds before
2030.
"24 th June. A peaceful night C. 3 now have 6 Japs. MaconC6
was shot this morning, he is very low. Cleaned up this morn then
a spell Mac died at 2300 tonight
"25th June. A peaceful night and a stinking hot day. Worked
on the pit and odd jobs this morning, had the afternoon off.
"Archer called Another squadron of Kittys in Haircuts. Tobacco
issue 2 oz. tin every three weeks. Outfor a possible ground attack
also red warning at 2030 to 2145 hours."
6 th Heavy A.A. Battery, the Searchlight Battery, the Signal Section, Workshops Section, and "C" Troop 9 th Light A.A. Battery landed on 12th June, and on the following day four ground targets on
Klias Peninsula, on the Borneo mainland, were engaged in a field
role by the Heavy A. A. The U.S. Navy supplied a plane and observer.
The directions given were "Up a little", or "Down a little", or "To the
right" or "To the left". The gun crews were quite unused to this nontechnical approach, but they did their best. Forty rounds were also
fired by 6th Battery on Menumbok village on the mainland.
Again on 19th June the Heavy A. A. frred 950 rounds in support of
a landing by 2/43 rd Infantry Battalion at Mempakul, on the
mainland.
On 14 th June, the unit diary records:
" " A " Troop went out of action 1330 hours to move to their
A.A. area.
"At 2055 hours an unidentified enemy aircraft circled the area,
dropped bombs harmlessly
and withdrew. Target was not
engaged as Searchlight did not expose. . . .
"At 2232 hours another enemy plane approached at approx
8000 feet from the east Searchlights exposed and quickly
illuminated and held the target in spite of violent evasive action
by diving to a low altitude and turning sharply back to the east
Two 40mm guns engaged with accurate fire and vessels in the
harbor engaged with intense L.A.A. fire. Plane was shot
down
"3.7 guns did not engage owing to the evasive action"
On 15th June "C" Troop, which had been under the command of
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2/32nd Australian Infantry Battalion, reverted under the command of the Regiment and was deployed around the Labuan Airstrip.
The enemy, by this time, had been mainly confined to an area
approximately one mile north of Victoria Harbor and one mile west
of the Labuan airfield, and known as The Pocket.
The area had been shelled by H.M.S. "Shropshire" on 18th and
19th June. However the enemy continued, over a period, to
infiltrate into the occupied areas. The following incidents
occurred, involving the Regiment:
17 th June. In the early hours of the morning sentries at the
Searchlight Batteiy H.Q. fired on enemy troops infiltrating the
lines The fire caused the enemy to run towards an adjacent unit
where one Japanese was killed.
20th June. "Pancho" McDonald remembers that he was on
Sergeant Keith Sullivan's gun A 6 situated in the middle of a
swamp, not far from the beach. The other members of the crew were
Connell, Simpson, Flynn, Weatherlake, McKeon, Hollins, Williams
and Broderick. When the Japanese broke out and made for the airstrip and "Victoria" township, the gun site was in the middle of the
crossfire from other units.
21st June. At the same gun site, Harry Corneliusen recalls that
at about 6 a.m. he was disturbed by Bren gun fire. On investigation
he found out that the guard had heard the stealthy approach of an
enemy party of about 10 or 12. The guard had roused the gun crew,
Mick Simpson pulled out a grenade and landed it amongst the
Japanese, shouting "Split this up amongst you you yellow bastards." The grenade failed to explode. Just as the enemy were disappearing round a bend in the track, Broderick the Bren gunner
opened up and shot an officer and another soldier. Harry, with the
gun crew covering him, went to investigate and found them both
very dead. The officer was carrying a special-looking sword which
Harry was tempted to keep for himself, but instead gave it to the
Bren gunner who promptly sold it to the nearest American for
$75.
It was on the same day that about fifty Japanese broke out of The
Pocket and raided the Base at "Victoria". The 2/1st Docks Operating Company held them off for two hours, killing 32 of the
enemy.
Another party raided the airstrip with aerial bombs, with the
object of destroying the Spitfires. The party was repulsed by the
2/7 th Field Company. The engineers killed eleven Japanese, with
the loss of one killed and four wounded.
Lieutenant George Finlay reported that on the night of 20/21st
June,he was awakened at 0515 hours by small arms fire, from the
direction of Bombardier Nolens gun. Section Headquarters was
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immediately deployed in defence of the area. On investigation, it
was found that a cow had been driven into the gun site area and
movement in the scrub had been heard. No action had been taken
at that stage because the Engineers were in the line of fire. Some
time later, seven members of the gun crew, with R.A.A.F.
groundstaff and Engineers, combed the area on the west side of
Able Road. One Japanese broke cover and was brought down with
Bren gun fire, two Japanese moved through the scrub into a house
where they were killed by grenades. Later in the morning another of
the enemy was sighted and fired on without result. Two 50 lb.
bombs were found in the area.
On 22nd June, the C.3 detachment sergeant reported hearing a
movement near the gun site. Bursts from Bren and Owen guns
were fired in the direction of the movement, and scuffling in the
bushes towards the valley was noted. At 0630 the booby traps were
examined and one in the N.E. corner of the site appeared to have
been interfered with. Apparently measures had been taken by the
enemy to delouse it until fired on.
On 24th June, C.3 detachment was again in trouble. At 0115
hours, the booby trap laid by the detachment exploded and at 0145,
Lance Bombardier Munn and Gunner Hedger fired on a Japanese
moving towards the gun, at a range of 30 yards. Another Japanese
appeared on the left flank and was fired on. Bren-gun fire combed
the area. At dawn the area was patrolled and two dead Japanese
were found, one lying across the trip-wire of the booby trap, and the
other about 30 yards from the gun. At 1030 hours a further patrol
was made of the area. A dead Japanese was found 200 yards from
the gun-site; death had been the result of small arms fire.
Also on the same morning at 0645 Gunner McGrath, who was on
guard at C.6 Detachment, sighted a Japanese and called Gunner
Chadwick. They moved 100 yards from the gun to investigate a
movement in the scrub. Bombardier Anderson joined the party,
and the three separated to 20 yards apart in order to comb the
scrub. Gunner McGrath was wounded by fire from the enemy and
died later in the day.
The unit War Diary of 24th June records:
"Det. C.3 accounted for afurther 3 enemy killed - one by Hand
Grenade Booby Trap and two by LMG and rifle fire. The area
around their gun site (L.6) has been consistently infiltrated by the
enemy and the Det by admirable initiative and resource have
already accounted for 5 certain and several probable kills."
John Howman recalls an incident that occurred about this
time:
"The Yanks were busily ferrying the infantry across the narrow
stretch of water, which was the outlet for the large lagoon behind
the township of Victoria built on the spit Across the water was a
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hill from which some fire was coming. We were sited nearby,
when an American colonel suggested that we could help by firing
at the mortar position indicated This we did and duly reported
the position completely destroyed The next day, when things
had quietened down, we discovered that we had been firing at a
Chinese tomb dug into the hill"
Harry Corneliusen recalls a more pleasurable occurrence:
"While we were filling in time unloading stores etc. in the harbor at Labuaru the troops learned that a ship containing canteen
supplies had been sunk in the harbor after striking a mine, the
main prize being many cases of best Aussie beer. The recovery of
the life-giving liquid was somewhat hazardous, as the wreck was
closely guarded by carbine-toting Yanks. This did not deter the
grog-desperate members of our unit under cover of darkness, and
overcoming such problems as diving below the water and between decks, they managed to carry off quite a percentage of the
prized loot They played it cunning and buried in the sand many
bottles of 'mother's milk'. Then, as the thirst demanded
they
would wander down to the beach and dig up a bottle or two. Such
minor problems as the oil-covered bottles (from the explosion of
the wreck) didn't worry them at all"
On 27 th June, Major Fletcher arrived to take up his appointment
as second in command of the Regiment. Major Willis, who had temporarily held the position, reverted to the command of 9 th Batteiy.
The same day five officers and 175 other ranks arrived from Morotai
as "follow up" personnel, with stores and equipment.
The following night the searchlights exposed in an attempt to
locate two Japanese who were escaping from the Island. They were
not discovered.
The War Diary records:
"Most of the enemy who infiltrated the town and air-strip areas
during the night 20/21 st have now been liquidated
Since then
there has been an arduous period for most Detachments of the
Regiment which by reason of their small numbers and the disposition of their equipment have had little sleep and rest This
has considerably retarded the construction of gun pits and clearing of their areas."
Routine Orders of 16th June 1945 repeated messages from
Lieutenant General Sir Leslie Morshead and from General Sir
Thomas Blarney:
"31. Special Notice
The following letter has been received by Maj. Gen. G. F. Wootten, Comdr 9 Aust Div. from Lt.-Gen. Sir Leslie Morshead Comdr
1 Aust Corps —
'In a message received this afternoon General MACARTHUR
described the execution of the BRUNEI BAY operation as flawless,
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and requested me to convey to you, your officers and men the
pride and gratification
which he felt in such a splendid
performance.'
"The following message has been received by Maj. Gen. G. F.
Wootten, Comdr9 Aust Divjrom General Sir Thomas BLAMEY, C.
in C. Australian Military Forces.
'Delighted to learn splendid initial success of OBOE SIX.
Congratulations and best of luck for continued success.' "
*

*

*

*

Reverting to Z day, 1 Oth June 1945, when "B" Troop, in the operation carried out by the 20th Brigade, landed at Muara Island and
subsequently moved to Brooketon:
One section of "B" Troop moved from Brooketon on 15th June for
defence of 2/8 th Aust. Field Regiment positions and the proposed
Auster strip. Extremely bad roads and inadequate transport made
the move most difficult. Then, on the next day the section moved
from the Auster stop further south and was deployed in defence of
Clifford Bridge.
By 28th June both sections of "B" Troop were deployed at
Brunei.
On 5 th July, 9 Batteiy Headquarters, Captain Archer in charge,
and Lieutenant Rule, acting Batteiy Captain, moved to Labuan
Island where Captain Archer relinquished command to Maior
Willis.
Headquarters "B" Troop and one section of guns moved to Kuala
Belait on the coast, about 80 miles south of Brunei, on 10th July;
and two days later the second section of "B" Troop moved to Lutong,
another twenty or so miles along the coast, where an unopposed
landing by 2/13 th Battalion Group had been made on 20th
June.
The Troop was still under command of 2/8 th Aust. Field
Regiment.
No Japanese troops had been encountered from the time of the
landing on Muara Island.
The Official War History describes the road down the coast
as follows:
"... .from Tutong onwards the road was a wide beach
and
on the hard sand at low and medium tides vehicles could be
driven at up to 50 m.p.h."
Again quoting from the History:
"The troops got on splendidly with the civilians — both the
impassive, business-like Chinese and the cheerful unhurried
Malays — and particularly the children"
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"B" Troop was deployed in the same positions until 14th August
the day the Japanese Army unconditionally surrendered. Detachment B1 was "taken out of action on account of being in undesirable section of native quarter." (War Diaiy)
The Troop was to perform one further act before coming out of
action. On 10th September, to coincide with the actual signing of
the surrender by Lieutenant-General Baba the Commander of the
Japanese forced in the area "B" Troop fired 101 rounds. The shell
case of the last round fired by the Troop was handed to Brigadier
Windeyer, Commander of 20 th Infantiy Brigade and Commander of
the Kuala Belait area.
#

*

*

*

Back on Labuan Island, a Bofors had been taken out of action
and installed on a L.C.M. to undergo trials for suitability as a field
artillery gun along the waterways. A firing test was carried out on
9th July, with 62 rounds fired. The trials were considered
satisfactoiy.
On 23rd July, "C" Troop H.Q. and "C" Troop Detachments, C.l,
C.2, and C.6, under command of Sergeant Guy, Bombardier
Nicholls and Sergeant Curtis moved, with the guns and a gun tractor, by barge from Labuan Island to the mainland at Weston and
proceeded up the Padas River to Beaufort. Fortunately the weather
was fine for the voyage across Brunei Bay.
John Ballantine, who was the tractor driver, tells of the trip up
the river:
"As we entered the Padas River, I noted the bank to the right to
be moving. This was the river grass and weed that moved in the
wake of the barges and which extended beyond sight The river
gradually defined to a fairly deep channel Hard banks on the
left and hundreds of monkeys to the right swinging through the
trees and screaming. Several villages were passed with jetties
projecting into the river. Women washing themselves under
clinging garments. There was one stop for eggs and enquiries
made for the purchase of a monkey.
"Arriving at Beaufort the barges had difficulty in making
secure to the high bank, due to the swift river current
"Owing to the steepness of the bank difficulty was also
experienced in getting the guns and tractors off the barges. The
chain used in the first attempt broke, but the gun tractor successfully used its own winch to reach the top of the bank An
attempt to pull a gun out of another barge also failed when the
chain broke, the gun running back into the barge and damaging
one of the levelling jacks. The gun tractor winch was again used
with success.
"The road from the river was constructedfrom split palm trees,
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which made the going very rough"
Two of the guns were deployed around Beaufort and the third,
C.6 was ordered by the commander of the area, to be located on a
steep hill about 300-400 feet high, which overlooked the airstrip.
The gun was moved by block and tackle, borrowed from the
Engineers, to the base of the hill. A bulldozer then took over, making a road ahead and at the end of the day bringing the gun up that
far. Each day, time was lost because the bulldozer kept losing a
track. At the end of the second day, news was received that the first
atomic bomb had been dropped on Japan. (Having no detail of the
damage caused, the news meant little to the gun crew). The gun was
at last in action on the fourth day.
The three guns came under the command of 2/12th Aust
Field Regiment.
Beaufort was a fair-sized town, with substantial buildings,
including a cinema. A railway ran from Weston on the coast
through Beaufort, to Jesselton further north up the coast. It had
been discovered that jeep tracks were the same as the railway
gauge, so a jeep was fitted with flanged wheels and used as a
locomotive.
There was no air activity or ground activity against the
enemy.
Leisure time was taken up with visits to the pictures and to live
entertainment given by concert parties.
Troop H.Q. kept in communication with Battery H.Q. by the use
of a W.S. 122 wireless set.
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Peace at Last

Towards the end of July came the news that men who had five
years service would become eligible for discharge on a points system. A party of six men from 6 th Heavy A.A. Battery, with the
required number of points, moved out early in August.
A report was received through G.O.R., on 9th August, that Russia
had declared war on Japan. The first atomic bomb had been
dropped on Hiroshima on 6th August.
An entry in a gunner's diaiy for 10th August reads:
"There is a rumorfloating around that peace has been declared
with Japan. The only thing concrete from the radio is that it tells
us to stand by for an important
announcement
"15th August G.O.R. rang us this morning to tell us Peace has
been declared. After waiting for several daysfor the news to come
through it is hard to realise it is all over.
"A Thanksgiving Service was held in the afternoon At night
Scottie and I went to the pictures at the R.A.A.F. The searchlight
display and rocket-firing display (all impromptu) was better than
the picture. Some of the boys managed to get merry on J.J."
The War Diary records:
"Jap unconditional surrender announced by major powers, but
the news was not received with the wild enthusiasm one would
expect This perhaps could be attributed to the delay in the official announcement
which robbed the event of any surprise or
spontaneity."
Leaflets had been dropped by Allied aircraft in the areas
occupied by the enemy on 7 th August, telling them that they were
losing the war; then on 15th August leaflets were dropped informing the enemy troops that the Japanese High Command had
unconditionally surrendered.
It was all over. There was of course, a great feeling of relief, but
there was still the problem of getting home to Australia.
Jim Nolen, Harry Anderson and Norm Bridges were some of the
five-year men to be marched out to the Transit Camp on 27 th August,
for eventual embarkation. However, it was not until 20th September that they boarded the "H.R Hammond" with about 1100 others.
That was not the end of their troubles. They disembarked at
Morotai on 25 th September, embarked on the "Westralia" on 8th
October, and eventually arrived in Melbourne on 20th October.
On the same day the first men went into the Transit Camp, a concert was given by Gracie Fields. This was to commence at 8 p.m.,
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but by 5.30 p.m. a fair crowd had assembled. By 8 p.m. there were
thousands. After being fine every night for the past week, it rained
and rained, but this did not spoil the enjoyment of the concert.
On 10 th September the Japanese envoys, who were to sign the
surrender documents for the Brunei area arrived by plane. The
envoys were headed by Major-General Karada, Chief of Staff, 37th
Japanese Army. The red markings on the planes of the Japanese
Air Force were painted over with a white cross and a red wind-sock
was trailed behind for identification.
The surrender was duly signed, and "B" Troop 6 th Heavy A. A. Battery fired a salute of 101 rounds at 1607 hours. The salute coincided with the actual signing of the surrender by Lieutenant
General Baba. As previously recorded, "B" Troop 9 th Light A.A. Battery fired a similar salute at Kuala Belait.
Soon Allied prisoners of war were arriving on Labuan Island from
Singapore and elsewhere. They were accommodated in huge marquees, to be cared for by 2/4th AG.H. These men were to be flown
back to Australia. Volunteers were called for to accompany them
and the response was overwhelming. Offers to drop rank were common, as only private soldiers were asked for.
The unit War Diary records that in the period 23rd/26th September, seven other ranks were marched out for movement to
Singapore for duty on ships returning Allied P.O.W.s to Australia;
and in the period 13th/l 5th October: "N.E. Borneo force leaves on
L.S.T.s to evacuate Jap civilians and army personnelfrom
Tawau
and Sandakan. Regiment provides 3 officers and 150 O.R.sfor
the forst. Lt.-Col. England is detached for duty as comdr N.E.
Borneo Force "
"Pancho" McDonald's diary recalls the 'collection' of Japanese
troops who had surrendered:
"On 15th October the men selected for N.E. Borneo Force
embarked on two L.S.T.s and left Labuan on 17th October. Two
days later Sandakan was reached, where one ship stopped,
while L.S.T. 324 R.N. proceeded to Tawau At Tawau the
Japanese troops and some Japanese women were gathered
together with the aid of an English-speaking
Japanese
warrant officer.
"Intelligence
officers interrogated
the Japanese on the
whereabouts of Allied aircraft which had crashed in the area.
"As the L.S.T. was crowded, a barge was towed containing the
remainder of the Japanese. The barge broke loose during the
night and was not located again.
"At Sandakan the other L.S.T. joined the TawauL.S.T., and the
two ships reached Jesselton on 24 th October, where the Japanese
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disembarked, exceptfor the provosts who were searched and sent
to Labuan Island."
Ted Guinness also recalls:
"After the ceasefire, with a lieutenant another sergeant and
eighteen other ranks, I was detailed for escort duty on an English
mercantile ship collecting Japs. Firstly, about 400 in very poor
physical shape were brought on board many dying before they
reached Jesselton. The next batch werejust the opposite, being a
detachment of the military police "Kempei-tai", fit and arrogant
and immaculately dressed with silk shirts etc"
On 30th October, N.E.B.F. returned to Labuan and rejoined
the unit.
About this time the War Diary records that:
"The sporting activities of the Regt. have been greatly
increased All types of football swimming, volley ball soft ball
and table tennis are being played by a daily increasing number
of personnel"
Although that description of the troops' activities sounded good,
they were, in fact, bored and frustrated with their prospects of getting home. However, some men joined the British Commonwealth
Occupation Forces in Japan.
#

*

*

*

Routine Orders of 3rd December 1945 by Major R J. Thompson
as administering command of 2/3rd A.A. Regiment, included
No.223 Demobilisation — Movement to Australia and on 10th
December the Victoiy ship "Percharg" left for Australia with troops,
guns and equipment, arriving at Brisbane on 19 th December.
The final Daily Order Part II was issued on 15th January
1946.
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Workshops Section
The men of the Section were originally recruited at the Sydney
Showgrounds in the months of June and July 1940.
About October of that year the unit, the 1 st Australian Brigade
Anti-Aircraft Workshops, was divided into two sections. One of the
sections was transferred to 2/1 st Heavy A.A. Regiment at Ingleburn,
and the other section to 2/2 nd Heavy A.A. Regiment at
Puckapunyal.
In December 1940 six men each from the two Heavy Regiments
were transferred to 2/3rd Aust. L.A.A. Regiment and, after assembling at Royal Park with men from Victoria and other States, were
granted final leave.
The Section then proceeded to Werribee and became a part of the
Regiment under the command of Lieutenant Roy Massina. The
Regiment had not received any guns, and there were few motor
vehicles on strength, so there was not a great deal of work for
the Section.
On 29th December, 1940, the Regiment embarked for the Middle
East, eventually arriving at Khassa Camp in Palestine at the end of
Januaiy 1941. Six days later, the 8 th Battery of the Regiment
moved out for Cyrenaica, without guns or equipment. No members
of the Workshops Section accompanied the Battery.
Lieutenant George Wiley was now in charge of the Section.
On Good Friday, 11 th April, the Regiment, less 8th Battery, commenced the move from Khassa to Amariya Camp, about fifteen
miles from Alexandria in Egypt. The Workshops Section was split,
some travelling with the troops by train and some twelve men as
maintenance crew with the trucks, tractors and guns, by road.
The 7th Battery moved out of Amariya on Tuesday, 22nd April,
bound for Crete. Norm Anderson, Jack Marr, and Dick Plant of the
Section were attached to the Battery. Temporarily attached were
Viv Shinn and Jack Crowley, to assist in the unloading and installation of equipment. These two men, on completion of their work,
returned to Alexandria on the corvette "Bathurst", and reinforced
R.H.Q. and 9th Battery at Amariya. Subsequent to the German
invasion of Crete, Anderson was killed when the destroyer "Dido"
was bombed. Marr was evacuated and moved with other 7 th Batteiy evacuees to Hill 95 in Palestine at the end of May.
On 23rd April R.H.Q., 9th Batteiy, Signals Section, Workshops
Section and some R.A.S.C. personnel moved out of Amariya and
into the Western Desert.
The guns of 9 th Battery moved on to various airfields as air
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defence, while R.H.Q. and ancillary troops were stationed near
Abu Haggag.
The Workshops Section set up its camp with two trailers and
several light-aid tents, and was attached to 9 th Battery for rations
and discipline. The area covered ranged between El Daba and Sidi
Barrani, and included the maintenance of vehicles and guns of 9th
Battery and British 3.7 Heavy A.A. Regiments.
The Section was reasonably well-equipped with transport, trade
tools and some small power units, later augmented with captured
German and Italian equipment. This allowed the Section to perform numerous tasks including convoy servicing, recovery and
repair of captured Fiat, Lancia S.P.A. and Volvo diesel trucks,
recovery and repair of tanks, moving 3.7 A.A. guns into position to
be used as field artillery, and in one instance fabricating plates for
the repair of H.M.S. "Elizabeth" after the stern had been damaged
by Italian limpet mines in Alexandria Harbor.
In one situation, a Ford V.8 staff car was found abandoned with
its carburettor missing. A spare Chevrolet carburettor was connected to the Ford engine by an inlet fabricated from a piece of wood,
the repair being sufficient to recover the vehicle.
The Section moved from Abu Haggag to Ras Hawala on 6th
June.
When R.H.Q. and 9th Battery moved out of the Western Desert in
July 1941, Chris Allen and Jack Crowley were attached to the 9th
Battery convoy (which included a Lancia diesel truck and a B.M.W.
motorcycle) until arrival in Beirut. They then returned to the
Workshops Section at Hill 95, where R.H.Q. and the evacuees of 7th
Batteiy were camped.
At Hill 95, the Section was engaged in routine maintenance and
convoy servicing. The 2/4th Australian Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment was formed in January 1942, and the Section lost many of its
men to the new Regrment.
In early January 1942 R.H.Q., Signals and Workshops moved to
the Canal Zone to await embarkation. Some men of the Section
embarked on "Shillong", a fast, heavily-armed ship which was one
of the first ships into Cochin, India. From Cochin, the vessel was
ordered unescorted towards Singapore, but was recalled to Cochin
until later directed to Australia.
The remainder of the Section, comprising about thirty men,
embarked on the "Orcades".
Vic Kent recalls:
"Arriving at Suez, we went aboard the "Orcades". The 1 st Light
A.A. Regiment hadfour Bofors mounted on the decks fore and aft
and each side of the well decks. Some of the other units aboard
were the 2/3rd Machine Gunners whose Colonel Blackburn gave
his name to "Black" Force, 2/2nd Heavy A.A. Regiment and 2/5 th
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"Field Company Engineers, 2/2nd Pioneer Battalion and 2/2
Aust C.C.S.
"We called at Colombo and left with the cruiser "Devonshire" as
escort We made landfall at the Strait of Sunda, between Sumatra and Java, passing Krakatau Island on the right and on to
the bay called Oasthaven, at the head of which was the port of
Telukbetung. The railway ran from here to Palembang where the
oil wells were situated Some of the troops were disembarked on
to a Dutch oil tanker, leaving the 2/1 st Light A.A. and 2/2nd
Heavy A.A. men, and some nurses on board When the troops
arrived at the whaif, news came through that the Japs had got to
the oil wells first The pilot on the tanker "shot through" and the
captain had tofind his way back to the "Orcades" in the blackout
and the troops re-embarked on the "Orcades" in the early hours of
the morning of 16th February.
"We arrived at the portofTanjong Priok nearBatavia, and tied
up at the wharf for several days. H.M.AS. "Sydney" was in port
The port also had a lot of damaged ships from Singapore. It was
at last decided that most of the troops would leave the ship
(19.2.42) including the Bofors crews and guns, but the captain
would not agree to that and offered the oerlikon guns on each end
of the bridge. This may have saved us and the 2/lst Light A.A.
menfrom getting off the boat The 2/2nd Heavy A.A. did not have
their guns on this ship. All available .303 rifles were stacked in
the lounge, and the troops leaving the ship had their pick, but
they were not aware that three years as prisoners of war lay
ahead of them In place of the troops, we took on board a lot of
refugees, women and children, and RAF. personnel We slept on
deck. We started out again for Colombo with the cruiser
(21.2.42).
"After several days in Colombo, we left at nightfall with the
cruiser escort but in the morning we were on our own We
thought we were going to Burma, but after two days the sun was
in a position from which we deduced we were headed for
home!"
The Official War History records the following contemporaneous events:
"Singapore hadfalien on 15 th February. A Japanese attack on
Java was now imminent and on 18th February Wavell regarded
its successful defence as very doubtful and recommended the
diversion of the Australian corps to Burma
"On the 19 th the Australian troops disembarked from the
"Orcades". .... On the morning of the same day the Japanese
attacked and seized the aerodrome on Bali, and bombed Darwin
A nucleus of defence was formed in Java to be known as "Black"
Force under command of Lt.-Col. A. S. Blackburn On 21st February
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the "Orcades" left Tanjong Priok. The remaining Corps troops
and 7th Division were at sea Wavell advised that this Australian force should be diverted to Burma Mr. Churchill on 22nd
February sanctioned a diversion of the leading ships in the'Stepsister convoy (7th Div. and Corps troops) towards Burma.
However, Mr. Curtin, the Prime Minister of Australia at that time,
would not agree to this move and insisted that the ships be
turned back."
The Workshops Section was eventually brought together in
Adelaide, where the men were billetted in private homes, as were
other members of the Regiment.
Here the Regiment was split up once again, with 9 th Battery
ordered to New Guinea, and 7 th and 8 th Batteries to Western
Australia.
Chris Allen, Jim Allan, Vic Kent, Viv Shinn, F. Harrison, W.
Parkinson, K. Parker, J. Gray, J. Houghton, J. Faulkner, F. Watson
and some others were attached to 9th Battery. W.O.II Stockdale
was in charge. At Milne Bay, these men serviced the Battery's
equipment, unloaded ships in the first few weeks, and stood in as
infantry when the Japanese landed, and when more Japanese
troops were expected to be landed.
Some of the men were unloading the ship "Anshun" when it was
sunk at the wharf by Japanese naval shelling.
In 1943, 9th Battery became part of the 2/3rd Composite A.A.
Regiment and moved to Lae on 4th October, the Workshops Section
moving with them.
At Lae the routine maintenance of guns and vehicles was carried
out. A task of a more unusual nature was, with some 9th Batteiy
gunners, assembling a 25mm triple barrel anti-aircraft, anti-tank
gun captured from the Japanese. This entailed searching for parts
to complete the gun. This was the first complete gun of its kind in
the hands of the Allies at that time, and was test-fired before Headquarters staff. The gun was sent back to Monegeetta Ordnance
Depot and is now with the Australian War Memorial, Canberra.
The 9 th Battery, as part of 2/3rd Composite A.A. Regiment,
returned to Australia in 1944, and refitted. The Battery was sent to
Borneo and was at the landing on Labuan Island on 10th June
1945. Some men of the Workshops Section were with the Battery at
that time.
The men who had not left Adelaide with 9th Batteiy were
attached to R.H.Q. and 7th and 8th Batteries on their being posted
to Western Australia.
These men included Jack Crowley, V. T. Bowen, V. Smith, T. Board
and J. Stoneham and some others. Captain W. Beaurt was in
charge, having taken over from Lieutenant Wiley in the Middle
East.
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On arrival in Western Australia, the Section was stationed at
Guildford in a private house, and, working from a garage serviced
not only the 2/3rd Light A.A. Regiment, but many other units
including some American formations.
Later, some guns moved north to Geraldton, Exmouth Gulf and
Onslow, requiring the services of the Section on convoy maintenance and on the guns.
Some Western Australian personnel of other units were attached
for training purposes.
In July 1943, the Regiment was disbanded, but 7 th Battery and
8th Battery retained their identity. Some men of the Section went
to the 8 th Battery in the dual role of gunner and artificer.
This account of the Workshops Section has been mainly compiled from information offered from former members of the
Section.
#

*

*

*

The authors acknowledge the assistance given by Jack Crowley
and Vic Kent.
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Signal Section
The Signal Section of the 2/3 rd Australian Light Anti-Aircraft
Regiment was formed from the 1 st Australian Corps of Signals at
Seymour, Victoria, on 19th June 1940. The Section consisted of
approximately fifty men, mainly from New South Wales, who had
been brought down from the Sydney Showgrounds, and joined with
the Victorian members of the Section.
There were four Light Anti-Aircraft Signal Sections formed.
Members of the Section, other than officers and N.GO.'s, were
designated as Signalmen. A part of the uniform was a leather cartridge bandolier, as worn by Light Horsemen in World War 1. The
colour patch, white over blue in a triangle, was that of the 1 st Australian Corps of Signals.
At Seymour the Section was trained in basic soldiering and
signalling, which included telephone and wireless communication.
On 29th December, 1940, the Section was driven by truck to
Dysart Siding, and there entrained for the journey to Princes Pier,
Port Melbourne, for embarkation on H.M.T. "Mauretania". Lieutenant N. Traynor was in charge of the Section, which at this point
became physically a part of the Regiment.
The "Mauretania" joined the other ships of the convoy in Bass
Strait, and continued on to Fremantle, and thence to Colombo.
There the Regiment trans-shipped to H.M.T. "Devonshire" which,
after passing through the Suez Canal, arrived at the port of Haifa in
Palestine, on 30th January 1941. The Regiment disembarked the
following day and proceeded by train to El Majdal, and then by
truck to Khassa Camp.
On 6 th February, 8 th Battery moved out of Khassa for Libya but
no members of the Signal Section were attached to the Battery.
In Aprrl the Regiment moved out of Palestine for Amariya, in
Egypt- 7 th Battery was ordered to embark for Crete, and one
instrument-maker and five signalmen from the Section boarded a
transport at Alexandria, but were withdrawn before the ship
sailed.
Regimental Headquarters, 9th Battery, Workshops Section and
Signal Section moved out of Amariya on 23 rd April and proceeded
by road into the Western Desert.
The Section was stationed at Abu Haggag from 24th April until
12th June, at Sidi Barrani from 12th June until 30th June, and at
Sidi Haneesh from 30th June until 22nd July.
During this time, the Signal Section consisted of headquarters
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staff, cooks, linesmen, despatch riders, a workshop and two mobile
wireless units.
Attached to each Battery was a Line Section consisting of six
men and a lance-corporal. The function of the Line Section was to
connect each gun position by telephone to Battery Headquarters.
Despatch riders were attached to each Line Section, in case of
damage to telephone lines, which frequently occurred. Information
was relayed to Signal H.Q., where wireless operators functioned in
co-operation with Battery H.Q.
Tom Welsh recalls the duties of the Section in the Western
Desert:
"The duties carried out by the Signal Unit included
installation of switchboards
for headquarters,
connection of field
telephones to gun positions, provision of mobile wireless linkage
for Advanced
H.Q., and for field operations
against
the
enemy."
A gunner at B.H.Q. complains in his diary: "Sigs. test line at 7
am each morning, waking us up."
The same gunner records on 19th June: "The Sigs. have a wireless station and a sig. office here, so there will be no work to do
here as regards to the telephone." The diaiy note was written at
B.H.Q., which was then near Sidi Barrani, after the retreat from the
"Battleaxe" operation.
The Signal Section in the Western Desert did not operate as
originally planned, but worked mainly with the RAF. Desert Air
Force. The Section also worked with the 4th Indian Division, the
Polish Brigade, and the Durham Light Infantry Battalion.
Tom Welsh recalls: "I personally operated, twice daily, a Don R
Letter Service each of 90 miles, linking all forward airstrips and
the headquarters of various units, both Army and Air Force. I
used a Ford One Ton truck on this duty."
The Regiment moved out of the Desert on 21 st July, 9th Battery
moving independently to Beirut; while R.H.Q., Workshops Section
and Signal Section moved to Hill 95 Camp, arriving there on 27th
July 1941.
The Section remained at Hill 95 until 6 t h February 1942, when it
moved to Suez with the Regiment, less 9 th Battery, for embarkation.
The Section was then under the command of Lieutenant L R
Williams.
Before leaving the Middle E a s t a number of men from the Section were transferred to the newly formed 2/4th Australian Light
Anti-Aircraft Regiment.
Some members of the Section embarked on the "Andes" for eventual return to Australia, but Regimental records name Corporal
Wallis, Lance Corporal Sandow, Signalmen Burrows, Hall, Mercer,
Peters, Sims, Waddell and Welsh, as passengers on the ship "Anna
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Odland". The ship left Port Tewfik on 15 th February 1942, and
arrived in Port Adelaide on 26 th March 1942, after being delayed in
Aden from 20 th February to 1st March.
The Section was billetted in private homes in Adelaide until
orders were received for the Regiment, less 9th Battery, to proceed
to Western Australia At this stage a number of men were promoted
and transferred to other units.
On arrival in Perth, communication channels were set up linking
gun sites at Guildford airstrip and around the Swan River, where
American Catalina flying boats were stationed. Lines were also set
up to gun positions at Pearce R.A.A.F. Station and No.4 F.S.T.'s at
Geraldton. In Perth the Section had its own headquarters close to
Regimental H.Q.
Some members of the Section were attached to 7 th and 8 th Batteries. The story of these batteries is told in other chapters.
Members served at Noonkanbah on the Fitzroy River, between
Fitzroy Crossing and Derby; Cape Leveque, north-west of Derby
where there was a Radar station; "Pot Shot" submarine base on
Exmouth Gulf "Pot Shot" airstrip at Onslow, north-east of
Exmouth Gulf and at Corunna Downs near Marble Bar.
R.H.Q. War Diary records that Admin. Instruction No. 10, dated
3rd July 1943 from H.Q., R.A.A. 3 Aust. Corps contained the order
that the Signals Section was to be transferred to 109 Aust. L.A.A.
Battery. The transfer was to be completed by 14th July 1943.
The 2/3rd Aust. L.A.A. Regiment was disbanded at this time.
When 9th Battery left the Regiment in Adelaide, it proceeded
first to Townsville, then to Port Moresby, where one Troop remained
for some months while the other two Troops were stationed at
Milne Bay.
There is no record yet found linking any of the members of the
Signal Section with 9 th Battery, except that Tom Welsh recalls:
"One member, Ken Scott from Victoria was urgently flown to
Milne Bay from Perth He was a former telegraph operator with
the Postmaster-General's Department and as such was needed
badly."
When the Regiment was disbanded, 9th Battery joined with 2/
6th Heavy A.A. Battery to form the 2/3rd Composite A.A. Regiment,
and after service in New Guinea was refitted in Australia and sent
to Labuan Island off Borneo. Tom Welsh recalls: "Whilst at
Morotai and Labuan, I met quite a few original members who
enlisted in Sydney when I did We were all in different Units, one
former member Reg Farrant was serving as a navigator with a
Beaufighter squadron
"At Labuan, because the American Forces provided most of the
landing craft and the amphibious craft most of the communica-
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tions were done by the Americans. The 25th L.C. (Signals) provided field links by ground cable to various areas of the Island
When the Japanese surrendered the 25th L.C. worked long and
hard restoring permanent line communications
throughout
Labuan"
So, at the end of the war, there were still some original members
of the Section working closely beside some original members of
the Regiment.
*

#

*

*

The authors acknowledge the assistance given by Reg Farrant
Terry Gleeson and Tom Welsh.
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APPENDIX (i)

Honors and Awards
The Appendix has been compiled with the co-operation of
Central Army Records Office.
We apologise to the member concerned and/or his family, should
there be any omission or error.
Military Medal
VX44744
VX24598

Sergeant
Bombardier

A. Adam
E. J. Courtney

Mentioned in Despatches
VX40134
Gunner
VX40806
Sergeant
VX33224
Gunner
VX37082
Bombardier
VX36871
Gunner
VX47598
Major
NX38247
Sergeant
VX37081
Sergeant

D. C. Bell
M. C. Canning
J. G. Cowie
K. G. Koska
L. F. Rolling
P. W. Stokes
K. H. Sullivan
R. N. Tonkin

Appendix

APPENDIX (ii)

The 3rd Light Anti-Aircraft Regiment Welfare
Fund
The title for this chapter is taken from a program for a concert
held on 12th July 1941 to aid the Fund. Within the program was a
description of the Fund and its aims; it read as follows:
"The 3rd Anti-Aircraft Regimental Welfare Fund was formed at
the request of Colonel J. Rhoden, the Officer Commanding the
Regiment, the first General Meeting being held in September
1940.
"The main objects of the Fund are to raise money to send
abroad to the Commanding Officer to use as he thinks fit in the
interests of the men of the Regiment for extra comforts not supplied by the Defence Department or the Comforts Fund The
money is distributed evenly to each battery, and each officer commanding the battery uses it for the benefit of his men Various
sums are being sent periodically.
"Before the Regiment left for overseas a library consisting of
500 books and 400 magazines was packed and dispatched with
the Regiment
"Another object of the Welfare Fund is to look after the families
at home in conjunction with theA.I.F. Womens Association Knitted goods also are sent from the Depot of the Welfare Fund to the
Australian Comforts Fund Money is being sent to the Red Cross
for Prisoners of War.
"Just as important is the Depot on 4th Floor, Champion House,
Swanston Street Melbourne — where members meet on the
second Monday in every month at 8 p.m Over 100 members are
usually present at these meetings and it is to be hoped that as
the Fund grows, more and more members will be welcomed At
these meetings, members come to make friends, exchange news,
letters and photos, and generally to be cheered up. There is a
spirit of comradeship about the Depot that helps to lessen for a
while cares, worries and anxieties. Also letters of interest from
the Commanding Officer are read giving welcome news of
the men
"This Depot is open on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
from 1 p.m till 4 p.m. The Rooms are bright and cheerful with a
homely atmosphere, afternoon tea is available, and all friends
and relatives of the men of the Regiment are welcomed"
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The office bearers at that date were:
President: Mrs. Macindoe,
Vice President: Mrs. H. C. Coggins
Treasurer Mrs. A G. Margetts
Secretary Miss P. Speeding
Assistant Secretary: Mrs. R N. Hammon
Trustees: Mr. H. C Coggins; Mr. J. A Edwards.
Mrs. Betty Margetts has provided the following additional
information:
At a meeting early in 1941 several mothers, wives and
sweethearts of the men of the Regiment gathered together at the
Hotel Australia in Collins Street Melbourne. At that meeting Mr.
H. C. Coggins was elected President Mrs. J. P. Rhoden, Vice President Mrs. Chester Guest Secretary and Mrs. Garfield Margetts,
Treasurer. The Trustees were Messrs. H. C. Coggins and J. A
Edwards.
Tea rooms were opened on the 4th floor of Champion House, at
57 Swanston Street, serving hot pies, sandwiches and scones with
cups of tea. Cakes and jams made by the ladies of the committee
were also brought in for sale. It proved a wonderful success opening
every day at lunch time for people working in the City. It was also a
wonderful meeting place for mothers and wives to exchange
news.
A frequent visitor was Brigadier N. Munro of the Salvation Army,
who had conducted the Red Shield Hut at Werribee for the comfort
of the men of the Regiment Brigadier Munro kept a keen interest
in the men of the Regiment throughout the War.
When the Regimental Association was formed, at the termination of the War, the money in the Welfare Fund was handed over to
the Association. This money was used to assist men in civilian life,
who were badly in need of cash to see them over a bad period. In
most cases the money advanced was repaid.
A few years ago the Association decided to transfer the funds
to Legacy.
Amongst those who served on the Committee were: Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Coggins, Mrs. J. P. Rhoden, Mrs. C. Guest, Mrs. B. Margetts, Lady
Mann, Mrs. Grice, Mrs. N. Macindoe, Mrs. Stokes Snr., Mrs. C. Bird,
Mrs. Bird, Mrs. D. Stanborough, Mrs. J. Reilly, Mrs. Richards, Mrs. J.
Moodie, Mrs. P. Rose, Mrs. Sampson, Mrs. S. Noye, Mrs. Silver, Mrs. V.
Jorgensen, Mrs. G. Rae, Mrs. H. Curtis, Mrs. J. Hammond, Mrs. C.
Inglis, Mrs. M. Watson, Mrs. G. Cockram, Mrs. D. Stokes, Mrs.
Thomas, Miss Rhoden, Mrs. Young.
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APPENDIX (iii)

The Association
At a meeting convened by Gar Margetts on 9 th July 1945, it was
decided to form an association of ex-members of the Regiment.
Subsequently, Gar Margetts was appointed President and Gerry
Haines Secretary of the Association.
Amongst the aims and objects of the Association are the preservation of the memory of fallen comrades; the retention of the
friendshrps made on servrce; the arrangement oi lunctions and
socral occasrons; and the giving of practical assistance to "exRegiment" men in cases of distress.
The first function was held on 2nd November 1945, at the
Prahran Drill Hall, with wives and girl friends invited.
The first official Annual Re-union was held on 24th April 1946,
at the North Melbourne Town Hall.
With funds transferred from the Welfare Assocation and
accumulated from functions, members in temporary financial difficulties have been assisted.
As calls for assistance diminished, it was decided to transfer the
balance of the funds to Legacy.
The Association continues in strength.
The present members of the Committee are: J. C. Paton, President; C. J. E. Rae, Secretary J. A Hepworth, Treasurer; and R K
Bryant, T. W. Dawson, R R Williams, C. S. Rose, A L Harris, R J.
Hawting, B. Tulloch, R Thomson, J. Delahunty, Committeemen.
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Abbreviations

A.A.
AA D
A A.D C
A.C.F
A/c
AES
AGH
A.WL.
Bn
CO
E.F.B
FA A
GO R
HA A
H.Q.
KI.A.
L.HQ.
L.C I.
LSI.
LS.M
LST
M P
M. & V.
NAAFI
N.G F.
NX men
N.C O.
O.C.
P.OW.
R.A.
R.A.A
Recce
2 i/c

(sometimes written Ack Ack) Anti-Aircraft
Anti-Aircraft Defence
Anti-Aircraft Defence Commander
Australian Comforts Fund.
Aircraft
Army Education Services
Australian General Hospital.
Absent without leave
Battalion
Commanding Officer of Regiment, Battalion or similar
formation
Empire Flying Boat — in peace time engaged on passenger
and mail route England - Australia.
Fleet Air Arm
Gun Operations Room
Heavy Anti-Aircraft — usually equipped with 3.7" guns
Headquarters
Killed m action
Land Headquarters.
Landing Craft - Infantry
Landing Ship - Infantry
Landing Ship Medium.
Landing Ship - Tank
Military policeman
Meat and vegetables (canned).
Navy, Army and Airforce Institute — the British body that
conducted the canteen service
New Guinea Force
Men who volunteered for overseas service had a prefix of NX.,
QX, VX ,SX etc according to the State in which they enlisted.
A non - commissioned officer, warrant officer, sergeant,
bombardier
Officer commanding a battery, infantry company or similar
Prisoner of war.
Royal Artillery.
Royal Australian Artillery.
Reconnaissance
Second in command

Yellow warning — This warning was given when an approaching aircraft, either
not-identified or identified as enemy, was 20 minutes flight away
Red warning — As for yellow warning when the approaching aircraft was 5
minutes flight away
Stand to - The gun crew alerted to be close to the gun ready for action.

/
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Nominal Roll
The Nominal Roll has been compiled from records held by Central Army
Records Office in Melbourne, and we thank those personnel in that office
for their assistance. Variations have been found in army numbers,
surnames and initials as the records have been searched. Some records
have been difficult to read owing to their age We regret any errors or
omissions in the roll
Killed in Action or Died of Wounds.
ACKLAND, E S VX62523
ADAMS A (P) VX44744
ADAMS A WX37271
ADAMS DT VX44444
ADAMS V R VX59436
ADAMS V R VX63673
ADAMSON, A.J NX171795
AGGETT, WG VX33874
AISBETT G VX46991
AITKEN, B E VX28901
ALBREY, N G VX40007
ALCHIN LG NX176350
ALCOCK, E C SX70
ALDERSON W D VX58440
ALDRIDGE, A N NX154775
ALDRIDGE RF NX7083
ALEXANDER D VX63673
ALEXANDER M W VX27047
ALEXANDER, W S VX29266
ALLAN, C VX37610
ALLAN, W J VX46571
ALLEN A NX19918
ALLEN A.E VX50581
ALLEN, C VX37610
ALLEN G VX28423
ALLEN, HF SX17727
ALLEN IG VX38083
ALLEN, J B VX15021
ALLEN, W J VX53236
ALLEN, W J B NX115021
ALLENDER A P VX40837
ALLERTON, B S NX24595
ALLISLEY J VX40298
ALLISON, J R VX46572
ALLPRESS EC VX36571
ALLSOP F S A VX43317
ALLWOOD RJ VX36834
ALMOND LW VX33399
ALTON, K WX37421
AMOR TH VX43809
AMPT, EW VX12482
AMPT M A VX25419
ANCHEN, H A (P) VX33008
ANDERSON, E H VX70868
ANDERSON H B VX23297
ANDERSON, J VX52017
ANDERSON J P (P) VX25053
ANDERSON, LVX35941
ANDERSON N VX44529
• ANDERSON, NJ VX13123
ANDERSON R VX27999
ANDERSON, TW VX39102
ANDERSON, W N VX35825
ANDERTON, EJ VX32807
ANDISON, A. VX52600
ANDREW, HC VX60154

(P) Prisoner of War

ANGEL M NX14576
APPLEBY, A B VX22733
ARCHER L B VX23879
ARMITAGE, LR (P) VX37549
ARMSTRONG RT QX60720
ARMSTRONG VJ VX31897
ASTBURY, W VX43449
ATKINS B VX37787
ATKINS, HU SX17698
AlILD, S C VX33478
AUSTIN G G VX44538
AYLING, J NX56148
BAGLIN B A VX48177
• BAIRD, A S VX29827
BAKER, S T VX34961
BAKER-WILLIAMS T (P) VX29689
BALL E A VX69001
BALL K A G NX18602
BALLANTINE, J C NX24247
BALLARD R F QX52704
BANFIELD A VX51484
BANKS W J H (P) VX20478
BANNISTER P (P) VX15782
BANNISTER, R L VX48206
BARCLAY B B SX17300
BARKER, BA VX32151
BARKER, IF (P) VX31735
BARLOW G C VX38006
BARNES, A NX10815
BARNES E A (P) VX48348
BARNES, W F NX55651
BARN E H A.JR (P) VX41455
BARNETT CT VX44940
BARRATT W VX28513
BARRETT A I VX48174
BARRETT M H VX47798
BARTLETT G H NX30789
BARTLETT J (P) VX37285
BARTLETT P E VX80360
BARTLETT W VX3034
BASTIN W VX38094
BATES, A J VX51950
BATES W J VX32829
BATT, G K VX47763
BATTY, G F (P) VX44432
BAUERT, W J NX26094
BAYLEY, E NX22622
BAYLISS GC WX33148
BEAMS, DT TX5192
BEATTY, CT VX62567
BECK, H A VX40020
BEDDOE, A F VX37790
BEDGGOOD D B VX34130
BELL DC VX40134
BELL GE VX51011
BELL I H VX40833

BELL, J T VX21053
BELL KO VX37243
BELL RJ VX26134
BENALLACK R S VX28122
BENNEDICK, GC QX32661
BENNETT, HW VX48215
BENNETT, M R VX58351
BENSON GR VX51464
BERKLEY JR VX36173
BERRY, AR VX37182
BERRY, DA VX36650
BERRY R VX51751
BEVERIDGE, R M NX96837
BICKHAM V H VX38538
BIDSTRUP, RA VX36241
BIRCH, E VX29460
BIRD HG VX41405
BIRD, M H VX48426
BIRD, W NX24361
BISCOE, C G VX41347
BISHOP A S NX25617
BISHOP, E R VX56297
BISHOP, J H NX116122
BISHOP, J R VX38863
BISHOP, P A VX29036
BLACK, EJ VX34021
B L A C K A L L C H NX21722
BLOCK A D VX26921
BLUE, N I NX20120
BOARD TW VX37286
BODYCOMB, G L VX30308
BOMBADERIE, S L VX25996
BOND, V N NX22074
BONE H R VX46570
BOON, EW SX24949
BOOTH W VX29058
BOOTH BY B B VX36860
• BOSSENCE, OH VX42651
BOTTOMLEY WW VX27093
BOUGHTON B B NX22470
BOULTON, GC VX25400
BOURKE W J VX46399
BOWDEN, J NX96693
BOWEN, VT VX39052
BOWMAN, VG VX42920
BOYD, A E WX31765
BOYLE M A VX27946
BRACE, G VX42899
BRACHER W H NX16321
BRADBURY, N M NX22921
BRADFORD, HJ VX43642
BRADFORD L H VX79575
BRAIN P McL VX44155
BRAMICH, C G VX32009
BRA2EN0R A W VX34461
BREAKSTEAR, K S NX147054
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B R E M N E R , C J (P) VX32474
BRETT, G S VX43058

CAFFIN, N R VX40808
CAFFREY, A J (P) VX32489

CLENDENNING, E VX51752
CLIFFORD, J B NX167548

BRETT, R G VX104766
BREW, 0 C VX42C73
B R I D G E S N G VX41640
BRIEN, J F VX26144

CAIN, T B VX85945
CALLANAN, E J N VX47239
CALLISTER, H C VX59374
CALLISTER R L VX37039
CALVERT, S VX44215
CAMERON, A L V X 2 8 7 9 0

CLIFFORD, J O

BRIGDEN W F

NX110521

BRIGGS L E VX28043
BRIGHT E L J VX38277
B R I M A C O M B E , H B (P) VX48823
B R I S B A N E A J VX44526
BROADBENT H K VX26360
BRODERICK H E VX193582
BROGDEN J NX24661
BROMFIELD, K C VX40016
BROOKES, G NX38399
BROWN C G VX36989
BROWN, C G VX45837
BROWN, C R VX75442
BROWN C S NX38469
BROWN, D R G NX24443
BROWN E A NX102366
BROWN E J VX45833
BROWN, F C VX37866
BROWN G W VX20756
BROWN, J VX48778
BROWN, K E

NX24171

BROWN, K T (P) VX33147
BROWN, L J VX46167

CAMERON, D M NX38363
CAMPBELL
CAMPBELL
CAMPBELL
CAMPBELL

A H (P) VX43960
C D I NX10977
J N NX28038
J S VX38276

C A M P B E L L R G VX38262
CANNING M C VX40806
CANNON A M VX50547
C A N T W E L L P NX21718
CANTY F P NX174619
CAPLICE, V F NX97424
CARKEEK, C J VX45455
CARLEY V S VX51844
CARLYON, J T (P) VX34003

BROWN, S E (P) VX21596
BROWNE, O R G NX24443
BROWNE, 0 M V VX43387
B R O W N L E E TA. NX146576

COLEMAN, C D QX52982
C O L L I N S A NX24319
COLLINS,
COLLINS
COLLINS
COLLINS,

H VX25552
VX44025
VX47706
W J P VX32721

CATTERMOLE, H 0 X 4 4 4 3 4
CAVANAGH F E VX33301
CAVANAGH L J E NX21829

NX20319

•BURNS, B J VX35175
BURROW, J R NX2506 8
BURTON, H J VX61075
BURTON, R B VX41786
B U S H E L L L H W V X 1 1 2 3 97
BUTCHER, N E VX38443
BUTLER, C K VX41867

CONFAIT J A (P) VX44338

COOPER J F VX133815
COOPER L G VX57132

BUCK, B E L WX13812

BURLEIGH W J C

COLSON, N W C (P) VX21603
COMPTON R W VX79634

C A S S I D Y S E VX15547

B U C H A N A f l R D (P) VX32961

BUNTZ, J E VX29945
B U R G E S S J D VX115374
BURGHART, L H NX177859

A G VX43698
L G VX79662
N W NX17136
T M QX49102

CONNOR, W G VX23577
CONROY K H NX97904
COOK A C VX29869

C A S S I D Y W E (P) VX32438
C A S T L E D I N E J R VX37135
CATCHLOVE, R L NX145344

B U L L A VX51618
B U L L F J NX97745
B U L L R VX65943

COLDREY, K A VX12925
COLE H C VX48159

CASHMORE E SX18344
C A S S I D Y E E VX44525
CASSIDY, J B VX44515

BRUERTON, W VX63612
BRYANT R K. VX32563
B U B B J A NX127771

BUIST, G (P) VX26566

COGHLAN J N VX32376
COGHLAN, O A VX32354

CARTER A A VX37295

CARTER W
CARTY R L
CARTY T D
CASHMAN

NX21618

COGGER, W C VX52122
COGGINS I H VX29195
COGGINS R VX14001
COGHLAN D A VX32357
COGHLAN, J F VX32324

CARSON, I R VX58453
C A R S O N W J VX37307

BROWN R E

BROWN S

COE, F J NX53685
COE, K NX176308
C O F F . J W NX123590

COKER, F L VX27783
COLBERT, A J VX50269

CARTER L R VX45689
CARTER M E VX58895

NX19332

C L U C A S G S VX40255
COAD, J W F VX19449
• COCKRAM, J G VX27825
C O C K S R C VX17087
C O C K S R C VX42863

C A R M I C H A E L J K. VX34425
C A R M I C H A E L T R VX37855
CARPENTER, J P NX23697
CARR V J VX42503

BROWN L P VX45837
BROWN M J VX40459
BROWN R E VX37903
BROWN R N VX37874

NX37123

CLIFFORD, T C (P) VX47792
CLIFFORD, W S VX33303
CLIFT, B E VX121213
CLIFT, J L (P) VX46897

CAVANAGH R J VX13902
CHADWICK L P QX53404
CHADWICK T G (P) VX34089
C H A M B E R L A I N , N T VX25312
C H A M B E R S J A VX44369
CHARLES, R E VX45850
CHARNOCK, J T VX37938
CHARTERS J E VX38051
CHEONG, B R VX44493
CHITTS, L R VX142494
CHIVERS, E A VX26160
C H R I S T E N S E N C B NX27896
CHRISTIE J G VX38358

COPE E S VX50624
CORKE N H (P) VX45906
CORKILL E E VX3?676
C O R M A C K M C VX35087
C O R M A C K W C VX38791
CORMICK, J R VX66292
CORNELIUSEN, H B VX44531
COSGROVE, C J NX83090
COTTAM, W J B NX20290
COTTERILL W W VX50748
COUCH, F J VX50869
COUPE L NX18010
COURTNEY, E J VX24598
COUTTS T J VX28293
• COWIE, J G VX33224
C O X F J NX53685
C O X G A NX193705
C O X R E VX47566
COXON, J H VX42925

BUTLER T B TX5840
BUTTERWORTH, M L VX50525

CLAM, G J VX26077
CLANCY, A J NX65263
CLANCY L G VX37968

BYLES, L VX39100
BYLES, J T NX29070

CLARE, F NX56749
CLARK, E A NX14923

CRAIG, W C VX34502
CRANE, J A NX177379

B Y R N E P T H VX37935

CLARK, W J VX43054
C L A R K E A B VX55784

CRAWLEY R J (P) VX26135

BYRNES, R H

NX24940

B Y T H E L L F VX25225
BYWATERS, N R VX52083

C L A R K E E C VX35910
CLARKE, W J VX61098

CABLE, C W X 2 2 2 4 9
CADE, K.V VX34888

CLEARY, J P VX51394
CLEMENTS, K G (P) VX25827

COYLE, G VX33986
CRABTREE, J W NX23095

CREAMER, R F E NX30781
CREED, A VX51632
CREES, F W VX47309
CRESP, F J VX42519
CRESWICK, E H NX16348
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CRITTENDEN, J M VX47412
CROFT, J W VX33235
CROFTS, G S (P) VX47878
• CROFTS, LK. VX47883
CROOKE, J D VX45985
CROSS, C C VX42863
CROWLEY, J J VX45372
CROWLEY, WJ VX35854
CUBITT W L NX120114
CUMMING, J H NX21381
CUNNINGHAM, G A. VX131564
CUNNINGHAM KA QX37044
CURREN RJ QX6655
CURRY J H (P) VX45011
CURTIS, A B NX55323
CURTIS, R R NX20298
CUTTRISS C N VX41642
DAINS, A R NX153380
DALEY, EF VX47177
DALEY, S M VX18997
DALLIMORE IW VX76071
DALLY, J M SX18205
DALY, J E VX38171
DANGER, G S VX50099
DANN, H E NX30780
DAVEY, C G VX30600
DAVEY K.F VX27395
DAVEY, L A VX31750
DAVIES, G R VX35438
DAVIS, DJ VX37667
DAVIS, F K VX25926
DAVIS, I U NX28479
DAVIS, LJ VX14123
DAWES, ER NX18560
DAWS, C K. VX39396
DAWSON TW VX38866
DAY, W J NX22111
DEAN, LJ VX24561
DECKER, R C VX26907
DEGNEY, J D DX553
DELAHUNTY JT VX19595
DELANO, J V NX179007
DELL M H J VX51743
DELLAR, W M (P) VX37219
DELVES, PG VX57208
DEMPSTER, W R D NX58031
DENNIS, J V VX46358
DENNISON, J F VX32837
DENNY, C NX177505
DENTON, D VX29292
DICKER, F G VX25393
DICKER, RC VX26907
DICKER, R J VX41276
DICKER, W M VX88577
DICKERSON, S VX51207
DICKINSON H S VX47593
DICKSON, RV VX46877
DIGBY, J VX26391
DINE, N S NX174774
DOLDISSEN, LJ VX61600
DOLING H NX132120
• DONALDSON, J LVX14007
DONELLY C (P) VX46836
DONLON, EW SX30502
DONNELL, J R NX54131
DONNELLY.JP VX35749
DONNELLY, W L VX3570
DONOHUE J K NX98150

DORSETT, R H SX21207
DOUGLAS, D NX18200
DOWDING, H W E SX30528
DOWELL E G (P) VX33029
DOWELL L A VX147643
DOWELL L A VX156837
DOWLER, R VX25641
DOWLING, FT VX33604
DOWLING, LN NX25886
DOWLING RG VX32345
DOYLE, J C NX14575
DOYLE, TP QX31890
DRINKWATER, J NXI8756
DUCKWORTH, PT VX43231
DUKE, A VX40993
DUMBRELL JG NX10975
• DUNBAR, W H VX44513
DUNCAN D H NX18015
DUNCAN, R VX37718
DUNCUFF BG VX28424
DUNLOP, H VX28369
DUNN, A P VX45875
DUNN, C H VX28350
DUNN J VX48062
DUNSTER, GJ VX50847
DURBIN, E H NX48763
DUSTING, TD VX147399
DUTHIE.SK VX39101
DWYER, R G VX28033
DYCE, D W NX138191
DYER, K VX14121
DYER, L A VX90860
DYSON, G VX48648
DYSON, H VX35594
EAGER LF (P) VX37369
EARLE H A VX32686
EAST, R E L (P) VX45822
EASTHER, H SX9390
ECKER J W VX46234
EDDY, RJ VX101657
EDWARDS I L VX46708
EDWARDS, J A (P) VX32034
EDWARDS, LD (P) VX32445
EDWARDS, LH VX51344
EDWARDS, RC VX28417
EDWARDS, W F NX122988
EGAN, S J NX16925
• EINSIEDEL, J E VX31444
ELDER, KW VX46867
ELLARD, N T VX33644
ELLIS, J T VX50154
EMMETT, R N VX50407
ENGLAND, A N NX16603
ENGLAND, K H NX16760
ENMAN, LC VX42347
ENRIGHT, R H VX27960
ESLER, J A VX50235
ETCHELL T VX32603
EVANS, BW VX30567
EVANS, C SX16586
• EVANS, DD VX23633
EVANS, F VX37320
EVANS, GG VX14112
EVANS, KJ VX40807
EVELY TF VX47582
EVERLYN, RV VX37472
EVERY, IJ VX18605
EVITT.JJ VX46102

FABRY, W D VX10277
FAHEY, A J NX103584
FALCK, G A VX48013
FALCONER, M V NX92148
FARR, AR VX36803
FARRANT R VX50887
FARROW, C D (P) VX28006
FARROW C E (P) VX32689
FAULKNER, J J E NX27473
• FAY HW VX25054
FAYLE, K P VX118871
FELLOWS, G G VX45773
FELSTEAD, RG SX18432
FELSTEAD, T W K VX25094
FENNESSY, J A VX69232
FENNESSY, M J VX20220
FERGUSON, D VX38484
FIELD, CR NX112554
FINCH EV VX28360
FINDLAY, W E VX33248
FINLAY, F H S NX20350
FINLAY, GG NX22423
FINLAY, J T VX40767
FINLAYSON, LJ VX43890
FINLAYSON RG VX46112
FINN, H B NX131867
FINNEY, A M NX25170
FISHER A WX15843
FISHER GG WX31430
FITZGIBBON, FJ VX35064
FITZHARDINGE D M B WX4841
FITZHARDINGE, T B WX21720
FLACK A G NX201895
FLAHERTY J P WX16599
FLANAGAN T NX17602
FLETCHER, C G NX113458
FLETCHER, S A NX12332
• FLORRIMELL LM VX20708
FLOYD, HJ 0X52702
FLOYD, M J VX47169
FLYNN, E J VX28373
FLYNN, JT NX24635
FOGG, R NX22280
FORBES, D A VX30580
FORBES J A VX43657
FORBES, R M VX30578
FORDE, J J NX174066
FORRESTER, E J VX26379
FORRESTER E J VX47169
FORRESTER, LJ SX22430
• FOSTER, V C VX30579
• FOTHERGILL M H VX34272
FOWLER, T VX41635
FRANKLING, W B VX27593
FRASER, FI NX17780
FRASER, H F NX6843
FRASER, J F NX50540
FRITH, A P VX21874
FROUD, M R NX57170
FRY, WT VX79818
FRYER. K NX10917
• FUERY, W M VX26725
FULL S J V NX28070
FUTCHER A S C NX18757
FUTCHER CR NX16392
GALLAGHER, A C VX38661
GALLAGHER, D C VX30523
GARE, E S SX18213
GARNER, P A (P) VX34082
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GARRIGAN, W J [P) VX32518
GAVIN R NX142736
GAY A H VX43373
GEARY, M J VX51671
GEE, F VX50787
GEISTER RC SX28373
GENT, I R VX31598
GEORGE, A R VX18736
GEORGE, GR B VX44507
GEORGE J L (P) VX32919
GIBBESON, D C NX23670
GIBBONS, J E SX17100
GIBBS L J C NX60012
• GIBSON, J S VX33409
GIBSON, L A VX33402
GIBSON R D VX46822
GILBERT W W VX25304
GILKES, V R M NX58343
GILL ET VX29947
GILL H W VX48169
GILLINGHAM, C S (P) VX35328
GILLINGHAM E L VX35333
GILMOUR, DR NX22065
GILMOUR S G VX140779
GIRDWOOD, A VX41525
GLATZ, W J H VX50506
GLEESON F J G VX31970
G L E E S O N . J P NX31274
GLEESON T P NX58765
• GOAD, A J VX43150
GODDARD, J T (P) VX26064
GODDARD L E VX24477
GODFREY, L J VX35039
GODSON, DR NX14495
G O F F . J C NX178961
GOLBY, W H NX22113
GOLDFINCH R J J VX42876
GOLDIE R H VX40795
GOLDING, J F NX87235
GOLDING S R NX20411
GOODWIN H VX36986
GORDON H VX80028
GORDON, L W VX35722
GORMAN, FT VX41470
GORNALLE N C NX10831
GOSLING L G NX174620
GOUGH, T G W NX85567
GOULD, K.H VX50764
GOULD, M E NX38784
GOWTY, G W VX29822
• GRACE, G F VX28436
GRACE, W G VX28780
GRAHAM H VX34476
GRAHAM J S NX112285
GRANT, T A VX45540
GRANT, V V NX10658
GRANTER A D NX55585
GRASS, V G NX34066
G RATI ON A W J VX23204
GRAY, J VX23303
GRAY J K . 0 VX41338
GRAY, J V VX32085
GREEN, J H NX21239
GREEN W A NX20494
GREENHILL C E VX48782
GREENWOOD, E VX31973
GREENWOOD, J VX31964
GREENWOOD R D VX44287
GREGORY, N D VX18811

GREGORY, T K VX44524
GREIVE, H W (P) VX31219
GREVELL W B QX3149
GRICE, J R B VX43084
GRIEVE, I T WX31560
GRIFFIN, D J VX45495
GRIFFIN, G NX18373
GRIFFITHS, A W (P) VX32516
GRIFFITHS J H NX18395
GRIFFITHS, KO VX51281
GRIFFITHS, L A VX64827
GRIFFITHS, T B E VX79011
GRIMWADE, J FT VX43343
GROSE, W A NX6663
GROSS, R J VX28046
GUEST, J C (P) VX14424
GUINNESS ET VX67629
GUMLEY, F NX46392
GUMMOW J E (P) VX27165
GUY, A K VX37836
GUY, W H VX57285
HADLAND A W NX22758
HADLEY F D NX20296
HAGON, F W N NX18376
HAIN, W J NX22307
HAINES, N C VX30183
HALE, J E NX17503
H A L L GE. NX18204
H A L L H VX37694
HALL W H 0X21617
HALLETT H W VX32035
H A L L I G A N . G R VX144012
HALLOWS J K VX73654
HAMBLING S F VX34759
H A M M I L L S A VX37197
HAMILTON H VX38352
HAMMON R N (P) VX37157
HAMPSON, A VX18247
HANCOCK A.E VX28577
HANCOCK P R NX85934
HANDS, F A VX52835
HANNAFORD, H W NX97066
HANNAN P J (P) VX33152
HANRAHAN, P H K NX115031
HANSEN, F C VX14218
HANSEN, W H VX42125
HARBERT, D W VX51297
HARDIE H A R VX40840
• HARDINGHAM, S J VX28047
HARDY, J M J VX47615
HARKER J R NX51603
HARPER, A R NX10784
HARPER, H WX18097
HARRIS, A.A VX37392
HARRIS, A L VX27594
HARRIS, D M VX45491
HARRIS, J E NX19007
HARRIS, T J VX14643
HARRIS, W J VX50575
HARRISON F C VX43271
HARRISON, F W VX58107
HARRISON, J C NX10991
HARRISON L V NX22547
HARROWER, E J VX24479
HARRY H R VX118882
HARRY, J G VX33115
HARRY, RV VX45197
HART, F G VX30030
HARTLEY, R G VX24909

HARVEY, H McD NX20556
HASELDEN, T L SX17731
HATTON, K NX129052
HAUSER, P VX28575
• HAWKE, J VX27838
HAWKE, N W VX24708
HAWKES, D J NA1 0808
HAWKES, T B (P) VX40783
HAWKEY T R VX35634
HAWKINS RP VX35192
HAWKINS, V C VX44817
HAWKSHAW C W NX17835
HAWLEY H E VX77389
HAWLEY, J W VX34557
HAWTING, R J VX34208
HAY, H H VX48457
HAYES, PG VX48422
HAYES, R J VX50626
HAYRES J R VX27553
HAZELTON, D NX113456
HEALEY, H D VX46204
HEANEY, A I VX46347
HEARD AK. SX746
HEARD, DT VX28375
HEARN T S VX38122
HEATH, R S VX27550
HEATHCOTE J G VX30539
HEDDLE C E VX35877
HEDDLE, DR VX37035
HEDDLE J D VX4819
HEDGER, L J R SX33136
• HELMORE C H C VX40026
HELYAR ER VX45884
HENDERSON J R D NX112179
HENDERSON R B NX73438
HENHAM C J VX28034
HENNESSY, T E NX29801
HENRY A J VX30550
HENSTRIDGE A R SX10042
HENWOOD, RR NX38249
HEPBURN A M VX25848
HEPWORTH, J A VX45222
HESLIN, J J VX26686
HEVEY, F N VX32086
HEWITT, G McD VX43296
HEWLETT, T J VX37303
HI ATT, H 0 VX37290
HICKMAN, J VX39107
H I L L G NX10823
H I L L G L B VX131455
H I L L H W J VX31621
H I L L T VX29560
H I L L T (P) VX44176
HILLIARD J McK (P) VX27054
HILLIER, L VX17016
HILLMAN, A VX31596
HIPWORTH, J A VX48009
HIRST, PC NX203121
HISCOCK, W R VX38424
HOBBS R NX14577
HOCKING, C E VX31836
HODGE DR NX50320
HODGKISON, J H VX32874
• HODGSON, L VX32860
HOGAN, C VX29049
HOGAN, J VX50772
HOLE L G VX32510
HOLLAND, W J VX58963
HOLLARD, G G VX37240
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HOLLINGWORTH, A W VX46582
HOLL-INS,
HOLMES,
HOLMES,
HONEY, J

K.C VX85684
J A NX22563
W G (P) VX47732
D SX813

HOPKINS, W T VX32204
HÖRNE C F QX31666
rHORNE, L VX47377
HORNER R A V X 5 8 8 8 8
HOSKING C E VX31836
HOUGH J A VX42640
HOUGHTON J R NGX63
HOWARD, E W NX16692
HOWARD L R NX96845
HOWARD, T V VX51469
HOWAT, G P M V X ? S ? 0 6
HOWE, J J (P) VX38668
HOWE W J NX54196
HOWIE, M J WX40159
HOWLETT, A E VX28214
HOWMAN, P J L NX22878
HUBBARD W QX56457
HUGHES-HALLETT, C L VX14465
HÜLSE, C VX33828
H U M M . J G VX45129
HUMPHREYS, D S VX35094
HUMPHRIES, C J VX35985
HUNDY, A J NX171016
HUNT, A S VX33371
HUNT, C A S WX31286
HUNT, J H NX20402

JONES, A J VX36152
JONES, A J VX50921
JONES, F L (P) VX37603
JONES, J E VX36304
JONES, R H VX79520
JONES, S E NX17605
JONES, S G VX44271
JORGENSON, F H VX48756
JORY, R N VX55495
JOSS, W J VX37895
JOYCE E J NX171036
JUDD, B T VX37999
JUDSON, G A VX36444

LANGLEY, H C VX148044
LANGMAN, L J VX137611
L A R K I N S F C VX38136
LAW, W C WX15416
• LAYTON, B VX46414
• LAYTON, D VX44655
LAZER C VX54911
L E A F F A WX4517
L E A N E A VX51764
LEAHY W VX37087
LEAKE, J QX49957
LEAKER J S X 1 8 4 0 5
LEAR, M F VX140648
LE BRETON F J NX173031

K A C H E L A T NX120124
KAIGHIN C D A (P) VX47224

LEE, E C VX36921

KAMM, A C VX37600
KANE J H VX26080
K A R L S S O N R VX37383

LEE, W G NX73391
LEEMAN, F R VX28225

KEANE, J A VX44502
K E E B L E H K VX51732
KEEBLE, W T VX15517
KEENE, J NX10920
KEILAR, K J VX27384
KELLY C D VX47995
KELLY, P D QX5325

LEE N E A

VX51764

L E E M I N G L NX54456
LEES, H H S X 2 4 3 5 6
LEGGETT J W NX170238
LEIGH G W VX27935
LEITCH, W B VX26734
• LE M A R S H A L L J E VX2824 3
LENNOX, A N X 1 6 0 69

KELLY V D NX15972
KELLY, V G NX60638

LEONARD D W VX19534
LESTER D J VX14296

KELLY, W E VX46220
KELLY, W L NX22155

LESTER, H VX38539

KEMP, A H

NX84796

LESTER, J R VX40154
• LE S U E U R F H VX34211

KENNEDY, A A VX42552
K E N N E D Y L J VX44509
K E N N E D Y N W VX50523

LEWERS, J S VX46566
LEWIS, A V VX38099

HURST, P J VX5862
HURST, S F VX50563

K E N N E D Y T N (P) VX32515

LEWIS, E VX33437

KENNEDY-DWYER, D NX17036

HUSTED L E VX44297

KENT V R NX55608
KENYON, J F R NX21858

L E W I S F J VX44126
L E W I S W N VX35953

•HUNT, O R VX33324
HUNTINGTON O C NX97887

HYNES, L VX31925
INCE, R V VX28232
INGLIS, N E A ( P ) VX44067
INGLIS T VX14956
INWOOD, F C N WX3371
JACKSON, A C QX18876
JACKSON, H A VX35719
J A C O B S C C VX123281
JAKINS, A F NX10919
J A M E S , A O VX76757
J A M E S , C NX85429
J A M E S , J H VX44990
J A M E S , T P (P) VX33099
J A M I E S O N W F (P) VX23689
JEANES, H W VX22764
JEFFERY, L J (P) VX31689

KERR, C D VX33046
KERR, E R VX50758
KERR, G W VX21921

LETCHER, D R

SX18218

LEYDEN, A C NX81451
LICKLEY B NX165080
LIGHT, N D VX25356
LINCOLN D E

NX178182

KERR, W E VX29859
K E R S L A K E W NX1092 3

LISLE H VX32550

KEYS, N A V X 4 7 1 7 9
KILBURN, W A VX50415

LITTLE, L VX19544
LITTLE R A VX28287

KILGOUR, L L VX51303
KILPATRICK, K.D VX40037
KING, J H VX38017

LITTLE W C NX23010
LITTLE, W J VX33058

• KING, R H S X 1 8 2 2 4
KING R L VX50761
• KING T L VX33352
KINSMAN RJ VX45908
KIRKMAN, H J

NX113591

LITTLE C G (P) VX48658

LITTLER, N A VX31934
LLOYD K P G VX44209
LLOYD, R A NX50684
LOBB, L J VX28359
LOCK, J J VX44050
LOCKWOOD, J B VX40612

J E F F R E Y A D TX4321
JEFFREYS, J H NX23434

K L I P P E L N VX46366
KNIGHT, R L (P) VX24829

LONG, H C VX47845
LORD E B (P) VX12626

JEFFS, F C (P) VX31846
J E N K I N S D D QX50692

KNIGHT, W J (P) VX24823

LORD, W E VX34870

KNIGHT W T V X 1 0 6 6 65

LOVE, L G H NX65260

JENKINS, E A (PI VX28458

KNOX, W NX20141

JENKINS, J H VX44407
JENKINS, P A VX40847

K O S K A K G (P) VX37082
KREPP, A D VX50298
KROHN, A H VX57187

LOVELL, E C NX15638 2
LOW, G E NX38068

JENNINGS, A D VX36313
J E N S E N W VX122804
J E W E L L A J VX2737 3
J E W E L L E L VX15047
JOBSON, R A NX177415
JOHNSON, F R VX89785
JOHNSTON, E B VX43935
JOHNSTON, J W NX20179
JOHNSTONE R E
JOHNSTONE, W D

NX21805
NX10902

LOWE, A E WX1484
LOWE, A R VX51748

KRUGER, C J VX23786

LOWE, F E VX43691

LAIRD, W VX25394
L A M B E R T G C VX23709

LOWE, R M NX20307
LOWERY, F V C VX28403

LAMPARD, J NX58860

LUCAS, A S NX39853
LUCAS, H R G (P) VX28382
LUCKOCK, C M V X 2 4 2 46

LANCASTER, H B VX20155
• LANCASTER, R C VX44992
LANE, R G QX20971
LANGBURNE, M S NX13661
LANGDON, H C C VX47571

LUKIES, L H VX50802
• LYLE, H E VX42112
McADAM, R VX44263
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McANDREW, R F NX114256
McAULIFFE, T J VX136188
McBEAN, C A VX28192
McBRIEN F J NX102381
McCABE J J VX37989
McCAHEN, J S NX115877
McCAHEN F H NX104329
M c C A L L A B VX47472
McCALLUM, P J VX123951
M c C A L M A N J C VX47451
McCANN G E VX24056
McCARRON J J VX44767
MCCARTHY, A C NX24395
MCCARTHY, P J NX37261
MCCARTHY T J VX48074
McCASKILL, J VX46580
McCAUGHAN, K VX19766
MACAULEY, R M VX27947
MACAULLAY, J VX50853
McCLARE, F G VX26217
McCLINTOCK, A C VX44516
McCLURE, F G VX26217
M c C O N N E L L R C VX51120
McCOY, J VX65335
McCREDIE H W NX29480
McDERMOTT T A VX52698
MCDONALD A H v x n 6 6 6 8
MCDONALD D R VX79606
MCDONALD K A NX20340
MCDONALD, N R VX28698
MCDONALD N R VX48171
MCDONALD R E (P) VX48181
MCDONALD R W NX30633
McDOUGALL I B VX22536
McERVALE N l VX61031
McEVOY R B VX119702
McEWAN R VX25883
M c F A R L A N E A L VX36557
McFARLANE, H A VX44306
McFARLANE S M SX17838
McGENNISKEN, W T VX47730
MacGEORGE P N (P) VX36944
M c G I L L T J NX145530
McGILLIVRAY M J VX28380
McGILVRAY K VX4940
McGLYNN, V H NX31237
• McGRATH F V QX52376
McGRATH J M NX17868
McGRATH V M NX174920
MclLVEEN, G D NX23382
MACINDOE S C G (P) VX14441
M c l N N E S L M VX61096
MclNTOSH J R VX43845
MclNTYRE A L NX24627
MclNTYRE, L H DX552
MACKENZIE H A NX67258
McKENZIE I G VX40762
MCKENZIE M VX45461
McKENZIE, R E NX15636
McKEONE, P NX21622
MACKIE, H NX28325
McKINNELL, J F N VX38667
McKINNON, G J S VX50155
McKINNON J D NX21943
McLAREN A J VX32989
MCLAREN, R (P) VX36761
McLEAN, A J VX61030
McLEAN, E G VX33956
McLENNAN, R G VX37268

McLEOD, H R VX35837
McMAHON, J E VX46059
McMASTER, L K (P) VX46894
MCMILLAN, C V VX35142
MCMULLEN, W R VX32069
• MCNAMARA T A VX32514
MCNAUGHTON, C C VX48673
McNICOL E S VX29946
McPHEE, T J VX50312
MCPHERSON D N VX87852
MCPHERSON, J F VX37886
MCPHERSON P VX44699
• McQUIENN, C W VX33201
• McQUIENN R W VX33202
MADIGAN C K NX71744
MAEBUS, L A VX56279
MAHER, E C VX37227
MAHER, J D VX22735
MAHER J L NX17695
M A H E R . J P NX21793
M A H 0 N J D VX32735
M A K I N G S R F NX176593
MALLETT E G VX44996
MALLETT, J R R VX46575
MALLOCH W G VX46896
M A L O N E J C VX35250
MALTHOUSE, P C VX46591
MANN H E VX38428
M A N N J E F VX20841
• M A N N J G VX14000
• MANNING C G E VX25045
MANNIX, C (P) VX37269
MANT, C B QX53143
MARGETTS A G VX47987
MARK, C QX35262
M A R S H E R VX75568
M A R S H A L L C H VX56301
M A R S H A L L G VX37020
M A R S H A L L J H NX20486
M A R S H A L L N H VX32953
M A R S H A L L R V VX21067
M A R S H A L L W VX44965
M A R S H A L L W F D VX36995
MARTIN A G VX109471
MARTIN A H VX59201
MARTIN E VX37847
MARTIN, E E NX22472
MARTIN F C VX39132
MARTIN J E VX79882
MARTIN J W VX146772
MARTIN, L A NX146851
MARTIN L R (P)VX43174
MARTIN, N P NX18199
• M A S K E L L R F VX33092
MASON, C J VX52560
MASON, L A VX41704
MASON, W E VX26417
MASSEY-GREENE, G S VX13991
MASSINA, C R VX38797
MASTERS, J VX37795
M A S T E R S N V NX18366
MATHER, T G VX83016
MATHESON, W D VX51128
MATTHEWS J A F NX20372
MATTHEWS J R VX27103
MATTHEWS R K SX18191
MATTHEWS, TJ VX36270
MAWDSLEY, F W VX46394
M A X F I E L D G N VX26095

M A X W E L L V E VX25365
MAY, J R NX22894
MAYBERRY K.J NX120396
MAYNE, A VX33190
MEAKES, A D (P) VX42309
MEARS, F L VX43591
MELVILLE F B VX31805
M E M B R E Y A H VX42736
MENTIPLAY, J VX50740
MERCER, H A NX24715
M E R R E L L J D QX4553
MERRITT, G C NX26099
MESSINA CLVX27560
MICHAELIS A VX47597
MIDDLETON, A L V X 4 1 8 4 6
MILES, F A (P) VX45000
M I L L G VX59125
MILLARD A R NX10221
MILLARD, R W NX171785
MILLEN, P N WX37272
MILLER, C W VX46047
MILLER, F S VX32225
MILLER G VX28068
MILLER, G A VX46281
MILLER J B NX203052
MILLER, J H NX193560
MILLER, L A VX46271
MILLER, R H NX113367
MILLER W J NX59081
MILLIGAN J S VX22507
MILLS, L B VX38411
MINAHAN, P F VX48131
MINETTI, D K VX22623
MITCHELL C A VX34109
MITCHELL D W SX39259
MITCHELL G H VX39234
MITCHELL H VX79659
MITCHELL J C NX139831
MITCHELL K VX46307
• MONCUR, A O VX25689
M O N K H O U S E R G SX17951
• MOODIE, K.R VX35395
MOODY, A M VX28296
MOORE, I HO SX15220
MOORE, S T NX21916
MORAN, J W VX21121
MORAN, L SX18292
MORGAN, K H VX66532
MORGAN, L P VX34226
MORGAN, R A VX37320
MORGAN R A VX37335
MORONEY, J R NX21236
MORPHETT, J C (P) VX47214
MORRES, R B (P) VX29826
MORRIS, L VX56695
MORRIS R VX147199
MORRIS, R W VX45684
MORRIS, W G NX131097
M O R R I S S E Y W T (P) VX33766
MORRISON E A VX88879
MORRISON, J J A VX43659
MORRISON, R H VX38327
MORRISON, W H VX43458
MORROW S J VX79938
• MORROW, V VX37023
MORSE, F H VX116418
MORTON, E J VX82975
MORTON, E L VX177088
MOULTON N G VX33114
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MOUNT, C NX96817
MOUNT, R F NX57287
MOYES, J L VX37057
MOYSEY, J S NX76255
MULAVIN, R VX37454
MULLARVEY P VX37230
MULLIGAN, PV NX73227
MULLINS, R P QX35395
MUMFORD, GS NX97618
MUNN, J W NX86729
MURNIN, P R E NX67347
rMURPHY A J VX43630
MURPHY, A J VX48232
MURPHY, J NX38484
MURPHY T H VX147645
MURPHY TH VX157453
MURPHY T M WX17252
MURRAY, J T VX48122
MURRAY, W J NX124762
MURTAGH J M NX56927
MUSGROVE, V T VX27920
NANKERVIS, V A P VX26358
NEALE, V VX16130
NEALE, V NX66125
NEAVE, M C QX51472
NEEDS J W VX35937
NEIL A C VX45454
NEILL DA NX28047
NEILSON C VX33433
NELSON, R E QX47537
NEVE L S VX34111
NEWCOMB, J DX25
NEWCOMBE TA VX37489
( D C M awarded W W 1)
NEWHAM C R VX34997
NEWMAN, W H E WX32466
NEWSTEAD, H H (P) VX30000
NICHOLAS, P NX173994
NICHOLLS, W J VX46578
NICHOLS, LG VX33786
NICHOLSON, A N VX34745
NICHOLSON FH VX34207
NICHOLSON, J E (P) VX28557
NIVEN, A NX131182
NOBLE, E SX21178
NOLAN, DG VX25198
NOLAN, EG VX25297
NOLEN, J P VX35242
NORGROVE, H VX27268
NORTON, CK SX17868
NUNAN, DS SX18192
OAKLEY, G L VX33839
OAKMAN N D NX102374
O'CALLAGHAN, C VX26584
O'CONNELL J S DX535
O'CONNELL PE VX14757
O'CONNOR, J E VX70832
•O'CONNOR, M J VX35118
O'CONNOR, M J VX37742
ODDY, J A VX28406
O'DEMPSEY, L J VX48582
ODLUM TR VX12351
O'DONNELL B B NX145572
O'DONNELL C E NX118954
ODONNELL F W VX46170
O'GRADY W J NX25067
OLDFIELD, K R NX20015
OLIPHANT R VX28016
OLLIVER, K.E SX18193

•

•

•

•

OLNEY, A D VX19493
O'MALLEY V QX50249
OMAN, DC VX24220
O'MEARA CJ VX33417
O'NEILL A J VX68488
ORCHARD, J M SX16311
ORCHARD, W P VX44581
OSBORNE GH NX59810
OSBORNE, H F NX39829
OSBORNE, J W J NX57031
O'TOOLE F A NX20410
OVERDEN R L QX53808
OWEN, D H NX25461
OWEN, W S VX33715
OWENS, D J VX86621
OWENS TT VX31796
PACEY, C NX39815
PACKARD, B J NX144388
PAGE, W S VX29847
PALMER, C J VX24432
PALMER R G VX44627
PALMER, W K SX15419
PAPLEY, L L VX51416
PARKER, FW WX31311
PARKER H W VX36979
PARKER, K A NX8944
PARKER R H VX17470
PARKES, J K VX68647
PARKINSON, FG VX16827
PARKINSON, W T VX17745
PARNELL L P VX26457
PARRY, G R 0X50745
PARSONS, C J 0X38089
PARSONS G VX27718
PATEN, N A VX26637
PATERSON, N C VX8276
PATERSON, PJ VX51747
PATON, B W VX43023
PATON, G M QX56888
PATON, J C VX48145
PATON, RV VX43891
PATTERSON, R R VX35343
PAUL RA VX37782
PAY, E A VX37864
PAY, R R VX37282
PAYNE, LG VX32622
PAYNE, P L VX33299
PEACE, H R VX29466
PEARCE, E L VX40389
PEARCE, S T VX28264
PECK, A L NX24922
PEGLER D H QX32720
PENGLASE, R N VX37270
PENINTON, R NX114252
PENNEY, R VX31231
PENNINGTON, J C VX22414
PERKINS, AO VX69131
PERROTT, GE VX33054
PERRY, A C NX34836
PERRY C R 0X36679
PERRY, J B VX25088
PERRY, V VX57576
PERTZEL CG VX34652
P E R T Z E L S H NX174472
PETERS, IG SX22610
PETERS, RG VX31990
PHELAN, RJ VX60328
PHILLIPS, J E VX31385
PHILLIPS, J McK VX33858

PHILLIPS, N C NX22079
PHILLIPS, R D VX44404
PHILLIPS, W G NX22952
PHIPPS, GA (P) VX33354
PICKERT, M W VX51200
PICKETT, N J VX27328
PICONE, A A VX20279
PIDDOCK H A NX22950
PIGGOTT, 0 A NX26906
PILFOOT A E VX48336
PIPER, A T NX10859
PIPER, L J NX18518
• PIPEa J W VX26146
PITKETHLY D NX134293
PITMAN, EJ VX45248
PITMAN S C VX91554
PLANT, R A (P) NX15131
PLATT-HEPWORTH, 0 F NX23452
POLWARTH EW VX21168
• POOLE A T VX44522
POPE G VX32933
POPPLESTONE, W R VX45834
PORRITT S M VX24330
POTTER GJ (P) VX20920
POTTER, L H (P) VX31007
POWELL R M VX27079
POWER F E VX79802
POWER, J (P) VX36491
PREECE EJ NX16412
PREISER, E B (P) VX32728
PRESTON A E VX36903
PRESTON J QX52171
PRESTON, T VX29071
PRIDEAUX R M VX45370
PRINCE, G A (P) VX47382
PRING A R V VX31928
PRITCHARD, A H NX167587
PRITCHARD, D R QX59001
PROWSE A A 0X52681
PULSFORD, DW VX28910
PURCELL J VX47984
PURCELL W S VX51647
PURVES, J K VX42718
PURVIS, S NX110506
PYKE, R E VX29873
QUICK, J VX36335
QUINLAN J VX12690
QUINN, C McD VX24756
QUINN, D J NX47138
QUINN, GJ VX37279
QUINT, W K VX28132
QUINTON, PG VX42003
RAE, C J E VX48132
RAISBECK, CP VX44714
RAMSAY, V J VX31913
RANDALL A D VX27015
RAWLINGS, A VX68584
• RAWLINS EJ B VX48557
RAYMOND, W J VX68495
REA, E H VX29870
READ, G B WX26901
READ, K A VX25157
READE, S VX33312
REED, F W VX17654
REED, G F VX35902
REED, H J NX27831
REED W H VX24127
REES.JR VX51091
REES.TE NX177691
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REGAN, PF VX122804
REICHELT, FW NX2789
REID, HJ VX44546
REID, J QX24899
REID N R VX34575
REILLY, C W VX48380
REILLY, S D NX97646
RENDLE B VX25828
RENKIN, RH VX53444
RENNEY, J VX45830
REYNOLDS, J VX51493
RHODEN, JW VX13726
RICE, AJ VX47960
RICHARDS, LW NX25075
RICHARDS, R L VX48294
RICHARDS, WN NX21823
RICHARDSON GW VX34141
RICHARDSON JV QX29225
RICHARDSON WJ (P) VX47992
RICHMOND, NF VX42619
RICKERBY, H G VX42008
RIDD C A VX16759
RIDDELU WG VX47285
RIEDELU C A VX48381
RILEY, A.G VX37944
RIPPER, VJ VX28012
RISK, A VX34920
RITCHIE, H L VX26073
ROBARTS R VX53000
ROBERTS, AF VX33282
ROBERTS G E VX33921
ROBERTS P VX44410
ROBERTS, TH VX38867
ROBERTSON EC VX31839
ROBERTSON, HR VX38151
ROBERTSON KC VX35024
ROBERTSON, K Mel, (P) VX46963
ROBINS, D VX56658
ROBINS, R SX24357
ROBINSON, A NX67448
ROBSON S VX25752
ROCK. L L NX10921
RODGERS, LRT VX135208
ROEGER, WN WX16122
ROLLING, LF (P) VX36871
ROOK, VR VX48114
ROSE, C S VX15357
ROSE, T (P) VX25122
ROSS, C C VX45493
ROSS, J AJ VX59096
ROSS, J R NX38401
ROSS, J R VX45984
ROSS, W J NX38402
ROWAN, K S VX28764
ROWAN, R H VX38779
ROWAN, S D VX45142
ROWE, A F VX43237
ROWE, LT NX19539
RUDDER, KC QX20506
RUDDICK, F E VX69381
RULE, WC VX29323
RUNDLE A.J VX58153
RUNNALLS, HC VX29357
RUSH, H A NX174173
RUSSELL B NX21516
RUSSELL, DJ VX44519
RUSSELL, FH VX25210
RUSSELL J A VX51413
RUSSELL J P VX79502

RUSSELL KW VX51981
RUSSELL TW (P) VX32995
RUSSELL W VX37563
RUTHERFORD, J E VX31871
RUTTER, G I (P) VX47927
RYAN, AN NX178715
RYAN, B NX116120
• RYAN, DP VX31963
RYAN, RJ VX33274
RYAN, RJ VX37655
SALEH, C G VX44932
SAMPSON, GJ VX47605
SAMPSON R NX20309
SANDBERG CE NX172067
SANDERS, RJ VX79079
SANDFORD, HR (P) VX32697
SANDOW, C F H NX20197
SANDS E S S VX38113
SANDS, M M J VX27264
SANSOM, TW NX97192
SAUERBERG HT VX37476
SAUNDERS, EG VX29862
SAUNDERS RW VX27133
SCANLAN, RJ VX18250
SCHACK WE VX25412
SCHILLING, W E VX34596
SCHMUTSCH A VX36136
SCHMUTSCH, H A (P) VX36135
SCHOLES, JW VX33168
SCHULTZ, RG SX15183
SCOn, A (P) VX26142
SCOTT CW VX45503
SCOTT, ETR VX14638
S C O H FC SX4732
SCOTT, KC VX33302
S C O H N VX37317

scon, RE VX22517

SCOn, W E VX33011
SEABRIDGE, E C VX37885
SEARLE A B NX21850
SEATON, FF NX68441
SEATON, J W NX10997
SEEKAMP GD VX37650
SEIGNIOR, R A VX26851
SELBY RV VX32406
SELLARS, W K VX33290
SELLECK, RA VX37289
SENIOR K S VX131562
SEWELL LA WX19962
SEXTON, WP VX53091
SHACKLEFORD, B VX35716
SHANKS, DP VX58402
SHARP, VE NX22187
SHARROCK, VA NX21192
SHAW, LE VX28177
SHEEHY, LR SX21186
SHEPPARD, HT VX23340
SHIELDS, LH VX44264
SHIELDS, LW VX87256
SHINN VA VX45646
SHOTBOLT, V A VX22607
SHUGG, LG VX17523
SHYING, M M NX20503
SILLIS, KJ NX13950
SILLIS, M NX102364
SILVER, J W VX37360
SIM, AJ VX27717
SIMPSON, FJ (P) VX27502
SIMPSON, GF VX28319

SIMPSON, LM (P) VX37657
SIMPSON RC WX31764
• SIMPSON, TD VX33365
SIMPSON, T J VX34384
SIMPSON, W VX80085
SIMS F L NX24384
SIMSON, C E D VX28195
SINCLAIR, AT VX37459
SINCLAIR, BG NX173039
SINCLAIR, DW VX79893
SINCLAIR LE VX30498
SITLINGTON, K.G VX47207
SKIPPER, H EJ VX43046
SLAnERIE, HN VX36515
SLAnERY, LJ VX47497
SLEEP, RW J C (P) VX37745
SLEIGH, CF (P) VX35185
SLOAN W VX16524
SLOANE J N (P) VX31655
SLOANE, NW NX25256
SMITH, A VX46556
SMITH AG VX43811
SMITH, A.H VX22037
SMITH AJ VX24314
SMITH, AJ VX52082
SMITH CA VX50824
SMITH, C V (P) VX25273
SMITH D E VX37258
SMITH, DR NX10910
SMITH, GD WX31307
SMITH, HC VX24757
SMITH HW VX66063
SMITH, LJ VX46675
SMITH LW (P) VX25212
SMITH, NC VX19528
SMITH, R VX52081
SMITH, VJ VX36720
SMITH, WG VX38451
SMITH, WH NX21974
SMITH, W J 0X32937
SMITH, W L VX17623
SNEDDEN, F NX22417
SNELLING, FH VX45945
SPARK, AJ VX34034
SPARK G (P) VX35684
SPARK, G VX50961
SPARNON E C (P) VX32109
SPARROW, EJ VX42325
SPEEDING, CR VX38605
SPEERS, CV (P) VX34115
SPILCKER, J G VX38265
SPILLER A E VX28549
SPOONER, F VX48587
• STAINER CG VX36568
STAMFORD M NX139231
STAN BOROUGH, PH VX24448
STANDEN, OV NX22116
STANLEY, EP VX36763
STANTON, J A VX43542
STAPLES, KC VX18573
STARCK, LF NX18892
STAUGHTON, ST VX40765
• ST CLAIR, D VX25858
STEEL EV VX43116
STEER, A VX24313
STEPHEN, J B VX26475
STEPHENS, E A VX61207
STEPHENS, HLVX14417
STEPHENS J B VX26475
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WHITEHEAD, P VX112448
WHITEOAK, T VX26567
• WHITESIDE, M N VX32365
WHITFIELD ATA VX32404
WHITFIELD J F VX32920
WHITFIELD TE VX32367
WHITING, RH LVX47619
WHITLA, L A J VX38356
WHITLEY, A J VX38486
WHITNEY, I AG VX32520
• WHITSON HC VX43000
WICKS RG NX54280
WIGHTMAN, DB NX123748
WILBERFORCE EW VX28771
WILEY G VX3045
• WILKIN, LC VX38513
WILKINSON J G H NX14142
WILKINSON, J R VX21442
WILKINSON L J VX46079
WILLIAMS, A VX100492
WILLIAMS, C VX36186
WILLIAMS C G VX62808
WILLIAMS, H VX274 3 7
WILLIAMS J VX51230
WILLIAMS, K E NX30790
WILLIAMS, LA VX37941
WILLIAMS, LR NX28595
WILLIAMS, N J VX46262
WILLIAMS, R F NX28262
WILLIAMS, R L VX40059
WILLIAMS, RR VX26182
WILLIAMSON AB VX33646
WILLIAMSON, J VX79907
WILLIAMSON, LT VX51482

WILLIAMSON, N A VX72559
WILLIAMSON, TG NX14142
WILLICK, AE NX117874
WILLIS DV NX14972
WILLIS KE VX47607
WILLS AV VX27910
WILLS, FH VX144011
WILLS, G VX27910
WILLS, K E VX55064
WILLS N L VX79621
WILSON, F (P) VX33406
WILSON K NX26093
WILSON R NX171521
WINDSOR RH NX110526
WING G A VX36604
WINKLE MW VX44393
WINKLER S P SX18188
WINSTONE A J VX37860
WINTER, A VX32095
WINTER A VX31651
WINTER, OD (P) VX41889
WIRTH, D C 0X47409
WITCHARD LG NX167581
WITTICK, P J VX1 13741
WONNACOTT VA VX72562
WOOD DD NX118776
WOOD, EC NX7737
WOOD, J NX136056
WOOD, R NX22114
WOOD RG NX10915
WOOD S R VX33650
WOODALL C G 0X56588
WOODS, TA VX27284
WOODS W NX79388

WOODWARD, H T (PJ VX37950
WOODWARD, VS VX32246
WOOLCOCK LA (P) VX47950
WOOTTON L J VX42511
WORSLEY FH VX38412
WRIGGLESWORTH, W A (P) VX46959
WRIGHT, AVX23017
WRIGHT AR VX32713
WRIGHT, CS VX37833
WRIGHT, HW VX25846
WRIGHT, J E NX22068
WRIGHT RG VX14363
WRIGHT, RR 0X53171
WYATT, R F L NX17502
WYATT W NX79796
WYND, J VX50306
YEATES, B F A NX56847
YEO, FG NX30133
YEO, R 0X24161
YOUNG AF VX95
YOUNG, A L (P) VX47581
YOUNG AM VX24727
YOUNG GG VX51234
YOUNG, H S W VX61768
• YOUNG, J L VX20341
YOUNG J L SX16139
•YOUNG, L VX48662
YOUNG, LF VX118924
YOUNG, LH (P) VX32558
YOUNG, MA SX18119
YOUNG, W E VX34414
ZIMMERMAN, AC NX106722
SPENCE, K VX61190
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P a r a t r o o p J u 5 2 shot down over Heraklion, Crete, 2 0 t h May, 1940.

